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Abstract
Dr Math is a math tutoring service implemented on the chat application Mxit. The
service allows school learners to use their mobile phones to discuss mathematics-
related topics with human tutors. Using the broad user-base provided by Mxit,
the Dr Math service has grown to consist of tens of thousands of registered school
learners. The tutors on the service are all volunteers and the learners far outnumber
the available tutors at any given time.
School learners on the service use a shorthand language-form called microtext, to
phrase their queries. Microtext is an informal form of language which consists of a
variety of misspellings and symbolic representations, which emerge spontaneously as
a result of the idiosyncrasies of a learner. The speciﬁc form of microtext found on the
Dr Math service contains mathematical questions and example equations, pertaining
to the tutoring process. Deciphering the queries, to discover their embedded mathe-
matical content, slows down the tutoring process. This wastes time that could have
been spent addressing more learner queries. The microtext language thus creates an
unnecessary burden on the tutors.
This study describes the development of an automated process for the translation
of Dr Math microtext queries into mathematical equations. Using the design science
research paradigm as a guide, three artefacts are developed. These artefacts take the
form of a construct, a model and an instantiation.
The construct represents the creation of new knowledge as it provides greater
insight into the contents and structure of the language found on a mobile mathematics
tutoring service. The construct serves as the basis for the creation of a model for the
translation of microtext queries into mathematical equations, formatted for display
in an electronic medium. No such technique currently exists and therefore, the model
contributes new knowledge.
To validate the model, an instantiation was created to serve as a proof-of-concept.
The instantiation applies various concepts and techniques, such as those related to
natural language processing, to the learner queries on the Dr Math service. These
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techniques are employed in order to translate an input microtext statement into a
mathematical equation, structured by using mark-up language. The creation of the
instantiation thus constitutes a knowledge contribution, as most of these techniques
have never been applied to the problem of translating microtext into mathematical
equations.
For the automated process to have utility, it should perform on a level comparable
to that of a human performing a similar translation task. To determine how closely
related the results from the automated process are to those of a human, three human
participants were asked to perform coding and translation tasks. The results of the
human participants were compared to the results of the automated process, across a
variety of metrics, including agreement, correlation, precision, recall and others. The
results from the human participants served as the baseline values for comparison.
The baseline results from the human participants were compared with those of the
automated process. Krippendorﬀ’s α was used to determine the level of agreement
and Pearson’s correlation coeﬃcient to determine the level of correlation between the
results. The agreement between the human participants and the automated process
was calculated at a level deemed satisfactory for exploratory research and the level of
correlation was calculated as moderate. These values correspond with the calculations
made as the human baseline. Furthermore, the automated process was able to meet
or improve on all of the human baseline metrics.
These results serve to validate that the automated process is able to perform
the translation at a level comparable to that of a human. The automated process
is available for integration into any requesting application, by means of a publicly
accessible web service.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Dr. Math is a tutoring service with the goal of helping South African school learners
master mathematics. The learners who make use of this service query the tutors,
using their cellular phones. The language used by the learners make it diﬃcult for
some tutors to understand the questions posed by the learners.
This study addresses the issue of translating equations found in snippets of un-
structured text into a typeset form. The study is based on the text found in learner
queries on the Dr Math service. Representing the mathematics found in learner
queries in such a form, may help to increase the throughput of the tutors on the
Dr Math service, by alleviating the unnecessary cognitive load that is required to
extract and restructure the mathematical components of the text.
In order to better understand the problem domain, it is necessary to provide some
contextual and theoretical grounding. This chapter provides some background to
the problem, a problem statement, objectives and scope for the study, as well as a
discussion of similar studies. The chapter concludes with a brief discussion on the
structure of the rest of the document.
1.1 Background
Dr Math is a mathematics tutoring service provided by the Meraka Institute of the
South African Council for Scientiﬁc and Industrial Research (CSIR). The service uses
the social chat platform Mxit and allows South African school learners to connect
with human tutors. The tutors make use of a web-based interface to respond to
learner messages, which are mostly generated on a cellular phone.
The language used by the learners, when phrasing questions to the tutors, is
problematic, as it contains a variety of short forms and abbreviations, commonly
referred to as microtext. Microtext may be deﬁned as the short snippets of text used
1
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Tutor: hi there. what math can i help you with?
Learner: trigonometry
Tutor: ok, is there a specific problem that i can help you with?
Learner: cos(90degre plas x ovr cos(180digree manase x).tan(180degree plas x)
manas 1 alver cos 2,(360 digree manas x)
Snippet 1.1: An example of a conversation between a tutor and learner
in modern digital forms of communication (Hovy, Markman, Martell, & Uthus, 2013).
This form of text consists of various misspellings, informality, varied grammar and
non-language forms, such as emoticons.
Learners apply this short-hand language form when querying the tutors, resulting
in conversations as shown in Snippet 1.1. Although the mathematical portion in this
conversation is still recognisable, it requires eﬀort on the part of the tutor ﬁrst to
convert or translate it to a workable mathematical equation.
There are thousands of registered school learners making use of the Dr Math
service, but only a handful of tutors (Butgereit & Botha, 2010b). The tutors are
all volunteers and are not available to the service at all times. The diﬃculty in
interpreting the learner language is, thus, compounded by the fact that the learners
vastly outnumber the tutors.
1.2 Problem Statement
The problem this study serves to address is as follows:
The tutors on the Dr Math service need to put in a lot of effort to translate
microtext statements into mathematical equations.
At its heart, the problem boils down to a language gap between the tutors and
students, causing an unnecessary slow-down in the tutoring process. The tutors on
the Dr Math service have limited time available for attending to learner queries. The
microtext-based queries, posed by the learners on the service, are sometimes diﬃcult
to interpret or to decipher. These queries require close scrutiny in order to determine
whether they contain mathematical content. Statements containing mathematical
content are those which contain, at least in part, a mathematical equation or a ques-
tion and/or statement related to mathematics.
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In order for the tutors to provide a meaningful service, they must be able to convert
or translate these microtext statements into structured mathematical equations. This
process wastes time, which may be better spent in attending to more learner queries.
To address the problem of a study properly, it is necessary to have questions which
require answers and objectives which need to be met. These questions and objectives
both serve as milestones to the study; as well as provide a guideline against which to
measure the ﬁnal deliverables of the study. In order to ask meaningful questions and
to set realistic objectives, it is ﬁrst necessary to determine what other work has been
done in the ﬁeld of microtext; as it relates to mathematical equations.
1.3 Related Work
To gain a better understanding of the problem domain, it is necessary to discover
which studies have dealt with similar or related problems. The issues faced by these
studies will aid in the justﬁcation of the problem and will serve to focus the study
along similar topics.
1.3.1 NLP and Microtext
Xue, Yin, Davison, and Davison (2011) realised that natural language processing
(NLP) tools and techniques may be applicable to microtext-based content. However,
in their native form, the microtext statements may not lend themselves readily to
these NLP techniques, which require well-formatted textual input. Thus, they pro-
posed a normalisation process, based on a model of their own devising, to make the
microtext queries more readable both for humans and for machines. Their results are
reported using metrics, which are widely used in the NLP community.
Studies such as these show that NLP techniques are applicable to problems related
to microtext, but that the text may require some modiﬁcation for the processing to
succeed. They also highlight the importance of implementing a model as a form of
validation. The use of well-known metrics for measuring and comparing the results
from testing the implemented model is also a key part of sharing results with the
greater research community.
1.3.2 Microtext in Social Media
Dent and Paul (2011) launched a study to determine the extent to which people make
use of Twitter for posing social questions and gathering answers (Q&A). The initial
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challenge posed by determining which tweets are actually questions was compounded
by the short, informal nature of the tweets. To address the problem, they explored
several NLP techniques. They used the Amazon Mechanical Turk service to categorise
tweets as being questions or not. The Mechanical Turk service allows researchers to
pose tasks to the community and to pay them according to an agreed-upon rate.
This study highlights that known techniques may have to be modiﬁed in order
to be applied to microtext. It also serves to demonstrate that the best yardstick for
comparing the results of a NLP process is that of human judgment.
1.3.3 Study-specific Data
Rosa and Ellen (2009) proposed methods to classify lines of military chat, or posts,
which contain items of interest. They based their study on a synthetic chat data set,
which they generated themselves. Every entry in the data set was normalised and
then analysed in isolation by applying various classiﬁers.
This study highlights the fact that a study on microtext may be relevant if it is
conducted on self-constructed data sets. Furthermore, it demonstrates that classiﬁ-
cation tasks do not always require the ﬂow of a conversation to be tracked, but that
individual messages may be processed on their own merit. The last, very important,
insight gained from this study is that not all information is relevant. Although the
individual microtext queries may be categorised according to a variety of features,
not all of these features contribute to a meaningful classiﬁcation.
1.3.4 Rules
Gouws, Metzler, Cai, and Hovy (2011) state that the informal nature of microtext
allows users to invent personalised writing conventions on-the-ﬂy to suit their own
needs (or the length limitation of the messaging service). A prominent feature in the
structure of the messages is also the interface on which the message is entered, e.g.
the limited keypad of a cellular phone. They set out to discover the various writing
conventions that diﬀerent groups of users use to express themselves. To this end,
they made use of an initial normalisation process, which is based on spell-checking (a
traditional NLP process), machine translation (MT) and automatic speech recognition
(ASR).
Although their study employs a few interesting processing techniques, such as the
application of ASR to the normalisation process, it is more interesting to note that
the application of simple rules to a microtext statement may have a great normalising
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eﬀect. These rules are created by applying knowledge of the data sets, i.e. heuristics.
This highlights that a thorough analysis of the text logs of the Dr Math service may
result in the creation of simple rules or techniques speciﬁc to, but highly supportive
of, the problem domain.
1.3.5 Modularisation
A study by Jeschke, Wilke, Natho, and Pfeiﬀer (2008) approached the issue of ﬁnding
mathematical knowledge in digital publications as an information retrieval problem.
The aim of the study was to extract mathematical information from various sources
in order to save the information in a knowledge base, using a suitable format. They
worked under the premise that natural language processing methods have the possi-
bility of providing accurate, automatic, semantic annotation of text in order to extract
mathematical correlations between terms and concepts.
Their solution consists of three modules, namely a preliminary analysis, natu-
ral language processing analysis and a knowledge base. Their study highlights that
statements may need to be analysed at diﬀerent levels and that there are existing
techniques applicable to the representation of mathematics in an electronic format.
1.3.6 Matching Known Forms
Adeel, Cheung, and Khiyal (2008) proposed a prototype search-engine, enabling a
user to search for mathematical formula content. They highlighted various issues
pertaining to the search for mathematical content in text; in the process realising
that a query language needs to be intuitive and natural.
To index and retrieve mathematics, they make use of a combination of regular ex-
pressions and key-words to perform template matching. Because mathematics makes
use of speciﬁc operators and operands, it may be possible to devise patterns from
known equations. Their study highlights the fact that these patterns may be used to
match certain equations, but also that they would have to be generated speciﬁcally
for the study. This process would possibly require some form of manual intervention.
1.3.7 Communal Needs
Zhao, Kan, and Theng (2008) performed a study, with the aim of creating a proto-
type categorisation system for identifying mathematical content on web pages. An
interesting aspect of their study is that, as a prelude to developing the prototype,
they conducted interviews with potential users to ascertain their needs. This high-
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lighted the fact that users would prefer to input their queries in a known typesetting
language. They encountered some classiﬁcation diﬃculties, which they surmise may
be due to insuﬃcient or skewed training data, as well as to segmentation errors.
From the outset, the researchers based their work on the needs of the stakeholders.
In principle, this may take the form of interviews or it could be based on an analysis of
data provided by the stakeholders. They also realised that the users of a system would
prefer to input mathematical queries in a language with which they are familiar.
1.3.8 Initial Thoughts
What is apparent from all of these studies on microtext is that there is no clear
solution as to which techniques best constitute a solution to processing the entries.
The common consensus from these studies is that techniques applicable to natural
language processing and machine translation should be applicable to microtext, once a
level of normalisation has been applied. Most of the studies also use the same metrics
as a basis of comparison. Although these studies provide no conclusive means by
which to process microtext entries, they do serve to validate the domain of microtext
as a viable research area.
Furthermore, most of the studies dealing with short snippets of text focus on Twit-
ter feeds or microblogs, with the odd exception of SMSs. Most of the research on the
Dr Math microtext variant has, thus far, been conducted by the researchers initiating
the service, using its log ﬁles. These prior studies on the Dr Math service have not
fully exploited natural language processing techniques in the problem domain, mostly
focusing on n-grams for the purpose of topic spotting. These researchers have also
quantiﬁed various aspects of the microtext language used on the Dr Math service,
but not speciﬁcally as it relates to mathematical equations, thus leaving the body of
knowledge on microtext in the Dr Math service, as it relates to mathematics and the
application of natural language processing techniques, relatively sparse and open for
discovery.
A common thread in the processing of mathematical equations in text is that nat-
ural language processing techniques should be applicable and that the same metrics
are used for their evaluation as those used in the evaluation of microtext processing
techniques. Although none of these studies focus on ﬁnding embedded mathemati-
cal equations in microtext, the natural language processing techniques may still be
applicable. The novel domain and nature of the search process required for this
study signify that any contribution made may represent new knowledge with regard
to identifying mathematical equations in microtext.
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The analysis of previous work has provided various avenues which may be pursued
for addressing the problem domain of the study. These insights have led the researcher
to a clear belief, with regard to the problem, which is expressed in the form of a thesis
statement.
1.4 Thesis Statement
Moore and Cassel (2010, p. 25) point out that a thesis statement should provide a
clear argument to the reader and serve as an organising device. The thesis statement
for this study is as follows:
An automated process could be developed for converting microtext queries
into mathematical equations. Validating such a process, independent of
the live Dr Math service, using content analysis and translation evalua-
tion techniques, would provide an indication of how closely the automated
process mirrors the results of a human performing the same task. This
correlation may serve as an indicator of the utility of such a process to
the tutors on the Dr Math service.
In order to support the thesis statement, it is necessary to ask questions which provide
greater insight into speciﬁc facets of the problem domain.
1.5 Research Questions
In order to investigate a problem scientiﬁcally and gather new knowledge, it is nec-
essary for the belief of a researcher to be expressed in the form of questions. These
questions help guide the study and provide a framework by which to judge the progress
of the study. The main question addressed by this study is:
Could an automated process, for translating Dr Math microtext queries
to mathematics, perform the task at a level similar to that of a human
translator?
In order to ﬁnd an answer to this question, it is ﬁrst necessary to shed some light on
the problem domain. By ﬁnding answers to the following sub-questions, a solution
might become apparent.
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1. Which forms of mathematics form part of the problem domain?
2. Which methods allow Dr Math microtext to be translated accurately into a
mathematical equation?
3. How can the automated translation of Dr Math queries, into a mathematical
equation, be incorporated into Dr Math?
Questions are valuable in directing a train of thought, but bear no real weight
without associated answers. Discovering these answers requires the creation of objec-
tives, aligned with the research questions.
1.6 Research Objectives
The research objectives represent speciﬁc tasks to accomplish or goals to meet in order
to gather the knowledge required to ground the answers to the research questions
factually. The primary research objective of this study is to:
Compare the performance of an automated Dr Math microtext translator
to that of a human translator.
The following secondary objectives need to be achieved to accomplish the primary
objective:
1. Determine which types of mathematical equations are prevalent in Dr Math
queries.
2. Test and perform a critical analysis of selected natural language processing
techniques.
3. Devise the means by which a translation process may be incorporated into the
Dr Math service.
The objectives should all be met within the speciﬁc boundaries set by the scope
of the study.
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1.7 Scope and Delineation
This study is an investigation to determine whether an automated process would be
able to translate microtext statements into mathematical equations. Although SMS,
Twitter and Facebook messages all constitute forms of microtext, this study focuses
exclusively on the microtext statements found on the Dr Math service.
The Dr Math service stores all of the tutor-learner interactions as anonymous text-
based log ﬁles. The 2009 to 2013 log ﬁles were sourced, by means of a memorandum
of understanding with the CSIR. All exploratory research, testing, implementation
and validation of the proposed solution have been done using these log ﬁles.
The study involves no direct interaction with either the tutors or the learners on
the Dr Math service. Interactions, with regard to all aspects of the Dr Math service,
are via a representative of the CSIR. The proposed solution was not tested in a live
tutoring environment, but was validated using the previously-mentioned log ﬁles, as
well as human participants with no stake in the Dr Math service and statistical means.
This form of implementation and validation was chosen in order not to be disruptive
to the functioning of the Dr Math service. As the log ﬁles sourced from the CSIR
span multiple years, they may be considered representative of the learner queries and
statements found on the live Dr Math service.
The study does not address all forms of mathematics, but serves as a proof-of-
concept, based on equations found in the South African high school mathematics
curriculum.
1.8 Ethics and Permissions
This study does not employ direct interaction with the school learners or tutors on the
Dr Math service. Neither is any private or identiﬁable data utilised in the fulﬁlment
of the objectives of this study. Therefore, ethical clearance is not required from the
Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University (NMMU).
For the results of the study to be relevant, it is necessary to test the various
processing techniques on the actual logs of the Dr Math service. These logs are the
property of the CSIR and require permission for their use. The requisite permission
has been granted by means of a memorandum of understanding between the CSIR
and the NMMU. Further permission has been granted by a content usage agreement
between the researcher and the CSIR. A copy of this document has been attached as
Appendix B
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To ensure the ethical usage of all participant data, the Dr Math service has various
measures in place. The ﬁrst measure is an ethical clearance certiﬁcate issued by the
Tshwane University of Technology to Dr Laurie Butgereit, on behalf of the CSIR.
This clearance certiﬁcate has been attached as Appendix A. The second measure
requires every tutor to sign codes of conduct and informed consent forms. These
two documents ensure that the tutors are informed that all conversations are to be
recorded and may be reused for research purposes. All tutors also receive the following
message prior to logging into the tutoring website:
By logging into this website, you agree that all tutoring conversations are
recorded for security, quality, and research purposes.
Furthermore, all students accessing the service for the ﬁrst time are sent the following
message:
This service is hosted at Meraka Institute (www.meraka.org.za). All con-
versations are recorded for quality, security, and research purposes. Never
give out personal information over Mxit or chat.
Finally, the students also receive daily messages stating the following:
Never give out personal details to Dr Math. All conversations are recorded
for security, quality and research purposes. Just a sec while we swap you
to Dr Math....
Thus, based on all of these measures, it may be concluded that any participant on
the Dr Math service is well aware of the rules and regulations governing the service,
as well as the fact that all conversations are recorded and may be used for research
purposes.
1.9 Chapter Layout
This chapter provided an overview of the problem domain, including a statement of
the problem addressed by this study. Several related studies address the concepts of
microtext and the conversion of text into mathematics, but none deals speciﬁcally
with the conversion of microtext into mathematics. Most studies on microtext or
ﬁnding equations in text make use of the principles of natural language processing.
Hence, it stands to reason that these same techniques may be applicable to the current
study and may warrant further investigation.
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Figure 1.1: Chapter layout
The next chapter provides a general overview of the Dr Math service and its mi-
crotext variant. Chapter 3 discusses various natural language processing concepts
applicable to the problem domain, as well as how to evaluate the accuracy of these
techniques. This knowledge is necessary for informing the creation of the deliverables
(artefacts) of the study. The current chapter, and the two chapters following, con-
stitute the Grounding section of the study. Overall, the study is divided into three
main sections:
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1. Grounding Chapters 1 - 3 provide background information on the problem
domain and related work.
2. Conceptualisation Chapters 4 - 6 discuss the creation of the artefacts of the
study.
3. Evaluation Chapters 7 - 9 discuss the evaluation of any artefacts resulting
from the study.
Chapter 4 describes the research design of the study. It contains, among other
things, a discussion on the process of knowledge creation, the research paradigm of
the study and how the study adheres to the principles of design science. This chapter
also contains a description of the deliverables of the study as well as an overview of
the process followed in their evaluation.
Chapter 5 serves as a discussion of the language used on the Dr Math service
and how it relates to the South African high school mathematics curriculum. This
information is used to develop the ﬁrst artefact of the study, in the form of a construct.
The knowledge gained from the literature study and the development of the con-
struct are used in Chapter 6 to propose a model for the translation of microtext
queries into well-structured mathematical equations. This model serves as the second
artefact of the study.
In order to validate the model, an instantiation is created in Chapter 7, which
serves as a proof-of-concept. The instantiation serves as the third artefact of the study.
Various methods of evaluation are used in Chapter 8 to validate the instantiation
which, in turn, serves to validate the model.
The thesis is concluded in Chapter 9, which includes a summary of accomplish-
ments, as well as a discussion on any future research avenues. The chapter layout is
graphically represented in Figure 1.1.
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Background
The previous chapter served as an introduction to the problem domain of the study. In
order to devise a solution to a problem, it is necessary to gather a deeper under- stand-
ing of the issues which contribute to the current state of the domain. To that end,
this chapter discusses general topics related to microtext and provides an overview of
the history and details of the Dr Math service.
The strength of the Dr Math service lies in its implementation as a mobile service,
as most school learners have at least some degree of access to a cellular phone. The use
of cellular phones provides the service with a very large user base, but the way that
messages are phrased on these devices also leads to some of the greatest challenges
for the service. Short forms and inconsistent spellings are fairly frequent in this text-
based medium, primarily because of the limitation in the length of allowed messages.
This inconsistency is compounded by an interface not readily geared towards entering
mathematical equations. These factors combine to create a form of language, called
microtext, which may be diﬃcult for the tutors to understand and interpret.
2.1 Microtext
Human beings are social creatures. Since the advent of written language, communicat-
ing with our peers over long distances has been the life blood of many a relationship.
The digital age has given rise to new forms of communication. These services and
applications allow for global, instantaneous communication to a single person or to
anyone in a wider audience caring to pay attention.
The limited, byte-sized nature of these communication services, such as Facebook
updates and Twitter feeds have led to the creation of a new form of language, called
microtext. Microtext is a short-hand form of digital communication, which contains a
13
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variety of misspellings, unstructured grammar and symbolic artefacts, such as emoti-
cons (Hovy et al., 2013).
Variations of this language occur in e-mail and on-line chat applications, but the
intricacies of the language, as it currently relates to text messages on cellular phones,
have their own nuances. To understand the language and why it is structured as it
is, its origins need to be considered.
2.1.1 Origins
Texting technology on cellular phones, also known as the Short Message Service
(SMS), makes use of the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) net-
works to deliver a short text message between handsets. These messages are usually
limited to 160 characters, but this may be increased or decreased by using diﬀerent
types of encoding (J. Brown, Shipman, & Vetter, 2007). The rudimentary limit of
160 characters was chosen by former chairman of the non-voice services committee
of the GSM, after realising that both postcards and Telex messages often contained
fewer than 150 characters (Millian, 2009).
Teenagers were some of the ﬁrst adopters of SMS technology. They drove the
adoption for a multitude of reasons, not the least being the relatively low price of
SMS messages in relation to making mobile calls (Grinter & Eldridge, 2001). The
SMSs might even be seen as free, if bundled within a mobile service plan. Billing
systems, such as the pay as you go model, allow teenagers to manage their own
cellular phone account, using their allowance to buy prepaid vouchers. Practices such
as these provide teenagers with a sense of independence.
2.1.2 Alleviating Social Pressures
SMS technology has the added beneﬁt of avoiding or easing certain social situations,
by making the communication more impersonal. SMSs are not a synchronous commu-
nication technology, so someone may respond to a message whenever it is convenient
for them to do so. Using SMS technology frees a person from the bounds of polite
conversation, e.g. when calling someone to ask what they are doing later, it is com-
mon social practice ﬁrst to say hello; ask them how they are; and then continue with
the conversation. Using a text message could condense the request to Wat u up 2
l8r? This may sound rude, and to some may mark the end of Victorian courtship
rituals, but teenagers may see this as a means of saving time and money.
14
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One of the factors inﬂuencing the adoption rate among teenagers might be that
the lack of face-to-face interaction may give someone the conﬁdence to discuss topics
which otherwise they might not be willing to do. This is what makes tutorial sessions
via texting so practical, as it avoids the shame and exposition that learners might
otherwise feel, if they were to ask someone to help them in a face-to-face or classroom
context.
2.1.3 Chat Applications
In recent years, there has been a rise in chat-based applications on mobile phones.
These applications provide the same functionality as one would ﬁnd in desktop appli-
cations, such as Google Talk and MSN chat. Some of them even have mobile-based
variants. In South Africa, one such application, Mxit, has gathered widespread sup-
port. Mxit is used by people of all age groups, but its widest appeal has been to
South African school children and learners.
Mxit provides its users both with one-on-one and with chat room-based function-
ality. The Mxit communication process is similar to sending and receiving SMSs, as
there is no face-to-face communication and the language usage is informal. Since Mxit
provides such a large user base, Dr Math was created by the South African Council
for Scientiﬁc and Industrial Research Meraka Institute, to enable tutors and learners
to communicate with one another, via Mxit and other chat platforms. In order for the
Dr Math service to function, it was ﬁrst necessary to create an underlying platform
to convey the messages to and from Mxit.
2.2 C3TO and Dr Math
The C3TO platform and the Dr Math service were developed by Dr Laurie Butgereit
as part of her Master’s dissertation and Doctoral thesis. Dr Butgereit has published
various papers, speciﬁcally addressing the language used in the learner queries on the
Dr Math service. Most of the analysis, with regard to the queries, has been for the
purpose of topic spotting and has used the text logs of the Dr Math service as their
data sets.
C3TO is a scalable architecture for implementing a chat-based call centre and
tutoring system on-line. It has the ability to integrate various communication media,
such as chat programs, Mxit, SMS and any other future technologies; allowing learners
to communicate using their tool of choice. This architecture is easily conﬁgurable and
manageable via a web interface, which allows for future growth (Butgereit & Botha,
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2010c). Two of the services on C3TO are Dr Math and Dr. LOLS. Dr. LOLS is a
service which aims to use mobile phones to assist pupils with problems in the school
subjects of Life Orientation and Life Skills (Butgereit & Botha, 2010a). The study
of Dr LOLS and its associated inputs and outputs are not within the scope of this
study.
2.2.1 The Platform
Dr Math was originally a system used to research whether learners would use their
personal cellular phone to get assistance with mathematics homework (Butgereit &
Botha, 2010d). The software receives an input queue from an external source (such
as learner cellular phones) and is able to distribute the queue amongst various human
recipients, who act as tutors to the learners sending in their requests. Unfortunately,
Dr Math did not scale well to the growing number of learner requests that it was
presented with. C3TO was developed to accommodate this unforeseen growth.
C3TO provides a service delivery platform for the creation of a distributed tutoring
system. This delivery platform could, in future, be expanded to a variety of topics;
gathering input from a variety of sources. Currently, Dr Math runs as a service on
the C3TO platform.
Dr Math focuses speciﬁcally on providing mathematics tutoring to South African
high school learners. The learners are able to query the available tutors via any of
the channels supported by C3TO. This solution has been so successful that it has
grown to accommodate the requests of tens of thousands of school learners (Butgereit
& Botha, 2010b).
2.2.2 Related Work on Dr Math
Various papers have been published regarding the work of Dr Butgereit on Dr Math.
These papers address issues such as the identiﬁcation of stop words, topic spotting
using n-grams, and identifying the key identiﬁers found in Mxit lingo (Butgereit &
Botha, 2011a, 2011b; Butgereit, Botha, & Van den Heever, 2012).
These papers all contribute towards the understanding of the Dr Math microtext
syntax, but mostly with regard to topic spotting. These studies highlight that the
Dr Math system logs provide a viable input data source for performing exploratory
research. These speciﬁc studies represent the work of the original authors of the Dr
Math service. By looking at the greater research community, a broader perspective on
the processing of microtext may be gained. There are various contemporary studies on
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the microtext found in other corpora, employing natural language processing (NLP)
techniques and metrics. These concepts are addressed in Chapter 3, by means of a
literature study.
2.2.3 The Tutors
The tutors on the Dr Math system come from a variety of backgrounds and skill
sets and are all volunteers. As such, there is no guarantee as to how many tutors
will be available at a given time or how many queries a tutor will eﬀectively be able
to process. Because there are so few tutors in relation to the number of learner
participants, tutors may be overwhelmed by student queries during a given tutoring
session. This process of learner-tutor allocation is controlled via a busyness scheduling
model, which aims to tailor the learner load applied on any given tutor (Butgereit &
Botha, 2010a).
The privacy rules of the Dr Math service dictate that learners and tutors on the
service may share no contact information, insofar as the tutors may not even provide
the learners with their real names. To ensure that the privacy rules are enforced and
may be audited, if necessary, the Dr Math service keeps track of all conversations
between learners and tutors in anonymous text logs.
2.2.4 Interaction
Unfortunately, learners sometimes try to take advantage of available tutors by asking
them to do non-related web-searches or to do simple calculations which could have
been done by the learners themselves, had they had access to a calculator. To combat
this situation, Dr Math has been expanded with various capabilities such as a scientiﬁc
calculator, a web-scraping tool and various educational games (Butgereit & Botha,
2010d). This approach has, to some extent stemmed the tide of inconsequential
requests, but does not provide a means to address the inconsistency of the microtext
used by the learners, when formulating their queries.
2.3 Inconsistent Learner Queries
To illustrate the nature of the language, the excerpt shown in Snippet 2.1, taken from
the Dr Math query logs, demonstrates a typical conversation between a tutor and a
learner. The statements in this snippet clearly show the shorthand and variant nature
of the language used on the Dr Math service.
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Tutor: ok wt dnt u knw in trig
Learner: at wht tym wil u be onlyn again cuz nw im buzy eatng?
Tutor: ill be on till five
Learner: ok mr i’l get bck 2 u b4 fiv
Tutor: ok cool
Learner: gud dy mr
Snippet 2.1: An example of a simple conversation
The way in which the queries of learners are structured may be inﬂuenced by their
own background and messaging style (Aw, Zhang, Xiao, & Su, 2006). Often, when
sending a message to someone in another age or population demographic, the recipient
might not understand the language used in the message completely and might have
to request that it be sent again. Some of the intricacies and regional eccentricities, of
microtext, which may inﬂuence this communication gap, are shown in Table 2.1.
Some of these variations might be confusing, as they may be interpreted diﬀerently,
e.g. LOL could mean laugh out loud or lots of love. Beasley et al. (2009) identiﬁed
various forms of ambiguity in languages of this type. These forms of ambiguity are
length, symbol, expression, function and cultural ambiguity.
Length ambiguity refers to symbols consisting of only one letter, e.g. the letter
"a" which may be construed as a mathematical variable or a part of speech. Symbol
ambiguity Symbol ambiguity refers to symbols which may either be an acronym or
an entire word, e.g. the word "as" may refer to a word or to two mathematical
variables. When symbols may have more than one interpretation, it is a form of
expression ambiguity, , e.g. the word "boo" which may refer to scaring someone or a
term for a loved one. Function ambiguity refers to symbols, which may have more than
one language function e.g. the word "sum" may refer to addition or be a shortened
Table 2.1: Shorthand phenomena (Aw et al., 2006)
Description Example
Leaving out certain characters what as wat and added as aded
Short forms you as u, See as c and tonight as 2night
Conjunctions you are as ur or youre
Emotions :( or :)
Verbal effects hehe or boohoo
New inventions and abbreviations laugh out loud as lol and be right back as brb
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Tutor: are u in matric this year?
Learner: npe grade 10
Tutor: ok but the marks are still imporatnt
Learner: yes it is vewi much
Tutor: exatly what other subjects are you taking?
Learner: t0ur,g0egs.hist
Tutor: tour? what’s that
Learner: t0urism
Tutor: really? is that a high school course?
Learner: yip it is
Snippet 2.2: An example of an irrelevant conversation
form of the English word "some". Lastly, some symbols might have a corpus-speciﬁc
meaning, but also a diﬀerent, more commonly accepted meaning. This provides them
with cultural ambiguity.
The inconsistency of the language use is further complicated by the fact that not
all of the learner queries are relevant to the Dr Math service, as shown in Snippet 2.2.
In this conversation, mathematics does not form part of the conversation at all.
Another issue is that of inappropriate queries posed by the learners. As can be
seen in the example in Snippet 2.3, the conversation may start out on track and
seem legitimate, but sometimes the learners may try to get the goat of the tutors.
Although these sessions probably represent learners trying to entertain themselves,
akin to children making prank phone calls, conversations of this kind not only waste
the limited time of the tutors, but may also land them in hot water if read out of
context.
Even though the Dr Math system logs contain many irrelevant and inappropriate
Tutor: hello - how may i help you?
Learner: 4 wat
Tutor: help with math homework
Learner: wat is the answer 4 15-12
Tutor: use our calcluator type in .c 15 - 12
Learner: i want u 2 answer
Tutor: sorry you have to do the dirty work ;-)
Learner: hv u make sex before like me;)
Tutor: bye bye
Learner: no i want 2 hv sex with u
Snippet 2.3: An example of an inappropriate conversation
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Tutor: next pr0blem
Learner: (4p) x (-4p)
Learner: wait ign0re that
Tutor: and x is multiply?
Learner: the sum is 40ab^2 divided by -5ab
Tutor: are we skipping 4p x -4p?
Learner: yup
Tutor: ok so 40ab^2 / -5ab what is common on top and bottom?
Learner: 5ab
Tutor: yes that is common so what is left on top and bottm?
Learner: -8b over 1?
Snippet 2.4: An example of a conversation containing easily visible equations
examples, it is far easier to ﬁnd examples of conversations signifying why the service
has been so successful. Snippet 2.4 shows a conversation between a tutor and a
learner in which the learner concisely states the problem to be addressed and the
mathematical portion of the queries are easily visible.
Unfortunately, not all of the queries posed by the learners contain such easily
identiﬁable mathematical statements. Snippet 2.5 shows an example of a conversation
in which the learner asks a legitimate question, but the nature of the language used
in the query makes it diﬃcult for the tutor to read. In this example the mathematical
equation is embedded in the query, requiring closer scrutiny and a form of translation
by the tutor before being able to help the learner. Most of these statements are
relatively short, but in some cases they may also extend to overly long queries, such
as the example shown in Snippet 2.6.
Tutor: hi. what math help would you like?
Learner: algebra
Tutor: sure. could you present a problem that we can work on together?
Learner: 2a divided by 10ab plus 100c
Tutor: nope
Learner: ok
Snippet 2.5: An example of a conversation containing embedded equations
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Learner: no..anyway hw do u simplify 3square root 125xto tha power 6-4square
root81xto tha power 8 + square root36xto tha power 4
Snippet 2.6: An example of an excessively long query
2.4 Conclusion
The background provided in this chapter, with regards to the Dr Math service, pro-
vides insight as to the work already done on the problem domain, as well as how
widespread the adoption of the service is. The mobile nature of the service is its
greatest strength, but also the primary contributor to the creation of the microtext
language found on the service. The primary reason for this may be that the the school
learners make use of the same inconsistent language style which they use on other
mobile chat and social platforms.
All of these peculiarities create a language ripe for confusion. The Concise Oxford
English Dictionary deﬁnes natural language as having developed naturally in use, as
opposed to an artiﬁcial language or computer code (Natural language, 2004). That
means that even with all of the variation in this shorthand language, it may still be
considered to be a form of natural language.
As microtext may be considered a natural language; it implies that the techniques
inherent to natural language processing could apply to the queries posed in Dr Math
microtext statements. Therefore, the next chapter will be an investigation into the
concepts and techniques related to natural language processing.
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Natural Language Processing
In the ﬁrst chapter, the diverse works of a variety of authors were brieﬂy explored.
From this overview, it became clear that there are various recurring concepts related
to natural language processing (NLP). These concepts are encountered frequently
when processing microtext or segments of text containing mathematical equations.
This chapter provides an overview of natural language processing and its associ-
ated ﬁelds. An overview of these concepts may provide greater insight into the cre-
ation of the Dr Math microtext and which techniques exist to address it. The related
studies, discussed in Chapter 1, are used as a primer to discover recurring concepts.
This is done by drawing a sample from studies related to the concepts of processing,
translating or the categorisation of text, or the processing and categorisation of text
containing mathematical equations. Those concepts which most frequently occur and
which contribute to a better understanding of the problem domain, and how it may
be addressed, are discussed.
3.1 NLP overview
Natural language processing is a diverse research ﬁeld, concentrating on both textual
and vocal user input. This ﬁeld pursues the elusive question of how we understand
the meaning of a sentence or a document (Feldman, 1999). Natural language text
processing systems are thus concerned with the translation of potentially ambigu-
ous natural language queries and texts into unambiguous internal representations on
which matching and retrieval can take place (Liddy, 1998). NLP may be subdivided
into various sub-ﬁelds, relevant to processing text (Chowdhury, 2003).
The ﬁrst of the NLP sub-ﬁelds is called machine translation. This is an NLP
sub-ﬁeld focused on using computing technology in order to translate one language
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Table 3.1: Natural language levels
Concept Description
Phonological The interpretation of speech sounds within and across words.
Morphological Component analysis of words, including prefixes, suffixes and roots.
Lexical Word level analysis, including lexical meaning and part of speech
analysis.
Syntactic Analysis of words in a sentence in order to uncover the grammatical
structure of a sentence.
Semantic Determining the possible meanings of a sentence.
Discourse Determining structure and meaning conveyed by texts longer than
a sentence.
Pragmatic Understanding the purposeful use of language in situations.
into another (P. Brown et al., 1990). Another application of NLP is that of informa-
tion retrieval. Information retrieval is the application of natural language processing
techniques to retrieve information depending on given query terms. An extension of
this concept is that of cross-language information retrieval. Cross-language informa-
tion retrieval is the process whereby queries in one language may retrieve documents
(or information) in other languages (as well as in the original language) (Littman,
Dumais, & Landauer, 1998). This is but a small listing of possible NLP applications.
The literature sampling conducted later in this study may reveal further concepts
relevant to text processing.
In order to understand the situations in which NLP may be applied better, it is
ﬁrst necessary to consider the structure of a natural language Liddy (1998) suggests
that natural languages contain several interdependent levels, which may be used to
extract meaning from the given text. These levels are indicated in Table 3.1.
The levels link directly to the granularity of the concept. The more encompassing
the concept, such as discourse, which might deal with entire paragraphs, the more
intense the processing and imprecise the rule sets to deal with the situations may
become. These concepts may deal with the greater role of a piece of text in a larger
document. Less encompassing concepts, such as the morphological level, concentrate
on small sections of a speciﬁc word. These concepts are more often used in NLP
applications as the rule sets for handling them are more easily identiﬁed and applied.
This study focuses on processing and translating queries, received in a Dr Math
variant of microtext, to a well-formatted mathematical structure, which may be of
aid to the tutors. This would mean that the NLP would focus on speciﬁc portions
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of the text relevant to the equations and may be able to ignore other, irrelevant por-
tions. This would invariably require some form of categorisation before the required
translation is performed.
The resulting domain-speciﬁc tuning would result in a sub-language inherent to the
study. A sub-language is characterised by the distinctive specialisation of syntax and
the occurrence of domain-speciﬁc word sub-classes in particular syntactic combina-
tions (Sager, 1986). In the process of performing sub-language analysis, Lehrberger
(1986) states that the following is generally assumed, with regard to how a sub-
language relates to its mother language:
• A sublanguage of a natural language L is part of L.
• A sublanguage is identiﬁed within a particular semantic domain.
A mathematical equation representation might thus be deﬁned as a sub-language
within the mother language of Dr Math microtext. There may be a variety of tech-
niques applicable to categorising and translating these mathematical microtext state-
ments into well-formatted mathematics. In order to determine which facets of natural
language processing (or its sub-ﬁelds) are relevant to this study, snowball sampling
was done on the related work described in Chapter 1 Section 1.3.
3.2 Literature Sampling
Krippendorﬀ (2004) describes snowball sampling as starting with an initial sample of
units and then extrapolating until a speciﬁc criterion has been reached. For the pur-
pose of this study, the sample units are the papers describing those studies discussed
in Section 1.3. Concepts were only added if they were actually implemented in the
speciﬁc paper, but not if they were discussed as related work.
Recurring concepts implemented in the papers were recorded. These papers served
as the ﬁrst tier of concept discovery. The reference lists of the papers were then
consulted for any other papers covering a related topic. If these papers could be
sourced by the author and metadata could be found to perform proper referencing,
these papers were then also scrutinised for related concepts. This process was followed
iteratively until all of the initial reference lists of the papers were exhausted. These
papers served as the second tier of concept discovery.
With the scrutiny of the second tier of papers concluded, the author proceeded
with processing the third tier, which constitutes the reference lists of second tier
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papers. The process stopped after the author was able to scrutinise ﬁve third tier
papers without adding any additional concepts or sub-concepts.
From the review it became clear that the various authors use diﬀerent concepts
at various levels. Some authors may employ a speciﬁc concept to perform a pre-
processing step, while others may employ the same concept as a form of ﬁnal cat-
egorisation. To that end, the author attempted to place the concepts where they
seemed to recur most often or was thought to be relevant to the requirements of the
current study.
By this process, seven main concepts were identiﬁed, namely: alignment, classifi-
cation, data, metrics, modelling and normalisation, as well as pre- and post-processing.
Table C.1, in Appendix C, tabulates these concepts with the papers in which they
were found. The following sections discuss each of these concepts and their related
sub-concepts.
3.3 Alignment
Alignment may be seen as the process of aligning a sentence in one language with
a sentence in another. From the review, four concepts were mentioned frequently in
aligning sentences from one language with sentences in another. The target language
for alignment does not necessarily constitute a completely diﬀerent language. It may
simply be an incorrectly spelled or phrased sentence in the same language as the
source language. These techniques are used frequently to construct facets of a data
set to be used in other natural language processing tasks. Table C.2 (Appendix C)
lists these concepts along with the papers in which they were encountered. The
following sub-sections discuss each of these concepts in turn.
3.3.1 Level
The level of the alignment refers to the level of granularity at which the alignment
occurs. Alignment may take place on the level of individual words, in which case
a word or phoneme in one language is mapped to words or phonemes in another
language or in the same language, but with a variety of spellings. Choudhury et al.
(2007) used word alignment to gain information about the variations of a word over
the texting medium and their probabilities, by creating a corpus of 20 000 words.
This corpus consisted of SMS tokens (words) aligned with English words. A similar
technique may be applicable to the words in the logs of the Dr Math service.
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When the word alignments are applied on a one-by-one basis to a translation
problem, the results may not constitute a realistic translation, as the structure of the
sentence would not be taken into account. Another approach to alignment attempts
to counter this by aligning whole sentences or phrases with one another. Aw et
al. (2006) used a set of 5 000 SMS messages, which they normalised manually and
then aligned with the normalised variants, in order to train and test a system for the
normalisation of SMS messages into plain English. This method may not be applicable
to the Dr Math service. Although similar mathematical queries and statements will
deﬁnitely be encountered, the details of these queries, pertaining to the speciﬁcs of
the equations, may diﬀer greatly.
3.3.2 Edit Distance
Edit distance is a measure of how similar two input statements are. This comparison
may occur at a word or phoneme level, in which case the individual characters are
compared, or at a sentence or paragraph level, in which case the individual words in
the sentences are compared. These techniques are frequently used in order to ﬁnd
similarities in bodies of text constituted from microtext or microtext-like statements.
The similarity measure is then used to align the incorrectly spelled words with the
correctly spelled ones for the purpose of creating dictionaries or translation tables or
to extract keywords from the input data (Runkler & Bezdek, 2000).
Levenshtein (1966) proposed a method to measure the cost involved in transform-
ing one string into another by measuring the number of insertions, deletions and
substitutions necessary for the transformation to occur. The more changes required
to transform one entry into another, the higher the value derived from the calculation
will be. The equation used to calculate the edit distance between two words, as used
by Levenshtein, is shown in Equation 3.3.1. In this equation, s constitutes the number
of substitutions, i the number of insertions, d the number of deletions and l the total
length of the word acting as the basis for comparison.
L =
s+ i+ d
l
(3.3.1)
The matrix in Table 3.2 illustrates how Levenshtein distance may be used to
calculate the number of changes necessary for converting one mathematical statement
x = y+2 into another x+y = 2. The total number of required changes (edit distance)
is shown in the bottom right corner of the matrix. Thus, with 2 required substitutions,
the edit distance may calculated as (2/5) = 0.4.
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Table 3.2: Demonstrating the calculation of edit distance
x = y + 2
0 1 2 3 4 5
x 1 0 1 2 3 4
+ 2 1 1 2 2 3
y 3 2 2 1 2 3
= 4 3 2 2 2 3
2 5 4 3 3 3 2
Levenshtein edit distance is used by Aw et al. (2006) to establish phrase mapping
boundary candidates, using an SMS lingo dictionary. The Levenshtein edit distance
is, however, not the only implementation of edit distance. The Levenshtein distance
focuses on the characters of individual words, whereas word error rate (WER) can be
thought of as applying the exact same concept and formula to a word (token) level
instead of to a character-level (Contractor, Faruquie, & Subramaniam, 2010). By
focusing on words instead of individual characters, WER is applicable to sentences
and phrases and not only to individual words.
The character-level implementation of edit distance is of particular interest in this
study as it provides a means with which to create possible mappings between the
microtext statements in the microtext language found on the Dr Math service and
their correctly spelled English counterparts.
3.3.3 Heuristics
The Concise Oxford English Dictionary (Heuristics, 2004) deﬁnes a heuristic, as it
relates to computing, as proceeding to a solution by trial and error or by rules that
are only loosely deﬁned. Heuristics are frequently used in most aspects of natural
language processing. Because natural language processing analyses a textual or vocal
representation of human thought inherently, it stands to reason that human common
sense or best practices should be of use when processing such inputs. Thus, for some
processing tasks there may be no solid prior research on which a task or rule is based,
but the structure of the input text lends itself to the given process.
Toutanova and Moore (2002) use heuristics to estimate initial alignment param-
eters, whereafter an iterative process re-estimates and adjusts alignments until a
suitable alignment is reached. The current study addresses the issue of mathematical
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equations in microtext. There are various examples in which the problems are stud-
ied separately, but no wealth of knowledge exists in combining the two. It may thus
be necessary to scrutinise examples of the Dr Math microtext language, containing
mathematical equations, in order to devise a set of heuristics applicable to processing
and aligning such entries.
3.3.4 Probability
The nature of the text in a natural language processing endeavour, speciﬁcally those
related to microtext may cause diﬃculty in the alignment process. This problem is
compounded when large data sets need to be aligned. Some data sets are manually
aligned, because of a governmental process. One such example is that of a Hansard. A
Hansard is the oﬃcial verbatim record of debates in the British, Canadian, Australian,
New Zealand or South African parliament (Hansard, 2004). Because many of these
countries have more than one oﬃcial language, the texts are translated by professional
translators for distribution. For other texts, performing a manual alignment may not
be entirely feasible; imagine having to align 20000 messages manually in a proprietary
corpus. An automated process, based on probability, may be an attractive alternative
or supplement.
Some studies, such as the one conducted by Beaufort, Roekhaut, Cougnon, and
Fairon (2010), use probability calculations to aid in the alignment process. The fo-
cus of their study was on normalising French SMS messages. They computed the
probabilities of the insertions, deletions and substitutions required to align two words
at a character-level iteratively and independently. For this technique to work, how-
ever, they had access to 30000 messages which had been manually normalised at a
message-level (similar to sentence-level), constituting the parallel corpora of French
SMS messages and associated plain French text.
Although this is a powerful technique, which may be useful in aligning the in-
dividual Dr Math microtext words or equations with their English or mathematical
counterparts, it would not be a feasible option for this study as there are no pre-
aligned corpuses to use as a frame of reference.
3.4 Classification
Classiﬁcation is the process of applying a selection algorithm to an input data set, in
order to determine whether the input (or parts thereof) ﬁts into pre-deﬁned categories.
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Classiﬁcation is frequently used for such tasks as topic spotting or determining the
sense of a word in a given context.
The concepts associated with classiﬁcation, as well as the papers in which they
were encountered are listed in Table C.3 (Appendix C). Although manual classiﬁca-
tion is also a recurring sub-concept, it will not be discussed in its own section. The
premise behind manual classiﬁcation is that the study, which employs the technique,
uses a human to classify input text manually at some stage during the study; accord-
ing to a provided set of rules or heuristics. This may or may not involve some level
of agreement between multiple human classiﬁers. Agreement is discussed as a metric
in Section 3.6.
A few of the studies also used some form of string-based pattern, such as regular
expressions, to compare and categorise input text. Although not discussed in depth
here; it may prove useful as a classiﬁcation technique in this study and may war-
rant further investigation. The following sub-sections discuss the remaining concepts
related to classiﬁcation.
3.4.1 Adjacency
Adjacency is an umbrella term, used in this study to refer to the processing of tokens
which are frequently found in close proximity to one another. The presence of any
one of these tokens may be an indicator as to the presence of related tokens, which
may be used as the basis for classiﬁcation.
Dagan, Marcus, and Markovitch (1993) make use of the term co-occurrence pair
to describe the occurrence of two words in a sentence, separated by no more than d
words. They describe co-occurrence as directional, in other words the co-occurrence
of the words cat–jumped is not the same as the co-occurrence of the words jumped–cat,
as the co-occurrence carries with it information on linguistic relationships. In order
to use this principle for classiﬁcation, it is ﬁrst necessary to calculate the mutual
information shared among various word pairings in a training data set, where mutual
information refers to the degree of association between two words (Church & Hanks,
1990). By comparing the mutual information ﬁgures calculated for pairings from the
training data, it becomes possible to classify previously unseen text by performing
mutual information calculations and then comparing the results to the pre-calculated
data.
Green (1999) refers to the use of lexical chains to delineate (classify) portions
of text which are related to the same concept. Lexical chains are built by creating
word associations, i.e. if a sentence contains the words beverage and water, they
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would be chained, because water is a type of beverage. They calculate what they call
chain densities, by determining how large a percentage of a paragraph consists of a
particular lexical chain. They do this for all of the lexical chains to arrive at a matrix
of densities for a paragraph. These densities are then compared with the density
matrix of other paragraphs to determine the similarity between two paragraphs.
The current study employs adjacency as a possible means of classiﬁcation of the
microtext found on the Dr Math service, as it is expected that mathematical word
combinations such as add and a number (0 - 9) may be possible indicators of state-
ments containing mathematics.
3.4.2 Bayes
McGrayne (2011, p. ix) refers to the Bayesian theorem as
"a simple one-line theorem; by updating our initial belief about something
with objective new information, we get a new and improved belief."
Classiﬁers are also referred to as belief networks as they use probabilities to deter-
mine an outcome or classiﬁcation. One of the simplest forms of the Bayesian theorem
is shown in Equation 3.4.1. The equation is used to calculate the probability of A
given B.
P (A|B) = P (B|A)P (A)
P (B)
(3.4.1)
A widely used implementation of Bayesian theorem is that of a naïve Bayes clas-
siﬁer, which is widely used due to its eﬃciency and its ability to combine evidence
from a large number of features (Hristea, 2012, p. 9). This classiﬁer works under the
assumption that the attributes used for description are all conditionally independent.
Rosa and Ellen (2009) describe a process for classifying lines of military chats
according to certain interests. One of the classiﬁers applied to the problem is a
naïve Bayes classiﬁer. The application of the classiﬁer in this instance is of particular
interest as the synthetically created data set used in the study consists of microtext
entries; albeit not ones which contain heavy misspelling. The Bayes classiﬁer was
able to provide the highest level of precision of any of the classiﬁers employed in their
study, but had the lowest level of recall. Thus, it may not return as many results,
but those which it does return are very relevant. The metrics of precision and recall
are further discussed in Section 3.6.
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Forsythand and Martell (2007) apply a naïve Bayes implementation to the task
of categorising posts from on-line chat rooms into one of 15 diﬀerent categories. Al-
though capable of performing the classiﬁcation task, the classiﬁer looked to perform
more poorly than a neural network (see Section 3.4.6) applied to the same task.
From literature, it would seem that the naïve Bayes classiﬁcation method is fre-
quently used, to diﬀering levels of success. Because of the relatively unexplored nature
of the Dr Math microtext, speciﬁcally as it relates to mathematical content, the fea-
tures chosen in this study may be guided by heuristics. As such, there is no guarantee
that any of these features would show a high level of (proven) interdependency. This
makes the promise of naïve Bayes, to operate on independent features, very alluring.
3.4.3 Clustering
Clusters may be seen as groups or categories of observational units found by the
application of a clustering algorithm. Xu and Wunsch (2009, p. 3–4) condense the
deﬁnitions of various other authors to arrive at a description of how clusters separate
data objects:
"in terms of internal homogeneity and external separation data objects
in the same cluster should be similar to each other, while data objects in
different clusters should be dissimilar from one another."
One implementation of clustering is that of the k -means algorithm. Wu (2012,
p. 7) describes k -means as a prototype-based approach which attempts to ﬁnd k
number of clusters. The clusters are calculated on the principle of centroids, which
are basically a mean value of the speciﬁc cluster. The clustering process is initiated
by the user selecting the required number of clusters. Every data point is assigned
to the centroid which it ﬁts most closely. A combination of centroid and data points
is called a cluster. Once all data points have been assigned, the centroid values are
recalculated. This process of aligning data points with calculated centroids continues
until no more movements can be made, i.e. each data point is in its intended cluster
and, as such, is grouped with similar values. Adeel et al. (2008) developed a search
engine to help with the search for mathematical content on the web. They make use
of the k -means clustering technique in order to select the most similar group of results
to return to the search engine user.
Another frequently used clustering algorithm is that of the k -nearest neighbour
(kNN). Yong, Bing, Liang, and Yang (2008) describe kNN as the process of assigning
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every unclassiﬁed data point to the cluster shared by its k nearest neighbours. In this
process the k number of neighbours is ﬁrst chosen. The distance between the input
data point and each data point in a training set is then calculated. The distances are
sorted and the categories of the k neighbours closest to the the input data point is
recorded. The input data point is then assigned to the same class (group or category)
as the majority of its neighbours. Eisenstein, O’Connor, Smith, and Xing (2010)
makes use of geotagged Twitter data to determine the language variations according
to geographic location. They then extrapolate the research by using kNN to determine
the location of a Twitter user, given the structure of an input text.
Both the k -means and k -nearest neighbour algorithms are extremely useful in
grouping or classifying text. The k -means algorithm seems to be of more use when
there are a rigid number of predetermined categories with which to align the input
data, whereas the kNN algorithm is less concerned with the number of initial cate-
gories. In this study, the k -means algorithm is of particular interest as it may be of
use in determining whether a Dr Math microtext input statement contains a mathe-
matical statement or not. Thus, the k -means algorithm would only need to attempt
to cluster the entries into one of two groups. The challenge would be in determining
which features in the input statement to use as representative data points.
3.4.4 Decision Trees
Decision trees are a representation of a series of logical decisions. They may be used
to demonstrate and/or predict how a set of input variables may result in a preset
conclusion. Decision trees have been used to perform facial recognition (Maturana,
Mery, & Soto, 2011), part-of-speech tagging (Schmid, 1994) and text categorisation
(Remeikis, Skucas, & Melninkaite, 2005).
A decision tree is constructed as a series of decision nodes. Each node corresponds
to an input variable from a data set. A decision is made at each node in order to
create a branching structure, representing the results of each decision. Each branch
of the structure should end at a ﬁnal, labelled decision. These end-nodes are referred
to as leaf nodes. There are various techniques for constructing a decision tree. One
technique is referred to as a binary decision tree (BDT), an example of which is
shown in Figure 3.1. As the ﬁgure demonstrates, these trees require that a mutually
exclusive decision be made at each junction, resulting in one of two outcomes, e.g.
yes/no, true/false or greater/smaller than. Decision trees do not operate only on
numeric values, but are also applicable to categorical values.
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Figure 3.1: An example decision tree
The tests performed at each of the nodes may be multivariate or univariate. Mul-
tivariate tests refer to a decision made by referring to several input values at once.
These types of trees may result in a highly unbalanced structure. Univariate refers to
an exclusive decision made by focusing on a single input variable, resulting in a bal-
anced tree. Univariate binary trees ending in two possible outcomes are also referred
to as Boolean trees.
There are several supervised systems for learning decision trees. Two of the most
prevalent are C4.5 (and its predecessor ID3) and CART. A full discussion of these
techniques may be found in the books by Quinlan (1993) and Breiman (1984). C4.5
uses the concept of information entropy to build decision trees. Entropy is a measure
of the unpredictability of a certain outcome, given a certain set of inputs. To perform
the training, C4.5 requires a set of classiﬁed training data.
This training set consists of a number of samples, which may each in turn contain
a number of attributes or features. C4.5 performs a splitting function at every node,
basing its decision on the attribute with the highest normalised information gain,
i.e. which decision provides a path closer to the expected result. Once done, the
algorithm processes smaller sublists recursively.
The CART algorithm may be used to create either categorical or regression trees.
Categorical trees split the information into predetermined categories, whereas regres-
sion trees provide a predictive numeric result. The decision tree is based on a series
of rules derived from the input. The rules are applied to each child node in turn
until no more splitting can occur or a pre-set condition is met. The tree may then be
shortened by performing a pruning phase.
Lewis and Ringuette (1994) made use of decision trees to perform text categori-
sation on a set of newswire stories to moderate success. The algorithm reached a
break-even point, where precision = recall, at 0.67. Applying the Bayesian theorem
to the same data set resulted in a break-even point of 0.65. Thus, it would seem that
in some domains and feature sets, decision trees and Bayesian theorem may reach a
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Figure 3.2: An example parse tree
similar level of precision and recall. It might be worth investigating decision trees as
a possible categorisation process in this study, if only to contrast its strength against
that of a Bayesian theorem implementation.
3.4.5 Syntax Trees
Syntax trees are a means of splitting an input sentence into its linguistic components.
Syntax trees may be divided in to abstract syntax trees, also simply known as syntax
trees, or concrete syntax trees, also known as parse trees. Zimmermann and Dold
(2003) refer to abstract syntax trees as abstract data types, deﬁned by context- free
grammar in which the nodes of the tree carry semantic meaning. Abstract syntax trees
are widely used in compilers, for representing program code. Parse trees represent the
syntax of an input natural language more concretely. The leaf nodes of a parse tree,
typically represent speciﬁc language categories, such as verbs or nouns. An example
parse tree is shown in Figure 3.2. This tree demonstrates how a single sentence may
be split into speciﬁc language categories.
Jeschke et al. (2008) describe a knowledge management system, which extracts
mathematical information from sources such as textbooks and integrates the informa-
tion into a knowledge base. In the study, concrete syntax trees are used to reﬂect the
syntax of any analysed sentences. These sentence trees are then classiﬁed according
to the characteristic structure of their entities.
The inconsistent structure of the Dr Math microtext may not lend itself well to
the creation of syntax trees. As such, its applicability may be limited in this study.
3.4.6 Neural Networks
The human brain is most adept at identifying patterns in seemingly random data. Ar-
tiﬁcial neural networks (ANN) are computational constructs which attempt to mimic
the functioning of neurons in a human brain, in order to transform a set of inputs
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Figure 3.3: A two input perceptron
into meaningful output(s). In these networks, neurons are represented as nodes, op-
erating as nonlinear summing devices, which co-operate to perform a desired function
(Dayhoﬀ & DeLeo, 2001). ANNs have been used in the past for text classiﬁcation
tasks such as e-mail spam ﬁltering (Clark, Koprinska, & Poon, 2003), text categorisa-
tion (Lam & Lee, 1999) and topic spotting (Lam & Lee, 1999). The task of selecting
translation candidates, by determining if a query contains mathematical content, is
closely related to the task of topic spotting or categorisation.
An ANN consists of various interconnected nodes. The simplest form of ANN,
called a perceptron, consists of a single node with inputs mapping to an output.
The output takes the form of either 0 or 1, depending on whether the calculated
activation is higher than a predetermined threshold θ. It is generally used to solve
linear problems. Figure 3.3 illustrates a perceptron receiving 2 input vectors. The
values a1 and a2 represent input values, W1 and W2 the associated weights and n is
the node aj ’s internal weight or bias. These concepts are discussed in greater detail
in the following paragraphs.
Another popular form of ANN is that of the multi-layered perceptron (MLP).
These networks may be used for problems which are not linearly separable. Such
networks consist of a series of input vectors, which all link in a fully meshed fashion
to a series of hidden (processing) nodes. These hidden nodes, in turn, are fully meshed
to one or more output nodes. An example MLP ANN is shown in Figure 3.4.
A node in a MLP network may have multiple inputs, but a single output. Any
incoming connection to a node has a weight w associated with it. The weight of every
input is multiplied by the associated value a received on that input and then added
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Input layer Hidden layer Output layer
Figure 3.4: A multilayer perceptron ANN
to the results of performing the same calculation on all the other input value-weight
pairs.
Every node also has its own internal weighting, called its bias, which is added to
the previously calculated input value/weight pairs. In the calculation, bias is referred
to as n. The computation of a node’s weighted sum is calculated using Equation
3.4.2.
Sj =
n∑
i=0
wjiai (3.4.2)
To determine a node’s ﬁnal output, the weighted value is used to calculate the
node’s activation. The activation is calculated by applying a squashing function which
normalises the output to a value between 0 and 1. One of the most popular squashing
functions (also known as activation functions) is the sigmoid function. The sigmoid
function is widely used because, when graphed, it creates a S -shaped curve, which
changes smoothly in a somewhat conﬁned area (Trappenberg, 2010, p. 159). The
activation calculation is illustrated by Equation 3.4.3, for the weight Sj calculated
using Equation 3.4.2.
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f(Sj) =
1
1 + exp(−Sj) (3.4.3)
In order to determine the function of a neural network, it is necessary to determine
the individual node input weights in the network. The weights are derived from a
training process, during which the network is presented with sample data. The weights
are systematically modiﬁed to approach the desired function. ANN training can be
supervised or unsupervised.
Supervised training involves the application of training data in the form of arti-
ﬁcially constructed or empirically observed input-output mappings, which are repre-
sentative of the desired behaviour of the network (Jaeger, 2005). The outputs to the
data are recorded and the network then proceeds to work backwards from the output
node. The activation functions of the diﬀerent nodes are adjusted automatically by
aligning their weights to approach the desired output of the function. This process
is referred to as backwards propagation of the error or, simply, as back-propagation
(BP).
During unsupervised training the network is provided only with inputs. The net-
work has to adjust automatically so that similar inputs provide similar outputs. This
training process consists of many iterations of providing the network with input(s)
and adjusting the weights to approach a required output. Each of the iterations (or
sometimes groups of iterations) of a training process is referred to as an epoch.
A widespread way of evaluating an artiﬁcial neural network is by determining
its error rate, which is a measure of the degree to which the actual output does not
match the desired output (Heaton, 2012). The error rate may be expressed as a global
minimum, which refers to the lowest possible value for the given vectors. Reaching
this error rate is not recommended, as it would mean that the network has been
overﬁtted to match the training data. A more appropriate measure would be the
local minimum error rate, which is simply an error rate below what was set as an
expected minimum error rate for the network. A simple way of calculating the error
rate is shown in Equation 3.4.4.
Ej = Dj − Aj (3.4.4)
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In Equation 3.4.4, Ej refers to the calculated error rate for node j, Dj refers to
the desired output and Aj refers to the actual output.
Forsythand and Martell (2007) make use of a back-propagation neural network to
classify posts on Internet chat rooms. The neural network outperformed a Bayesian
theorem implementation on the same task. It would be interesting to apply some
form of neural network to classifying microtext statements, as the results in other
studies seem promising.
3.4.7 n-grams
From a young age, we are taught to break words up into syllables to aid in pronun-
ciation and spelling. Breaking a word into its composite syllables is a learned skill,
taking into account the phonetic structure of the word and previous experience.
A computing algorithm would not need to divide a word into sections using the
same principles that a human does. Any word can be decomposed into smaller sec-
tions; even if those sections are individual letters. n-grams are a means of dividing a
word into smaller, overlapping sections. These individual sections may then be com-
pared with the sections of another word to determine similarity. n-grams are used in
some form or another, i.e. not just for classiﬁcation, in many of the studies consulted
during this literature review. Although, their intended use may diﬀer, the fundamen-
tal principle of subdividing an input text into smaller sections for comparison remains
constant.
Diﬀerent applications may make use of diﬀerent length sections (referring to the
n in n-gram) to varying eﬀects; even combining several diﬀerent lengths. To counter
diﬀering lengths of text and the position of words, a common practice is to append
spaces to the beginning and ending of a word to help with matching beginning- and
ending-of-word situations (Cavnar & Trenkle, 1994). Most applications also ignore
punctuation.
Cavnar and Trenkle (1994) developed an n-gram-based approach to text categori-
sation, that is tolerant of textual errors. Their technique ﬁrst requires that training
documents be processed to determine the occurrence frequency of all n-grams in the
document. These frequency measures then form a representation of a speciﬁc cate-
gory, e.g. a speciﬁc language. Input documents are also processed to determine their
n-gram frequencies. These frequencies are then compared to the frequencies of the
existing categories, in order to categorise the input text.
A study by Butgereit and Botha (2011b), used n-grams to enable topic spotting
on Dr Math queries. The learner queries were categorised into broad mathematical
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groups such as algebra, geometry, trigonometry, and calculus, using n-gram lengths of
2 < n < 5. Their study is of particular relevance to the current study, as it highlights
the utility of n-grams in processing the Dr Math microtext variant.
The widespread use of n-grams in most facets of natural language processing leads
the author to believe that it is worth further investigating their application in some
part of the processing and analysis of the Dr Math microtext queries.
3.4.8 Other techniques
Some of the techniques encountered during the literature sampling were, although
recurring, not as widely used or simply mentioned in passing as being part of the
process, with no further detail provided. In this section, these techniques are discussed
in brief for the sake of rigour. None of these techniques are further pursued in this
study.
3.4.8.1 Finite State Machines
A ﬁnite state machine (FSM) is an implementation of an abstract (software-based)
machine, in which all of its possible states are known beforehand and it simply tran-
sitions between them when acting upon an input. Thus, given an input, they will
result in a certain state. Buckland (2005, p. 43–44) believes that ﬁnite state machines
are very popular, as they are easy to code and debug, have very little overhead, and
are very intuitive and ﬂexible in their use and implementation. Beaufort et al. (2010)
performed a study on the normalisation of SMS messages. As part of the overall
process, they perform language classiﬁcation by compiling the rules, language models
and lexicon of their system into a ﬁnite state machine and combining it with input
text.
Finite state machines only accept input, but provide no output. Whenever a ﬁnite
state machine also provides an output, it may be considered a ﬁnite state transducer
(FST). Finite state transducers are not generally used for classiﬁcation, but rather to
output a diﬀerent, possibly labelled string. Thus, ﬁnite state transducers are more
useful as part of a normalisation task. Both Kobus, Yvon, and Damnati (2008) and
Sproat et al. (2001) make use of FSTs as part of a process to perform normalisation
of input text.
Although this section on ﬁnite state machines could have easily been listed under
the normalisation concept in Section 3.8, the author placed it under classification as
this would be where it would most likely ﬁnd utility in the current study.
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3.4.8.2 Linear Regression
Montgomery, Peck, and Vining (2013, p. 1–5) refer to regression analysis as a statisti-
cal technique used to model the relationship between variables. This kind of analysis
is used frequently to determine whether there is a causal relationship between the
variables, i.e. does a change in one variable aﬀect a change in the other? This model
is, however, only an approximation of the true functional relationship between vari-
ables. The equations drawn from regression analysis are generally only valid over the
variables contained in the observed data.
Yan (2009, p. 2) further clariﬁes that regression analysis is useful in discovering
the relationship between one or more response (dependant or predicted) variables and
the predictors (independent variables, explanatory variables or regressors). Linear
regression may be seen as modelling the linear relationship between two variables,
where one is the dependent and the other the independent variable. A simple form
of linear regression is demonstrated by Equation 3.4.5.
y = β0 + β1x+ ǫ (3.4.5)
In the equation, y represents the dependent, β0 is the y intercept, β1 is the gra-
dient, x is the independent variable and ǫ represents the random error. As a further
facet of the geolocation tagging research conducted by Eisenstein et al. (2010), they
make use of linear regression to discover the relationship between words and the
geographical locations where they occur.
3.4.8.3 Rocchio
Ye, He, Huang, and Lin (2010) refer to the Rocchio algorithm as a classical rele-
vance feedback algorithm, which takes a set of documents as the feedback (similar to
training) set. The document set is then analysed for unique terms, which are listed in
descending order. Whenever a user enters a speciﬁc query for documents, the terms of
the top- ranked candidate are added to the query, in order to return a set of expanded
results.
The Rocchio classiﬁer is based on clustering, i.e. aligning data points to the closest
centroid. The data points on which the classiﬁer operates are vectors derived from
the feedback set. Rosa and Ellen (2009) make use of a Rocchio classiﬁer as one of four
classiﬁers for categorising military chat according to predeﬁned points of interest.
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Figure 3.5: An example support vector machine
3.4.8.4 Support Vector Machines
Statnikov, Aliferis, and Hardin (2011, p. 12) describe support vector machines (SVM)
as follows:
"Support vector machines seek a linear decision surface (e.g. a line in a
two-dimensional space) that can separate classes of objects that has the
largest distance (or largest "gap" or "margin") between border-line objects
(that are also called "support vectors")"
Classes may be separated by any number of decision surfaces, but only one will provide
the largest gap between the border-line objects, as illustrated in Figure 3.5.
Zhao et al. (2008) describe their initial attempts at creating an implementation
of a digital library that indexes and retrieves educational resources on mathematics.
They make use of a SVM to categorise web pages according to ten diﬀerent labels,
such as whether a web page contains a deﬁnition or an example. The prototype did
not yield very promising results, with an F-measure of only 0.36 (See Section 3.6).
The author notes that the classiﬁcation diﬃculties may have been due to insuﬃcient
and skewed training data, as well as segmentation errors. These same issues may be
relevant to the current study. There are no existing studies on the Dr Math microtext,
as it relates to mathematical equations. As such, the author decided to exclude the
further investigation of SVM and rather to use this study as an exploratory vehicle
regarding the features of the domain.
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3.5 Data
In order to perform a meaningful implementation of a study or to evaluate its ap-
plicability, it is necessary to ﬁnd or to create source data. This section discusses
the various concepts related to the ways in which source data is found, created and
stored. Table C.4, Appendix C lists these concepts along with the papers in which
they were encountered.
Most of the studies have access to available source data, such as publicly acces-
sible Twitter feeds or newspaper archives. A select few studies generate their own
source data, based on expected real-world occurrences, such as the study by Rosa
and Ellen (2009) in which synthetic military texts are created. Many of the studies
further process the available source data either through automated means, such as
pre-processing (Section 3.9) or by manual intervention. Manual intervention generally
involves a process whereby a human includes or excludes certain subsets of a data set
selectively based on predeﬁned criteria.
Studies frequently make use of up to three diﬀerent data sets, one for training a
speciﬁc classiﬁcation process; another for testing the trained process; and a veriﬁca-
tion data set for performing an independent evaluation of the process. Some studies,
however, make use of a single data set for both training and testing and do not per-
form a ﬁnal evaluation step. It seems that the decision regarding the number of data
sets to use, is guided by both the goals of the study, i.e. whether it is performing
exploratory research or the validation of a known process, and the availability of data.
The current study has access to an abundance of data; stretching over multiple years.
Thus, training, testing and validation data sets are used; even though this study may
be seen as exploratory research.
Depending on the requirements of the study, various approaches store informa-
tion in diﬀerent structures. The choice of structure is dependent on the nature of the
information being stored. One structure in which information is stored is a simple
dictionary or lexicon, containing the list of words associated with the language. Some
studies make use of two separate lexicons, to serve as the basis of bilingual transla-
tion. When properly aligned, these structures signify a parallel corpus. A parallel
corpus is not bound only to mapping single words to one another; it may consist of
entire phrases or documents. In traditional machine translation, a parallel corpus
(sometimes referred to as a translation table) may be constructed from governmental
Hansards. The Hansard of countries such as Canada are of particular interest as they
require equivalent records to be kept in both English and French.
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The studies pertaining speciﬁcally to mathematics, such as the one conducted
by Jeschke et al. (2008), save their data in XML structures. This technique lends
itself very well to storing mathematics when in the form of MathML, as MathML is
a speciﬁc XML variant. Mathematics is also frequently stored in the form of other
typesetting languages such as LATEX.
The data may also be stored in the form of a knowledge base, containing words
and/or phrases in one or more languages, as well as the rules for interpreting them and
other supporting information. Although not limited to knowledge bases, this extra
supporting information may include n-grams and word or phrase frequency - infor-
mation, which allows for probability calculations. They may also contain processing
rules in a proprietary format or string-based patterns, such as regular expressions,
to be used in classiﬁcation tasks or lists of stop words and infrequently used terms.
Stop words are words which have been identiﬁed as not contributing anything to the
processing task. Infrequently used terms are those words which occur less frequently
than a predetermined threshold in the training set.
The Dr Math query logs, which this study uses as its primary data source, are
simple text ﬁles. Scrutiny of these text ﬁles may reveal heuristics, patterns, frequency
information and English alignments. It is yet to be determined which particular data
structure and format would be most applicable to the data storage requirements of
the study.
3.6 Metrics
To measure the success of any study, it is ﬁrst necessary to determine what is to
be measured. These measurement types are referred to as metrics. The metrics
provide an indication with regard to the performance of a speciﬁc process or the
extent to which the results delivered by some processes are similar. Not all metrics
are created equal; as such, the various works scrutinised for this study employ a
variety of measures, some of which are relatively standard in the ﬁeld of natural
language processing and others which have been devised speciﬁcally for the domain
of a speciﬁc study. The concepts related to metrics, along with the papers in which
they were encountered, are listed in Table C.5 (Appendix C).
Not all studies employ well-known metrics; rather opting to use custom metrics
applicable to the domain of the speciﬁc study. Because of their study-speciﬁc nature,
the custom metrics will not be further discussed in this study. Other studies opt for
very simple metrics, such as comparing processing time or comparing the top-n results
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of an algorithm to the top-n results of a reference set. Another recurring concept is
that of frequency, i.e. counting and comparing the number of occurrences of a speciﬁc
word or phoneme. n-gram frequency is a very speciﬁc and widely adopted frequency
measure and is discussed under its own heading along with the BLEU method.
Another frequently encountered metric is that of error rate. Chow and Liu (2013,
p. 642) deﬁne error rate as the number of errors divided by the number of data items.
Error rate is frequently used to determine whether a process presents an improvement
over an existing process or even whether the process is improving during its own
development.
The remaining concepts may not be as apparent to a reader not versed in the
fundamentals of natural language processing. As such, the following sub-sections
discuss each of these concepts in turn.
3.6.1 Agreement
Some studies rely on a level of human agreement to evaluate at least some portion of a
process, e.g. Sproat et al. (2001) use agreement between labellers in order to tag text
into categories for the purpose of normalisation. When comparing the coding results
from various observers, it is important to determine what their level of agreement is.
There are a few widely used means of calculating inter-observer agreement. Two of
these are Cohen’s κ and Krippendorﬀ’s α.
Cohen’s κ is a statistical calculation for summarising the cross-classiﬁcation of
two nominal variables (Warrens, 2011). The calculated value is in the range of -1 to
1. Total agreement between coders, is signiﬁed as 1. Zero signiﬁes the expected result
under total independence and a negative value occurs when the calculated agreement
is less than what would be expected under chance conditions. Cohen’s κ is calculated
as follows:
κ =
P − E
1− E (3.6.1)
In this equation, P refers to the relative observed agreement between raters and
E refers to the hypothetical probability of chance agreement. Kan, Klavans, and
McKeown (1998) and Sproat et al. (2001) both make use of Cohen’s κ to measure
agreement between human participants.
Krippendorﬀ’s α is a very general measure of intercoder agreement, which al-
lows for uniform reliability standards to be applied to a great diversity of data
(Krippendorﬀ, 2004, p. 221). It is a measure of the extent to which the propor-
tion of the diﬀerences in opinion between observers that are in error, deviates from
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the perfect agreement. This method is applicable to any number of values per vari-
able, to any number of observers and sample sizes, various metrics and even data with
missing values. In its most general form, it may be deﬁned as shown in Equation 3.6.2
α = 1− Do
De
(3.6.2)
In this equation Do refers to the measure of the observed coder disagreement and
De is a measure of the disagreement that can be expected when chance prevails. A
calculated value of 1 represents perfect agreement, 0 may occur when observed and
expected disagreements are equal. The reliability could, however, be measured as low
as -1. A negative value may, however, be too far removed from the desired result of
1, to be of use. Lower (and negative) values may be the result of sampling errors and
systematic disagreements. Sampling errors may occur when samples are too small,
which may result in too few required observations. Systematic disagreements tend
to happen when an observer misinterprets the coding instructions. Abbott et al.
(2011) makes use of Krippendorﬀ’s α to measure the level of participant agreement
in classifying forum posts containing political statements and discussions.
Since part of the objectives of this study are to create a model (and instantia-
tion) to aid in the translation of Dr Math microtext queries into mathematics at a
level comparable to that of a human performing the same task; the best baseline
for such a system is human performance. Inter-observer agreement will deﬁnitely be
incorporated into the study, as it presents a viable option for evaluating the level of
agreement between human participants and/or an automated process.
3.6.2 n-gram Frequency and BLEU
Papineni, Roukos, Ward, and Zhu (2002) state that the best translation is one that
is closest to that of a professional human translator. The BLEU method was de-
vised by Papineni et al. (2002) as a method for the automatic evaluation of machine
translation. It is loosely based on the n-gram precision measure, which counts up
the number of candidate translatable unigrams in a reference translation and then di-
vides that number by the total number of unigrams in the candidate translation. The
BLEU method then modiﬁes the n-gram precision measure by collecting all candi-
date n-gram counts (frequencies) and their corresponding maximum counts from the
reference translations. The maximum reference count is then used to clip the candi-
date count, before summing the value and dividing by the total number of candidate
n-grams.
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BLEU is used typically to evaluate sentence-level or corpus-level translations, but
the outputs from the automated translation process devised for this study should be
relatively short, containing no spaces. These translation results will be closer to single
words than to sentences. Add to this the fact that no corpus of correct translations
exists and BLEU may not be the best choice for evaluating the translations from
this study. A simpliﬁed form of n-gram matching may be a suitable solution. This
may include a process as simple as a frequency measure of the n-grams in an input
statement and then comparing these frequencies to a reference, as used by Cavnar
and Trenkle (1994).
3.6.3 Accuracy, Recall, Precision and F-Measure
The metrics of accuracy, recall and precision originated in the ﬁeld of information
retrieval, but are widely used in the papers sampled for this study in evaluating
categorisation or normalisation tasks. Wermter, Riloﬀ, and Scheler (1996, p. 267)
provide descriptions for accuracy, recall and precision, which the author has modiﬁed
here to ﬁt with the evaluation of a categorisation task, based on input microtext
statements. In this scenario, all the statements have been categorised beforehand
as translatable into mathematics or not. These pre-categorised labels serve as the
reference data set. An automated process is then applied to the original. A positive
categorisation is one that marks the entry as being translatable.
In this scenario, accuracy may be described as a measure of the total number
of entries correctly classiﬁed by the automated process over the total number of
entries classiﬁed. Recall refers to the number of positive categorisations made by
the automated process divided by the total number positive categorisations in the
reference data set. Precision is a reference to how many of the positive classiﬁcations
made by the automated process are indeed true positives. The relationship between
accuracy, precision and recall may be better understood when seen in context in
Table 3.3. In statistics, the false positives and false negatives in Table 3.3 are referred
to as type I and type II errors.
From Table 3.3 it follows that accuracy may thus be calculated using Equa-
tion 3.6.3; recall may be calculated using Equation 3.6.4; and precision may be cal-
culated using Equation 3.6.5.
A =
∑
TP + TN∑
All outcomes
(3.6.3)
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Table 3.3: The relationship between accuracy, recall and precision
Reference data condition
Condition positive Condition negative
(CP) (CN)
Outcome positive True positive False positive Precision (P)
(OP) (TP) (FP)
∑
TP∑
OP
Outcome negative False negative True negative
(ON) (FN) (TN)
Recall (R) Accuracy (A)∑
TP∑
CP
∑
TP+
∑
TN∑
(OP+ON)
R =
∑
TP∑
Condition positive
(3.6.4)
P =
∑
TP∑
Outcome positive
(3.6.5)
Makhoul, Kubala, Schwartz, Weischedel, et al. (1999) describe F-measure as rep-
resenting the harmonic mean between precision and recall. A high F-measure value
ensures a high level of both precision and recall, as the harmonic mean of two num-
bers is normally closer to the lower of the two input values. In terms of Table 3.3,
F-measure (F) may thus be calculated using Equation 3.6.6 (Hripcsak & Rothschild,
2005). Because of its incorporation of both recall and precision, F-measure is also
frequently used as a further measure of accuracy.
F =
P × R
(P +R)/2
(3.6.6)
The widespread adoption of these metrics warrants their further investigation in
this study, as they provide a simple means of communicating results, which would be
understood by anyone in the natural language processing community.
3.6.4 Correlation
Correlation (2004) may be deﬁned as a mutual relationship of interdependence be-
tween two or more things. The correlation coeﬃcient is a number between +1 and
-1, calculated in order to represent the linear interdependence of two variables or
sets of data. Pearson’s correlation coeﬃcient is widely used in performing correlation
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calculations. Equation 3.6.7 illustrates a basic form of this calculation, in which r
represents the correlation result, x represents one group of values and y the other.
r =
n(
∑
xy)− (∑ x)(∑ y)√(
n
∑
x2 − (∑ x)2)(n∑ y2 − (∑ y)2) (3.6.7)
The correlation calculation is always in the range of -1 to 1, with -1 being a
negative correlation, i.e. if one value increases the other decreases. A zero-value
means that there is no correlation and a value approaching 1 represents a positive
correlation, i.e. if one value increases the other also increases. According to Taylor
(1990), values smaller than or equal to 0.35 represent a weak correlation; 0.36 to 0.67
represent moderate correlations; 0.68 to 0.89 are high correlations; and 0.9 and higher
represent a very high correlation. Kaufmann and Kalita (2010) make use of correlation
to determine the relationship between BLEU scores and human judgement on the
normalisation of Twitter messages. Similar to agreement, correlation is a powerful
tool in determining the relationship between human results and the results provided
by an automated process. As this study intends to devise a translation process, which
delivers similar results to those of a human translator; it will be necessary to correlate
the results of the automated process with those of a human translator.
3.7 Modelling
Modelling is the process of depicting a subset, or an entire process, of a concept.
Modelling helps researchers to understand a problem domain better. It is frequently
used for such tasks as depicting the structure of a language or the process necessary for
its alignment. The concepts related to modelling, as well as the papers in which they
were encountered, are listed in Table C.6 (Appendix C). The following sub-sections
discuss each of these concepts in turn.
3.7.1 Channel Models
A channel may be deﬁned as a medium for communication or the passage of in-
formation (Channel, 2004) . A channel model can thus be thought of as a model
which attempts to describe the passage of information over the channel. One model
frequently en- countered, especially in natural language processing studies involving
microtext-like text such as Tweets or SMSs, is the noisy channel model.
In natural language processing tasks, such as spelling correction, the channel is
represented by the writer, who intends to write a word, but owing to noise on the
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Table 3.4: Other channel models
Model Description
Grapheme Models the distortion of spellings.
Phoneme Models the distortion in pronunciation.
Context Models the correct usage of words.
Acronym Models the one to many mappings of words to acronyms.
channel produces a misspelling (Tavast & Muischnek, 2012). Noise in this instance
refers either to the shortened forms of language used in modern electronic communi-
cation media such as SMS or to the interface through which the text is input, i.e. the
cellular phone keypad. The noisy channel model thus models how a standard input
may be aﬀected to result in noisy text, i.e. modelling the processes which lead to the
creation of errors. The microtext analysed in this study deﬁnitely constitutes noisy
text and may thus beneﬁt from the creation of a noisy channel model to aid in the
understanding of its creation.
Although the noisy channel was encountered the most frequently, a few other types
were mentioned as well (Xue et al., 2011). These other channel models are listed in
Table 3.4.
3.7.2 Hidden Markov Models
A Markov chain is a mathematical system which represents the state changes from
one event to the next. From the perspective of the current state, the next state
is only dependent on this current state, with no inﬂuence from the previous states.
Cappé, Moulines, and Ryden (2006, p. 1) describe a hidden Markov model (HMM)
as a Markov chain observed in noise.
Hidden Markov models are frequently associated with speech recognition tasks.
Bartlett, Kondrak, and Cherry (2008) made use of a HMM to help in text-based
letter-to-phoneme conversion for English. Although this is a widespread technique,
the author was not able to identify any speciﬁc instances from the literature samples
where the application of HMM could be related to an application in this study.
3.7.3 Language Models
Zhai (2009, p. 6) deﬁnes language models as
"a probability distribution over word sequences. It thus gives any sequence
of words a potentially different probability."
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Zhai (2009, p. 6) also goes on to state that language models are useful because they
provide
"a principled way to quantify the uncertainties associated with the use of
natural language."
A problem with language models is the potentially inﬁnite number of word combi-
nations and sequences. To counter this, language models may be simpliﬁed to model
a language according to a speciﬁc n-gram length. For instance, unigram (1 -gram)
models treat each word independently, with all words having the same probability.
Bigram-models may, for instance, be used to measure the dependency between sets
of adjacent words by calculating the probabilities of their occurring together.
By varying n, it is possible to have the language model represent a language at
a character-, phoneme-, word- or even phrase-level. There is no limit to the n-gram
size which may be chosen, but by selecting too large a size it may negate the beneﬁt
gained from using an n-gram model in the ﬁrst place. The application of an n-gram
based language model may prove useful in understanding the structure of the Dr
Math microtext queries, related to mathematics.
3.8 Normalisation
Normalisation refers to the process of modifying an input text to conform to an ex-
pected output structure. This frequently takes the form of ﬁxing spelling or language
mistakes or even performing a complete translation into another language. These
tasks are generally conducted in real-time, in contrast with the alignment tasks,
which are mostly conducted as part of the data set creation process. Table C.7 (Ap-
pendix C) lists the normalisation concepts along with the papers in which they were
encountered.
A frequent topic of discussion is the format of the inputs and outputs to the
normalisation process. Of particular interest to this study are the inputs and outputs
for processing systems searching for or outputting mathematics. These studies, such
as the one by Jeschke et al. (2008), tend to favour traditional typesetting languages,
such as LATEX, or mark-up language such as, MathML.
Another inherent feature of many of the normalisation processes is that of ad-
justing weights or modifying the process according to certain probabilities. Although
added as an extra concept for the sheer number of times it is mentioned, the weighting
does form part of many of the greater normalisation processes and is only mentioned
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separately to emphasize its widespread use. By assigning and modifying the weights
of certain features, the output of the normalisation process may be greatly aﬀected.
The following sub-sections discuss each of the remaining concepts in turn.
3.8.1 Spelling Correction
Although the term spelling correction is fairly self-explanatory, it bears mentioning
that spelling correction frequently focuses on two areas, as mentioned by Xue et al.
(2011). These two areas are the correction of non-words, i.e. trying to ﬁx a word not
found in the lexicon of the language, so that it matches a known word. The other
area is the correction of real words, which involves the detection of correct words used
in the wrong context. As this study focuses on a language type rife with non-words
and misspellings, the form of spelling correction most applicable to the domain would
be that of the correction of non-words.
3.8.2 Machine Translation
Some methods of translation are more accurate than others. Human translation is
still considered to be the most accurate, but is quite expensive (Hovy, 1999) as it may
take very long to complete. Machine translation is an option which provides faster
returns, but may not be as accurate. According to Papineni et al. (2002), the closer
a machine translation is to a professional human translation, the better it is.
Methods for performing machine translation include direct translation, interlin-
gual translation and transfer-based translation (Hutchins, 1995). Direct translation
is the process of directly mapping an input language to an output language. The
syntax and vocabulary of the source language is not analysed any further than nec-
essary to resolve ambiguities. The process consists of a large bilingual dictionary and
a program for text analysis and generation.
Interlingual translation consists of translating a source language into a language
that serves as a common denominator. This common denominator is referred to as
the Interlingua. The Interlingua need not be based on a real language, but may be
an artiﬁcial language or a set of semantic primitives, which are common to many or
all languages. The Interlingua may then be translated into various output languages.
Transfer-based translation operates in three stages. A source language is ﬁrst
translated into representations based on the source language. The second stage con-
sists of translating the source language representations into target language represen-
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tations. Finally, the target language representations are translated into the actual
target language.
Kaufmann and Kalita (2010) make use of machine translation in the process of
normalising tweets, while Beaufort et al. (2010) use it to normalise SMS messages.
The application of machine translation to these domains, historically known to exhibit
microtext-like features, makes the concept interesting as a possible application for
processing the Dr Math microtext queries. The most probable machine translation
implementation, applicable to the current study, is interlingual-based translation. In
this form of translation, the microtext statements would ﬁrst be translated into an
interlingual mathematical language and then translated into a mark-up or typesetting
language for ﬁnal presentation.
3.8.3 Automatic Speech Recognition
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) concerns the conversion of spoken words into
text. Although counter-intuitive, the techniques inherent to ASR are frequently ap-
plied to text normalisation tasks. One way in which ASR ﬁnds application is in the
conversion of SMS text into its representative phonemes, as used by Kobus et al.
(2008). In order to perform this kind of processing it would be necessary to align
all of the inconsistent structures in the Dr Math microtext with their representative
phonemes.
With the unpredictable nature of the language and the presence of such words as
gr8 and b4, the author believes that it would be best ﬁrst to exhaust the avenues
provided by other normalisation techniques such as spelling correction or machine
translation techniques. These techniques do not require the level of pre-processing
or deep knowledge of language structure and pronunciation, as required by ASR. As
such, ASR will not be discussed further as part of this study.
3.9 Pre- and Post-processing
Most natural language input sets are considered noisy, i.e. they contain structures
which may make them inconsistent with the well-formatted inputs expected by a
natural language processing system. At its base the pre- and post-processing concept
is focused on "cleaning" up the input text. The clean-up process is considered pre-
processing when it is applied to the text before it is input to a natural language
processing system, and as post-processing if it is applied after the system has already
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processed the text. The concepts related to pre- and post-processing, as well as the
papers in which they have been encountered, are listed in Table C.8 (Appendix C).
A very simple concept, but one that is repeatedly encountered is that of changing
the case of the input text, either by converting the entire text to upper- or lower-
case or by changing the case of certain terms selectively. Many studies also remove
punctuation or other special symbols, speciﬁc to the problem domain, such as the
slash characters associated with URLs or the hash characters associated with Twitter
feeds.
Some studies perform selective transformation on an input text, such as the in-
sertions of auxiliary or copula verbs and subject pronouns (Aw et al., 2006). Other
studies make use of pre-compiled lists to remove stop words and infrequent terms, in
order to reduce the size of the input text.
Parsing involves the creation of parse trees. Although the creation of parse trees
was discussed in Section 3.4.5 as a means of classifying input texts according to
semantic labels, it is worth noting that this process frequently takes the form of a
pre-processing step. The labelled data may then be used as the basis for alignment or
normalisation. Various studies govern the pre-and-post-processing by means of rigid
rules or heuristics based on the content of the text being processed.
Studies speciﬁcally focusing on the normalisation of language may perform a dis-
ambiguation process. This disambiguation is frequently called word sense disambigua-
tion as it used to resolve any ambiguities occurring in the text as a result of diﬀerent
senses (meanings) of a word. Processing mathematics-related microtext may require
some very rudimentary disambiguation, e.g. the letter a may be used to represent an
indeﬁnite article or may be a variable in an equation.
Another frequently encountered concept is that of indexing. Studies working on
very large data sets scan the documents for keywords, in order to facilitate dealing
with queries. Indexing could have been discussed during the discussion on Data in
Section 3.5 , but it was decided to mention it here as the indexing frequently happens
as part of a pre-processing phase when encountering new text.
Some pre-and-post processing tasks require a more formal explanation. The fol-
lowing sub-sections discuss each of these concepts in turn.
3.9.1 Segmentation and Tokenisation
The usage of the terms segmentation and tokenisation is frequently interchanged in
many of the literature samples consulted. Both refer to the process of subdividing
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text into smaller chunks which, in the case of segmentation, are called segments and
in the case of tokenisation are called tokens.
Segmentation tends to be used in the context of simply breaking up the text
according to speciﬁc delimiters, such as spaces or punctuation marks. Tokenisation is
frequently used in the context of applying rules or heuristics to the process of breaking
up the text, e.g. creating breaks on the dash (-) symbol selectively depending on
whether it as at the end of a line of text or whether it is part of an equation.
The nature of the Dr Math microtext queries may not lend itself simply to be-
ing broken into smaller segments based solely on the presence of white spaces or
punctuation marks. The presence of artefacts such as emoticons and numbers and
letters being combined to form short forms, may require the creation of heuristics for
their processing. Thus, they may need to be processed by ﬁrst performing a simple
segmentation procedure, before applying tokenisation.
3.9.2 Decay
It would be diﬃcult to account for all possible forms and spellings of a word in non-
standardised languages based on microtext. However, by reading microtext state-
ments, such as ok mr i’l get bck 2 u b4 fiv, it becomes apparent that many of the
words are created by the omission of vowels or using a single consonant instead of
double consonants. These variant forms make it diﬃcult to compare the microtext
words to English. Other studies have encountered a similar problem and have cre-
ated techniques in an attempt to mitigate spelling diﬀerences. One interesting pro-
cess employed in studies by Kothari, Negi, Faruquie, Chakaravarthy, and Subrama-
niam (2009) and Contractor et al. (2010) is that of creating consonant skeletons.
Prochasson, Viard-Gaudin, and Morin (2007, p. 84) describe consonant skeletons as
"characterised by the withdrawal of most of the vowels of a word, leaving
only the "consonant skeleton" of the word."
Thus, when creating a consonant skeleton out of a word such as text, it would result
in the word txt. This interesting process has led the author to investigate whether
there are other similar techniques in use. One related process, called disemvoweling,
removes the vowels from text. This is a common practice by moderators on some
forums, to remove any rude text (Time, 2008). Disemvoweling has also been used
to minimise spelling errors (Gunawardena, Lokuhetti, Pathirana, Ragel, & Deegalla,
2010).
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For this study, a process which combines the similar principles of disemvoweling
and the creation of consonant skeletons, supplemented by the conversion of double
consonants to single consonants, would be useful. An English word converted into
such a form may be a close approximation of the microtext forms found on the Dr
Math service. For such a process to be of use it is, however, necessary to perform it
as a step-by-step process, systematically reducing the characters in two input words
and performing a comparison at every step. As this process systematically chips away
at the words, reducing them to lesser forms at each iteration, this study refers to the
process as decay.
3.9.3 Feature Selection
Some natural language processing techniques cannot be applied directly to an input
text. In order to process these texts, it is necessary to pre-process the text in order
to extract descriptive features. Features for a microtext query containing mathemat-
ics might be CONTAINS_NUMBERS, MATCHES_PATTERN or REQUEST_FOR_CALCULATION.
However, not all features are created equally. Some studies generate a large number
of features. Some of these features are redundant, i.e. another feature serves the same
purpose, or even completely irrelevant, i.e. they do not contribute to the processing
task at all. H. Liu and Motoda (1998, Preface) refer to feature selection as
"the process of selecting a minimal subset of features, according to some
reasonable criteria so that the original task can be achieved equally well,
if not better."
Thus, feature selection is the process of reducing the number of features to simplify or
speed up the required processing task. The messages to be processed in this study are
relatively short and may not contain a large number of features. Although certainly
useful, feature selection may not be required in this study.
3.9.4 Stemming
Stemming algorithms, also known as stemmers, are used to group words based on
semantic similarity (Frakes & Fox, 2003). Stemmers reduce words sharing a common
stem to the same form. This process involves stripping each word of its suﬃxes or
endings. Stripping the endings is performed by matching the longest possible ending
to entries stored in a list. The choice of which ending to remove is also inﬂuenced
by a set of conditions, which determine things such as minimum stem length, and
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transformation rules, which perform actions such as converting double letters to single
letters.Comparing words in their stemmed forms lessens the number of comparisons
necessary for ﬁnding a match.
Lovins (1968) proposed one of the earliest stemming algorithms. This stemmer
has 294 endings, 29 conditions and 35 transformation rules; although various imple-
mentations modify these numbers. Many applications use the default rule set for the
chosen stemming algorithm, without optimisation to ﬁt the problem domain. Better
results may be obtained by adjusting the rules to ﬁt the application or language.
One of the most widely used stemmers was developed by Porter (1980). There
have been many modiﬁcations to the algorithm, some containing subtle errors. To
combat this, Porter has made available free implementations of the algorithm. Lee,
Kan, and Lai (2004) make use of the Porter stemmer to reduce words on a web page
by stemming them. These stemmed forms are used as features in the classiﬁcation of
portions (blocks) of a web page.
Inherently, microtext consists of a variety of forms for the same word. The appli-
cation of stemming may prove successful in reducing these variations to a common
form.
3.9.5 Lemmatisation
Rambaud (2010, p. 265) describes lemmatisation as
"the reduction of the words in a corpus to their respective lexemes - the
head word form that one would look up if one were looking for the word in
a dictionary."
Although this concept sounds similar to stemming; stemmers operate without know-
ing the context of a word, whereas lemmatisation places words in context. Lem-
matisation requires the use of supporting data such as a dictionary for lookup. A
stemmer may reduce both the words multiplied and multiplication to the stem multi.
The stemmer would not, however, have any means of linking or converting the word
multiply to the word times. Lemmatisation does, however, make this possible.
In order to perform lemmatisation, a thorough knowledge of the language, its
grammar and how the words are related to one another is required. At this stage, it
may not be feasible to implement lemmatisation on the Dr Math microtext.
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3.10 Conclusion
In this chapter a literature survey was conducted on the concepts related to natural
language processing, particularly those concepts related to microtext and texts con-
taining concepts related to mathematics. All the identiﬁed concepts were discussed,
focusing on the ways they have been used in other studies, as well as how they may be
applicable to the current study. The concepts discovered in this manner contribute
the base knowledge required for conducting a study grounded in the fundamentals of
natural language processing.
With the theoretical foundation of this study built, this chapter marks the end
of the grounding section of the study. The next chapter, which is the ﬁrst of the
conceptualisation section, discusses the research design of the study.
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Research Design
The belief system of the ancient Greeks included the notion of titans and gods. The
titan Prometheus came down from Mount Olympus and rewarded the people for their
beliefs, with knowledge of ﬁre. Thus their belief had, through indirect action, resulted
in the acquisition of knowledge.
The previous chapters discussed existing knowledge pertaining to the problem
domain. This background knowledge is the seed for creating new knowledge, which
is a fundamental aspect of the research process. This chapter discusses how the
existing knowledge is applied and combined with organisational knowledge to create
new knowledge. The creation of new knowledge requires an understanding of what
constitutes new knowledge, as well as on processes to guide the associated study.
The topics discussed in this chapter focus on the belief and research convictions of
the researcher, as well as the processes and tools that have been employed in the
knowledge acquisition process.
4.1 Belief and Knowledge
Belief is often seen as the root of conviction. Its power holds sway over all men,
leading them on to commit terrible acts or to make wondrous discoveries. In order
for an investigation, scientiﬁc or otherwise, to be launched the investigator ﬁrst has to
have a belief which the investigation aims to prove or disprove by reaching a known or
unknown conclusion. When applied to the scientiﬁc domain, this act of investigation
is seen as research or the research process. The conclusion which is reached may be
seen as the knowledge which has been attained.
Not every research process results in new knowledge. Take for example a university
student receiving the instruction to write an essay on the gift of ﬁre given to the Greek
people by the titan Prometheus. The student starts the essay with the belief that,
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ﬁrstly, there was a mythological titan called Prometheus and, secondly, that he gave
ﬁre to the Greek people. The student would then accumulate enough information, by
means of literature study, using a library or the Internet to conﬁrm that the Greeks
did indeed believe that a titan named Prometheus had given them the gift of ﬁre.
Thus, the student would have gained new knowledge.
This knowledge is, however, only new to the student (or a conﬁrmation of what
the student already knows) and does not constitute new knowledge to the volume of
knowledge shared by humanity. Alternatively, the student might have been on a ﬁeld
study to Greece and may have stumbled upon an ancient document. Upon closer
scrutiny, this document reveals the gifts of the mythological Prometheus actually to
be allegories for the contributions of an ancient researcher. The student then proceeds
to have the document validated by quantiﬁable scientiﬁc measurements. The student
would thus have gained new knowledge and the knowledge gained would have been
new for the rest of humanity as well.
Gregor and Hevner (2013) describe knowledge as being either descriptive or pre-
scriptive. Descriptive knowledge may be thought of as an exploration or discovery of
new facts or laws that had always existed, but had not been understood or formally
classiﬁed and described previously. This type of knowledge may be thought of as
the cataloguing of existing phenomena into accessible forms. Prescriptive knowledge
pertains to artefacts, which have been created by humans, in order to improve or
augment an existing phenomena, and would not exist except for human creativity.
4.2 Research Paradigm
In order for a researcher to embark on a voyage of knowledge discovery, it is necessary
for them to ﬁrst discover their research paradigm. A paradigm is a personal philosophy
on how to conduct research, not related to a speciﬁc methodology (Gliner, Morgan,
& Leech, 2000, p. 17).
4.2.1 Personal Belief
This researcher shares the belief that through knowledgeable intervention, speciﬁc
processes in an organisation may be addressed, modiﬁed and improved. This process
is inherently cyclical in nature as the ﬁrst solution may not always be the most ap-
propriate. It is only through repeated intervention and extended knowledge of the
problem domain that a solution may approach the necessary utility. By applying
fundamental design principles, a solution may be created which not only supports a
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required organisational structure, but also satisﬁes the requirement for new knowl-
edge. Therefore, proper design may lead to an intervention with utility, not only in
its native environment, but also to the greater research community.
Dr Math, and its volunteer tutors, provides an invaluable service to the youth of
South Africa. It is the belief of this researcher that an endeavour, such as Dr Math,
which strives to improve the understanding of South African school learners of a
fundamental subject, such as mathematics, is a noble pursuit and worthy of support.
Services such as Dr Math provide much-needed ground-level augmentation to the
education process. This researcher further believes that the creation of a means
which eases the burden on the tutors would reﬂect positively on the learners they
support during their tutorial sessions. This study documents the scientiﬁc process of
turning this belief into knowledge, by means of rigorous research.
The knowledge gained in this study may be classiﬁed as new, ﬁrstly, because the
language in the Dr Math queries is fairly unusual and, there is currently no translation
model for this speciﬁc domain. Secondly, there are no existing constructs detailing
the mathematical patterns and words relevant to Dr Math. Lastly, there exists no
instantiation attempting to perform such translations. Furthermore, the knowledge
gained in this study is prescriptive, as it would allow an already existing process,
i.e. the Dr Math service, to be augmented or improved by the application of a new
process.
In order to perform meaningful research, it may be necessary for a researcher
to align his personal beliefs with a more formalised research paradigm. One such
paradigm is design science.
4.2.2 Design Science
Information systems (IS) study how computing tools may be best applied to provide
the maximum beneﬁt to a speciﬁc organisation (Hevner, March, Park, & Ram, 2004).
Agarwal (2012) states that the mission of information systems research should be
to advance the knowledge of the eﬀective use of information technology (IT) to the
beneﬁt of the organisation in which it is employed.
Design science is an IS research paradigm which seeks to create innovations, or
artefacts, that embody the ideas, practices, technical capabilities and products re-
quired to accomplish eﬀectively the analysis, design, implementation and use of in-
formation systems (Hevner & March, 2003). Design is essentially a search process to
discover an eﬀective solution to a problem, by the creation of artefacts (Hevner et al.,
2004).
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There are many broad deﬁnitions for the term IT artefact. Orlikowski and Iacono
(2001) broadly deﬁne it as those bundles of material and cultural properties pack-
aged in some socially recognisable form such as hardware and/or software. In design
science, an artefact may be a construct, model, method or instantiation that enables
an IT researcher to understand and to address the problems inherent in developing
and implementing information systems successfully (Hevner et al., 2004). Gregor and
Hevner (2013) state that these artefacts constitute a form of prescriptive knowledge.
Furthermore, they prescribe the inclusion of design theories to the body of prescrip-
tive knowledge. Based on prior work by Gregor (2006), Gregor and Hevner (2013)
describe a design theory as being an abstract body of prescriptive knowledge that
describes the principles of form and function, methods, and justiﬁcatory theory that
are used to develop an artefact or accomplish some end.
Constructs provide the domain-speciﬁc language used in the deﬁnition of the prob-
lem and its solution. Successful communication of the results necessitate the use of
this language. A model is a representation of a real-world situation, using the lan-
guage deﬁned in the construct. The model acts as a representation, connecting the
problem to the solution. Methods are techniques or processes used in the solution,
such as programming algorithms. An instantiation is an implementation of the con-
struct, model and methods in a real-world situation. The instantiation serves as a
proof-of-concept, demonstrating the feasibility of the artefact and allowing for an
assessment of the artefact against its intended purpose.
Furthermore, Gregor and Hevner (2013) propose that these design science driven
artefacts may be classiﬁed, according to the type of knowledge contribution they
represent. The relationship among the four types of knowledge contribution are il-
lustrated in Figure 4.1. The x-axis represents the maturity of the problem domain,
i.e. how well the problem domain is understood and how much descriptive and pre-
scriptive knowledge exists regarding the domain. The y-axis represents how mature
the artefacts are, which represent the solutions to research questions of a study.
The four types of research contributions, listed by Gregor and Hevner (2013), are
invention, exaptation, improvement and routine design. Routine design represents a
problem domain in which the problem is well understood and existing artefacts are
applied to address an opportunity or to answer a research question. An improvement
in knowledge represents a design science knowledge contribution which improves an
existing process or service. In creating this form of knowledge contribution, a re-
searcher has to contend with knowledge that exists regarding the process or service’s
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Figure 4.1: A design science research knowledge contribution framework (Gregor & Hevner,
2013)
current context. A useful contribution is built on the foundation of the understand-
ing of the researcher, with regards to the current process or service and the ability
to demonstrate and validate an improvement over the current process. A knowledge
contribution in the form of an exaptation, is an adaptation of an existing knowledge
artefact, from a diﬀerent research ﬁeld, to be applied to the current problem domain.
The ﬁnal type of knowledge contribution, invention, is the most diﬃcult of all. A
knowledge contribution of this type may require the deﬁnition of a completely new
problem domain, never before envisioned, or a new form of artefact, as yet undiscov-
ered. As the current study is an attempt to improve an existing process by means of
the creation of design science artefacts, the knowledge created by this study may be
classiﬁed as an improvement.
A proper research paradigm, regardless of its link to personal belief or accepted
practice, consists of three philosophical components, namely epistemology, ontology
and methodology, which aid in the knowledge gathering process.
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4.3 Components of a Research Paradigm
Hevner et al. (2004) state that knowledge and understanding of a design problem
and its solution are acquired in the building and application of an artefact. In order
to facilitate this cyclical process, they have created seven guidelines for design sci-
ence in information systems research, to which this study intends to adhere. These
guidelines are to design as an artefact, that the problem should be relevant, that
the design should be evaluated, that the study should provide clear contributions,
that the research should be performed rigorously, that the design should be a search
process and that the research results should be communicated clearly. The following
sections discuss the views of the researcher with regards to epistemology, ontology
and methodology, as well as how these views relate to the design science guidelines.
4.3.1 Epistemology
Epistemology is concerned with how true knowledge is attained and how the charac-
teristics and beliefs of the researching scientist aﬀect the process of knowledge acqui-
sition (Becker & Niehaves, 2007). Although there are many epistemological views,
positivism and interpretivism represent its two extremes.
Positivism (2004) may be described as
"A philosophical system recognising only that which can be scientifically
verified or which is capable of logical or mathematical proof, and therefore
rejecting metaphysics and theism."
To positivists there is a single truth, which is to be discovered and quantiﬁed during
the research process. Research studies in the natural sciences tend to prescribe to a
positivist stance as they frequently involve speciﬁc, quantiﬁable measurements. This
stance aligns with quantitative research.
Researchers in the social sciences favour an interpretivist stance. Myers (2013, p. 39)
states that
"interpretive researchers assume that access to reality (given or socially
constructed) is only through social constructions such as language, con-
sciousness, shared meanings, and instruments"
This epistemological attitude acknowledges that the individual characteristics of a
researcher inﬂuence the results of the study. To interpretivists there may be multiple
truths which may be qualiﬁed. This stance aligns with qualitative research.
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Providing a design in the form of an artefact aligns with the epistemological com-
ponent of research as, in design science, new knowledge is presented in the form of
artefacts. Furthermore, it aligns with the design science guideline that the research
should provide a clear contribution, as epistemology concerns itself speciﬁcally with
the process of knowledge acquisition.
When viewed according to a positivist stance, the creation of an artefact is in-
tended to address a speciﬁc goal. It is based on existing organisational truths and
known facts, in order to create a domain-speciﬁc solution. Taking an interpretivist
stance towards the creation of the artefact would allow for the experience of the re-
search to be combined with discussions and opinions of the various stakeholders of
the organisation.
Sale, Lohfeld, and Brazil (2002) performed a study, consulting a wide variety
of literature, suggesting that mixed-mode research has become more acceptable in
recent years. The researcher believes that by combining both stances in the creation
and validation of the artefacts, this study may be seen as conducting mixed-mode
research.
The analysis and interpretation of microtext statements requires the application
of various techniques and existing knowledge by the researcher conducting the study.
The chosen techniques and how the results of these techniques are compiled are de-
pendent on the opinion of the researcher. Furthermore, translations of microtext
statements may diﬀer from person to person, making the process fundamentally vari-
able and based on the opinions of the participants in the study.
However, in order to determine the utility of the artefacts in both design and ap-
plication, it would be necessary to apply statistical methods to generate data suitable
for comparison. It is this researcher’s belief that the combination of these stances
strengthens the artefacts delivered by a study, by grounding it both in the opinions
and beliefs of the participants involved, but also grounding the results in calculated
fact.
4.3.2 Ontology
Siau and Rossi (2011) describe ontology as the part of the philosophy of science that
deals with the essence of being and the basic structure of reality. It analyses what
exists and how it exists. Realism and nominalism are two major ontological attitudes.
The stance taken by realists is that the world exists, regardless of whether or not
it is sensed, perceived or analysed (Becker & Niehaves, 2007). Nominalists, however,
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believe that the world cannot be perceived objectively, but is subjectively inﬂuenced
by social processes.
The nominalist stance clearly aligns with the design science paradigm and its be-
lief that the world may be inﬂuenced by the introduction of speciﬁc processes. This
researcher believes that an artefact should introduce an improvement to the problem
domain. However, the process followed in its creation should not necessarily introduce
changes as this may alter the initial requirements for the artefact in such a manner
that it can no longer address the original problem. In this study all necessary observa-
tions are conducted on the historic text of the intended platform. This aligns with the
beliefs of the researcher as it guarantees that the artefact development process does
not interfere with the existing status quo, but still represents accurate observations
of the target platform when distributed over a long enough time frame.
Artefacts may be created in many forms, but the core essence of an artefact
is the embodiment of new knowledge with the power to provide an organisational
beneﬁt or intervention. Furthermore, the design science guidelines require that the
research should be clearly presented to audiences at all levels. The dissemination of
new knowledge has an inﬂuence not only on those individuals to which it is directly
communicated, but may also have a further societal reach when they implement
solutions grounded in this new knowledge.
4.3.3 Methodology
The methodology of a research paradigm constitutes general guidelines to solving a
problem. This includes speciﬁc components such as the tasks, phases and processes
necessary for the successful completion of a research project. The design science guide-
lines suggest that design should be conducted as a search process, utilising available
resources to construct the intended artefact (Hevner et al., 2004). Conducting such
a search process is streamlined by the existence of an overarching methodology to
guide the process.
Furthermore, the design science guidelines state that the research should be rig-
orous; referring to the application of rigorous methods both in the construction and
in the evaluation of an artefact. Rigour can only be applied by following a strict
methodical process, which allows for clear forward and backward cycling and the
application of the evolving knowledge base.
In order for an artefact to have utility, quality and eﬃcacy, the design science
guidelines require that the artefact be rigorously evaluated. Such an evaluation would
only be possible as part of a well-designed research plan, allowing for the evaluation
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Figure 4.2: The three design science cycles (Hevner, 2007)
to take place after the other research processes have been completed and allowing for
the results of the evaluation to be fed back into the ongoing study, if necessary. The
activities in a methodology are not inherently linear in nature, but require cycling
through various phases to be eﬀective.
Hevner (2007) describes design science research as consisting of three cycles,
namely a relevance cycle, a design cycle and a rigour cycle. The relationship between
these three cycles is illustrated in Figure 4.2. The relevance cycle is concerned with
determining the context of the research within the organisational bounds, as well as
providing the requirements agains which the artefact(s) will be evaluated. The rigour
cycle ensures that the researcher thoroughly investigates the existing knowledge base
to, ﬁrstly, ensure that the research is based on a solid foundation and, secondly, that
the produced artefact(s) do indeed represent new additions to the knowledge base.
The design cycle forms the core of the design science research process. In this cycle
the design, construction and evaluation of the artefact(s) are performed by moving
between these phases rapidly and repeatedly. The design cycle uses the requirements
gathered in the relevance cycle as input to the design phase and the theories drawn
from the rigour cycle during the evaluation phase.
A suitable methodology should thus incorporate the cyclical nature of design sci-
ence, the need to develop rigorously an eﬀective artefact and the requirement to
provide a solution grounded in the three components of the research paradigm. To
this end, it was decided to make use of a formalised and well-known methodology
linked to design science. This methodology is known as the design science research
methodology.
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Figure 4.3: Design science research methodology activities (Peffers et al., 2008)
4.4 Design Science Research Methodology
Peﬀers, Tuunanen, Rothenberger, and Chatterjee (2008) proposed a design science
research methodology (DSRM) consisting of six activities or processes. This DSRM
is illustrated in Figure 4.3. These activities form a feedback loop, similar to the three
cycles proposed by (Hevner, 2007). This feedback loop ensures that the artefact is
improved upon constantly and adjusted to best ﬁt the problem and solution to be
presented to the stakeholders of the study. The stakeholders include the developers
of the C3TO platform and Dr Math service; the tutors working with the system; the
learners who are tutored on the system and the greater academic community.
By applying the principles of cyclical design, this study focuses on the development
of three artefacts. The ﬁrst artefact takes the form of a construct. The construct
consists of a set of regular expressions and a bilingual dictionary tying together English
terms and their equivalents in the Dr Math queries. The second artefact is a model
for the translation of Dr Math learner queries to well-rendered equations. In order
to evaluate the feasibility of the model, the third artefact is an instantiation of the
model using various basic NLP and rendering techniques.
This study has been divided into three phases, loosely based on the three cycles
described by Hevner (2007). Figure 4.4 illustrates the mapping of the DSRM activities
to the three phases of the study. Successful completion of the study relies on cycling
iteratively between the three phases of the study, in order to incorporate new insights
and ensure that the artefacts address the domain of the study properly.
4.4.1 Phase One: Grounding
The ﬁrst phase of the study, Grounding, correlates to the ﬁrst two activities of the
DSRM; Identify problem and motivate and Define objectives of a solution. During
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this phase the problem domain is investigated in order to gain a better understanding
regarding the requirements for the successful completion of the study. Insights gained
during this phase are used to determine the criteria against which the artefacts will
be evaluated. The existing knowledge base, pertaining to the development of the
artefacts, was studied in order to ground the artefacts properly in existing knowledge
and to ensure that the artefacts provide a new contribution to the current body
of knowledge. During this phase the research problem must be justiﬁed clearly, as
it allows for the problem to be atomised into addressable features or quantiﬁable
objectives. These objectives allow the artefacts to address the problem domain best
and to ensure that both the researcher and other stakeholders understand the problem
and its signiﬁcance.
Hevner et al. (2004) state that the artefact should not be independent of the
organisational and social contexts in which it is used, but should be coequal with it
in meeting business needs. The artefacts are indeed not fully independent constructs,
but have been developed to integrate fully with existing systems and stakeholder
behaviour. The C3TO platform, with the Dr Math service, is a proven technology,
with an existing group of stakeholders. The tutors on this system have a deﬁnite
need for an process to help them make sense of school learner input to the service.
The artefacts developed during the course of this study intend to help bridge the
communication gap between the tutors and school learners.
4.4.2 Phase Two: Conceptualisation
The second phase of the study, Conceptualisation, makes use of the domain and
knowledge grounding from the ﬁrst phase in order to design artefacts to best address
the requirements of the study. This informed design addresses the desired function-
ality of the artefacts, while ensuring that a research contribution is embedded. This
phase corresponds to the third activity of the DSRM; Design and development. The
Figure 4.4: The three phase methodology
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design must be addressed iteratively, modiﬁed and improved by cycling back to the
Grounding phase and forward to the Evaluation phase. The contextualised designs
for the artefacts were developed into the construct, model and instantiation neces-
sary for providing the domain speciﬁc language, solution and proof-of-concept of this
study.
4.4.3 Phase Three: Validation
The ﬁnal phase, Validation, consists of ﬁnding suitable platforms for the dissemina-
tion, demonstration and communication of the progressive and evaluated results and
ﬁndings of the study. The results, as well as how the artefacts may be applied to the
problem domain, were communicated to the stakeholders. This was done in order to
ensure the relevance of the developed artefacts in providing a useful solution. The re-
sults were communicated to the greater academic community, by means of scholarly
conference and journal articles. These communicated results demonstrate eﬀective
knowledge of how the artefact addresses and solves the problem. This ensures the
study’s relevance and contribution to the greater scientiﬁc knowledge base. Feedback
from the stakeholders was used to iterate back through the Grounding and Con-
ceptualisation phases, in order to improve the utility and relevance of the artefacts.
Further utility, accuracy and validity of the artefacts were ensured by the application
of rigorous testing and evaluation methods to the developed artefacts. This phase
aligns with the last three activities in the DSRM, namely Demonstration, Evaluation
and Communication.
The next sections and subsections address the various activities related to the three
phases of the methodology of the study methodology. Figure 4.5 demonstrates how
the various activities align with the phases of the study. Each activity is discussed
in its own sub-section for the purposes of the document’s structure, but will, in
practice require continuous iteration and cycling between related activities in order to
ensure that the problem domain is properly and rigorously addressed. Figure 4.5 also
highlights the fact that the artefacts of this study are created in the Conceptualisation
phase, with the Grounding phase providing support for their development and the
Validation phase serving to validate their utility.
4.5 Research Activities - Grounding
This section addresses the various activities related to the grounding phase of the
research methodology.
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Figure 4.5: Research activities
4.5.1 Literature Study
Rowley and Slack (2004) state that a literature review summarises the state of the art
in a research ﬁeld, and allows for areas in the ﬁeld, which would beneﬁt from further
research, to be identiﬁed. Rowley and Slack (2004) further state that a literature
study is important during the research process as it supports various activities related
to the research. These activities are listed in Table 4.1, which also includes how these
activities relate to the current study.
A literature study may cover various sources of information. For this study, the
sources used are conference proceedings, journal publications and books. Both older
and newer sources have been consulted, as older sources provide insights into the
origins of a concept and newer sources provide insight into the current state of the
art.
Although there are various topics related to the problem domain, with regards to
the literature study, it is critical that only focused topics, crucial to the understanding
of the problem domain, be discussed. As such, the literature review focuses on topics
related to microtext, NLP concepts and mathematical typesetting and rendering.
One of the key fundamentals in generating new knowledge is to know what cur-
rent knowledge and work relates to the problem domain. This ensures that the new
knowledge addresses an area previously lacking. It is only when the researcher un-
derstands the placement of the current study in the greater problem area that the
relevance of the study may be realised.
As the ﬁeld of NLP is so diverse and there are so many concepts and topics which,
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although interesting, may not be related directly to the current study, it was neces-
sary ﬁrst to perform an exploratory literature survey. The literature survey focuses on
machine translation and NLP conference proceedings and journal articles. The liter-
ature survey serves as an exploratory vehicle, to determine which topics are prevalent
in the greater body of knowledge related to natural language processing. The analysis
was exhaustively conducted by selecting a few recent articles and consulting their ref-
erence lists until no further topics or concepts, related to the study, could be found.
These topics and concepts were used as a guide to the further, in-depth literature
review on natural language processing concepts. The insights gained from this phase
of the literature study were used to inform the development of both the translation
model and the instantiation artefacts.
The ﬁnal topic covered in the literature study is that of mathematical rendering.
Speciﬁcally, topics are covered with regard to which technologies are applicable; how
statements should be formatted as input to these rendering technologies; and how
Table 4.1: Literature review activities
Activities listed by Rowley and Slack (2004) How this study addressed the activities
Supporting the identification of a research topic,
question or hypothesis
An initial, undirected overview on the topics
of Dr Math, microtext, NLP and mathematical
typesetting and rendering have provided in-
sights into what is possible, with regard to the
problem domain. This knowledge was vital in
the evolution and phrasing of the questions
and objectives of the study.
Identifying the literature to which the research
will make a contribution and contextualising the
research within that literature.
The research conducted in this study pro-
vides new knowledge with regard to the in-
terpretation and processing of microtext as it
relates to the South African high school math-
ematics curriculum.
Building an understanding or theoretical con-
cepts and terminology
The literature study has been indispensable
in learning the terminology pertaining to NLP
and the evaluation thereof.
Suggesting research methods which might be
useful.
By reviewing the tools and evaluation meth-
ods related studies used for the instantiation
and evaluation of their artefacts, it has be-
come apparent how best to investigate the
current problem domain.
Analysing and interpreting results The literature review has revealed various
techniques, which may be used to evaluate
an automated translation process. These
techniques are critical in evaluating the in-
stantiated artefact of the study.
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they have been used in other studies. The knowledge gained from this portion of the
literature study was used to develop the instantiated artefact.
An exhaustive, but focused, literature study allows for the study to be grounded
theoretically. The theoretical grounding provides insight into current knowledge and
best practices related to the problem domain. Grounding from the current knowledge
base is a necessary step, as it provides rigour to the design. The literature study forms
part of the grounding phase of the research process.
4.5.2 Case Study
Rowley (2002) describes a case study as a useful tool, which may be used to explore a
problem domain and as a basis for the development of the tools necessary for further
investigation. Yin (2009, p. 18) states that
"a case study is an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phe-
nomena within its real life context, especially when the boundaries between
phenomenon and context are not clearly evident."
Thus, a case study provides valuable contextual insights into the problem domain.
For the purposes of developing the construct artefact, it is necessary to understand
the phenomena related to the language used by the learners formulating their queries.
To this end it is necessary to perform a case study on the Dr Math service.
The Dr Math service captures all learner-tutor interactions as anonymous text
logs. As it would be diﬃcult and disruptive to perform the case study using the live
Dr Math service, the 2009 – 2013 Dr Math logs have been sourced, with permission
from the CSIR.
The entries in these logs have been analysed and categorised in order to provide
insight into the nature of the language it contains. These insights allow for a cyclical
iteration back to the literature study in order to understand better the language
phenomena and mathematical statements found in the queries.
To contextualise the study further, visits have been made to the CSIR in order
to discuss the problem domain with the developers and fellow researchers on the
Dr Math service. This was crucial in understanding the server-based structure and
underlying technology related to the service. It was also necessary to determine how
to integrate best any proposed solution (artefact) into the existing infrastructure.
The analysis of the logs and the site visit allowed for the design of the study to
be grounded in the current organisational structure. This form of grounding provides
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relevance to the design. The case study forms part of the grounding phase of the
research process.
4.6 Research Activities - Conceptualisation
This section addresses the various activities related to the conceptualisation phase of
the research methodology.
4.6.1 Construct Development
A construct describes a set of attributes of a person, organisation or concept for
which there are no clear references, but which may be assessed using a set of manifest
variables (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955). With regard to the problem domain, one such
concept is the structures related to the microtext statements contained in the Dr Math
query logs.
To understand a problem domain, it is necessary to ascertain what context-speciﬁc
language exists for the domain. For the Dr Math service, this language has two
facets. The ﬁrst facet is related to mathematics. In order to determine which forms
of mathematics could be expected in the queries, a study was be launched, using
South African high school mathematics text books. Equations were captured from
these text books and were used to generate patterns. These patterns were used as an
initial indicator of the presence or validity of a mathematical equation in a learner
query.
The second facet is related to recurring words found in the Dr Math query logs and
in South African high school mathematics textbooks. A bilingual dictionary was con-
structed mapping the words occurring frequently, related speciﬁcally to mathematics,
in the Dr Math corpus to their English counterparts. This dictionary allows for a
better understanding of the content of individual log entries; allows the log entries
to be normalised; and may serve as an indicator of the presence of a mathematical
statement.
The ﬁnal facet, related to the construct, is the creation of an interlingual language
which serves as the mid-point in the translation process and is used as input to the
rendering process. This language was created by studying the patterns discovered in
the ﬁrst facet of the construct, as well as by studying related forms of mathematical
notation.
This construct forms the ﬁrst of the three artefacts delivered by this study and
forms part of the conceptualisation phase of the study.
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4.6.2 Model Definition
There are various interpretations of what constitutes a model and what constitutes
a framework. Hammond and Wellington (2012, p. 171) states than a model is an
abstraction which makes a phenomenon clearer, while highlighting the most important
factors and how they interact. Hammond and Wellington (2012, p. 31) further states
that a framework provides a general orientation to a topic by using a mixture of
existing literature, personal knowledge and speculation about possible relationships.
The framework should provide the basis for the hypothesis being tested.
The problem inherent to translating the Dr Math queries to well-formed and
rendered mathematical equations is not well understood currently. As this research is
exploratory in nature, it would serve the problem area best to contribute knowledge
in the form of a model to help understand the problem domain.
Thus, the second artefact of this study is a model depicting the translation pro-
cess for converting statements in the Dr Math microtext language into well-formed,
rendered equations. The model is based on the theoretical grounding built on the lit-
erature study and the organisational grounding built on the case study of the Dr Math
service. By iterating between the development of the model and the grounding prac-
tices, the model has relevance both to the Dr Math service and to the overall body of
scientiﬁc knowledge, as required by Hevner (2007) in the description of the three-cycle
model for design science. This continuous iteration provides the model with rigour
as well.
All insights gained from developing the third artefact, the instantiation, were fed
back to the model design process, further ensuring the rigour and relevance of the
model. The model forms part of the conceptualisation phase of the study.
4.6.3 Instantiation
An instantiation is an instance of a model, also known as a prototype (Rittgen,
2009). The instantiation allows the abstract model to be put to concrete use and
to be evaluated and validated empirically. Thus, the third artefact, created for this
study, is an instantiation of the second artefact; the model.
Various techniques are used and aligned to the individual phases of the model.
This instantiation serves as a proof-of-concept for the model and as a feedback loop to
provide better insight into the possible shortcomings of the model. Any shortcomings
or misconceptions, with regard to the design of the model, which were detected during
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the creation of the instantiation, were cycled back into the model design process. This
ensures that the ﬁnal model demonstrates rigour.
All research activities relating to the validation of the automated translation pro-
cess were performed on the instantiated artefact. The instantiation forms part of the
conceptualisation and validation phases of the research process.
4.7 Research Activities - Validation
This section addresses the various activities related to the validation phase of the
research methodology.
4.7.1 Demonstration and Communication
In order to ensure the relevance of the study, it is necessary to disseminate the re-
sults. This dissemination has thus far been accomplished with the publication of ﬁve
conference articles. The details of these articles may be found in Appendix O.
The articles report on partial ﬁndings of this study. These papers have allowed
for meaningful discussion with academics working in the ﬁelds of natural language
processing and web technologies. These discussions have led to valuable insights,
which were incorporated back into the design of the artefacts. Further ﬁndings will
be presented at relevant conferences or published in applicable journals, where the
content would best reach an appropriate audience.
Site visits were made to the CSIR to increase the understanding of the researcher,
with regard to the problem domain. The means to integrate the instantiation, created
as part of the study, have also been communicated to a representative of the CSIR.
The demonstration and communication of results form part of the validation phase
of the research process.
4.7.2 Evaluation: Content Analysis
According to Krippendorﬀ (2004, p. 18) content analysis is a research technique for
making replicable and valid inferences from texts to the contexts of their use. He
further states that the technique is unobtrusive, context sensitive and may use large
volumes of unstructured matter (such as text) as data (Krippendorﬀ, 2004, p. 40).
Data are the grounds for reasoning, and reliability grounds this reasoning em-
pirically (Krippendorﬀ, 2004, p. 211). He suggests three types of reliability, which
refer to how the reliability data are obtained. The ﬁrst, weakest, way is stability.
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This refers to a measurement of how consistently a single observer (coder) assesses a
speciﬁc text under diﬀerent conditions or after a certain period of time has passed.
Reproducibility is a stronger reliability type, which adds multiple observers, but
still has to exude stability. This kind of reliability may be measured by having two
or more individuals independently providing the same result when working under
diﬀerent conditions. The ﬁnal, strongest type of reliability is accuracy. This type
has to have demonstrate stability and reproducibility, as well as a measured deviation
from a known standard. As there are no standardised translations of the Dr Math
query logs, this study attempts to ensure that the data for this study exhibits an
acceptable level of reproducibility.
Krippendorﬀ (2004, p. 126) states that recording is a process which takes place
when content analysts interpret what they see, read or ﬁnd, stating their experiences
in formal terms. Coding is a more speciﬁc variant of recording, in which the process
is carried out according to rules which are independent from the analyst. He further
states that any textual content being analysed may be represented on diﬀerent levels
of abstraction (Krippendorﬀ, 2004, p. 283), which may be used as rules for the coding
or classiﬁcation process. When there is a speciﬁc set of categories under which a text
may be scrutinised, these categories may be seen as the units of analysis for the
speciﬁc text. This process of selecting units of analysis, is referred to as unitising.
The content analyst must be able to justify his/her methods of unitising and to prove
that the information needed for the analysis is represented in the collection of units
(Krippendorﬀ, 2004, p. 83).
Content analysis forms part of both the grounding and validation phases of the
research process and is used to validate two phases of the translation process.
4.7.3 Evaluation: Coder Selection
This study attempts to ensure that all areas requiring validation, including the trans-
lation process, exhibits reproducibility. For each phase, this is enforced by employing
communicable, formal instructions. Furthermore, Krippendorﬀ (2004, p. 217) states
that the process should be reproducible by independent researchers, at diﬀerent loca-
tions, at diﬀerent times, using the same set of instructions. This aspect is covered by
providing the human participants with concise instructions and guidelines regarding
how to perform the given task.
Another aspect of ensuring reproducibility is that the study must employ com-
municable criteria for the selection of individual study participants. The criteria for
the selection of participants in this study are that they should have a ﬁrm grasp of
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the language structure used either in microtext, mathematics or both. Krippendorﬀ
(2004) recommends three independent participants, speciﬁcally related to the coding
process, as three coders will allow discrepancies to be reconciled by means of a formal
decision rule. Three coders were selected for this study.
The strength of the ﬁrst coder is in the reading and writing of microtext, but
the coder does not necessarily have such a strong grasp of mathematical structure
and syntax. The second and third coders both have workable senses of reading and
interpreting microtext, but their strengths lie in their knowledge of mathematics.
One of these coders is ﬂuent in mathematics up to a high school level, but has no
university level mathematics knowledge. The third coder has mathematics knowledge
up to a university level. This should provide a fair reﬂection of the diﬀerent levels of
mathematical knowledge of the tutors on the Dr Math service.
The last aspect of ensuring reproducibility is that the study participants must work
independently of another. This is enforced by explicit statements in the instructions
to the participants and attempting to identify participants who move in diﬀerent
social circles.
When comparing the coding results from various observers, it is important to
determine what their level of agreement is. For this study, Krippenddorﬀ’s α (Section
3.6.1) is used as the means of calculating inter-observer-agreement. The simplest way
of calculating Krippendorﬀ’s α is to use binary data. Both of the coding tasks,
required for the validation of the results of this study, consist of a simple yes or no
decision. To this end, Krippendorﬀ’s α has been selected as the measure of agreement
for this study.
Krippendorﬀ (2004, p. 241) suggests that only α values higher than 0.8 should be
accepted as a measure of reliability. All data below this minimum value should be
rejected as unreliable. He does, however, mention that values between 0.667 and 0.8
may be used for performing exploratory research or drawing initial conclusions. As
this study is seen as an initial exploration of the problem domain and the intended
instantiation as a proof-of-concept, an α level of 0.667 is deemed acceptable. Coder
selection forms part of the validation phase of the research process.
4.7.4 Evaluation: Translation Evaluation
In order to validate the main translation process, it was necessary to determine
whether the results of the process are comparable to those of a human performing
the same task. To this end, this activity makes use of the same participants as those
used in the coding activities. None of the coders is a professional translator, but the
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domain-speciﬁc knowledge provided by the chosen coders (translators) should give
them suﬃcient skill to perform acceptable translations. The process of evaluating
the translated results of the instantiated artefact does not correspond directly to a
coding process as the number of variables, inherent to the translation process, are
too numerous for direct comparison. To this end automated means are used to vali-
date the agreement level between human participants in the study and the developed
translation process.
4.7.4.1 The First and Second Metrics: Totals
The ﬁrst metric in measuring the level of agreement is determining whether the entries
are an exact match, i.e. whether the translators return the exact same result. This
metric consists of two values, namely the number of entries in which the translators
return exact interlingual statements and the number of entries in which they return no
result, because the entry is not translatable. The second metric consists of measuring
how many entries do not match at all. This is a count of the number of entries in
which one translator performs a translation, but the other states that an entry is not
translatable. All entries which are not exact matches or complete mismatches (i.e.
agreements or disagreements), require diﬀerent metrics for comparison.
4.7.4.2 n-gram Comparisons
As discussed in Section 3.4.7, n-grams are a means by which to divide an input
statement into smaller sections. These smaller sections, allow for comparison between
two input statements. During such a comparison, the one translation serves as a
reference, whereas the other serves as the candidate translation, i.e. the translation
being compared to the reference.
The n-gram creation process, ensures that all the n-grams are all in the range
1 <= n <= 4. This, means that each statement is divided into four sets of n-grams;
each representing n-grams of a diﬀerent character length. A count a is made of the
total number n-grams (across all four sets) in the reference translation; as well as a
count x of how many correct n-grams occur in the candidate translation, across all
four sets. A count b is made of the total number of n-grams in the the candidate
translation, across all four sets. These three counts are directly or indirectly used to
calculate the following three metrics.
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4.7.4.3 The Third Metric: Recall
An important concept in NLP evaluation is that of recall. Recall may be thought
of as the rate of true positives, i.e. the sum of the number of correctly classiﬁed
translatable and non-translatable entries divided by the total number of correctly
classiﬁed entries in the test data set. For the purpose of serving as a metric in this
study, recall will be used to measure the proportion of the n-grams matched in the
candidate translation to the total number of n-grams in the reference translation.
This is a good indication of the extent to which the translation covers the content
of the translated sentence. To calculate the recall (R) metric value, the formula in
Equation 4.7.1 is used. All values are clipped, to ensure that R falls in the range
0 <= R <= 1. Recall is used as the third metric for evaluating the translated results.
R =
x
a
(4.7.1)
4.7.4.4 The Fourth Metric: Precision
Another important concept in machine translation evaluation is that of precision.
Precision may be thought of as a measure of the total number of true positives divided
by the total number of positives identiﬁed by a technique. For the purpose of serving
as the fourth metric in this study, precision is used to measure how large a percentage
of the identiﬁed n-grams are relevant. It is calculated using the formula in Equation
4.7.2. All values are clipped, to ensure that P (precision) falls in the range 0 <=
P <= 1.
P =
x
b
(4.7.2)
4.7.4.5 The Fifth Metric: F-measure
Recall and precision may be used to perform the calculation of the ﬁfth translation
metric, called F-measure. Hripcsak and Rothschild (2005) refer to F-measure, F , as
being the combination of recall and precision to ﬁnd their harmonic mean. In this
study, Equation 4.7.3 is used to calculate the F-measure. All values are clipped, to
ensure that F falls in the range 0 <= F <= 1.
F =
P × R
(P +R)/2
(4.7.3)
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4.7.4.6 The Sixth Metric: Levenshtein Distance
Recall, precision and F-measure do not penalise the evaluation if the n-grams occur
out of sequence. Another widely used method of determining word similarity is Leven-
shtein distance. Levenshtein (1966) proposed a method to measure the cost involved
in transforming one string into another. This is also sometimes called the edit dis-
tance and is a measurement of the number of insertions, deletions and substitutions
necessary for the transformation to occur. The more changes required to transform
one entry into another, the higher the resulting calculation will be. By dividing the
edit distance by the total length of the candidate translation, it is possible to see how
large an adjustment was necessary for the candidate translation to be transformed
into the reference translation.
When comparing the recall, precision and F-measure calculations, higher values
constitute a better result, but with the Levenshtein calculation a higher value consti-
tutes a worse result. Thus, for the sake of alignment with the other calculations, the
inverse edit distance, L, may be calculated using Equation 4.7.4. In this calculation s
is the number of substitutions, i is the number of insertions, d is the number of dele-
tions and l is the total length of the candidate translation. This inverse edit distance
calculation, from here on referred to as Levenshtein distance, is the sixth evaluation
metric used in this study.
L = 1− s+ i+ d
l
(4.7.4)
4.7.4.7 Correlation of Results
The translation evaluation process consists of two phases. During the ﬁrst phase the
results of the human translators were compared to one another using the evaluation
metrics. In each test, the results of one of the human translators was used as the
translation candidate and the other two as reference translations. These translated
results were then correlated using Pearson’s correlation coeﬃcient. Calculating the
correlation is necessary to determinine the feasibility of evaluating the translated out-
put from the automated process. If the translated results from the human translators
show a low level of correlation, then a high level of correlation can not be expected
of the automated results.
The second phase of the evaluation process compares the automated translation
output to that of the human translators, using the evaluation metrics. The correlation
between the automated process and the human translators was then calculated. The
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evaluation is deemed successful if at least two thirds of the evaluation metrics show
no more than a 10% negative deviation on the human baseline (or constitutes an
improvement) and the results demonstrate at least a moderate level of correlation,
which is deemed suﬃcient for exploratory research.
As more than one human translator is used and the purpose of the evaluation is
to determine whether the automated process is able to return a result comparable
to a (single) human translator, for each metric or correlation the best result gained
from comparing a human translator to the automated process is selected as the rep-
resentative value. Translation evaluation forms part of the validation phase of the
research process.
4.7.5 Integration
To allow both the direct stakeholders of the study and the greater research community
access to the instantiated artefact, a web service was created. This service accepts
text-based queries and returns a translated result in a chosen format. The web service
is not a separate instantiation, but the ﬁnal form of the instantiated artefact.
A web service was chosen as the vehicle for integration, rather than a direct inte-
gration with the current Dr Math service, as it would be the least intrusive method.
The developers of the Dr Math service may, thus, decide how and when to integrate
the translation service. Furthermore, it means that the service may be referenced
in the future communication of results to the greater academic community, with the
results being demonstrable without access to the Dr Math service. The integration of
the translation process into the Dr Math service forms part of the conceptualisation
and validation phases of the research process.
4.8 Conclusion
This chapter highlighted the fact that it is necessary to integrate existing knowledge
in new ways in order to create new knowledge. New knowledge is the eventual goal of
a research process. The acquisition of new knowledge is driven by belief, but requires
an overarching methodology with associated activities to guide the process.
This study makes use of the principles of design science to construct three arte-
facts, in the form of a construct, a translation model and an instantiation of the model.
The following chapter describes the creation of the construct and is the second in the
conceptualisation section of this document.
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Developing the Construct
The previous chapter outlined the research design of the study. In the design it was
stated that the ﬁrst artefact of this study is a construct. A construct describes a
set of attributes of a person, organisation or concept for which there are no clear
references, but may be assessed using a set of manifest variables (Cronbach & Meehl,
1955). A construct may therefore be thought of as a vehicle which provides a better
understanding of certain facets of the problem domain. As the goal of this study is to
determine whether an automated translation service is able to provide similar results
to a human tutor performing a translation on the Dr Math service, the facet of the
problem domain which needs to be clariﬁed is that of its underlying language and
terminology, speciﬁcally related to mathematics.
Therefore, in this chapter, a study is performed on the contents of South African
high school mathematics textbooks. This serves to inform which kinds of equations
and speciﬁcally, which operators and operands, are to be expected in Dr Math learner
queries. An analysis is performed on the contents of the Dr Math query logs, in
order to determine the relationship between the microtext language and mathematical
notation.
The construct based on these facets provides new knowledge and insight with re-
gard to the diﬀerent patterns of equations found in the South African high school
mathematics curriculum; which key words in the phrasing of mathematical ques-
tions are recurring; and a simple form of mathematical representation which may,
ultimately, be used by the tutors and learners.
5.1 Construct Delineation
The construct developed in this study focuses exclusively on describing various facets
of microtext statements related to mathematics, as found in the query logs of the Dr
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Figure 5.1: Research activities - construct development
Math service. This requires the analysis of statements from an English language per-
spective, as well as a perspective related to the South African high school mathematics
curriculum. The creation of the construct aligns with the construct development ac-
tivity in the conceptualisation phase of the study, as discussed in Section 4.6.1 and
highlighted in Figure 5.1.
The construct focuses on three speciﬁc aspects of these statements, namely their
structure, interpretation and existing conventions. The relationship between these
elements are illustrated in Figure 5.2, with the light grey elements related to English
and Dr Math microtext language aspects and the dark grey elements related to math-
ematics. The numbers in the individual blocks indicate in which section(s) in this
chapter a speciﬁc element is discussed.
The structure elements refer to those elements from which individual statements
in a query may be constructed. Interpretation elements refer to elements which may
be applied to a query in order to understand or deconstruct it. Convention elements
refer to the commonly found occurrences in both the queries themselves and the
mathematical syllabus on which they are based.
The remainder of this chapter is a discussion on how the various elements of the
construct have been addressed and compiled. The sections in this chapter focus on
two main areas related to the problem domain, namely language and mathematics.
Sections 5.2 to 5.5 focus on the English and Dr Math microtext languages. As the
main tutorial language on the Dr Math service is English, the microtext variants
found on the service should consist of various misspellings of English words. In order
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Figure 5.2: Construct delineation
to facilitate the translation of the learner queries into mathematics, it is ﬁrst necessary
to understand how the English and microtext forms of words are related.
The queries posed by the learners on the Dr Math service are based on the ques-
tions posed by their teachers or the questions found in mathematics text books. Thus,
the microtext words may be derivatives of the English words found in these questions.
To that end, Section 5.2 describes how representative English words were identiﬁed,
as used in questions posed to South African high school mathematics learners.
Section 5.3 uses these English words to identify frequently used Dr Math microtext
words, which may be synonyms for the English words. These two sets of words are
combined in a bilingual English–Dr Math microtext dictionary in Section 5.4. This
dictionary serves as the ﬁrst step in understanding the microtext language found on
the Dr Math service, as it provides a link to more recognisable English word forms.
In any language, a mere knowledge of the vocabulary is not enough to provide
a clear understanding as to its structure. In order to deconstruct a language into
manageable subsets, as is the case with converting such a language into a completely
diﬀerent form, as in this study, it is necessary to understand the rules associated
with its structure. As the Dr Math microtext is not a formal language, it is not
governed by formal grammatical rules. Furthermore, as this study focuses solely on
the mathematical content of the microtext, it is only necessary to determine a set of
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heuristics loosely governing the structure of the mathematical components of a query.
Therefore, Section 5.5 provides several generalised observations made from analysing
the statements in the Dr Math system logs.
With the dictionary providing the vocabulary and the heuristics providing a means
of understanding the mathematical structure of the queries, the necessary language
aspects of the construct have been qualiﬁed. The second aspect which requires under-
standing is the mathematical content of the learner queries. Therefore, Sections 5.6
to 5.8 focus on which aspects of mathematics are related to the problem domain. In
order to have a common ground between the microtext variant of the mathematics
and their typeset equivalents, it is necessary to have a common mathematical lan-
guage or notation in which to structure equations. Section 5.6 describes the creation
of such a mathematical notation.
In order to validate whether the mathematical forms described in the microtext
do indeed constitute mathematical equations and not simply statements containing
mathematical elements; it was necessary to create a series of example equations for
comparison. The notation devised in Section 5.6 provides a common language in
which mathematical equations are captured from textbooks in Section 5.7. To facili-
tate the comparison, the captured equations are converted to a series of patterns in
Section 5.8.
5.2 Language Conventions: Processing Mathematics
Curriculum Sources
The main focus of the Dr Math service is to provide aid to South African high
school learners by means of mathematics tutoring. Thus, it stands to reason that
any mathematical question, posed by the learners, would bear relation to questions
found in sources related to the South African high school mathematics curriculum.
This section constitutes the ﬁrst step in discovering the language conventions related
to the problem domain. Speciﬁcally, this section provides a perspective on which
English language words are relevant to the problem domain.
The South African high school mathematics curriculum is currently divided into
two separate syllabi, namely Mathematics and Mathematics Literacy. This study fo-
cuses on the Mathematics syllabus, using both text books and the curriculum state-
ment as sources of information. To address at least some of the queries available
in the Mathematics Literacy syllabus its curriculum statement was used as a source
of information. The list of resources consulted for equations and insights into high
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school mathematics may be found in Appendix D. These sources are listed in a sep-
arate appendix, as opposed to the main reference list, as they were not reviewed, but
simply used as sources for data capture.
The ﬁrst phase of the data capture process entailed the capturing of all text
associated with equations, without being a part of an equation, i.e. explanations
and the phrasing of questions. In order to simplify the identiﬁcation of frequently
used words from the textbooks, a custom application was developed. The application
accepts typed sentences for the purpose of extracting individual words, and keeping a
tally of how many times the words occur across all captured sentences. Sentences from
the mathematics textbooks, which form part of either a question or an explanation
of an answer, were used as inputs to the software.
The curriculum statements were sourced in a digital form. Instead of processing
them using the same application, as used to capture the text from the textbooks, a
similar one was developed which processed the curriculum statements automatically.
These documents, however, do not only contain text, but also examples of equations.
The software does not distinguish between words and equations, so these equations
were captured by the software as well.
The results from processing the textbooks and curriculum statements were com-
bined into a single list of words and their associated rates of occurrence. This list still
contained the equations identiﬁed from the curriculum statements. In order to ﬁlter
out these entries, the entries were compared to a list of well-formed English words.
To this end, a free on-line English dictionary (Project Gutenburg, 2009) was sourced
and converted into a compatible format.
The ﬁltering process removed any illegal entries, such as equations and incorrectly
spelled words. After manually removing any plural forms, 233 frequently occurring
words remained. The remainder of this study uses these words as tag words to act
as an indicator of a query related to mathematics. The microtext-based queries
contained in the Dr Math query logs do not strictly conform to normal English (or
other South African language) spelling rules. As such, the 233 tag words may not be
directly recognisable when encountered. To remedy this, the following section details
an investigation of the 2010 and 2011 Dr Math query logs in order to ﬁnd microtext
synonyms for the 233 tag words.
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Table 5.1: Representative tag words
No. Tag word
1 degree
2 divide
3 equal
4 equation
5 minus
6 multiply
7 power
8 plus
9 produce
10 radius
5.3 Language Conventions: Analysing the Dr Math
Queries
The Dr Math service tracks all the conversations between tutors and learners and
saves the entries as anonymous log ﬁles. These logs contain too many entries to
process manually, in a feasible period of time. Thus, to automate the process it
was necessary to develop a semi-automated process for selecting possible microtext
counterparts for the English tag words. This section constitutes the second facet of
the language conventions. As the previous section focuses on the English aspects
related to the problem domain; so this section focuses on the microtext aspects. It
describes a means by which to identify counterparts for English words in the Dr
Math microtext variant, but also provides a list of microtext words deemed to be the
equivalent of the English words identiﬁed in the previous section.
Various techniques exist to process text for similarities. In order to test these
techniques, ten words were selected from the 233 tag words identiﬁed in the previous
section. These words act as a training sample, to determine whether the techniques
are viable solutions for ﬁnding Dr Math microtext counterparts. The ten selected tag
words are shown in Table 5.1.
In order to determine which microtext statements, found in the Dr Math query
logs, may be counterparts for the 10 selected tag words, it was necessary ﬁrst to
build a list of words occurring in the 2010 and 2011 logs. To this end, the logs were
processed using software similar to that which was used to process the curriculum
statements in the previous section. The software identiﬁed 26275 individual Dr Math
microtext character sequences from the logs. These sequences contain no spaces and
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may consist of numeric, alphabetic and/or non-alphanumeric characters. For the sake
of simplicity, these character sequences are referred to as words, within the context
of this study. This list of words could not be ﬁltered against an English dictionary,
as in the previous section, because of the inconsistent nature of the microtext. Thus,
the list contains various forms of the same word, numbers, symbols and even whole
equations.
With the list of microtext words created, it was necessary to determine which tech-
niques could possibly be used to analyse the list, in an attempt to identify whether
individual words might be counterparts for the English tag words. Various techniques,
which may be able to aid in the identiﬁcation of counterparts, were identiﬁed and
implemented. These techniques, which were inspired and informed by the literature
study in Chapter 3, are containment checking, stemming, aﬃx removal, adjacency,
word decay, n-grams and Levenshtein distance. For each of the techniques, the fol-
lowing process was used to determine how accurately they are able to identify Dr
Math microtext counterparts for the English tag words:
1. The technique is used to provide either a percentage or a representative number
match for a microtext word against the speciﬁc tag word.
2. The top 50 results from this process were manually scrutinised and counted
to determine whether a human would have identiﬁed the words as valid coun-
terparts for the tag word. Some techniques identiﬁed fewer than 50 suitable
candidates.
3. The number of valid counterparts was divided by the number of candidates
(limited to 50). This percentage represents the accuracy for the technique when
used on the speciﬁc tag word.
The individual implementation and testing of all of these techniques are discussed
in Appendix G. The implemented techniques return a varying number of results. In
order to determine which of the results are valid, they need to be scrutinised manually.
This time-consuming task is not scalable when applied to the entire list of tag words.
Thus, a test was devised to determine if an automated process, to analyse the results
of the various techniques for overlap, yields a valid method for processing all the other
tag words automatically.
Software was developed to compare the results from the individual techniques.
The adjacency checking technique did not provide any viable results, and as such,
was omitted from the comparison. The reason for its weak results may be due to
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the fact that there are very few instances when the learners make use of the fully
qualiﬁed English form of the test words. Thus, there was very little grounds for
adjacency comparison.
For the comparison process, every remaining technique was given a single vote.
Whenever a technique identiﬁed a microtext word as a possible counterpart, it con-
stitutes a vote by the technique for the speciﬁc microtext word. In total, the results
from 10 techniques were compared (this includes various length n-grams). Thus, the
maximum number of votes a microtext word could possibly receive is 10.
It was then necessary to determine what the optimal number of votes are which a
word should receive in order for it to be considered a counterpart for an English tag
word. As such, data sets were generated in which the vote threshold was varied from
1 to 10. For this test, the metrics of number found and accuracy are used.
Number found is an average of the number of counterparts found (across all words)
and accuracy is an average measure of how many of the number found are correct. For
each of these data sets, a human coder scrutinised each entry manually to determine
whether the identiﬁed words are indeed counterparts for the 10 tag words. The plot
in Figure 5.3 illustrates how the accuracy and number of counterparts found varies
when the minimal number of required votes is changed.
For the purpose of this study, it was decided that a lower number of identiﬁed
counterparts would be acceptable if the accuracy at which they could be identiﬁed
was high. Although 7 and 8 votes yield a similar level of accuracy, 7 votes were
chosen as the threshold, because it requires a lower number of votes to achieve the
same result.
The next phase of the study consisted of applying the diﬀerent techniques of
counterpart identiﬁcation on all 233 tag words. This yielded 2230 separate text ﬁles
which needed to be processed in order to ﬁnd valid counterparts for each of the tag
words. The software developed in this section was used to process this large number
of ﬁles.
The result of this processing was 233 separate ﬁles, each named according to a
speciﬁc tag word and each containing the counterparts for the speciﬁc tag word. After
processing, the ﬁles contained 1601 identiﬁed counterparts. These entries were again
scrutinised manually to determine whether they were indeed valid counterparts. 97%
of the counterparts that had been identiﬁed automatically were valid. The invalid
counterparts were removed, resulting in a ﬁnal tally of 1549 counterparts with a 100%
accuracy.
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Figure 5.3: The relationship between the number of votes (the plot points), counterparts
found and accuracy
The resulting English tag words and their Dr Math microtext counterparts are
listed in Appendix E. The original list of 26275 words identiﬁed from the Dr Math
queries was then re-ﬁltered using both the English tag words and their microtext
counterparts. This resulted in a list of 24493 words, which were further ﬁltered to
contain only words that occur more than once. This ﬁnal tally of 3393 words is
included on the CD accompanying this thesis. The ﬁle titled, common.txt, is located
in the folder Construct/. These words constitute portions of the queries which do not
bear weight and may best be ignored during the translation process. A few of these
common words are shown in Snippet 5.1.
With both the English tag words and their Dr Math microtext counterparts identi-
ﬁed, it was possible create a representational structure linking the two language forms
to one another. For this purpose, it was decided to create an XML-based bilingual
English–Dr Math dictionary.
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book
calculator
depends
good
it
more
really
they
Snippet 5.1: Examples of common words
5.4 Language Conventions: Constructing the Dictio-
nary
The previous two sections analysed and discussed the language related to the problem
domain, from the perspective of English and of the Dr Math microtext. This section
constitutes the last section dealing with the language conventions and describes a
way of combining both the English and the Dr Math microtext words into a common
structure.
Extensible Markup Language (XML) was developed by the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C) to support a wide variety of applications (Bray et al., 2006). XML
was chosen as the method for creating the dictionary construct as it would illustrate
the relationship between the English and Dr Math microtext words clearly. Using
XML would also allow the dictionary to be parsed easily by software applications.
The dictionary was created in a single ﬁle with two main Language elements, rep-
resenting English and Dr Math microtext. Each of the Language elements contain
a series of Word elements. For the English Language, it contains all of the alpha-
betically sorted tag words. For the Dr Math microtext Language it contains all of
the alphabetically sorted counterparts. Every Word contains Counterpart elements,
which have correspondingWord elements in the other Language. Snippet 5.2 contains
an excerpt from the dictionary.
The entire XML dictionary structure is included on the CD accompanying this
thesis. The ﬁle titled, dictionary.xml, is located in the folder Construct/. The dic-
tionary constitutes the individual words related to the Dr Math microtext language.
Although this dictionary may be useful in normalising microtext words to their En-
glish equivalent, individual words do not make a language. A language has rules
applicable to its use and construction. Scrutiny of the Dr Math query logs have
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<Dictionary>
<Language Name="English">
<Word Name="above">
<Counterpart>abve</Counterpart>
<Counterpart>abva</Counterpart>
<Counterpart>abv</Counterpart>
<Counterpart>bve</Counterpart>
</Word>
</.. Content omitted.. >
</Dictionary>
Snippet 5.2: English tag word - Dr Math microtext XML dictionary excerpt
revealed several generalisations related to numbers and mathematical symbols.
5.5 Language Interpretation: Generalisation of the
Queries
The previous sections provided insight into how the Dr Math microtext statements are
related to the English language. Furthermore, they provided a word-base which may
be important in the task of analysing microtext queries for mathematical content.
This section details the structure of the microtext queries themselves. Knowledge
of the structure of a language provides insights and common rules which may be
applied to analyse a statement in order to clarify its meaning or to deconstruct it for
translation. These insights are instrumental in interpreting the content of a language
properly.
In any form of communication there are various rules and norms, which may be
explicitly deﬁned in the form of protocols or simply occurring as implicit behaviour.
To gain insight into how the content related to mathematics is structured in a Dr
Math learner query, the log entries were scrutinised manually and supplemented by
insights gained from the mathematical sources consulted for this study (Appendix D).
5.5.1 Numbers
An initial assumption, with regard to queries which may be candidates for containing a
mathematical equation, was that it would be as simple as looking for entries containing
the numeric characters 0 through 9. This was thought to be an easy indicator as to
whether or not a log entry pertained to a mathematical topic and whether it would
be possible to translate the query into a mathematical equation. However, upon
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scrutiny, the contents of the log entries prohibited this from being a viable solution
for various reasons:
1. A log entry may contain the on-line pseudonym of a learner. These names some-
times contain a number, which may or may not be separated from the alphabetic
portion of the name by means of a space or non-alphanumeric character.
2. Some learners discuss events in their personal lives with the tutors. These
topics include their placement in an athletic event or competition. This results
in entries such as 1st or 4th, which could be identiﬁed as being an indicator of
a mathematical topic when ﬁltering on numbers.
3. Learners use numbers to create shortened forms for certain words, e.g. 2 instead
of to and l8r instead of later.
4. Even though the usage rules of the Dr Math service prohibits it, learners do
sometimes enter their cellular phone numbers in their queries, in an attempt to
have the tutor contact them personally.
Armed with this knowledge, it became possible to deﬁne a set of generalised
statements related to the numeric content of individual Dr Math microtext queries
containing mathematical equations or content:
1. An entry must contain at least two instances of numeric character strings. This
ensures that there are at least two separate number sequences being applied
to one another by means of an operator. This, however, has the detrimental
eﬀect of eliminating entries such as 5z or 50 + a from being viable translation
candidates. This rule may be oﬀset by the knowledge that the most commonly
used variables are a, b, c, d, x, y, z, l, h, r, c, m, n, q and i.
2. A numeric string may not be preceded or followed by more than three non-
alphanumeric characters. The study of equations in South African high school
mathematics textbooks shows very few entries for equations with more than
thee concurrent non-alphanumeric symbols.
3. A numeric string may not be preceded directly by an alphabetic character. Most
equations in South African high school textbooks are written in the format of
a constant followed by a variable, i.e. 3a and rarely a3.
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4. A numeric string may not be followed directly by more than three alphabetic
characters. The South African high school mathematics textbooks indicate that
equations rarely contain more than three variables per grouping, i.e. 3abc and
very rarely 3abcd.
5. A numeric string may not be equal to or longer than 9 digits, as this is the
minimum length used to represent a cellular phone number if the initial zero is
omitted. Numbers approaching this size are not frequently encountered in the
mathematics textbooks.
5.5.2 Symbols
Another important component of any query related to mathematics is its non-alphanu-
meric content, which is referred to as symbols for the remainder of this study. To
narrow the number of symbols addressed by the study it was decided that a sym-
bol will be recognised as a valid mathematical symbol if it adheres to the following
prerequisites:
1. It has to represent a speciﬁc mathematical operator or construct as found in
South African high school mathematics textbooks. All other alphanumeric con-
tent may be considered to be part of the conversational text.
2. It must be possible to type the character using the numeric keypad on a non-
smart phone, also sometimes referred to as a feature phone.
By applying these constraints, it became possible to deﬁne a set of generalised
statements which apply to the symbolic content of individual Dr Math microtext
queries containing mathematical equations or content:
1. An entry has to contain at least one instance of one of the identiﬁed characters.
2. An entry is disqualiﬁed if it contains more than three consecutive instances of
these identiﬁed characters. Some of these symbolic characters may be used by
students in their on-line pseudonyms. Mathematical equations in South African
high school textbooks rarely contain more than three consecutive symbols.
3. An entry is disqualiﬁed if it contains more than three consecutive alphabetic
preceding or following characters. The study of the equations in a sampling of
South African high school mathematics textbooks indicates that formulas rarely
contain more than three variables per grouping, i.e. +abc or abc+ might occur,
but not +abcd or abcd+.
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4. There are multiple instances in the logs where learners attempt to gather au-
tomatic responses. Auto-responses provide functionality such as an automatic
encyclopaedia look-up. The auto-response commands are always in the form of
a period followed by an alphabetic character or two. In some cases a period may
be used to indicate multiplication and the alphabetic characters following may
be interpreted as variables. Auto-response commands should be considered to
be part of the conversational text of an individual entry.
5. Emoticons are collections of symbols, such as :), used to convey emotions. These
emoticons may consist of valid symbolic characters such as ")" or "(". The
emoticons, especially those containing brackets, may be considered to be part
of a mathematical equation. Even though the inﬂuence of emoticons is largely
governed by prior statements, regarding the length of consecutive symbolic char-
acters, it would be wise to ﬁlter on them explicitly using a list of well-known
emoticons.
6. Statements related to mathematics mostly contain the basic mathematics op-
erators plus, minus, divide, multiply and equals.
The previously created English–Dr Math microtext dictionary and these gener-
alised statements, relating to the numeric and symbolic content of queries containing
mathematics, are used as indicators of queries containing mathematical content, for
the remainder of this study. The next step in developing the construct was to develop
a form of mathematical notation, which may be used as target for the translation pro-
cess and as a common language by both the tutors and the learners.
5.6 Mathematical Structure: Developing a Mathe-
matical Notation
The previous sections detailed the language found in the microtext queries, providing
insight in to how it relates to the English language and also deﬁning generalisations
which may serve to identify mathematical content in a query. In order to discuss,
process and display mathematical content in an electronic form, it is necessary to
have a common representative language or syntax. Therefore, this section details the
creation of a common mathematical notation, which may be used to describe the
structure of the mathematics found in microtext statements.
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Typesetting and mark-up languages such as TEX and MathML are widely used
for creating mathematical equations in electronic documents. Although the notation
of these languages are tried and tested, it may not be intuitive to a user not ﬂuent
in using TEX or XML-based markup languages such as MathML. These languages
also do not conform closely to the current way in which mathematics is structured in
the microtext queries.1 Take for example this portion of an equation, taken from the
Dr Math system logs, 200+(222*100/5). The equivalent TEX statement would be
200+\frac{222 \times 100}{5}, whereas the equivalent MathML statement would
be:
<mn>200</mn> <mo>+</mo> <mfrac> <mrow> <mn>222</mn> <mo>&#x00D7;</mo>
<mn>100</mn> </mrow> <mn>5</mn> </mfrac>
Although these TEXand MathML statements are relatively easy to understand,
they require an unnecessary learning curve for participants in this study not familiar
with their syntax. Also, neither of them map directly to how mathematics would be
written down, as their purpose is to provide a properly typeset, rendered form; not
necessarily to serve as an intermediary form for data capture and discussion.
Therefore, it was decided to create a simpliﬁed mathematical notation, which more
closely reﬂects the structure of the mathematical equations found on the Dr Math
service, as well as how they are written in mathematics textbooks. Such a simpliﬁed
notation would allow the aforementioned equation to be written simply as 200 +
(222*100)/(5). This syntax would require no extra commands, as far as possible,
nor would it contain any needless forward - or backslash characters (as part of a
command), which may confuse the data capturers of the study.
In order to create a simpliﬁed notation for this study, it was ﬁrst necessary to
discover which mathematical concepts are applicable. Thus, the same sources (Ap-
pendix D) were consulted as used when capturing the text related to mathematical
statements. For this analysis a list was made of recurring mathematical operators,
operands or concepts, as shown in Table 5.2. As the Dr Math service (and this study)
focuses on high school mathematics, the number of these mathematical concepts is
fairly limited.
With the concepts identiﬁed, it was necessary to determine how these concepts
could be implemented in existing notation. To that end, example statements were
created in both TEX and MathML for each of the concepts identiﬁed. This provided
insight into how these notation implementations function, as well as their similarities
1For a description on the background and nature of TEX and MathML, see Appendix L.
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Table 5.2: Mathematical operators, operands and concepts
Operator, Operand or Concept Description
Numbers: 0 – 9 and , Numerical constants
Letters: a – z and A – Z Variables
Comparison operators These symbols may be used to perform as-
signment or comparison.
Basic mathematical operators Addition, subtraction, multiplication and divi-
sion symbols.
Brackets Denotes the order of execution and portions of
fractions, exponents and roots.
Exponents Raising one operand to the power of another.
Subscripts Writing one operand as the subscript of an-
other.
Percentages The percentage symbol.
Roots Square and cube roots.
Degrees The degree symbol.
Perpendicular Perpendicular lines
Circumference The circumference of a shape.
Angle A specific angle.
Triangle Used to indicate a triangle.
Plus-minus The plus-minus symbol.
PI The Pi symbol.
Arc A portion of a circle.
Circle A full circle.
Trigonometric concepts Sine, cosine and tangent.
Logarithms Logarithmic functions.
ALPHA, DELTA, THETA, OMEGA Greek symbols.
Factors and functions Means by which to identify which variables
should be solved.
and diﬀerences, and which concepts may be modiﬁed and reused in the mathemat-
ical notation to be created for this study. The example statements are listed in
Appendix F.
From the examples it became clear that using a syntax related to XML-based
markup languages, such as MathML would be counter-intuitive. It makes the lan-
guage cumbersome to use and prone to errors, as it consists of a series of opening and
closing tags which need to match. The syntax used in TEX is closer to how mathe-
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matical statements would normally be written, but it still depends on the use of curly
brackets and some keywords, such as \frac for demonstrating division and \times for
representing multiplication. The placement of the backslash character is easy to omit
in an environment without auto-complete. Both MathML and TEX rely on the user
knowing either special escape commands or the ASCII code for certain characters.
Using these insights, the decision was made to avoid any speciﬁc commands, in an
attempt at making the notation devised for this study as simple to use as possible.
Special characters are created using keywords, in uppercase, without the need for
knowing ASCII codes or using the backslash character, which may be confused with
the operator for division.
The notation, described in Appendix N, was created to allow equations to be
captured manually, but also serves as the output language for the initial translation
process and the input to the mathematics rendering process employed in the study.
Thus, this notation may act as an interlingual representation between translation
phases.
With the mathematical notation created, it was now necessary to capture a series
of representative equations from the South African high school mathematics curricu-
lum. This serves a dual purpose as the captured equations would serve as test data for
the ﬁnal rendering engine of the study, but also as the basis for generating patterns
representing equations found in the South African high school mathematics curricu-
lum. To ensure that the notation would be usable by someone other than its author,
an assistant was appointed to capture mathematical equations from the sources listed
in Appendix D.
5.7 Mathematical Conventions: Capturing Repre-
sentative Equations
The previous section detailed a means by which to represent the structure of the
mathematical statements found in the Dr Math microtext. The sections at the outset
of this chapter deﬁned language conventions, outlining the English and microtext
statements related to the problem domain. This section performs a similar task, but
from the perspective of mathematics, by determining which mathematical statements
may possibly occur in the microtext found on the Dr Math service. For the purposes
of this study and for ease of writing, any mathematical statement able to be typeset
using the created notational guidelines is referred to as an equation. These statements
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Figure 5.4: Interface of the equation capturing application
(1)/(3)^2
(y*3+5)/(2)
2^(4x)
(18a^2b^5+6ab^2+3a^2b^3)/(6ab^2)
2SQRT(5)-3SQRT(20)+6SQRT(45)
((x^2+11x+30)/(x^2+4x-12))*((x^2-4)/(-x-5))
(3a-2b)^2-3(4a^2+2)+(a+b)(3a-b)
(SIN(180-x)*COS(90-x)*TAN(90+x))/(COS(360-x)*SIN(180+x)*TAN(180+x))
Snippet 5.3: Example equations
may be based on algebra, trigonometry, geometry or any other form of applicable
mathematics.
To facilitate the equation capture, an application was created to allow any equa-
tions from these sources to be captured manually, using the interface shown in Fig-
ure 5.4. The equations were captured, using the notational guidelines provided in
Appendix N. Every captured equation was saved and any incidental spacing removed.
For each subsequent entry, the application checked the list of existing equations to
ensure that no duplicates were captured. This technique yielded 3145 unique equa-
tions. Each of the equations was saved along with details about which high school
grade and the chapter (topic) in the textbook where it was ﬁrst encountered.
The complete list of equations is included on the CD accompanying this thesis.
The ﬁle titled, equations.txt, is located in the folder Construct/. These equations
are used in the next section to generate text-based patterns, which may serve to
generalise the captured equations. A few example equations are shown in Snippet 5.3.
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It is interesting to note that the longest of the captured equations is 67 characters in
length, but the average equation is only 13 characters in length. This may be a sign
that the output equations, from a translation service geared towards the South African
mathematics curriculum, should not be overly long and should be fairly simple.
5.8 Mathematical Conventions: Generating Patterns
The previous section identiﬁed a series of equations which could possibly occur on the
Dr Math service. These equations contain speciﬁc operators and operands. Because
of this speciﬁc nature, they are only applicable to the single equation they are meant
to represent. Therefore, this section discusses a means by which to convert these
equations into a more generalised form, in which they may be representative of a
greater number of equations and give a better view regarding the forms of equations
found in the South African high school mathematics curriculum.
Regular expressions are a means to identify valid strings. The strings are matched
against a series of patterns. Each individual pattern is referred to as a regular expres-
sion. Regular expressions are made up of a series of wildcard statements and constant
characters, examples of which are shown in Table 5.3.
The constant characters in the pattern have to match explicitly, whereas the
wildcard characters provide a degree of variance. Regular expressions have been used
in text processing to remove HTML tags when processing web pages (Li, 2011); to
identify Chinese cultural terms in an online search (Zhenjun & Xiangyu, 2009); and
to aid in the automatic annotation of electronic documents (Djioua et al., 2006).
By using the basis of regular expressions, it was possible to build representative
patterns of the previously captured equations. The application used to capture the
mathematical equations was modiﬁed to generate a regular expression matching ev-
ery equation, using the wildcards and constants listed in Table 5.3, automatically.
Character spacing is disregarded by the regular expressions. This process yielded
3145 regular expressions.
These 3145 expressions, though more generalised than their plain text counter-
parts, are still not completely generalised. Some operators may be interchangeable
and some variables and constants as well, e.g. 10+a and a+10 are similar equations,
yet they would result in two diﬀerent regular expressions. To remedy this situation,
the existing expressions were further processed, to ensure the interchangeability of
variables and constants and also certain operators such as plus, minus and multipli-
cation. This process yielded 984 generalised regular expressions.
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Table 5.3: Regular expression wildcards and constants
Item Description
\( A single opening round bracket
\) A single closing round bracket
[A-Z]{2,6} A wildcard used to identify 2 – 6 capital letters in sequence. These sequences
of capital letters represent keywords such as PI and ANGLE.
[a-zA-Z0-9]+ A wildcard used to identify at least one numeric or alphabetic character. These
sequences represent either numeric constants or alphabetic variants.
(\+|\-|\∗) A wildcard used to identify a single plus, minus or multiplication operator.
These sequences represent mathematical operators.
\/ A wildcard mask used to identify a single division symbol.
\^ A wildcard mask used to identify a single exponent operator.
(\=|\>|\<) A wildcard mask used to identify a single assignment or comparison operator.
Figure 5.5: A single regular expression and some of the equations to which it could map
As regular expressions are normally used to validate strings, this allows the 984
regular expressions to self-validate on the original 3145 equations on which they are
based. The regular expressions were able to validate all 3145 equations. To ensure
that this was not a ﬂuke, the 3145 equations were purposefully made invalid by an
algorithm, which randomly removed or duplicated portions of the equations and intro-
duced illegal characters, resulting in 3145 invalid equations. The regular expressions
were able to invalidate all of these equations accurately.
The complete list of regular expressions is included on the CD accompanying this
thesis. The ﬁle titled, expressions.txt, is located in the folder Construct/. Figure 5.5
demonstrates how a single regular expression could map to multiple equations.
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5.9 Conclusion
Hevner et al. (2004) deﬁne the design science construct as constituting the vocabulary
and symbols in which problems and solutions are deﬁned and communicated. In the
case of the mathematical content of the microtext statements on the Dr Math service,
it was necessary to deﬁne the construct from both an English language and mathemat-
ical perspective. The construct consists of three aspects, describing the conventions,
interpretation and structure of the microtext statements. These aspects, are further
divided into elements, either related to the English language or to mathematics.
The ﬁrst element in the convention aspect is that of a bilingual English–Dr Math
microtext dictionary. The dictionary consists of plain English words mapped to their
microtext equivalents. This aspect of the construct provides insight into the language-
based building blocks of a Dr Math microtext statement and allows the statements to
be related to their English counterparts. The second element in the convention aspect
is that of the mathematical patterns. These patterns highlight which forms of mathe-
matics occur in the South African high school mathematics curriculum. The conven-
tion aspects provide insight into how the English and mathematics on the microtext
service may link to that expected in normal English conversation and mathematical
textbooks.
The interpretation aspect provides a set of heuristics useful in understanding how
the Dr Math microtext is structured; while the structure aspect provides a mathe-
matical notation useful in describing the mathematics found on Dr Math microtext.
Both of these aspects aid in the description of the statements on the Dr Math, al-
lowing for a deeper understanding of how the mathematics and microtext statements
are interrelated and providing a means with which to communicate the embedded
equations.
The following chapter combines the knowledge gained from the initial grounding,
in organisational and theoretical background knowledge, with the insights gained
from developing the construct, to create a model for the translation of microtext to
mathematical equations.
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The Translation Model
The previous chapter discussed the creation of a construct to facilitate the under-
standing of how the South African high school mathematics curriculum relates to the
microtext statements found in the Dr Math logs. March and Storey (2008) state that
constructs are necessary prerequisites for a model, in order for it to represent a prob-
lem and its solution space. This construct, along with the literature study performed
in Chapter 3, provides the necessary organisational and theoretical groundwork for
the creation of a model. A model provides a means by which to understand and
communicate the details of a problem domain more clearly.
Therefore, this chapter details the creation of a model for the translation of Dr
Math microtext learner queries into well-formed mathematical equations. The model
is geared towards creating translations, which are in a format that may be displayed
electronically. The translation model focuses on various concepts, related to microtext
and mathematics, and the relationships between them with the intent of providing a
contribution that is useful. The development of the model aligns with the model defi-
nition activity in the conceptualisation stage of the study, as described in Section 4.6.2
and highlighted in Figure 6.1.
The remainder of this chapter provides an overview of what constitutes a model
and presents a three-staged model for translating microtext into mathematical equa-
tions. The model constitutes the second design science artefact proposed in Chapter 4
Section 4.6.2.
6.1 The Model Structure
March and Smith (1995) state that a model is a description of a problem domain,
which may be extrapolated to how things may be after an intervention has occurred.
In an environment where no model exists, the creation of a representative or predictive
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Figure 6.1: Research activities - model definition
model may represent the creation of new knowledge. It is well known that knowledge
ﬂows from the application of information, which is grounded in raw data, as illustrated
by the conceptualisation in Figure 6.2.
The creation of a model, with the intent of creating new knowledge is thus depen-
dent on the existence of data as its foundation. For this study, the data is supplied
Figure 6.2: Hierarchy of knowledge (Nissen, 2002)
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by the Dr Math query logs and the South African high school mathematics curricu-
lum. The information, upon which action is taken to create knowledge, is created by
placing the data in context; which has been done by performing a literature study
and by the creation of the design science construct in Chapter 5.
There are various ways to represent a model, such as using uniﬁed modelling lan-
guage, entity relationship modelling, or any other technique which represents concepts
and relationships graphically. Regardless of representational technique, models are
frequently structured in a sequential, cyclical or meshed format.
The envisioned translation process entails the conversion of an input query into a
translated output. Thus, the process to be described by the model is a sequential one.
For the purpose of representing the model structure, it was decided to use a simple
arrow-based structure, as it shows the ﬂow of the translation process from input to
output clearly. As a real-life arrow moves from the bow to a single target, so too does
the model encompass the singular intent of providing a translated output for an input
query. There are various levels at which the process may be modelled. The ﬁrst of
these is at the conceptual level.
6.2 The Conceptual Model
Johnson and Henderson (2011, p. 17–20) state that a conceptual model provides a
high-level description of an application (or process). This includes the underlying
concepts and the relationships between these concepts. It provides the basis for how
the model designers want the application to be perceived, thus providing an idealised
view of the application.
At an abstract level, the proposed model consists of an input microtext-based
query, a transformative process, and an output in the form of a well-structured math-
ematical equation (as illustrated in Figure 6.3). To change the input text from its
natural state, into a translated one, requires the application of a translation process.
The translation process, however, needs to be built on ﬁrm grounding. This ground-
ing is provided by organisational knowledge regarding the microtext language, as it
relates to mathematics, as well as theory and techniques applicable to the translation
process.
The organisational knowledge is provided by the Dr Math microtext construct
created in Chapter 5. The theoretical knowledge is provided by the literature study
conducted in Chapter 3. The translation and grounding layers are intrinsically linked,
with the existence of each being dependent on the other. The functioning of the
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Figure 6.3: The abstract detail model
translation layer may provide new insights, which must be conveyed to the grounding
layer. In return, the translation layer may need to be modiﬁed to reﬂect the updated
grounding layer.
The translation process consists of three linear stages, with each subsequent stage
dependent on the previous one. The three stages, namely categorisation, which rep-
resents the initial ﬁltering of input queries; interlingual translation, which represents
the conversion of input queries to an intermediary form; and representational transla-
tion, which represents the conversion of the intermediary form into the ﬁnal output,
are illustrated in Figure 6.4. It is not possible for the translation layer to convert
every input query into a well-structured equation. The thick black lines in the model
representation signify possible points at which the translation process may be aborted.
In data modelling, as used in database design, the creation of a conceptual model
is complemented by a logical data model. The logical data model discusses the details
of the conceptual model, without discussing how the model would actually be imple-
mented. Teorey, Lightstone, Nadeau, and Jagadish (2011, p. 3–9) see these modelling
processes as linked into the logical design process. The logical design acts as a pre-
cursor to the physical design, which describes how a process should be implemented,
and the instantiation, which is an implementation of the physical design.
This study also ascribes to the idea that the creation of the conceptual and logical
data models is part of the same process. Although all of the concepts used in data
modelling are not applicable, the expansion of the conceptual model with pertinent
information regarding its sub-tasks, independently of implementation, is. As this
model does not deal speciﬁcally with data, the decision was made rather to use the
term expanded conceptual model, than logical data model. Thus, the remainder of the
chapter will discuss the individual stages of the conceptual model, as the stages of an
expanded conceptual model, devised speciﬁcally for this study.
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Figure 6.4: The conceptual model
6.3 Stage 1: Categorisation
The categorisation stage, as illustrated in Figure 6.5, represents the initial ﬁltering
of microtext queries. Not all queries submitted to the translation model may contain
text suitable for translation. As such, initial content screening should be performed,
in this stage, to determine whether any further processing is warranted.
Categorisation may be based on numerous factors. From the literature study, per-
formed in Chapter 3, it is apparent that several NLP techniques may be applicable
to the categorisation task; with the simplest being a rule-based process based on the
textual, numeric and symbolic content of an entry. As the content of the queries vary
over time, diﬀerent techniques may become more or less applicable. Only by cycling
information between the translation and grounding layers of the categorisation stage
may the categorisation prove eﬀective and may it maintain its eﬀectiveness. Inter-
vention and re-alignment between the layers may be provided by manual intervention
or through an automated process.
6.4 Stage 2: Interlingual Translation
Queries which have passed the initial categorisation stage proceed to the second,
interlingual translation, stage. This stage, as illustrated in Figure 6.6, is based on
the application of existing organisational knowledge. In this study, the knowledge is
Figure 6.5: The expanded conceptual model stage 1: Categorisation
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provided in the form of the construct developed in Chapter 5. The goal of this stage
is to use this knowledge to convert an input microtext query into an interlingual
form. An interlingual form is a representative form, which serves as the basis for a
further translation process. For this study, the interlingual form is in the shape of a
mathematical equation formatted in a speciﬁc notation.
The interlingual translation stage is further divided into four sub-stages, namely:
preparation, conversion, normalisation and validation. Each sub-stage is required to
complete its task in its entirety before handing the modiﬁed contents over to the next
stage.
6.4.1 Preparation
Queries received by this sub-stage are in the raw microtext format. These queries
contain various unnecessary textual artefacts, such as words and symbols unrelated
to the translation task. Furthermore, owing to the mobile phone-based nature of
the queries, they may contain numeric information, such as phone numbers. This
information may confuse the translation process and should be removed during the
preparation sub-stage. At its core, this stage deals with the initial (re-)formatting of
the input text.
In order to perform this formatting, this stage depends on a previously constructed
dictionary of microtext words, relevant to the translation process; a list of unnecessary
words and phrases; and a set of rules or heuristics related to mathematical content
and symbols, as detailed in Chapter 5. This list constitutes the grounding on which
the stage is based. For this study, these grounding items are provided by the con-
struct. Through manual manipulation or automated intervention, the information
in the grounding layer should be updated periodically to ensure the relevance of the
preparation stage.
Figure 6.6: The expanded conceptual model stage 2: Interlingual translation
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6.4.2 Conversion
Inputs to this stage of the process may still contain remnants of the microtext lan-
guage. The key to a reliable translation process is consistency. Thus, the primary
concern of this stage is the replacement of microtext terms with their formal language
counterparts. This process requires the existence of a dictionary, mapping the rela-
tionship between the microtext words and their formal language counterparts. The
dictionary, as deﬁned in Section 5.4, serves as the grounding to the stage.
The secondary concern of this stage is the conversion of all remaining mathemat-
ical concepts either to a numeric, symbolic or keyword-based representation. This
may entail more than direct replacement, as some mathematical concepts may be
represented by more than one formal language word, e.g. add 50 to 30 should be
translated to 50 + 30. If this example were expressed using direct replacement and
removal, it would result in + 50 30. Thus, some transposition may be required.
Conversions such as these are guided by a set of rules or heuristics, which form its
grounding. These heuristics are discussed in Section 5.5.
6.4.3 Normalisation
A statement reaching this stage should be in such a form that the application of a
speciﬁc mathematical representational notation and a set of rules or heuristics, as its
grounding, may allow the statement to be converted into an interlingual form. The
interlingual form must consist exclusively of the operators and operands speciﬁed by
the provided mathematical notation. For this study, the notation used is described
in Appendix N.
The application of rules or heuristics should result in the ﬁnal interlingual state-
ment exhibiting basic mathematical consistency, such as matching opening and closing
brackets, but no superﬂuous operators or symbols. This stage should mark the end
of any processing based on microtext.
6.4.4 Validation
The validation stage receives interlingual statements as its input. Although the pre-
vious stages are structured to provide an interlingual statement, the process may not
always be successful, or feasible, given the original input query. To avoid unnecessary
further processing, this stage constitutes a validation step. Statements not passing
validation are excluded from further processing and are classiﬁed as untranslatable.
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The validation stage is dependent on a reference form as its grounding. This
reference form serves as the basis of comparison for any input interlingual statement.
The reference content should take the form of text-based patterns, which may be used
to form full or partial matches. For this study, the patterns are provided by the regular
expressions, created as part of the construct, in Chapter 5 Section 5.8. Statements
validated by the patterns are submitted to the ﬁnal representational translation stage.
6.5 Stage 3: Representational Translation
Queries which have passed the interlingual translation stage are in the ﬁnal interlin-
gual form. Only statements ﬁtting this criteria are valid candidates for processing in
the representational translation stage. The representational translation stage is illus-
trated in Figure 6.7. The goal of this stage is to convert statements in the interlingual
form into a representational electronic format or language. A representational lan-
guage is any form of mark-up or typesetting language which may be used to display
a mathematical equation in an electronic form.
This stage is grounded by a working knowledge of the target representational lan-
guage. Furthermore, it requires a set of rules or heuristics, governing the translation
of interlingual statements into the representational language. The representational
translation stage consists of two sub-stages, namely tokenisation and transformation.
The transformation sub-stage depends on the successful completion of the tokenisa-
tion sub-stage.
6.5.1 Tokenisation
In this sub-stage, the grounding layer provides a rule set, based on the interlingual
mathematical notation, for breaking the received statement into individual tokens.
These tokens should be entirely independent of their adjacent tokens and also com-
pletely independent of any speciﬁc target typesetting or markup syntax. Changes in
the interlingual notation of the received queries would require modiﬁcation of the rule
set, which would, in turn, require a redeﬁnition of the tokenisation sub-process.
6.5.2 Transformation
The second sub-stage, transformation, is concerned with converting the received to-
kens into a target typesetting language or mark-up language. These languages are
electronic industry standards. As such the syntax contained in the grounding stage
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Figure 6.7: The expanded conceptual model stage 3: Representational translation
should be built from a literature study speciﬁc to these standards. Even though the
model requires feedback and revision regarding the transformation sub-stage and the
syntax contained in the grounding layer, it does not constitute changes to the actual
standards, but rather to the implementation of them.
The ﬁnal output from the representational translation stage represents the fully
translated output statement, in the form of a correctly structured equation in an
electronic typesetting language.
6.6 Conclusion
This chapter set out to discuss a model for the translation of Dr Math microtext
learner queries into well-formed mathematical equations, in a format which may be
displayed electronically. The model consists of three main stages, namely: categori-
sation, interlingual translation and representational translation, which were discussed
in turn. The full model is illustrated in Figure 6.8.
In the process of developing an epistemological approach to learning, Paavola and
Hakkarainen (2005) deﬁne a knowledge-creation metaphor which addresses the impor-
tance of generating new ideas and conceptual knowledge. In doing so, the similarities
between three diﬀerent organisational models for innovative knowledge acquisition
Figure 6.8: The expanded conceptual model
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are contrasted. One of the conclusions reached by Paavola and Hakkarainen (2005,
p. 546) in this comparison is as follows:
"the idea is that all these models of innovative knowledge communities
signify attempts to make explicit those processes through which the in-
teraction between individual expertise and communal knowledge becomes
materialised in a fertile way as common objects of activity are developed."
It is the belief of the researcher that the model developed in this chapter proposes
such a link between existing communal knowledge and the application of individ-
ual expertise, to create a design science artefact. The knowledge contributed by
the artefact may be considered new, as it addresses an existing organisational issue
by proposing a process to the beneﬁt of the stakeholders of the organisation, using
techniques not previously applied to the problem domain.
In this instance, the Dr Math service represents the organisation. The tutors are
the stakeholders, who would receive a direct beneﬁt from the artefact, and the school
learners, who would receive a related beneﬁt from the increased productivity which
the model may lend the tutors. The ﬁnal stakeholders are the greater research com-
munity,which may beneﬁt from the creation of a generalised model for the translation
of microtext to mathematical equations.
This chapter marks the end of the conceptualisation section of this study. The
following chapter, which discusses the translation of the expanded conceptual model
into a physical design, as well as the creation of the third artefact of the study, marks
the beginning of the evaluation section of the study. The third artefact is in the
form of an instantiation, which serves as a proof-of-concept for the translation model
developed in this chapter.
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The Physical Design and
Instantiation
Chapter 6 proposed a model for the translation of Dr Math microtext learner queries
into well-formed mathematical equations, in a format which may be displayed elec-
tronically. To validate the feasibility of a model, it may be implemented as an instan-
tiation. According to Hevner et al. (2004, p. 79)
"Instantiations show that constructs, models, or methods can be imple-
mented in a working system. They demonstrate feasibility, enabling con-
crete assessment of an artefact’s suitability to its intended purpose. They
also enable researchers to learn about the real world, how the artefact af-
fects it, and how users appropriate it."
This chapter is thus devoted to the development of such an instantiation as the
third design science artefact for this study. In order to develop the instantiation, it
is ﬁrst necessary to convert the abstract speciﬁcations of the expanded conceptual
model into a physical design. The ﬁrst part of this chapter is thus dedicated to
discussing the physical design concerns of the conceptual model. The second part
of this chapter discusses the creation of the instantiation. The development of the
instantiation aligns with the instantiation activity in the conceptualisation phase of
the study, as discussed in Section 4.6.3 and highlighted in Figure 7.1.
The conceptual model consists of three main stages, namely categorisation, in-
terlingual translation and representational translation. The following sections discuss
the physical design of each of these stages in turn.
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Figure 7.1: Research activities - instantiation
7.1 The Categorisation Stage
Machine learning is the process of creating or training an algorithm on a subset of data
and then using this algorithm to process future data sets. One of the main applications
of machine learning is to perform text categorisation. Text categorisation is used to
classify documents into pre-set categories or, on a smaller scale, topic spotting within
an individual document. Machine learning techniques have been used for such diverse
tasks as determining whether web pages contain pornographic text (Hu, Wu, Chen,
Fu, & Maybank, 2007), determining topic trends (Morinaga & Yamanishi, 2004) and
performing document clustering (grouping) (Cui & Potok, 2005).
The categorisation stage forms the ﬁrst stage of the translation model devised in
Chapter 6. Figure 7.2 highlights how this stage relates to the rest of the translation
model.
The training, testing and validation of the techniques discussed in this chapter,
Figure 7.2: The conceptual translation model with the categorisation stage highlighted
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Table 7.1: Coding examples
Input query Proceed to the next stage?
yes ok i understand thax No
cn u pls find deficit in geographical term No
i would like 2 knw wat 2 expct on p1 maths june examination No
i luv u al as god said b4 he left=mara i say if i feel u i gt tl u b4
my hart explode=lwazi out
No
ok so you need to multiply out the (x-2) times (x-1) can you do
that
Yes
k.let me give you asum 5xsquared-8xy-36ysquared then isay
factorise and check your answer by multiplying
Yes
i saw in a book sumting like 3+4i wats dat mean Yes
the variable is x(squared)/ x(to the power 2) Yes
so divide 15 by 50 what do you get Yes
Wat eqls 56 ovr 2? Yes
32 eq 2 pwr of something Yes
50% of 100 Yes
gvn y=x-5 and y=5x-6 Yes
require the creation of input data sets. The following section discusses how the
2010/2011 Dr Math logs were processed to create the required data sets.
7.1.1 Creating the Data Sets
The initial stage of the translation process, categorisation, is concerned with cate-
gorising received queries as either being suitable for further processing (translation)
or not. This aligns with the categorisation stage described in Section 6.3. In order
for this stage to be completed, it requires knowledge gained from the literature study
conducted in Chapter 3. This stage of the translation process, along with the re-
Figure 7.3: The categorisation stage
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Table 7.2: Tag descriptors
Tag Description
N The entry’s topic is not mathematical in nature.
Y The entry’s topic is mathematical in nature, but not a suitable translation candidate.
X The entry’s topic is mathematical in nature and is a suitable translation candidate.
quirement for its completion, is illustrated in Figure 7.3. Table 7.1 provides a few
examples of learner queries and whether or not they should be allowed to proceed to
the next stage of translation.
As the Dr Math service may receive multiple queries from multiple learners si-
multaneously, this stage is a necessary step in preventing the unnecessary (over-)
utilisation of computing resources. Alternatively, on its own merit, such a process
may also indicate to tutors whether a speciﬁc learner query requires more or less
attention. In order for a categorisation process to be feasible, the process needs to
be completely automated. The automated process has to emulate the judgement of
a human tutor, in order to select suitable translation candidates. Therefore, it was
necessary to create a subset of the Dr Math query logs, in which individual queries
were tagged by a human participant.
The Dr Math logs represent the anonymous conversations between tutors and
learners. For the purpose of this study, the ﬂow of a conversation is not tracked;
instead the contents of individual messages, forming part of a conversation, are anal-
ysed. To facilitate the tagging process, the logs were split into groupings of 500
entries (messages) each. Five of these groupings were randomly selected to act as a
training data set and a further ﬁve were selected to act as the ﬁnal testing set for the
categorisation stage. A ﬁnal ﬁve sets were chosen to serve as a validation set.
The tagging process was simpliﬁed by the development of an application, which
displays all 500 entries for a given group, in sequence. Each entry was scrutinised
individually and tagged as shown in Table 7.2. Although the tagged entries provide
the option of discerning from among three types of entries, the automated techniques
discussed in this chapter function on a binary principle. Only entries marked as being
mathematical in nature and a suitable candidate for translation is treated by the
automated process as a valid candidate for translation. All other entries, regardless
of mathematical content, are treated as invalid candidates.
In accordance with the translation model, the categorisation stage has to be
grounded in the principles of natural language processing. To this end, various NLP
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techniques were investigated as possible solutions for categorising entries as trans-
lation candidates. These techniques, along with a short description, are listed in
Table 7.3.
A complete description of each technique, as well as how it was implemented for
the purposes of this study, is available in Appendix H.
7.1.2 Initial Evaluation
After training the diﬀerent techniques for selecting translation candidates, their re-
sults were contrasted using the test data set. The test data set contains 327 valid
translation candidates and 2173 non-translatable candidates. An important factor to
consider for the diﬀerent techniques is their recall. Recall may be thought of as the
rate of true positives, i.e. the sum of the number of correctly classiﬁed translatable
and non-translatable entries; the true positives (TP), divided by the total number of
correctly classiﬁed entries in the test data set (CP).
Another factor to consider is at what level of precision it identiﬁes these candi-
dates, i.e. the sum of the true positives divided by the total number of positives in
the automatically generated results (OP). A technique may look dependable if it is
able to identify 300 of the 327 valid translation candidates correctly, thus having a
high level of recall, but if it does so by selecting 600 entries as possible translation
candidates, then it is not very precise. For this phase of evaluation, recall is calculated
using Equation 7.1.1 and precision is calculated using Equation 7.1.2.
Table 7.3: Categorisation techniques
Technique Description
Rule-based filters A series of rules based on numbers, symbols and words, specifically
related to the problem domain.
Neural Networks Computational constructs which attempt to mimic the functioning of
neurons in a human brain, in order to transform a set of inputs into
meaningful output(s)
Decision Trees A representation of a series of logical decisions, which may be used
to demonstrate and/or predict how a set of input variables may result
in a preset conclusion.
Bayesian Classifiers The application of probability theory to determine an outcome or
classification.
k -means clustering The process of grouping a series of values into clusters, so that
similar series of values end up in the same groups.
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Figure 7.4: Recall percentages on the test data set
R =
∑
TP∑
CP
(7.1.1)
P =
∑
TP∑
OP
(7.1.2)
Figure 7.4 contrasts the percentage of how many of the total number of valid
translation candidates were identiﬁed by the individual techniques (recall). In this
test, the back-propagation artiﬁcial neural network (BP ANN) is able to identify
85.32% of the total number of valid translation candidates correctly. At the other end
of the scale, the C4.5 and Grow Prune Modify (GPM) trees were only able to identify
10.70% and 11.93%. The reason for these two low numbers may be attributed to the
number of entries used to train them. Providing more examples of valid translation
candidates may increase the number of candidates identiﬁed.
A measure was taken of how many of the total number of candidates identiﬁed by
the technique as valid, were indeed valid (precision). From the results of these tests,
as shown in Figure 7.5, it became clear that even though the GPM tree and k -means
algorithm are only able to identify a very select few valid translation candidates, they
are able to do so with a very high level of precision. The rule-based ﬁlters and the BP
ANN both also reach precision in excess of 80% which, along with the ability of both
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Figure 7.5: Precision percentages on the test data set
to recall more than 80% of the possible valid translation candidates, makes them very
eﬀective at selecting valid translation candidates.
The Dr Math queries, however, do not contain only valid translation candidates.
As such, for each technique it was calculated what its overall categorisation accu-
racy is. This was calculated by dividing the number of true positives (TP) and true
negatives (TN) by the total number of entries categorised (TO), as shown in Equa-
tion 7.1.3. The results of these calculations are shown in Figure 7.6. As indicated by
the previous results, the rule-based ﬁlters and the BP ANN are the most dependable
techniques, both reaching an overall accuracy above 95%.
P =
∑
TP + TN∑
TO
(7.1.3)
By analysing the results, it became clear that the techniques had varying strengths.
Some had a higher level of recall, while others recall fewer results, but with a greater
level of precision. This raised the question whether the precision could be further
improved by combining some of the techniques to take advantage of their diﬀering
strengths in order to overcome their weaknesses.
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Figure 7.6: Accuracy percentages on the test data set
7.1.3 Developing the Candidacy Library
For these techniques to have future utility as part of a reusable instantiation and to
enable the combination of their processing strengths, the decision was made to incor-
porate them all into a single C# DLL, called the Candidacy library. The Candidacy
library accepts an input string and performs all of the necessary pre-processing to
prepare it for categorisation. The library returns a value of true if the string is a
valid translation candidate and false if it is not.
The library may invoke a single categorisation technique or a combination of all 6.
Combining the techniques may be done according to a number of votes or a pre-set
threshold. When processing according to votes, each technique has a single vote. The
input string is then processed by every technique to allow it to cast its vote.
When processing according to a predetermined threshold, every technique has an
associated weight. Using the recall (R), precision (P) and accuracy (A) results, as
calculated on the test data set in the previous section, the weights (W) were calculated
using Equation 7.1.4. This equation was reﬁned by trial and error, to ﬁnd the weights
which best serve the thresholding process. The ﬁnal weights of the 6 techniques are
shown in Table 7.4.
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Table 7.4: Threshold weights
Technique Weight
BPP ANN 66.96
Rule-based filters 63.04
Bayes 42.47
k -means 24.36
GMP tree 9.79
C4.5 tree 6.07
W =
R × P ×A
10000
(7.1.4)
To determine which number of votes results in the highest level of overall precision,
the test set was processed iteratively by varying the vote limit from 1 to 6. With a vote
limit of 1, the techniques process the input statement in turn. The processing stops
when any one of the techniques categorises the entry as a translation candidate. Thus,
if a single technique categorises an entry as a translation candidate, then the entry
may be seen as a valid translation candidate. If none of the 6 techniques categorised
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Figure 7.7: A measure of the accuracy of the combined techniques with votes ranging from
1 to 6
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Figure 7.8: A measure of the accuracy of the combined techniques across a range of threshold
values
the entry as a translation candidate, then it is ﬂagged as not being translatable.
With a vote limit of 6, all entries have to process an input statement and an entry
is only categorised as a translation candidate if all of the techniques have categorised
the entry as being translatable. A required vote limit of 6 may thus also result in a
slower classiﬁcation process than a vote limit of 1, since for the required 6 votes all
techniques have to process the entry. It is possible that for the 1 vote requirement
the very ﬁrst technique may categorise the entry as translatable and thus would not
require the other processing techniques to be utilised. For each number of votes,
the accuracy of the candidate identiﬁcation process was calculated, as the number
of translatable entries identiﬁed by each number of required votes may diﬀer. The
results of this process are shown in Figure 7.7. As shown in the ﬁgure, the highest
level of accuracy, 96.24%, was found at 2 votes.
Whereas the voting process gave each technique a simple yes or no vote, the
threshold technique makes use of the predetermined weights associated with each
technique. Whenever an entry is categorised, a running total is kept of its accrued
weights. Each of the techniques then processes the entry in turn. If a technique
identiﬁes an entry as a translation candidate; the weight of the technique is added to
the running total for the current categorisation. As soon as this running total exceeds
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the required threshold, an entry is categorised as being a translation candidate and
no further processing is required. Thus, it may not be necessary for all the techniques
to process an entry. Various threshold levels result in diﬀering numbers of translation
candidates, as more or fewer techniques are required to process an entry. Thus, the
accuracy of the categorisation process was calculated at various thresholds, ranging
from 6 to 100. Six was chosen as the lower-bound threshold, as the lowest weight,
associated with a technique is 6.07 (Table 7.4). The results of this process are shown
in Figure 7.8. The highest level of accuracy, 96.58%, was found in the threshold range
of 67 to 78.
Both the vote and threshold process provide a (minimally) better result than that
of the best single result of the BP ANN. To determine which technique to use as the
ultimate translation candidate identiﬁcation technique for this study, one ﬁnal round
of tests was conducted using the 6 individual processes as well as a voting process
based on 2 votes and a threshold process based on a threshold of 67. In total, this
yields 8 diﬀerent processing techniques, which are compared in the next section.
7.1.4 Testing the Candidacy Library
The validation set created for this phase of the study consists of 406 valid translation
candidates and 2094 non-valid translation candidates. Each of the 8 of the processes
were run on all of the entries in the validation data set. This allowed for the calculation
of the accuracy of each process on previously unseen data. The results of these tests
are shown in Figure 7.9.
These tests indicate that using either the single technique of a rule-based ﬁlter
or BP ANN or either of the two combination techniques will deliver comparable re-
sults. The threshold process does, however, result in the highest accuracy consistently.
Thus, for the purposes of this study the threshold technique (with a threshold setting
of 67), is used as the instantiation of the categorisation stage.
The categorisation stage, however, is only the prelude to the actual translation
process. The second stage of the translation process, interlingual translation, is re-
sponsible for translating the candidates, selected by the categorisation stage, from mi-
crotext to the intermediary mathematical notation format described in Appendix N.
7.2 The Interlingual Translation Stage
Queries which have passed the initial categorisation stage proceed to the second,
interlingual translation, stage. The goal of this stage is to apply the knowledge gained
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Figure 7.9: A measure of the accuracy of all the techniques on the validation set
in the development of the construct, in Chapter 5, in order to convert the original Dr
Math learner query into an interlingual form. Table 7.5 provides a few examples of
learner queries and their associated, translated results.
The interlingual translation stage forms the second stage of the translation model
devised in Chapter 6. Figure 7.10 highlights how this stage relates to the rest of the
translation model.
The interlingual translation stage is further divided into four sub-stages, namely:
preparation, conversion, normalisation and validation, in correspondence with the
interlingual translation stage of the translation model, devised in Section 6.3. In
Figure 7.10: The conceptual translation model with the interlingual translation stage high-
lighted
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Table 7.5: Interlingual translation examples
Input query Output interlingual translation
i luv u al as god said b4 he left=mara i say if i feel u i gt tl u
b4 my hart explode=lwazi out
[NONE]
ok so you need to multiply out the (x-2) times (x-1) can you
do that
(x-2)*(x-1)
k.let me give you asum 5xsquared-8xy-36ysquared then isay
factorise and check your answer by multiplying
5x^2-8xy-36y^2
i saw in a book sumting like 3+4i wats dat mean 3+4i
the variable is x(squared)/ x(to the power 2) (x^2)/(x^2)
so divide 15 by 50 what do you get (15)/(50)=x
Wat eqls 56 ovr 2? x=(56)/(2)
32 eq 2 pwr of something 32=2^x
50% of 100 (50)/(100) * 100
gvn y=x-5 and y=5x-6 y=x-5|y=5x-6
order for the sub-stages to be completed, they require knowledge gained from the
creation of the construct in Chapter 5. The relationship between these sub-stages,
and the requirements for their completion, are illustrated in Figure 7.11. Each sub-
stage is required to complete its task in its entirety before handing the modiﬁed
contents over to the next stage. The following subsections discuss these stages in
turn.
7.2.1 Preparation
The preparation sub-stage is responsible for performing the initial formatting of the
text, which entails the removal of unnecessary words and symbols. This sub-stage
makes use of the knowledge gained in the development of the construct of the study
in order to weed out any unnecessary text from a query.
Figure 7.11: The interlingual translation stage
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Removing unnecessary text is accomplished by the application of the generalisa-
tions regarding numbers and symbols in translatable queries (Section 5.5), as well as
by searching for and removing entries found in the list of unnecessary words (Section
5.3) from each individual entry. The ﬁrst step in preparing an entry is to apply the
generalisations regarding numbers.
To remove a level of variance, all text in the entry is converted to lowercase. As
all mathematical notation keywords to be added in later stages are in uppercase, this
also avoids any future problems relating to keyword identiﬁcation. An entry is then
scrutinised to determine whether it contains any numeric sequences, which are greater
than or equal in length to 9 numeric characters. If regarded as numeric values, these
values would be fairly high and not something commonly encountered at a high school
level. Thus, any such numbers are expected to be cellular phone numbers (or even
South African identity numbers) and removed from the query.
There are only certain non-alphanumeric characters which appear in both the
South African high school mathematics curriculum and on the numeric keypads of
feature (non-smart) phones. These characters are listed in Table 7.6. Any non-
alphanumeric character found in a query that does not appear in the list, is removed.
Once this process is complete, the entry is scrutinised for consecutive sequences
of non-alphanumeric symbols longer than three characters. From the South African
high school mathematics sources (Appendix D) it is clear that sequences of symbols
are seldom longer than three characters. If there are valid sequences of longer than
three characters, chances are that they may consist of opening or closing brackets.
The balance of opening and closing brackets are addressed in a later sub-stage of the
interlingual translation stage and, as such, the accidental removal of brackets should
not have a great eﬀect.
The entry may still contain sequences of symbols unrelated to mathematics. These
sequences may form part of the on-line pseudonym of the learner or be part of an
emoticon. This sub-stage removes any occurrence of the emoticons listed in Table
7.7.
Owing to the nature of the Dr Math service, individual queries may also contain
command statements, which may be used by the learner to facilitate an automated
Table 7.6: List of symbols
Non-alphanumeric characters appearing in the mathematics curriculum and on feature
phones
. , + - * \ / = ^< > ( ) % [ ] |
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Table 7.7: List of emoticons
Emoticons, fewer than 4 characters in length
:) ; ) : ( ; ( : −) ;−) : −( ;−( − > ; o) 8−)
response for information not requiring a tutor. These commands are in the form of
a full stop and associated letter(s). As these may be misconstrued as variables in an
equation, all occurrences of the commands or entries resembling commands, listed in
Table 7.8, are removed.
The ﬁnal step in the preparation sub-stage is to remove any character sequences
(words), which do not apply to the translation process. Any occurrence of a word
found in the list of common words, compiled in Section 5.3, is removed from the query.
To ensure future relevance, the lists of emoticons, commands and words will have
to be updated periodically and adjusted to reﬂect the current trends in microtext
structure. With the ﬁnal step complete, the entry is now ready to be passed to the
conversion sub-stage of the interlingual translation stage.
7.2.2 Conversion
The purpose of the conversion sub-stage is to ensure that an entry only contains
numbers, accepted symbols and key words. This process requires a few processing
steps, the ﬁrst of which is to convert any text-based representation of a number into
its numeric equivalent, e.g. one becomes 1 and hundred becomes 100. In practical
application this, requires extra rule-based processing, as entries such as one hundred
should be converted to 100 and not 1 100.
The second step in the conversion sub-stage requires that the microtext words be
converted to their English counterparts, where possible to counter the variance in the
spelling of important mathematical terms in the Dr Math microtext language. The
bilingual English - Dr Math microtext dictionary is employed to replace the microtext
forms with their English tag word counterparts (Appendix E).
The next step is to remove related words and replace them by an applicable
mathematical symbol or keyword. Related words are those which combine to describe
Table 7.8: List of commands
Auto-response(-like) commands found in the Dr Math query logs
.a .b .c .d .e .f .g .h .l .m .si .t .v .w .x .xi. .y .z
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Table 7.9: Word pairs
First word Second word
add to
subtract from
multiply by
divide by
increase by
decrease by
a mathematical operation, e.g. multiply 7 by 6. If an entry such as this would be
processed via a simple replacement and removal action it would result in the statement
* 7 6, which does not convey the intent of the original statement. Extra processing
rules are employed for the word pairs listed in Table 7.9. If the ﬁrst word in the
pairing is encountered, the rest of the query is searched for the second word. If the
word is encountered and it has numeric characters or possible variables in its vicinity,
the ﬁrst word is transposed from its initial position to that of the second word and
the second word is removed.
The next step is to replace any remaining English representations of mathematical
operators such as plus,equals or root with their symbolic or keyword counterparts,
such as +, = or SQRT. The division operator, /, requires extra consideration, as
according to the notation it requires the statements preceding and following it to be
enclosed in brackets. This requires a backwards and forwards traversal through the
text to determine where to place the brackets. The process uses the start and end
of the entry, exponent symbols and other brackets as indicators as to where to place
the brackets. Letters from the Greek alphabet, which are written in plain text, such
as alpha are also replaced with keyword equivalents, e.g. ALPHA.
Another special case is that of x, which may be used to represent either a variable
or the multiplication operator. If x is encountered, the preceding and following text
is analysed to determine if they are mathematical operators, variables or numbers. A
decision regarding the nature of the x is then made from this information. A similar
practice occurs for a, which may be a variable or simply a part of speech.
To ensure future relevance, the dictionary and list of word pairs should be up-
dated periodically to ensure the continued relevance of the process. The process itself
would also have to be adjusted to address the updates programmatically. With the
conversion sub-stage complete, the entry is passed to the normalisation sub-stage.
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Table 7.10: Accepted variables
Commonly occurring variables from the mathematics curriculum
a b c d x y z l h r m n q i
7.2.3 Normalisation
The purpose of the normalisation sub-stage is to ensure that the statement adheres
to the mathematical notation proposed in Appendix N. With the completion of this
sub-stage the original query should be in its interlingual form.
The ﬁrst step in the normalisation sub-stage is the removal of any incorrect or
superﬂuous variables. From the mathematical sources consulted (Appendix D), it is
clear that certain alphabetic characters are commonly used as variables, as listed in
in Table 7.10. All other lowercase alphabetic characters are removed from the entry.
At this stage of processing there may still be words left over from previous stages,
masquerading as variables. Take for example the short statements l8r and b4, which
in English would be written as later and before. Applying the list of variables would
have no eﬀect on these statements. Thus, rules had to be created for addressing
entries of this type.
The rules were created by applying the generalisations from Chapter 5 Section
5.5. Still using the two short statements from the previous paragraph as an example,
we can address the ﬁrst statement with the knowledge that numerical operands are
rarely preceded by a variable, e.g. a3, a0.3 or a.3. Thus, logic ﬂows that l8r should
not be considered a variable and should be removed. The same logic may be applied
to the second statement, b4.
The next step is the removal of any duplicate symbols, such as ++. These may
occur as part of the original query or be a by-product of the translation process. All
duplicates are reduced to their singular form, with the exception of brackets.
A list of all possible two-digit combinations of accepted symbols (not including
duplicates) was generated and scrutinised to determine which were valid combinations
and which were not. Any occurrence of these invalid combinations, such as ^) or (),
are removed.
The ﬁnal step in the normalisation sub-stage is to structure the statement ac-
cording to the mathematical notation rules. This includes traversing backwards and
forwards through an entry to ensure that the number of opening and closing brackets
align and, if not, to add the necessary brackets. Speciﬁc care is given to the division
and exponent symbols and keywords such as SQRT, to ensure that they are used in
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conjunction with their prerequisite number of brackets. The process sometimes yields
more unnecessary operators, such as addition symbols at the start of statements.
These operators are removed.
The statement is now in its interlingual form. Even though the interlingual form
may be accurate syntactically, it may not be a form of mathematics ﬁtting the South
African high school mathematics curriculum. The next sub-stage, validation, ad-
dresses the issue regarding the validity and relevance of the generated interlingual
statement.
7.2.4 Validation
The validation sub-stage represents the ﬁnal step of the interlingual translation stage.
Once a query reaches this sub-stage, it is already in its ﬁnal interlingual form. This
sub-stage performs no further translation.
From the study conducted on equations in the South African high school mathe-
matics curriculum, in Chapter 5, several patterns were identiﬁed, representing valid
mathematical equations. The previous sub-stages of the interlingual translation stage
ensured that queries consist only of characters recognised by the mathematical nota-
tion developed for this study (Appendix N). Furthermore, rules and best practices
were applied in order to format the structure of the query into a valid form. Even
with the application of all of these steps, there is no guarantee that the original query
posed by the learner was valid or that the interlingual translation process performed
as expected.
In order to validate whether an interlingual form matches an expected form from
the South African high school mathematics curriculum, the regular expressions cre-
ated in Section 5.8 were employed. The translated text is tested against every regular
expression to attempt to ﬁnd a match. An attempt is ﬁrst made to match the whole
statement against the current regular expression. If there is no match an attempt is
made to match at least part of the statement against the regular expression. Checking
for partial matches is necessary as the mathematical notation includes the use of the
pipe (|) symbol for representing new lines in an equation. Thus, it may be possible
for a regular expression to match a speciﬁc line of an equation. When a match is
made, the process stops and the validated interlingual statement is passed along to
the next main translation stage, representational translation. If no match is made,
the statement is not processed any further.
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Table 7.11: Representational translation examples
Input interlingual form Output representational form
(x-2)*(x-1) <mrow> <mo>(</mo> <mi> x </mi> <mo> -
</mo> <mn> 2 </mn> <mo> ) </mo> <mo>
× </mo> <mo> ( </mo> <mi> x< /mi> <mo> -
</mo> <mn> 1 </mn> <mo> ) </mo> </mrow>
5x^2-8xy-36y^2 <mrow> <mn> 5 </mn> <msup> <mi> x </mi>
<mn> 2 </mn> </msup> <mo> - </mo> <mn> 8
</mn> <mi> xy </mi> <mo> - </mo> <mn> 36
</mn> <msup> <mi> y </mi> <mn> 2< /mn>
</msup> </mrow>
(15)/(50)=x <mrow> <mfrac linethickness="1"> <mrow>
<mn> 15 </mn> </mrow> <mrow> <mn> 50
</mn> </mrow> </mfrac> <mo> = </mo> <mi>
x </mi> </mrow>
y=x-5|y=5x-6 <mrow> <mi> y </mi> <mo> = </mo> <mi> x
</mi> <mo> - </mo> <mn> 5 </mn> </mrow>
<mrow> <mi> y </mi> <mo> = </mo> <mn>
5 </mn> <mi> x </mi> <mo> - </mo> <mn> 6
</mn> </mrow>
At the end of this sub-stage, the initial learner query is in a validated interlingual
notation. The interlingual statement is now passed to the next stage of the translation
process, representational translation.
7.3 The Representational Translation Stage
The goal of the representational translation stage is to convert interlingual language
statements into well-structured equations in a representational language or form.
Table 7.11 provides a few examples of entries and their associated, translated results
(without their associated pre- and post-ambles).
The representational translation stage forms the ﬁnal stage of the translation
model devised in Chapter 6. Figure 7.12 highlights how this stage relates to the rest
of the translation model.
This stage consists of two sequential sub-stages, tokenisation and transformation,
which perform their actions based on rules and syntax deﬁnitions. These sub-stages
are based on the sub-stages proposed in the representational translation stage of the
translation model proposed in Section 6.5. In order for the sub-stages to be completed,
they require knowledge gained from the literature study conducted in Chapter 3 and
the construct devised in Chapter 5. The relationship between these sub-stages, and
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Figure 7.12: The conceptual translation model with the representational translation stage
highlighted
the requirements for their completion, are illustrated in Figure 7.13. The following
sub-sections discuss the implementation of these two sub-stages.
7.3.1 Tokenisation
Statements received by the tokenisation sub-stage are in the interlingual mathemati-
cal notation. The tokenisation sub-stage has no knowledge of the format of the ﬁnal
output language of the representational translation stage. As such, the process it em-
ploys is completely generalised and devoid of implementation for any speciﬁc output
language.
To this end, a tokenisation process was devised which breaks up a received in-
terlingual statement according to the descriptors in Table 7.12. Performing this to-
kenisation depends ﬁrstly, on prior knowledge of the structure of the interlingual
statements, and secondly, on the knowledge gained by the researcher while working
in the problem domain. This grounded knowledge has allowed for the creation of a
series of programmatic rules for the tokenisation process. However, if any additions
or changes are made to the interlingual structure, it would require a revision of the
programmatic rules governing the tokenisation process.
Figure 7.13: The representational translation stage
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Table 7.12: Tokenisation descriptors
Number Description
1 Identifier
2 Operator
3 Opening bracket
4 Closing bracket
5 Square root
6 Square root start
7 Square root end
8 Cube root
9 Cube root start
10 Cube root end
11 Fourth root start
12 Fourth root end
13 Fifth root start
14 Fifth root end
15 Sixth root start
16 Sixth root end
17 Seventh root start
18 Seventh root end
19 Exponent start
20 Exponent end
21 Subscript start
22 Subscript end
23 Row start
24 Row end
25 Fraction start
26 Fraction end
27 Sin
28 Cos
29 Tan
The programmatic rules include the replacement of key words with representa-
tional symbols, enforcing row breaks (a line in a speciﬁc equation) and line breaks (a
completely separate equation). These rules are enforced by means of forwards and
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backwards traversal upon encountering items such as the division, exponent, subscript
and line break (|) symbols.
Upon completion of the tokenisation sub-stage, the query consists of a sequential
list of tokens representing the interlingual statement. The token list is then passed
to the ﬁnal sub-stage, transformation, to convert the tokens into a speciﬁc represen-
tational notation.
7.3.2 Transformation
As the Dr Math service tutors make use of a web-based interface, it was necessary to
determine which language or form would suit the purposes of this study best. To that
end a study was launched regarding which technology would be the best candidate
for displaying the translated queries on a web page.
The main groups of technologies applicable to displaying mathematics on a web
page are images, HTML- and XHTML-based mark-up, MathML, TEX and Scalable
Vector Graphics (SVG). Appendix L provides an overview of the various technologies
and why they were chosen as candidates for the ﬁnal representational form.
To determine which of the various techniques, from here on referred to as renderers,
would be best suited to the ﬁnal representation task it was necessary to contrast their
utility. To measure the utility, two indicators were selected. Firstly, which browsers
support the renderers and, for those which do not support the renderer, whether there
are any tools or libraries which may be installed to facilitate support. Secondly, the
quality of the renderer in each of the supported browsers should be determined, i.e.
does it render the mathematics as expected? A discussion of these tests does not
Figure 7.14: Example HTML 5 preamble
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Figure 7.15: Transformation results for different renderers on the statement 5x^2+3
fall directly within the domain of the study, as only a single renderer is included in
the ﬁnal instantiation. The tests do, however, speak to the rigour of creating the
instantiation, by means of a search process, and provide motivation as to the choice
of ﬁnal renderer. As such, a discussion of these tests is included in Appendix M.
In order to test the various renderers, it was ﬁrst necessary to create a transforma-
tion sub-stage for each. The transformation sub-stage is speciﬁc to a representational
notation, as they employ diﬀering key words and layout structures for accomplishing
the same task.
Each transformation sub-stage consists of various shared, but uniquely imple-
mented steps, all intended to create a single (long) text-based string of characters in
the chosen representational notation. The ﬁrst step is the addition of any required
preamble. Using the HTML 5 notation in Figure 7.14 as an example, the shaded
section represents the preamble. The preamble is constant and does not bear any
relation to the tokens received from the tokenisation sub-stage, but it is however
necessary to ensure the correct display of the speciﬁc representational notation.
With the preamble added, the list of tokens is processed. Each token has a speciﬁc
string-based representation in the target representational notation. These represen-
tations are hard-coded programmatically and would need modiﬁcation if any new
token types are added. The syntax for the various string-based forms of the renderers
has been sourced from speciﬁcation documents and examples found on the Internet.
In future, if the speciﬁcations for these renderers change, it would also require an
update to their programmatic implementation. Figure 7.15 illustrates how the trans-
formation process yields diﬀering results for diﬀerent renderers on the same input
tokens.
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The ﬁnal step in the transformation process is adding the post-amble. Just as
some of the renderers require a ﬁxed preamble, some also require a ﬁxed post-amble.
The shaded section in Figure 7.16 represents the post-amble.
The tests in Appendix M, were conducted as a proof of concept. Thus, the
transformation sub-stages employed for each of the renderers could only interpret
a basic subset of the token types listed in Table 7.12. From these initial tests it is
apparent that the various renderers have varying strengths and weaknesses. However,
for the purpose of creating the instantiation of the study, it was necessary to select a
single renderer for a more comprehensive implementation. To this end, the MathJax
with MathML renderer was selected. It is possible to include the necessary scripts to
enable it in most browsers. The equations rendered by this renderer are very neat and
well-aligned and any issues in the browsers are based on the underlying system fonts.
The MathJax with MathML transformation sub-stage of the renderer was expanded
to include all the token types listed in Table 7.12.
Statements passing from the transformation sub-stage are in the ﬁnal representa-
tional notation form and serve as the output, not only of the representational trans-
lation stage, but also of the entire translation process. Thus, it was necessary to
perform initial tests regarding the utility of the representational translation stage,
before declaring it successful.
As Internet Explorer is still the most widely used browser in South Africa, it was
used to test whether all 3145 mathematical equations, identiﬁed in Chapter 5 Section
5.7, rendered correctly. This was accomplished by creating a web interface, which
allows all 3145 equations to be viewed sequentially, as shown in Figure 7.17. The
renderer initially encountered diﬃculty with fractions within fractions and exponents
Figure 7.16: Example SVG post-amble
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consisting of multiple statements, but after revising the tokenisation process all 3145
equations were accurately rendered.
The completed physical design of the representational translation sub-stage, rep-
resents the last piece necessary for the completion of the instantiation of the study.
The next sections discuss how the physical designs have been combined to form a
series of software libraries and a web service, which constitute the instantiation of the
study.
7.4 Software Libraries
In order for the instantiation to perform as an integrated solution, it was necessary
to combine the utility of all three main stages into a single redistributable form. The
simplest means of re-using software is to compile the code into re-usable software
libraries, which provide public interfaces for their use, but hide their implementation.
Each of the three model stages is represented by various software libraries. The
association between stage and software library is shown in Table 7.13, Table 7.14
provides a description of the function performed by each of the software libraries and
Figure 7.18 illustrates the relationship between the various software libraries.
Each of the libraries has at least a single public interface, in the form of a method,
which accepts an input and returns an output of a speciﬁed type. Table 7.15 pro-
vides an overview of the names of the publicly accessible methods, as well as their
input/output types.
Figure 7.17: Validating the renderer on the 3145 equations
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Table 7.13: Translation stages and their associated software libraries
Translation stage Library name(s)
Categorisation Candidacy
Interlingual translation Interlingual, MathEx
Representational translation Tokenisation, Transformation
The ProcessThreshold method of the Candidacy library receives an input string
in the form of a microtext query. The method returns a Boolean true value if the
input statement is deemed to be a possible candidate for translation. The Translate
method of the Interlingual library accepts a string input in the form of an unpro-
cessed microtext query and returns a string value in the form an interlingual state-
ment. The interlingual statement is structured according to the notation guidelines
in Appendix N. The Match method of the MathEx library accepts an interlingual
statement (string) as input and returns a floating-point number signifying the level
of possible pattern match. Values closer to zero signify poor matches, whereas values
approaching one signify better matches. The Tokenise method of the Tokenisation
library accepts a string containing an interlingual statement and returns a list of
custom Token structures. Each Token contains the original text associated with the
tokenised portion of the input string, as well as an abstract mathematical concept to
which it aligns, i.e. an operator or the start of a fraction. The BuildMath method of
the Transformation library accepts an integer, signifying a transformation type, the
list of Tokens to be transformed as well as an integer size at which the translated
output is to be created. The BuildMath method currently only supports a single
transformation type, so this value is always set to 1. The size value is relative and
Table 7.14: Software library descriptions
Library name Description
Candidacy Performs tasks related to the categorisation of a query as a transla-
tion candidate or not.
Interlingual Performs all tasks related to the preparation, conversation and nor-
malisation of an input query into the interlingual form.
MathEx Performs all tasks related to the validation of an input statement
against the list of regular expressions.
Tokenisation Performs all tasks related to the tokenisation process.
Transformation Performs all tasks related to transforming an input statement into
the final representational form.
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Figure 7.18: The software library relationship
Table 7.15: Software libraries and their associated public methods
Library Method name Input data type Output data type
Candidacy ProcessThreshold string boolean
Interlingual Translate string string
MathEx Match string double-precision float-
ing point number
Tokenisation Tokenise string a list of custom Token
structures
Transformation BuildMath integer, a list of cus-
tom Token structures
and integer
string
may provide diﬀerent results in diﬀerent browsers. The recommended default size
value is 200.
In order for these libraries to be of use, it was necessary to combine them into a
ﬁnal instantiation, which may be used to perform any required translations.
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7.5 A Translation Web Service
In order to make the integration of the translation process into the main Dr Math ser-
vice as minimally invasive as possible, it was decided to create the ﬁnal instantiation
as a web service. A web service is a means of communication between two devices,
applications or web pages across the Internet. The development of the web service
aligns with the integration activity in the validation phase of the study, as discussed
in Section 4.7.5 and highlighted in Figure 7.19.
Microsoft provides a web service variant, called a Windows Communication Foun-
dation (WCF) web service (Microsoft, 2014). A WCF service allows data to be sent
as asynchronous messages between service endpoints. The service allows data to be
sent as simple XML or as streams of binary data.
The web service was created so that any device, application or web page consum-
ing the service would have access to a single method, called Translate. The method
accepts three values, namely: the type of translation to be performed, as an integer ;
a string to translate; and a size at which the returned contents should be rendered, as
an integer. Currently, the service has been created with a single type of translation,
namely one which implements all of the software libraries to construct a return state-
ment using MathJax and MathML. To use this translation type, the service method
should be provided with the value 1 as its type of translation. The method returns the
translated output as a string, which a consuming web page can place on the desired
section of the page. If the translation process fails for any given reason, the method
will return an empty string to the requesting page. The service is currently hosted
Figure 7.19: Research activities - integration
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public string GetMath(string Input)
{
TranslatorClient Translator = new TranslatorClient();
return Translator.Translate(1, Input, 200);
}
Snippet 7.1: Consuming the web service in ASP.NET
at the URL http://math.easymark.co.za/Translator.svc, but may in future be
moved to another domain.
Two of the main web development frameworks or languages are ASP.NET and
PHP. To include the service in an ASP.NET site, it is necessary to include a service
reference in the project, pointing to the URL of the service. After the service has
been included, accessing it is as simple as performing a method call and assigning
the returned string to wherever it is required on the page (Snippet 7.1). Snippet 7.2
demonstrates this same process, but using PHP, instead of ASP.NET. When using
PHP, the service reference is included in the code itself and not as a preliminary step.
7.6 Conclusion
This concludes the chapter on the creation of the instantiation of the study and its
physical design. Table 7.16 provides an overview of the three main stages of the
instantiation, namely: categorisation, interlingual translation and representational
translation, and their sub-stages.
The categorisation stage is responsible for categorising input queries as valid candi-
function GetMath($Input)
{
header(’Content-Type: text/plain’);
$client = new SoapClient(’http://math.easymark.co.za/Translator.svc?wsdl’);
$obj->type = 1;
$obj->value = $Input;
$obj->zoom = 200;
$retval = $client->Translate($obj);
return $retval->TranslateResult;
}
Snippet 7.2: Consuming the web service in PHP
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Table 7.16: An overview of the instantiation, with associated section references (in brackets)
and software libraries (in italics)
stage Sub-stage Description
Categorisation
(7.1)
Candidacy
Categorises an input text as suitable
for further processing (translation) or
not. Performs the categorisation us-
ing a combination of six different nat-
ural language processing techniques.
Interlingual translation Preparation
(7.2.1)
Interlingual
Removes unnecessary words and
symbols from the input text. This re-
quires the application of the knowledge
gained from the creation of the con-
struct in Chapter 5, such as the gener-
alisations regarding numbers and sym-
bols.
Conversion
(7.2.2)
Interlingual
Ensures that the input text contains
only numbers, accepted symbols and
key words. The entry is processed ac-
cording to several rules to ensure that
any replacement or restructuring does
not affect the original meaning of the
text.
Normalisation
(7.2.3)
Interlingual
Restructures the input text to ensure
that it adheres to the mathematical no-
tation proposed in Appendix N. This
stage requires several rules to ensure
that a mathematical statement is in an
expected form. These rules include
means to balance out the number of
brackets in a statement, as well as the
removal of unnecessary mathematical
symbols. Text passing from this pro-
cess is in the interlingual translation
form.
Validation
(7.2.4)
MathEx
Regular expressions are applied to val-
idate whether the interlingual state-
ment matches known forms from the
South African high school mathematics
curriculum.
Representational translation Tokenisation
(7.3.1)
Tokenisation
Tokenises (breaks up) an input inter-
lingual statement according to prede-
termined descriptors. This allows the
statement to be further transformed
into any required output form.
Transformation
(7.3.2)
Transformation
Transforms a tokenised interlingual
statement into a specific typesetting or
mark-up language. The output from
this process is in the representational
translation form.
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dates to be translated further or not. The interlingual translation stage is responsible
for converting the original input query into a form consistent with the interlingual
mathematical notation developed for this study. Finally, the representational trans-
lation is responsible for converting the interlingual statement into a well-formatted
structure, which may be displayed on a digital medium, i.e. a web page. All these
stages have been instantiated as software libraries and combined into a single, trans-
lation web service.
The instantiation created in this chapter constitutes the third design science arte-
fact developed for this study. The instantiation adds new knowledge as it addresses
the application of known NLP techniques and other background knowledge to a prob-
lem domain (the Dr Math service and its microtext queries) where it has not been
applied before. The series of programmatic rules and expressions developed to support
the instantiation are also unique to the study and are ﬁrmly built on domain-speciﬁc
knowledge of the Dr Math microtext language, which no other study addresses in this
manner.
The development of the instantiation is not enough to qualify the artefact fully, as
Hevner et al. (2004) state that an artefact instantiation should demonstrate feasibility,
both of the design process and of the designed product. In order to demonstrate the
feasibility of the instantiation as a designed product, it is ﬁrst necessary to validate
its utility. Thus, the next chapter addresses the task of validating the instantiation.
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Evaluation and Validation
The translation model devised in Chapter 6 consists of three main stages. The im-
plementation of these three stages as an instantiation was discussed in Chapter 7. To
determine whether the ideas, processes and techniques implemented in the instantia-
tion, and by association the translation model, are of utility it is necessary to validate
these three stages. March and Storey (2008, p. 726) state that
"The contributions of new constructs, models, and methods are evaluated
with respect to their ability to improve performance in the development and
use of information systems. Instantiations or implementations demon-
strate the feasibility of utilising those information technology artefacts for
a given task. They are evaluated with respect to their effectiveness and
efficiency in the performance of the given task."
This chapter, thus, consists of three validation phases in an attempt to validate
the instantiation, created in Chapter 7, which in turn would validate the translation
model, created in Chapter 6. The work in this chapter aligns with the evaluation
activities of the validation phase of the study, as discussed in Sections 4.7.2 to 4.7.4
and highlighted in Figure 8.1.
The ﬁrst stage of the translation process concerns the identiﬁcation of translation
candidates. To validate this process, it was necessary to determine whether the
categorisation process devised in Section 7.1 is able to select translation candidates
at a similar level of reliability to that of a human performing the same task. This
validation process is described in Section 8.1.
The second stage of the model addresses the translation of learner queries into
an interlingual form, as described in Section 7.2. The output from this stage should
be in a very speciﬁc mathematical notation as it forms the core, although unseen,
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Figure 8.1: Research activities - evaluation
component of the instantiation artefact of the study. To validate this stage, the
results from the automated translation process were compared to those of human
translators performing the same task. This validation task was necessary to ensure
that the automated translation process is able to provide similar output to that of a
human translator. This validation process is described in Section 8.2.
The ﬁnal stage of the translation model addresses the ﬁnal output of the trans-
lation process in a representational notation, as described in Section 7.3. In order
to validate this stage, it was necessary to determine whether the interlingual form of
a query is represented accurately in its rendered form. The output from this stage
represents the ﬁnal translation results provided by the translation model. As such,
the reliability and accuracy of this stage is representative of the overall utility of the
developed translation process. This validation process is described in Section 8.3.
8.1 Phase 1: Validating the Categorisation Stage
The initial stage of the translation model (after pre-processing) requires the identiﬁ-
cation of valid translation candidates. Not all the Dr Math learner queries which are
received contain content which may be translated to mathematical equations. At-
tempting to perform this translation would waste server resources. This initial stage
is in itself also useful, as it may serve as an indicator to the tutors regarding whether
or not a query requires deeper scrutiny.
In order for this stage to be successful, the automated process would have to reach
a level of reliability similar to that of a human performing the same task. The ﬁrst
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task in performing the validation was to create a representative data set.
8.1.1 Data Set Construction
The validation task for this phase of the study requires that the reproducibility of
the automated translation identiﬁcation process, devised for this study, be validated.
This was done by having two sets of coders, one being the automated process and the
other being a group of human participants, process a shared data set.
In order to perform this validation it was necessary to develop a data set represen-
tative of the Dr Math queries. To calculate the required sample size for the data set,
Krippendorﬀ (2004, p. 239) suggests using the formula of Bloch and Kraemer (1989)
(Equation 8.1.1), for determining the variance in binary data, between two observers.
Nc|not−c = z
2
p
(
(1 + αmin)(3− αmin)
4(1− αmin)Pc(1− Pc) − αmin
)
(8.1.1)
This formula is used to calculate the minimum number of units required for dis-
tinguishing value c from values non-c, for two observers. In order to perform this
calculation, there are a few values which must ﬁrst be determined; namely, p, αmin
and Pc.
p is the required statistical signiﬁcance required, i.e. what is the probability that
random chance could be responsible for the result? For this calculation, the widely
used signiﬁcance of 5 % (0.05) is employed.
αmin is a measure of the smallest acceptable α value. Krippendorﬀ (2004, p. 241)
suggests that only values higher than 0.8 should be accepted as a measure of reliability.
All data below this minimum value should be rejected as unreliable. He does, however,
mention that values between 0.667 and 0.8 may be used for performing exploratory
research or drawing initial conclusions.
Pc is the probability of the least frequent category of units in the population.
As the coding process consists of only two possible units, namely translatable and
non-translatable entries, a determination had to be made regarding which of the two
types occur the least frequently and what the probability is of that type occurring.
To facilitate this selection, a cross-section of 5000 representative Dr Math entries
were captured in sequence, from the 2010/2011 Dr Math query logs. These log entries
were scrutinised manually and their content marked as being suitable for translation
or not. The Candidacy library, discussed in Section 7.4, was used to process these
same log entries automatically and to code them according to the same criteria as
during the manual scrutiny. These two processes may be seen as two independent
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Figure 8.2: Number of observer disagreements over translatable entries over fifty Dr Math
query log entry sets.
observers of the same data set. The agreement level between these two observers
could thus be used to determine the level of translatable content in the given data
set.
8.1.2 Calculating the Level of Translatable Content
Figure 8.2 indicates the level of disagreement when coding for translatable log en-
tries, per 100 log entries, by each of the observers. The level of disagreement was
calculated across ﬁfty such sets. When taking into account both translatable and
non-translatable entries, the two observers were able to agree on 4827 of the 5000
entries, resulting in 96.5% agreement. This is, however, not a measure of the reliabil-
ity of the coding process. In order to determine the reliability, Krippendorﬀ’s α was
calculated across all 5000 entries in the data set.
The ﬁrst step in calculating α was to determine the Do value, which represents
the observed coder disagreement. The observation may be captured from the per-
spective of either of the two observers, thus for every unit measured there is a value
representing the human-automated process perspective and also one representing the
automated process-human perspective. As the coding process employed in this phase
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Table 8.1: A matrix of observed coincidences for observations on 5000 query log entries
Values: 0 1
Matrix of observed coincidences 0 o00 o01 n0
1 o10 o11 nc
Number of values n0 n1 n
Values: 0 1
Matrix of observed coincidences 0 8690 173 8863
1 173 964 1137
Number of values 8863 1137 10000
of the study is binary, an observer may only submit a yes (1) or no (0) result for any
entry. Thus, four possible results exist for any value pair, namely 0-0, 0-1, 1-0 and
1-1. The total number of occurrences for each value-pair type has been recorded as
a matrix of the observed coincidences in Table 8.1.
A coincidence matrix shows mismatched pairs (0-1 and 1-0 ) in the oﬀ-diagonal
cells, but they are symmetrical around the diagonal (Krippendorﬀ, 2004, p. 225). The
coincidence matrix sums the values of the horizontal and vertical cells and saves them
in the right and bottom margins. These margin values should match. The bottom-
right hand corner of the matrix displays the total number of value pairs evaluated.
For the 5000 entries, that means every entry should have two value pairs, resulting
in 10000 total values pairs. The Do value for the α calculation is thus, 173. This
number corresponds to the number of disagreements listed in the oﬀ-diagonal cells.
Next, De, which is an average of all the pairable values within the matrix, was
calculated. This value represents the agreement that could have been reached by
chance. To calculate De, it is necessary to calculate the expected coincidence value
for each possible value pair. Krippendorﬀ (2004, p. 225) proposes the three equations,
shown in Equation 8.1.2, for calculating the e values from the n values calculated
during the creation of the observed coincidences matrix.
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Table 8.2: A matrix of expected coincidences for observations on 5000 query log entries
Values: 0 1
Matrix of expected coincidences 0 e00 e01 n0
1 e10 e11 n1
Number of values n0 n1 n
Values: 0 1
Matrix of expected coincidences 0 7855.176 1007.824 8863
1 1007.824 129.176 1137
Number of values 8863 1137 10000
e00 = n0
(
n0 − 1
n− 1
)
(8.1.2a)
e01 = e10 = n0
(
n1
n− 1
)
(8.1.2b)
e11 = n1
(
n1 − 1
n− 1
)
(8.1.2c)
From the calculation shown in Table 8.2, the expected disagreement value shown
in the oﬀ-diagonal cells is 1007.824. With both the Do and De values available, it
was possible to calculate α as shown in Equation 8.1.3. This calculation shows that
the reliability is above the suggested value of 0.8 and also means that the reliability
of the coding process is 83% higher than the agreement which could be expected by
chance.
α = 1− Do
De
= 1− 173
1007.824
= 1− 0.171657
≈ 0.83
(8.1.3)
The level of agreement which could have been expected by chance, θ, may be
calculated by summing the expected number of agreed upon value-pairs and dividing
this by the total number of value pairs, as shown in Equation 8.1.4. This means that
the level of agreement which may have been reached by chance is 80%.
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θ =
e00 + e11
n
=
7855.176 + 129.176
10000
≈ 0.80
(8.1.4)
The o11 (Table 8.1) for this data set represents the number of translatable entries
on which the coders were in agreement. This unit consists of only 964 entries, far less
than the 8690 untranslatable entries. Thus, it will be used to calculate the probability
of the least frequently occurring category, Pc, as 9.6%.
Using Equation 8.1.1, the minimum number of units required to distinguish two
binary values at a signiﬁcance of 5% for all α values, was calculated at 305. As
this value is relatively low, it was increased to create a data set consisting of 1000
individual Dr Math learner queries.
The mathematical query types may change as time progresses, because the stu-
dents focus on diﬀerent types of mathematics at diﬀerent times throughout a given
year. To address this query variance, 500 of the learner queries were taken as a se-
quential sample from the May 2013 Dr Math query logs and another 500 were taken
as a sequential sample from the October 2013 Dr Math query logs. With the data set
constructed, the next task in this validation process was to determine the extent to
which human coders are in agreement with one another, on the content of the data
set.
8.1.3 Human Intercoder Agreement
The three human coders were provided with software, which displays the 1000 Dr Math
query samples sequentially. Each entry had to be coded as containing content which
may be translated to a mathematical equation or not, resulting in a simple binary
decision. To ensure consistency among the coders, they were each given a set of
instructions detailing the coding task (Appendix I).
In order to calculate the level of agreement among the coders, it was ﬁrst necessary
to determine how many value pairs exist for every query entry. Krippendorﬀ (2004,
p.231) provides the simple equation mu(mu − 1) for calculating this value, where
m is the number of observers, u is the number of the unit being observed and mu
is the number of observed values for a speciﬁc observation unit. Because of the
nature of the coding process employed in this phase, all coders have recorded values
for all recording units, thus there are no missing values to account for. Using the
aforementioned equation, allows the value pairs per recording unit to be calculated
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Table 8.3: A matrix of observed coincidences for observations on 1000 query log entries
among three human coders
Values: 0 1
Matrix of observed coincidences 0 o00 o01 n0
1 o10 o11 nc
Number of values n0 n1 n
Values: 0 1
Matrix of observed coincidences 0 3992 308 4300
1 308 1392 1700
Number of values 4300 1700 6000
Table 8.4: A matrix of expected coincidences for observations on 1000 query log entries
among three human coders
Values: 0 1
Matrix of expected coincidences 0 e00 e01 n0
1 e10 e11 n1
Number of values n0 n1 n
Values: 0 1
Matrix of expected coincidences 0 3081.464 1218.536 4300
1 1218.536 481.464 1700
Number of values 4300 1700 6000
as 3(3− 1) = 6. Thus, taking into account the 1000 entries in the data set, the total
number of value pairs is 6000.
Table 8.3 shows the matrix of observed coincidences created from the 6000 value
pairs, whereas Table 8.4 shows the matrix of expected coincidences for these same
value pairs. The values from these matrices were used to calculate the α value as
0.75 (Equation 8.1.5) and the agreement which may be expected by chance as 0.59
(Equation 8.1.6).
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α = 1− Do
De
= 1− 308
1218.536
= 1− 0.252762
≈ 0.75
(8.1.5)
θ =
e00 + e11
n
=
3081.464 + 481.464
6000
≈ 0.59
(8.1.6)
These calculations indicate that the level of agreement among the three human
coders is higher than the level of agreement which may have been expected by chance,
but still less than the minimum level of 0.8, suggested by Krippendorﬀ (2004, p. 241).
He also, however, suggests that values between 0.667 and 0.8 may be used for draw-
ing tentative conclusions. The inconsistent nature of the language in the Dr Math
query entries may make it diﬃcult to reach consensus on the meaning of some of the
statements. As such, the α value of 0.75 was deemed acceptable. The next step was
to determine whether the automated process is able to match these agreement levels
closely.
8.1.4 Automated Process Agreement
To provide a measure of comparison, the Candidacy library, discussed in Section
7.4 was used to process the same 1000 entries coded by the three humans. The
automated process identiﬁed 225 entries as candidates for translation. To determine
whether the coded results from the automated process, correspond with those of the
individual coders, α was calculated for the agreement between each coder and the
automated process. The level of agreement which could have been reached by chance
was also calculated for each of these relationships. The results of these calculations
are demonstrated in Figure 8.3
From Figure 8.3 it is clear that the automated process reaches an acceptable level
of agreement with the ﬁrst two coders, as both the α values breach the minimum
required reliability of 0.80, but falls considerably short in agreeing reliably with the
third coder. The results indicated in this ﬁgure show that the α values between the
ﬁrst and second coder and the automated process exceed the required reliability value
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Figure 8.3: Comparison of reliability calculations between the automated process and indi-
vidual coders on agreement (α) and chance (θ)
of 0.8, whereas none of these three coders are able to reach a calculated α value of
0.8 with the third human coder.
To further validate the agreement level, the automated process was added as an
individual coder to the coded results gathered from the three individual coders. This
resulted in 12000 (4(4− 1)× 1000) value pairs, which have been contrasted in Table
8.5 to create a matrix of observed coincidences. These value pairs were also used to
create the matrix of expected coincidences shown in Table 8.6.
Table 8.5: A matrix of observed coincidences for observations on 1000 query log entries
among all four coders
Values: 0 1
Matrix of observed coincidences 0 o00 o01 n0
1 o10 o11 nc
Number of values n0 n1 n
Values: 0 1
Matrix of observed coincidences 0 8176 599 8775
1 599 2626 3225
Number of values 8775 3225 12000
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Table 8.6: A matrix of expected coincidences for observations on 1000 query log entries
among all four coders
Values: 0 1
Matrix of expected coincidences 0 e00 e01 n0
1 e10 e11 n1
Number of values n0 n1 n
Values: 0 1
Matrix of expected coincidences 0 6416.522 2358.478 8775
1 2358.478 866.522 3225
Number of values 8775 3225 12000
The values from these matrices were used to calculate the α value as 0.75 (Equation
8.1.7) and the agreement which may be expected by chance (θ) as 0.61 (Equation
8.1.8). These results serve to validate the categorisation stage of the instantiation
and, by association, the categorisation stage of the translation model, as the α value
calculated for the three human coders was also 0.75. This seems to suggest that the
addition of the automated process results in a similar level of reliability as that which
may be expected when depending only on human coders. The next section discusses
the validation of the interlingual translation stage of the translation model.
α = 1− Do
De
= 1− 599
2358.478
= 1− 0.253977
≈ 0.75
(8.1.7)
θ =
e00 + e11
n
=
6416.522 + 866.522
12000
≈ 0.61
(8.1.8)
8.2 Phase 2: Validating the Interlingual Translation
Stage
An unseen component of the translation model is the process which converts Dr Math
learner queries into statements in the interlingual mathematical notation. In the
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translation model and the related instantiation, this process is represented by the
interlingual translation stage, which is implemented in the instantiation as the Inter-
lingual and MathEx libraries (Section 7.4).
This phase of the validation process is an attempt at determining whether the
translations created by the automated process are comparable to those created by
human translators. In order for the validation of the interlingual translation stage to
take place, it was ﬁrst necessary to construct a representative data set.
8.2.1 Data Set Construction
As this phase of validation focuses on determining whether the automated process
is able to translate learner queries into an interlingual form with a similar structure
and accuracy as a translation provided by a human translator, it was necessary to
construct a data set to test the translation process speciﬁcally. Thus, the data set
should, as far as possible, consist only of entries known to be translatable.
To that end, the same 1000 entries processed by the human coders in Section 8.1.1
and the automated process in Section 8.1.4 was used as the initial data source. This
data set was selected as the entries have already been classiﬁed as being candidates
for translation or not. Of the 1000 entries in the data set, the Candidacy library
identiﬁed 225 entries as candidates for translation. These 225 entries were added to
the Phase 2 data set to serve as the baseline translation candidates. The total number
of entries in the data set was increased to 250, by randomly selecting 25 entries from
the remaining 775 entries in the Phase 1 data set. The criterion for an entry to be
a candidate for random selection was that at least one of the human coders had to
have identiﬁed the entry as being translatable. The 25 randomly selected entries were
added to the dataset to provide a level of variance.
As the goal of the interlingual translation stage is to provide translations similar
to those of humans performing the same task, it was necessary to appoint human
translators to process the 250 entries in the data set.
8.2.2 Capturing the Translations
The intention was to use the same three humans, used as coders in the ﬁrst phase
of validation, as they were already familiar with the structure of the entries to be
translated. The third coder, however, only submitted results for the ﬁrst validation
task. Consequently, it was decided to proceed using only the two remaining coders
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Figure 8.4: The interface of the translation application
as translators. Thus, for this validation task, these two coders are referred to as the
human translators.
To facilitate the translation task, the translators were presented with a set of in-
structions (Appendix J) indicating how to perform the translation of the 250 entries
selected in Section 8.2.1, using the notational guidelines devised for this study (Ap-
pendix N). The translation process was performed using an application which saved
the translated results of each translator as a dataset of 250 translated entries. A
screenshot from the application is shown in Figure 8.4. Upon completion of the task,
the individual translators returned their datasets to the researcher for processing.
The same set of 250 entries was processed using the software libraries created
in Section 7.4. This phase of the study focuses speciﬁcally on testing whether the
automated process is able to translate the microtext statements at a level comparable
to that of a human translator. Therefore, only the Interlingual and MathEx libraries
are employed, as they are the only ones directly related to the interlingual translation
stage.
In the research design (Section 4.7.4) it was discussed that the evaluation of the
interlingual translation process would consist of various measurements and calcu-
lations, serving as metrics. The ﬁrst two metrics are the complete agreement and
disagreement between two translators. Any entry not ﬂagged as a complete agree-
ment or disagreement is referred to as a partial agreement. The partial agreements are
measured using the metrics of recall, precision, F-measure and Levenshtein distance.
Finally, the correlation between the results should be calculated.
The purpose of these metrics are to determine whether the translations from
the automated process are able to reach at least a moderate level of correlation
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Table 8.7: Complete agreement between the two human translators on a data set of 250
entries
Description Total
Translatable 55
Not Translatable 64
Total 119
with those of a human translator and that the metrics calculated for the automated
process and for a human translator do not show more than a 10% negative deviation
from the baseline metrics calculated between two human participants. It is thought
that attaining these goals would validate the automated translation process as being
comparable to the performance of a human translator.
However, to perform these comparisons it was ﬁrst necessary to establish baseline
measurements by comparing the results of the two human translators. The following
sections thus all follow a similar pattern. The human translator baseline is ﬁrst
calculated for a chosen metric, before comparing the results from the automated
process with the human baseline.
8.2.3 Complete Agreement
The ﬁrst metric is that of complete agreement. In Section 4.7.4.1 it was stated that
this metric is a measure of how many translations, between two translators, are an
exact match. This metric is a simple indicator as to how easy or diﬃcult it may be
for two translators to ﬁnd complete agreement on a set of translations. A complete
agreement may either constitute two statements which exactly match in interlingual
form or two statements which have been deemed not to contain translatable text. In
the case of the non-translatable entries, the translation capturing application saved
these as the string "NONE".
If the majority of the translations are an exact match, then the translation process
may not require too much thought on the part of the translators as the translations
do not yield many inter-translator variations. If the majority of the entries are not
a direct match then it may mean that the translation process is very subjective and
dependant on the interpretation of the individual translator of the input statement.
Table 8.7 lists the number of exact matches between the two human translators.
The human translators were able to provide matching translations on 55 of the 250
entries and agreed that 64 of the 250 could not be translated. When these two totals
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are combined, it is apparent that the human translators could only agree on 119 of
the 250 translations, i.e. 47.6%. This represents less than half of the dataset and
highlights the fact that the interpretation of the entries is very much dependent on
the opinions and interpretations of the human translators. As the level of agreement
between the human translators is not very high, it may be diﬃcult for the automated
process to ﬁnd a high level of agreement with both of the human translators.
Figure 8.5 illustrates the relationship between the number of agreements reached
by the human translators and that of the automated process. The three nodes in the
ﬁgure each represent a translator, i.e. the two human translators and the automated
process. The lines connecting the nodes represent the resulting metric calculation
between each translator. For the sake of completeness, both the totals of the match-
ing translated entries and entries deemed non-translatable are shown. However, the
agreement metric itself is only concerned with the sum of these two values, indicated
as the total for each translator pairing.
For all of the metric calculations performed in this chapter, the human metric
calculation serves as a baseline. This is necessary as this phase of validation serves
to determine whether the automated process is able to perform at a similar level to
that of a human translator. For all the calculations, in this chapter, in which the
deviation from the human baseline is calculated, the human baseline is taken as the
zero-point value. The deviation is thus calculated using Equation 8.2.1, where D is
the calculated deviation, z is the baseline value and c is candidate value.
D = −((1− c
z
)× 100) (8.2.1)
Figure 8.5: Agreement metric calculated for the translator pairs
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Figure 8.6: Agreement metric percentage deviation from the human baseline, for the trans-
lator pairs
Figure 8.6 illustrates how the results of the automated process, when paired with
each human translator, deviates from the baseline set by the two human translators.
The total deviation between the human translators is set to 0.00%, as this represents
the baseline. The deviation between the automated process and translator 1 was
calculated as -9.24% and the deviation between the automated process and translator
2 as -13.45%. Both these results indicate that the automated process was able to ﬁnd
agreement on fewer entries with the individual translators than they were able to
agree upon among themselves.
It is worth noting, however, that these results show that the level of agreement
of the automated process with the human translators, with regard to the number of
translatable entries, is extremely high. The automated process was, however, able
to form fewer agreements with the human translators with regard to the number
of entries which are not translatable. One reason for this may be that the human
translators deem some entries not worthy of translation, not because of the lack
of mathematical content, but because they may be too simple or may constitute a
description of a problem. The following statement is an example, taken from the
Dr Math log ﬁles, which serves to illustrate the point:
a school wants to have large cylindrical bins for collecting cans for fundrais-
ing.these bins are open at the top.the bins have a diameter of 1,5 metres
and a height of 1,25m metres.....(a)determine the volume of the cans that
10 such bins would hold (to the nearest cubic metre)
The entry clearly contains numerical content, mathematical symbols such as brack-
ets and terms such as diameter and height, which are associated with mathematical
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questions in the South African high school mathematics curriculum. Because of the
generalisations devised in Chapter 5, entries of this kind would be tagged as trans-
latable by the automated process.
The results conveyed in Figures 8.5 and 8.6 are, however, not a true reﬂection of
the complete agreement, as the entries upon which the agreements are reached by
the automated process and the translators may not necessarily be the same entries
as those about which the human translators were in agreement. Table 8.8 indicates
on how many entries all three translators were in complete agreement, i.e. on which
they returned the exact same result.
This section demonstrated that the automated process was able to be in complete
agreement with at least one of the human translators at a rate that is within 10% of the
baseline provided by the human translators. A similar concept to complete agreement
is its polar opposite, complete disagreement. The following section addresses the
metric of complete disagreement between the translators.
8.2.4 Complete Disagreement
In Section 4.7.4.1, it was stated that the complete disagreement metric is a count of
how many entries one translator provides a translation for, but another translator
states that the entry is not translatable. This metric goes hand in hand with the
ﬁrst metric in demonstrating the extent to which two translators are able to reach
consensus. If this metric is low, it means that there are very few instances in which
two translators were at exact opposite ends of the scale, with regards to their opinion
on an entry. Thus, low values for this metric would indicate that two translators have
a high level of agreement.
Table 8.9 lists the number of times a speciﬁc human translator provided a trans-
lation and the other human translator did not. In total, there were only 24 of the
250 entries upon which the human translators were in complete disagreement. This
constitutes only 9.6% of the translated entries. It signiﬁes that for more than 90% of
Table 8.8: Entries on which the automated process and both the human translators are in
agreement
Description Total
Translatable 41
Not Translatable 47
Total 88
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Table 8.9: Complete disagreement between the two human translators
Translator Provided a Translation
Translator 1 5
Translator 2 19
Total 24
the entries in the data set, the human translators are either in complete agreement
or at least in partial agreement. Partial agreement refers to entries in which both
translators provided translations, but where the translations did not match.
The values in Table 8.9 serve as a baseline for comparing the results from the
automated process. The results in Figure 8.7 reinforce the fact that the automated
process attempts to provide more translations than the human translators do. In
both instances, the automated process provided far more translations than the human
translators did.
Figure 8.8 illustrates by how much (in percentage) the total number of complete
disagreements of the automated process with each individual human translator de-
viates from the total number of disagreements they had with each other. For this
calculation, a value close to zero is preferable, as values showing a large deviation
mean that the results from the automated process are far removed from the base-
line metric calculations. The calculations show a fairly large deviation in the level
of agreement between the ﬁrst human translator and the automated process, when
compared with the baseline disagreement between the human translators. The level
of agreement between the second translator and the automated process is, however,
comparable to that of the agreement between the human translators.
Figure 8.7: Disagreement metric calculated for the translator pairs
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Figure 8.8: Disagreement metric percentage deviation from the human baseline, for the
translator pairs
All entries which the translators are not able to agree or disagree on completely
constitute partial agreements. The number of partial agreements for a translator pair
may be calculated by subtracting the number of complete agreements and disagree-
ments from the total number of entries. Thus, the partial agreements are all entries
which have been translated, but in which the translations do not exactly match.
For the human translator pair the number of entries may, thus, be calculated as
250− (119+ 24) = 107. Figure 8.9 shows the number of partial agreements for every
translator pairing.
According to the deviation percentages, indicated in Figure 8.9, the number of
partial agreements reached between the automated process and the individual human
translators are very close to the number of partial agreements reached between the
human translators. Even though the partial agreements do not constitute a metric
in this study, it is necessary to identify these partially matching translations in order
to calculate the remaining metrics. It should also be noted that upon scrutiny of the
entries, it became clear that even though a similar number of partial agreements was
reached by each translator pairing, the entries upon which they ﬁnd partial agreement
diﬀer greatly. In fact, out of the 250 entries, there are only 77 entries for which all
three translators provided a translation and at least one of the translations of the
translators was only a partial match to that of the others.
To compensate for this variance, the metric calculations conducted in the following
sections ﬁrst calculate the given metric on the overall number of partial agreements per
translator pair, as indicated in Figure 8.9. Thereafter, the metric is recalculated only
on the 77 entries for which all three translators were (at least) in partial agreement.
Calculated metric values are only deemed acceptable if they yield similar results on
both sets of entries.
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Figure 8.9: The number of partial agreements (and percentage deviation from the human
baseline) for each translator pair
8.2.5 Preparing to Process the Partial Agreements
Comparing the metrics of complete agreement and disagreement in the previous two
sections was a simple matter of counting the number of entries involved. All the
remaining entries could be classiﬁed as partial agreements. A partial agreement is
deﬁned as an entry on which both translators provide a translation, but the transla-
tions do not match. To perform a comparison between partially matched translations
requires a diﬀerent approach to the one followed thus far. Therefore the metrics of
precision, recall, F-measure and Levenshtein distance were identiﬁed, as they would
allow for the content of individual translations to be compared and a value to be
calculated signifying how closely their constituent strings match.
The calculation of the metrics of recall, precision and F-measure, as they relate
to this study, require the creation of n-grams, as their calculation is based on n-gram
comparison techniques. Section 3.4.7 provides an overview on n-grams, in which their
use is described as a means of dividing words into smaller, overlapping sections, for
the purpose of comparison. The n in n-gram refers to the length of individual sections
of a word. The n-grams used in metric calculations of this study are all in the range
1 <= n <= 4.
For every dataset entry, the translation of each translator is divided into n-grams
in the range 1 <= n <= 4. In order to ensure the beginning and ending characters
of a statement are properly processed, a single space is added to the start and end
of every statement, when creating n-grams for n > 1. The n-grams are created by
starting from the ﬁrst character in a translation, proceeding one character at a time
and selecting the next n characters. Table 8.10 demonstrates how a single statement,
"How should I be divided", is divided into n-grams, using this technique.
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Table 8.10: n-grams created and counted for the sentence "How should I be divided"
n n-grams Count
1 [H] [o] [w] [ ] [s] [h] [o] [u] [l] [d] [ ] [I] [ ] [b] [e] [ ] [d] [i] [v] [i] [d] [e]
[d]
23
2 [ H] [Ho] [ow] [w ] [ s] [sh] [ho] [ou] [ul] [ld] [d ] [ I] [I ] [ b] [be] [e ]
[ d] [di] [iv] [vi] [id] [de] [e ]
23
3 [ Ho] [How] [ow ] [w s] [ sh] [sho] [hou] [oul] [uld] [ld ] [d I] [ I ] [I b]
[ be] [be ] [e d] [ di] [div] [ivi] [vid] [ide] [ded] [ed ]
23
4 [ How] [How ] [ow s] [w sh] [ sho] [shou] [houl] [ould] [uld ] [ld I]
[d I ] [ I b] [I be] [ be ] [be d] [e di] [ div] [divi] [ivid] [vide] [ided]
[ded ]
22
Total (1 + 2 + 3 + 4) Groups all the above n-grams together 91
All calculations for recall and precision (and in eﬀect F-measure) make use of a
list of all the n-grams in the range 1 <= n <= 4 generated for both translations
provided, as well as the total count of all of the n-grams in a translation. For every
metric calculation, one translation ﬁrst serves as a reference translation and the other
as a candidate translation. The entries are then reversed and the calculation repeated.
8.2.6 Precision and Recall
In an overview of the concepts of accuracy, precision, recall and F-measure in Sec-
tion 3.6.3, recall is described as the number of positive categorisations made by the
automated process divided by the total number positive categorisations in the refer-
ence data set, i.e. the rate of true positives. Precision is described as a reference to
how many of the positive classiﬁcations made by the automated process are indeed
true positives. This relationship is illustrated in Figure 8.11.
When placed in context with regard to the n-grams generated for every statement,
recall measures the proportion of the n-grams matched in the candidate translation
to the total number of n-grams in the reference translation. This is a good indication
of the extent to which the translation covers the content of the translated sentence.
This calculation is performed using Equation 8.2.2, where R represents the calculated
recall, x is a count of how many n-grams in the candidate translation occur in the
reference translation and a is a count of the total number of n-grams in the reference
translation.
R =
x
a
(8.2.2)
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Table 8.11: The relationship between accuracy, recall and precision
Reference data condition
Condition positive Condition negative
(CP) (CN)
Outcome positive True positive False positive Precision (P)
(OP) (TP) (FP)
∑
TP∑
OP
Outcome negative False negative True negative
(ON) (FN) (TN)
Recall (R) Accuracy (A)∑
TP∑
CP
∑
TP+
∑
TN∑
(OP+ON)
Precision measures the proportion of the n-grams matched in the candidate trans-
lation to the total number of n-grams in the candidate translation. Precision is used
to measure how large a percentage of the identiﬁed n-grams is relevant. This calcula-
tion is performed using Equation 8.2.3, where P represents the calculated precision,
x is a count of how many n-grams in the candidate translation occur in the refer-
ence translation and b is a count of the total number of n-grams in the candidate
translation.
P =
x
b
(8.2.3)
Precision and recall values may be seen as complementary values, if one translator
has a recall of 0.5 and a precision of 0.7 with regard to the translations of a second
translator, then the recall of the second translator will be 0.7 and precision 0.5 with
regard to the ﬁrst translator. Figure 8.10 illustrates this relationship between the two
human translators and the automated process.
From the level of recall calculated for translator 1, it may be concluded that the
translations of the ﬁrst translator contain many of the same n-grams as the results
of the second translator. From these results it may also be concluded that translator
1 tended to provide longer translations than translator 2. A high level of recall may,
however, be misleading as this measurement does not take into account the length of
the two statements being compared. Nor does it take into account the sequence in
which the n-grams occur.
Take for example a comparison of the statements misleading and misaligned word.
The words misleading and misaligned are actually anagrams, so if we use only uni-
grams, it would mean that all of their n-grams would be a match. If we ignore the
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Figure 8.10: Precision and recall metrics calculated for the translator pairs
spaces in the statement misaligned word, it would mean that only four of the n-grams
in the statement would not be matched (the unigrams in the word word). Thus, the
candidate statement misleading contains 10 of the 14 n-grams in the reference state-
ment misaligned word, resulting in a recall of 0.71. Using this same example would
result in a precision of 1, i.e. 100%.
The question may, thus, be asked why use precision and recall as metrics? Firstly,
precision and recall are widely used in natural language processing literature, so they
are some of the simplest means of demonstrating reproducible results for the sake of
comparison. Secondly, this study does not only make use of unigrams, but also of bi-,
tri- and four-grams, thus providing a more true reﬂection of the extent to which the
n-grams in two statements match.
Figure 8.11 demonstrates the deviation from the human baseline precision and
Figure 8.11: Precision and recall metrics percentage deviation from the human baseline
calculated for the translator pairs
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Figure 8.12: Precision and recall metrics calculated for the translator pairs on the 77 entries
for which all translators provided a translation
recall measurements. These measurements are only calculated from the perspective
of the human translators, as they provide for the most direct comparisons with the
baseline. The precision and recall baseline values for the human translators have been
left on this diagram as a reminder of the inverse nature of the values. To ﬁnd the
metric values from the perspective of the automated process, the precision and recall
metrics calculated from the human perspectives may simply be switched so that recall
becomes precision and vice versa. Using this technique it is possible to show that the
automated process is able to provide results on the precision and recall metrics, which
constitute either a large improvement over the human baseline, as in the case of the
ﬁrst translator, or similar results, as in the case of the second translator.
When these metrics are calculated for only the 77 entries, for which all three
translators provided a translation, the resulting values demonstrate a similar level of
similarity as the metrics calculated for all partial agreements between two translators,
as shown in Figure 8.12. From these results, it would seem that the recall and
precision metric calculation on the 77 shared translation entries are very similar to
those calculated on all the partial matches between two translators, with there being
a diﬀerence of (at most) 0.02 when the calculated metrics are compared.
The ﬁndings in this section indicate that the automated process is able to reach
levels of precision and recall with each individual translator, that is comparable to
the level of recall which they are able to reach with each other.
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8.2.7 F-measure
As discussed and demonstrated in the previous section, precision and recall are com-
plementary values. Although these values do provide valuable insights, it useful to
have a single value, which represents both the precision and recall. F-measure (F )
was, thus, deemed a better reﬂective value as it represents the harmonic mean be-
tween recall (R) and precision (P ) and could be seen as an average of the two values.
The F-measure value is also reﬂective of the accuracy of the comparison between the
translations of the two translators. F-measure is calculated using Equation 8.2.4,
where F represents the calculated F-measure, P represents a given precision value
and R represents a given recall value.
F =
P × R
(P +R)/2
(8.2.4)
As an example, Equation 8.2.5 demonstrates the F-measure calculation from the
perspective of the ﬁrst human translator providing the candidate translation and the
second human translator the reference translation. This calculation makes use of the
precision and recall values calculated in the previous section. It makes no diﬀerence
to the calculation if the perspective is reversed so that the ﬁrst translator provides the
reference translation and the second the candidate translation. The calculated value
of 0.62 is, however, only representative of the already averaged precision and recall
values calculated in the previous section. To ﬁnd a true representative F-measure
baseline between two translators, it is necessary to perform the F-measure calculation
for each of the 250 entries, using the individual precision and recall measurements.
This resulted in 250 F-measure values, which were averaged to a value of 0.604. Future
comparisons make use of the averaged F-measure value as the human baseline.
F =
P ×R
(P +R)/2
=
0.54× 0.73
(0.54 + 0.73)/2
≈ 0.62
(8.2.5)
Figure 8.13, illustrates the various F-measures calculated for the translator pairs,
along with the associated deviation from the human translator baseline of 0.604. The
F-measure value calculated between the ﬁrst translator and the automated process
constitutes a 17.22% increase over the human baseline, whereas the F-measure cal-
culated between the second translator and automated process constitutes a 0.50%
increase. These results indicate that on the F-measure metric (which is a harmonic
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Figure 8.13: F-measure calculations (and percentage deviation from the human baseline)
for each translator pair
mean of precision and recall), the automated process performs at a level similar to
or better than the human baseline. These results are reﬂected in Figure 8.14, which
represents the same calculations as performed thus far on all the partial agreements
between two coders, but only restricted to the 77 entries, for which all three transla-
tors provided (at least) a partial translation. The calculated values show very little
deviation from the F-measure values calculated across all partial agreements.
When taking into account both sets of F-measure calculations, the automated
process performs at a level very similar to that of the two human translators. The
automated process shows improvement, in comparison to the human baseline, in all
the F-measure calculations.
Figure 8.14: F-measure calculated for the translator pairs on the 77 entries for which all
translators provided a translation
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8.2.8 Levenshtein Distance
Whereas the precision, recall and F-measure values do not take into account the
sequence of the n-grams in the candidate and reference translations; Levenshtein
distance records the total number of changes (inserts, substitutions and deletions)
necessary to change one statement into another. This metric was chosen because
its focus on the sequential comparison of two translations oﬀsets the out-of-sequence
comparisons of precision, recall and F-measure.
The Levenshtein distance calculation does not make use of n-grams, but rather fo-
cuses on the individual characters in the reference and candidate translations. When
calculating Levenshtein distance, lower values represent statements which are closely
related and higher values represent statements requiring more changes to be trans-
formed into one another. For all of the other metrics calculated thus far, higher values
mean better results. Thus, for the sake of comparison, the calculated Levenshtein dis-
tances were inverted, so that low values indicate a large number of changes and high
values represent a low number of changes. For each of the 250 entries, the Levenshtein
distance is calculated from the perspective of each translator. The translation of the
one translator ﬁrst serves as the candidate translation, while the other serves as the
reference translation, after which the roles are reversed. The Levenshtein distance
is calculated using Equation 8.2.6, in which L represents the calculated Levenshtein
distance, s the number of substitutions, i the number of insertions and d the number
of deletions necessary to change the candidate translation into the reference transla-
tion. Thus, for each of the 250 entries in the dataset, there exists two Levenshtein
values for every translator pair.
L = 1− s+ i+ d
l
(8.2.6)
Figure 8.15 illustrates the relationship between the two perspective Levenshtein
values of the two human translators. From the large number of entries found at
the zero value for translator 2, it may be concluded that there are many entries for
which the entire translation of translator 2 would have to be modiﬁed character by
character to match the result provided by translator 1. This could be an indication
that translator 2 may have provided shorter translations than translator 1, which
corresponds with the conclusion drawn in Section 8.2.6.
In order to provide a baseline, the two human perspective Levenshtein distance
values were averaged for each entry, so that each of the 250 entries in the datasets has
a single associated Levenshtein distance value. This value was then further averaged
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Figure 8.15: Plotting of Levenshtein distance from the perspectives of two human translators
across all 250 entries to calculate the overall averaged Levenshtein distance between
the two human translators as 0.598. This value signiﬁes that, on average, 59.8% of
the text in the partial translations between the two humans is a match and does not
need to be modiﬁed to more closely resemble the translation of the other. This value
of 0.598 is used as the human baseline for all Levenshtein distance comparisons.
Figure 8.16 demonstrates what the average Levenshtein distance calculations are
between the two human translators, as well as the automated process and each in-
Figure 8.16: Levenshtein distance calculations (and percentage deviation from the human
baseline) for each translator pair
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dividual human translator. In the case of the automated process and the second
translator, there is a slight deﬁcit with regard to the average Levenshtein distance.
This means that, on average, the resulting translations between these two translators
require more changes to make them the same than do the translations analysed for
the baseline. The average Levenshtein distance calculated between the ﬁrst translator
and the automated process yields a marked improvement over the human baseline.
Thus, the translations provided by these two translators require fewer modiﬁcations
to make them exact matches to one another.
These results are reﬂected in the Levenshtein distance calculations, performed for
the 77 entries for which all translators provided a translation, as shown in Figure 8.17.
The automated process yields an improved result over the human baseline when
compared with the translations of either the ﬁrst or the second translator. Thus,
when analysing the results of the Levenshtein distance calculations on both sets of
partial agreements, the automated process yields an improvement over the human
baseline in all but one of the metric comparisons.
8.2.9 Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient
Before proceeding to analyse the results of all the metric calculations, conducted in the
previous sections, it is worth reﬂecting on the metrics of F-measure and Levenshtein
distance. The average F-measure, between the human translators (across all partial
agreements) was calculated as 0.604 in Section 8.2.7. This value and the average
Levenshtein distance of 0.598 (calculated in the previous section) seem to be very
closely related. In order to determine whether this is simply a ﬂuke or whether it was
Figure 8.17: Levenshtein distance calculated for the translator pairs on the 77 entries for
which all translators provided a translation
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representative of all the entries in the dataset, Pearson’s correlation coeﬃcient was
calculated for all the entries in the dataset.
Figure 8.18 and Figure 8.19 illustrate graphically the correlation between the F-
measure and Levenshtein distance values of the human translators. For both graphs,
the F-measure values remain constant, but the Levenshtein distance values diﬀer
depending on the translator whose translation perspective is captured in the graph.
Both ﬁgures indicate that for the most part, when the Levenshtein distance in-
creases, so too does the F-measure. This is a very promising result, because F-measure
is an indicator of the accuracy of the test, regardless of its character sequence, and
Levenshtein distance measures how closely related two statements are at a character
level. If these two values correlate, then it means that the closer the F-measure and
Levenshtein distances of two translations are, the more likely it becomes that they
are accurate.
Pearson’s correlation coeﬃcient was calculated as 0.79 from the perspective of
translator 1 and 0.78 from the perspective of translator 2, on the partial agreements
between the two human translators, using the F-measure and Levenshtein distance
values. Taylor (1990) states that values in the range of 0.36 to 0.67 represent moder-
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Figure 8.18: The correlation of F-measure and Levenshtein distance values from the per-
spective of the first translator
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Figure 8.19: The correlation of F-measure and Levenshtein distance values from the per-
spective of the second translator
ate correlations and that 0.68 to 1.0 may be considered strong or high correlations.
Thus, these values represent a high level of correlation between the F-measure and
Levenshtein distance calculations of both translators.
As the number of entries across all partial agreements does not match between all
three translator pairings, it was decided to perform the ﬁnal correlation calculations
only on the 77 entries on which all three translators provided a translation. The
correlation calculations were ﬁrstly performed using the F-measure calculations on
all 77 entries for each translator pair. The resulting Pearson’s correlation coeﬃcient
values for these tests are shown in Figure 8.20.
These calculations show that for all three translator pairs the level of correlation
is only moderate. This includes the level of correlation between the human transla-
tors, which serve as the baseline for this test. Thus, on the F-measure metric, the
automated process shows a similar level of correlation with the human translators
as they do with each other. A ﬁnal calculation was made to determine the level of
correlation among the Levenshtein distance values of the three translators, as shown
in Figure 8.21. The Pearson’s correlation coeﬃcient values calculated across the Lev-
enshtein distance values, for all three translator pairs, are fairly closely related to the
F-measure correlation values calculated for the same translator pairs.
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Figure 8.20: Pearson’s correlation coefficient calculations (and level of correlation) on F-
measure for each translator pair on the 77 entries for which all translators provided a trans-
lation
When analysing the Pearson’s correlation values in Figures 8.20 and 8.21, it further
emphasises the observation made earlier in this section that the values of F-measure
and Levenshtein distance are fairly closely related for the human translator pairs.
Furthermore, the level of correlation of the automated process with each human
translator is comparable with the baseline provided by the human translators, as
they all demonstrate a moderate level of correlation. What is, however, interesting to
note is that the results of the second translator seem to correlate much better with
those of the automated process, than do the results of the ﬁrst translator.
In Sections 8.2.6 and 8.2.8 it was concluded that translator 2 tended to provide
shorter translations than translator 1 did. Thus, from these results it may be further
concluded that the results of the automated process may also be on the shorter end
Figure 8.21: Pearson’s correlation coefficient calculations (and level of correlation) on Lev-
enshtein distance for each translator pair on the 77 entries for which all translators provided
a translation
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Table 8.12: Phase 2 evaluation metric results of comparing the human translators to the
automated process (0 = Fail, 1 = Pass)
Metric Translator 1
pass
Translator 2
pass
Overall
pass
Complete agreement 1 0 1
Complete disagreement 0 1 1
Recall 1 1 1
Precision 1 1 1
F-measure 1 1 1
Levenshtein distance 1 1 1
Total 5 5 6
of the spectrum. This in itself is also taken as a positive outcome, as from the
mathematical equations identiﬁed in Section 5.7, the majority of equations captured
from the South African high school mathematics curriculum are fairly short, with an
average length of only 13 characters.
This concludes all of the metric and correlation calculations for validating the
interlingual translation stage. The next section serves as an overview and comparison
of all the calculated metrics.
8.2.10 Weighing Up The Metrics
In order to determine whether the automated process provides comparable results to
those obtained from human translators, six metrics were chosen and the requirement
set that at least two thirds of the metrics should meet the baseline criteria of not
showing a negative deviation of more than 10% from the human baseline. A further
requirement, according to the research design outlined in Section 4.7.4 is for the ﬁnal
calculated values to show at least moderate correlation. As the main objective of
the interlingual translation stage is to deliver a translation process which is able to
translate entries at a level comparable to that of a (single) human translator, it was
decided that the automated process would be deemed successful on a metric if it could
match or better at least the results of one of the human translators.
The ﬁrst metric is the level of complete agreement between the translators. This
meant determining the number of entries on which the translators provide the exact
same translation or no translation at all. The best result on this metric was found in
comparing the translations of the ﬁrst human translator to the automated process. In
this instance, this translator pair resulted in 9.24% fewer complete agreements than
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the human baseline. The automated process/second human translator pairing did
not yield results that fell within 10% of the baseline set by the human translators.
The second metric consisted of measuring how many entries do not match at all,
i.e. the number of complete disagreements. This metric showed a great discrepancy
between the results of comparing the human translators with the automated process.
The ﬁrst translator had 54.17% more complete disagreements with the automated
process than it had with the other human translator, but the second translator and
the automated process had only 8.37% more complete disagreements than the human
baseline. Thus, for the ﬁrst two metrics, the automated process was only able to
meet the requirement of showing a less than 10% negative deviation from the human
baseline, when paired with one of the human translators.
The third, fourth, ﬁfth and sixth metrics are recall, precision, F-measure and
Levenshtein distance. Initially it was considered simply to calculate these values on
all of the partially agreed-upon entries. Although the results were promising, it would
be a truer reﬂection if these values were calculated on the exact same entries. As such,
these metrics were calculated on 77 entries which have all been translated by both
the human translators and by the automated process.
For the third and fourth metrics, namely recall and precision, depending on the
perspective from which the measurements are taken, the automated process was able
to yield an improvement on all instances over the human baseline. The largest im-
provements were found on the translator pairing of the ﬁrst human translator and
the automated process.
The ﬁnal two metrics are F-measure and Levenshtein distance. The automated
process deviated by 15.76% and 19.01% respectively when compared to the F-measure
and Levenshtein distance results of the ﬁrst translator and 2.20% and 0.18% respec-
tively when compared with the results of the second translator on the same metrics.
For both these metrics the automated process results constitute an improvement of
the human baselines.
Table 8.12 lists the overall achievements of the metrics for the automated process,
when measured against both human translators. All six of the metrics met the re-
quirements stipulated in the research design. Although it was decided to use the best
result in each case, the automated process was able to better or match the metrics
of the individual human translators on ﬁve out of the six metrics. This high level
of performance, with regard to the six metrics, is taken as the ﬁrst indicator of the
validity of the interlingual translation stage, as the research design only requires two
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thirds of the metrics to be comparable to or to constitute an improvement over the
human baseline.
The Pearson’s correlation coeﬃcient for the automated process and the individual
F-measure and Levenshtein values of both the human translators on the 77 trans-
lations were all calculated to be in the range of 0.36 to 0.67, which constitutes a
moderate level of correlation (Section 8.2.9). This level of correlation is deemed ac-
ceptable as this study is performing exploratory research. These correlation results
are taken as the second indicator as to the validity of the interlingual translation.
With the requirements for both the metric and correlation coeﬃcient calculations
met, the translations from the automated interlingual translation stage are considered
to be comparable to those of a human translator. These results serve as validation of
the second stage of the instantiation and translation model.
The next section discusses the process of validating the third stage of the trans-
lation model, namely the representational translation stage.
8.3 Phase 3: Validating the Representational Trans-
lation Stage
The ﬁnal phase of validation is an attempt to determine whether the translation
process is able to deliver statements accurately in a representational notation. As
these statements are in a language used for the display of mathematics in an electronic
medium, it is possible to view the results as rendered equations on a web page.
Accuracy in this stage is crucial as the content generated in this stage represents the
ﬁnal output of the translation process.
All tests in this phase were performed using the Tokenisation and Transformation
libraries discussed in Section 7.4.
8.3.1 Data Set Construction
As the purpose of this phase is to validate whether the translation process is able
to represent accurately query entries received in the interlingual format, the data set
should consist only of statements in the interlingual format. In Section 8.1.1 it was
determined that at least 305 entries would be necessary to establish the reliability of
the coding task. As this is a relatively low number, it was decided to create a data
set consisting of 1000 entries.
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Table 8.13: Coding results for validating the representational translation stage
Coder Correct Incorrect
Coder 1 992 8
Coder 2 998 2
In Chapter 5, an assistant was used to capture 3145 mathematical equations in
the interlingual notation. From these equations, 1000 entries were chosen at random
to create the data set for this validation phase.
8.3.2 Agreement and Precision
For this validation task, the same two human coders used in the previous phase were
employed. They were given access to a web page, which renders the 1000 interlingual
statements sequentially. Each entry had to be coded as being an accurate rendered
result of the provided equation, resulting in a simple binary (yes / no) decision.
To ensure consistency between the coders, they were each provided with a set of
instructions detailing the coding process (Appendix K).
The ﬁrst task was to determine how many entries each coder determined to be
represented correctly or not. These results are shown in Table 8.13. Both coders
categorised more than 99% of the entries as displayed correctly.
Although the results in Table 8.13 indicate that both coders deem most of the
entries to be displayed correctly, it is, however, more important to determine the
degree to which the coders are in agreement. This may be calculated by determining
on how many entries out of the 1000 they reached the same conclusion. Creating a
matrix of observed coincidences for the coded results, facilitated this calculation. The
number of value pairs per recording unit was calculated as 2(2−1) = 2. Thus, taking
into account the 1000 entries in the data set, the total number of value pairs in this
coding process is 2000. Table 8.14 shows the matrix of observed coincidences created
from the 2000 value pairs. Using these values, the agreement between the coders A,
was calculated as 99.2% (0.992), as shown in Equation 8.3.1.
A =
O00 +O11
n
=
2 + 1982
2000
= 0.992
(8.3.1)
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Table 8.14: A matrix of observed coincidences for observations on 1000 entries between two
human coders
Values: 0 1
Matrix of observed coincidences 0 o00 o01 n0
1 o10 o11 nc
Number of values n0 n1 n
Values: 0 1
Matrix of observed coincidences 0 2 8 10
1 8 1982 1990
Number of values 10 1990 2000
The validation of this categorisation task required the input of correctly format-
ted interlingual statements. The second stage of translation, i.e. the interlingual
translation stage, would not pass improperly formatted and validated statements to
the representational translation stage. Thus, testing this stage with improper values
would be a waste of time. To this end, calculating the percentage agreement is used
as the sole form of calculating the reliability of the translation process in this phase
of the study.
For most validation tasks this would seem insuﬃcient, but the calculation of Krip-
pendorﬀ’s α, as used in the validation task of phase one, is not feasible for this task,
as the input reliability must exhibit variation (Krippendorﬀ, 2004, p. 237). If the re-
liability data in Table 8.14 demonstrated a high level of variation, it would mean that
there is a discrepancy in this phase of the translation process, which would invalidate
the utility of the process.
However, by focusing speciﬁcally on the number of entries on which the two coders
are in complete agreement that the entry is displayed correctly, it is possible to
calculate the precision of the representational translation stage, P, (shown in Equation
8.3.2) as 99.1% (0.991).
P =
O11
n
=
1982
2000
= 0.991
(8.3.2)
The high levels of agreement and precision calculated on the input data for the
representational translation stage are taken as validation of the feasibility and utility
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of this stage in delivering well-formatted mathematical equations, when presented
with correctly structured input interlingual statements.
8.4 Conclusion
This chapter is divided into three main sections, each addressing the validation of
a speciﬁc stage of the instantiation created in Chapter 7. The ﬁrst validation task
addressed the validation of the categorisation stage of the instantiation. Three human
coders were employed to determine whether the automated translation process is able
to select candidates, for the second stage of translation, at a similar level to that of a
human performing the same task. To that end, it was decided to use Krippendorﬀ’s α
as a measure of reliability. The inter-coder reliability among the three human coders
was calculated as 0.75. The reliability was then recalculated, with the automated
process as a fourth coder. The α value was again calculated at 0.75, with the only
diﬀerence that the chance value calculated for the three humans at 0.59, increased
to 0.61 with the addition of the automated process. The similarity of these results
indicates that the automated process is able to select translation candidates at a
similar level or reliability to human coders.
The second phase of validation addressed the interlingual translation stage of the
instantiation. Two human translators were employed for this process. Baseline values
related to the level of complete agreement and disagreement, recall, precision, F-
measure and Levenshtein distance were calculated on 250 translations performed by
each human translator. These baseline values were used as the basis for comparison
of the same 250 entries translated by the automated process. The automated process
was able to meet the criteria of coming within a 10% level of deviation for each
baseline metric and in some cases even showing an improvement over the human
baseline results. The results were correlated using Pearson’s correlation coeﬃcient,
resulting in a moderate level of correlation. With all of the metric criteria met and
the results showing a moderate level of correlation, it serves as validation that the
automated interlingual translation process is able to approximate the function of a
human performing the same task.
The ﬁnal phase of validation addressed whether or not the instantiation is able
to display the translated results accurately in a form which may have been created
by a human. Two human coders were employed to determine whether the displayed
mathematical equation matches the input interlingual statement. If the human coder
recognised the displayed equation as valid, it constitutes an agreement with regard
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to whether the human would have created it in this form. The coders reached an
agreement level of 0.992 at a precision of 0.991. These high levels of agreement and
precision serve as validation of the representational translation stage of the instanti-
ation.
By validating the categorisation, interlingual translation and representational trans-
lation stages of the instantiation, these same three stages of the translation model are
also validated. The validation of the artefacts serve to ﬁnalise the construction of the
design science artefacts, as Hevner et al. (2004) state that an artefact instantiation
should demonstrate feasibility both of the design process and of the designed product.
The creation of the artefacts from the translation model demonstrates the feasibility
of the design and the validation of the artefacts demonstrates the feasibility of the
designed product. The ﬁnal chapter of this thesis provides an overview and reﬂection
on the contributions made by the study and its artefacts.
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Conclusion
The pursuit of new knowledge may be likened to a journey undertaken in an age
before modern convenience and urgency. The intrepid traveler starts oﬀ with nought
but an eventual destination - no clear path laid out beforehand. With each new leg of
the journey, the traveler makes new discoveries, both about the world being traversed
and about himself. New insights are gained with each campﬁre discussion or meal
that is shared with fellow travelers, consigning current routes of the journey to the
ether and revealing other more interesting, although less travelled routes. As the
weary traveler ﬁnally reaches the intended destination, a feeling of accomplishment
sets in and the lessons learnt on the journey are contemplated. Contemplation sparks
the realisation that the true journey of the traveler is only concluded when all the
inﬁnite pathways of this world and the next have been explored.
Just as the traveler must eventually reach his intended destination and contem-
plate his experiences, so too no research study can be complete without reﬂecting
upon the completed work. Reﬂection reveals the nature of the contributions made
and highlights areas which may, in future, be addressed in consequent studies.
This chapter serves as an overview of the contributions made by this study and
concludes by reﬂecting on these contributions. The design science research paradigm
served as a guide to this study, allowing for the creation of three artefacts.
9.1 Design Science
Design is essentially a search process to discover an eﬀective solution to a problem,
by means of the creation of artefacts (Hevner et al., 2004). Hevner et al. (2004)
state that knowledge and the understanding of a design problem and its solution are
acquired in the building and application of an artefact. In order to facilitate this
cyclical process, they have created seven guidelines for design science in information
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systems research. The current study attempted to adhere to these guidelines in order
to ensure that artefacts were created which represent utility in the given problem
domain. The following subsections discuss how each of the seven guidelines has been
addressed.
9.1.1 Design as an Artefact
In order to be considered design science, the ﬁrst guideline speciﬁes that the research
study must provide a viable artefact in the form of a construct, model, method or
instantiation. During the course of the study, three artefacts were created.
The ﬁrst artefact took the form of a construct, as outlined in Chapter 5. Hevner et
al. (2004) deﬁne the design science construct as constituting the vocabulary and sym-
bols in which problems and solutions are deﬁned and communicated. The construct
developed for this study consists of three parts, namely a bilingual dictionary of En-
glish tag words and Dr Math microtext counterparts (Section 5.4); a representational
mathematical notation with which to phrase mathematical equations (Section 5.6);
and a set of patterns representing equations found in the South African high school
mathematics curriculum (Section 5.8).
The second artefact is in the form of a model for the translation of Dr Math mi-
crotext learner queries into well-formed mathematical equations, in a format which
may be displayed electronically, as proposed in Chapter 6. The model consists of
three main stages: categorisation, interlingual translation and representational trans-
lation. The categorisation stage is responsible for categorising input queries as being
either translation candidates or not, and is discussed in Section 6.3. The interlin-
gual translation stage manages the task of converting input queries into interlingual
statements. These interlingual statements are structured using the mathematical no-
tation described in the construct. The interlingual translation stage of the model
is discussed in Section 6.4. The representational translation stage, as discussed in
Figure 9.1: The full translation model
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Section 6.5, describes the task of converting the interlingual statements into a form
which may be displayed to a tutor. The full model is illustrated in Figure 9.1.
The third, and ﬁnal, artefact is in the form of an instantiation of the translation
model. The creation of the instantiation is discussed in Chapter 7. In order to serve
as a proof of concept, the instantiation consists of the same three main stages as
the translation model. The three stages of the instantiation lent themselves to being
evaluated separately and validated as atomic units.
The evaluation and validation of the instantiation is discussed in Chapter 8. The
three phases of evaluation were conducted with the aid of human coders and transla-
tors, with the aim of proving that the instantiated stages were capable of performing
their intended task at a level comparable to that of a human performing the same
task. All three stages passed validation successfully, which ﬁrstly, validated the in-
dividual stages of the instantiation. In turn, that validated these same stages of the
translation model. Secondly, with all three component stages of the instantiation
validated, the instantiation itself was validated, making it a valid proof of concept
for the translation model. The validated proof of concept is thus instrumental in
validating the translation model itself.
In the creation of the artefacts; any knowledge gained from the environment;
existing theory and the development of the artefacts themselves, were used to improve
the artefacts iteratively. This re-created the design cycle as described by Hevner
(2007).
9.1.2 Problem Relevance
The objective of design science research is to develop technology-based solutions to
address important and relevant business problems. Hevner et al. (2004) state that
the relevance of any design-science research eﬀort is, with respect to a constituent
community, addressing the problems faced and the opportunities aﬀorded by the
interaction of people, organisations, and information technology.
The constituent community in this research study consists of the developers of
the Dr Math service, the tutors working on the service and the learners at whom the
service is aimed. The ﬁrst facet of the research problem of the study pertains to the
tutor deﬁcit in relation to the learners using the system. This deﬁcit arises as a result
of an organisational issue in the form of a lack of more tutors.
The second facet of the research problem is related to people, in that the tutors and
learners may come from diﬀerent walks of life or age groups and as such, experience a
discrepancy in their communication skills. The ﬁnal facet of the problem is related to
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information technology. Both the tutors and the learners interface with the Dr Math
service by electronic means, with diﬀering capacity in their interfaces. The learners
mostly make use of cellular phones, whereas the tutors perform tutoring from desktop
or laptop computers, by means of a web browser.
Although modern computers provide the ability to translate text from one form
to another and web browsers provide the capability to display mathematics in a well-
rendered form, neither of these capabilities is currently exploited in order to facili-
tate the tutoring process better. The study focused speciﬁcally on the information
technology aspect of the problem domain, but as the technology is used as a means
to provide a service connecting people, governed by an organisational structure, the
problem is relevant to design science.
At a more abstract level, the problem also exhibits philosophical relevance. South
Africa is a country in which the education system is always a heated point of discus-
sion. Currently, the passing grade for subjects has been lowered to 30% or 40%, but
still school learners shy away from the challenging subjects such as mathematics (and
physics). A ﬁrm grip on these subjects is needed for the next generation of South
African engineers, and is required for the implementation of all levels of infrastructure
in our country.
Services such as Dr Math provide a much-needed extra avenue of aid for the strug-
gling students. If the artefacts developed for this study are able to provide even the
smallest level of aid to the tutors, they may increase the throughput and eﬀectiveness
in helping South African school learners to master the subject of mathematics.
By maintaining contact with the organisation it was possible to source historic
system logs from the Dr Math service on multiple occasions and to provide feedback
on the integration of the developed artefacts into the service. This ensured that a
relevance cycle, as described by Hevner (2007), was created.
9.1.3 Design Evaluation
The utility, quality, and eﬃcacy of a design artefact must be rigorously demonstrated
via well-executed evaluation methods. Hevner et al. (2004, p. 85) state that the
"evaluation of a designed IT artefact requires the definition of appropriate
metrics and possibly the gathering and analysis of appropriate data. IT
artefacts can be evaluated in terms of functionality, completeness, consis-
tency, accuracy, performance, reliability, usability, fit with the organisa-
tion, and other relevant quality attributes."
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The translation model created as the study’s second artefact, in Chapter 6, was
implemented as an instantiation, in Chapter 7, to create the third artefact of the
study. The instantiation was evaluated, in Chapter 8, using three separate validation
steps, each aligning to a speciﬁc stage of the instantiation and each evaluation task
serving as a validation of the speciﬁc stage.
The ﬁrst evaluation addressed the validation of the categorisation stage of the
instantiation and is discussed in Section 8.1. Three human coders were employed
to determine whether the automated translation process is able to select candidates
for the second stage of translation, at a similar level to that of a human performing
the same task. To that end, it was decided to use Krippendorﬀ’s α as a measure of
reliability. The intercoder reliability between the three human coders was calculated
as 0.75. The reliability was then recalculated, with the automated process as a fourth
coder. The α value was again calculated at 0.75, with the only diﬀerence being that
the chance value calculated for the three humans at 0.59, increased to 0.61 with the
addition of the automated process. The similarity of these results indicate that the
automated process is able to select translation candidates at a level comparable to
human coders, in both the categories of number and type of results and reliability.
The second phase of validation, as discussed in Section 8.2 addresses the interlin-
gual translation stage of the instantiation. Two human translators were employed for
this process. Baseline values related to the level of complete agreement and disagree-
ment, recall, precision, F-measure and Levenshtein distance were calculated on 250
translations performed by each human translator. These baseline values were used as
the basis for comparison of the same 250 entries translated by the automated process.
The automated process was able to meet the criteria of not deviating negatively by
more than 10% from each baseline metric and in some cases even demonstrated an
improvement over the human baseline results. The results were correlated using the
Pearson correlation coeﬃcient, resulting in a moderate level of correlation. With all
of the metric criteria met and the results showing a moderate level of correlation,
it serves as validation that the automated interlingual translation process is able to
approximate the function of a human performing the same task.
The ﬁnal phase of validation, as discussed in Section 8.3, addresses whether or not
the instantiation is able to display the translated results accurately in a form which
may have been created by a human. Two human coders were employed to determine
whether the displayed mathematical equation matches the input interlingual state-
ment. If the human coder recognised the displayed equation as valid, it constituted
an agreement as to whether the human would have created it in this form. The coders
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reached an agreement level of 0.992 at a precision of 0.991. These high levels of agree-
ment and precision serve as validation of the representational translation stage of the
instantiation.
By validating the categorisation, interlingual translation and representational trans-
lation stages of the instantiation, these same three stages of the translation model
are also validated.
9.1.4 Research Contributions
Eﬀective design science research must provide clear and veriﬁable contributions in
the areas of the design artefact, design foundations, and/or design methodologies.
Hevner et al. (2004, p. 87) state that
"most often, the contribution of design science research is the artefact
itself. The artefact must enable the solution of heretofore unsolved prob-
lems."
The construct, developed as the study’s ﬁrst artefact, as discussed in Chapter 5,
addresses the mathematical features contained in the queries posed by the learners
to the tutors, when using the Dr Math service. Prior studies have quantiﬁed the
language, but have not focused speciﬁcally on which words and concepts in these
queries may serve as indicators to the presence of statements representing mathe-
matical equations. This has allowed for the compilation of a dictionary, containing
bilingual statements in English and the Dr Math microtext, as well as a series of
words which may safely be ignored and do not contribute to the identiﬁcation pro-
cess. As part of the construct, a series of string-based patterns were developed which
are a generalised representation of mathematical forms found in the South African
high school mathematics curriculum. The dictionary and the mathematical patterns
provide a deeper insight into what constitutes a statement containing a valid math-
ematical query. The construct provides the grounded knowledge necessary for the
creation of a model and its subsequent instantiation.
The second artefact, i.e. the translation model discussed in Chapter 6, provides a
contribution by presenting an abstracted method of converting qualifying statements
in microtext into a well-rendered mathematical form. Although the model was created
based on the Dr Math microtext there is no reason that it could not be grounded in
other forms of microtext, such as those found in Twitter feeds or on-line forums. The
researcher could ﬁnd no comparable translation models speciﬁcally geared towards
addressing the conversion of microtext statements into a rendered mathematical form.
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The third artefact, the instantiation, serves as a proof of concept of the translation
model in addressing the domain of the Dr Math service and its queries. This artefact,
discussed in Chapter 7, provides the most tangible contribution as it may be directly
applied to the problem domain as an aid to the Dr Math tutors. It provides a two-
fold contribution as it may ﬁrstly serve as a simple indicator of queries containing
mathematical statements. This may be of aid to the tutors as it would allow them
to focus more resources on such queries. The second contribution is in the translated
form that the instantiation provides for any query deemed translatable. With the
translated query presented to the tutor automatically, it saves them the time of
analysing the original statement. This frees up their time to spread their focus over
more queries and, in so doing, allows them to be of aid to more learners.
Taken as a whole, the three constructs serve to address an existing issue and
provide an avenue to improve or supplement the existing process. Therefore, using
the design science knowledge contribution framework devised by Gregor and Hevner
(2013), as discussed in Section 4.2.2, the research contribution of this study may be
seen as an improvement. An improvement in knowledge represents a design science
knowledge contribution which improves an existing process or service. In creating
this form of knowledge contribution, a researcher has to contend with knowledge that
exists of the process or the current context of the service. A useful contribution is
built on the foundation of the understanding of the researcher of the current process or
service and the ability to demonstrate and validate an improvement over the current
process.
9.1.5 Research Rigour
Design science research relies upon the application of rigorous methods in both the
construction and evaluation of the design artefact. Hevner et al. (2004) states that
rigour is derived from the eﬀective use of the knowledge base; both of its theoretical
foundations and research methodologies. Hevner (2007, p. 90) also states that
"research rigour in design science is predicated on the researcher’s skilled
selection and application of the appropriate theories and methods for con-
structing and evaluating the artefact."
Rigour was provided by grounding the study in an in-depth literature study, in
Chapter 3, on the topics relevant to the construction of the artefacts, such as natural
language processing. The literature study served as part of a theoretical knowledge
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base and allowed for the design of the study to be updated with the appropriate
evaluation methods, such as Krippendorﬀ’s α and Pearson’s correlation coeﬃcient,
as discussed in Chapter 4.
The language forms used by the learners on the Dr Math service were analysed and
combined with knowledge related to the South African high school mathematics cur-
riculum, to create a construct in Chapter 5, which provides organisational knowledge
of the problem domain. Furthermore, the natural language processing and render-
ing techniques were evaluated and contrasted thoroughly, on multiple occasions and
varying data sets, to ensure that the creation of the categorisation instantiation in
Section 7.1 is based on the most appropriate solution. All of this provided a knowl-
edge base which informed the research design of the study. When necessary, the
design was updated to ensure that it reﬂected the changes to the knowledge base,
thus creating a rigour cycle as described by Hevner (2007).
9.1.6 Design as a Search Process
The search for an eﬀective artefact requires utilising available means to reach desired
ends while satisfying laws in the problem environment. To determine the most ef-
fective solution for a given problem domain, it is therefore necessary to choose the
best solution among a series of candidate solutions. Therefore, Hevner et al. (2004)
state that design is essentially a search process to discover an eﬀective solution to a
problem. In order to design and develop the artefacts of the study, an investigation
was launched into various machine translation and natural language processing topics
(Chapter 3); techniques for identifying possible translation candidates (Appendix G);
and various techniques for representing mathematics electronically (Appendix L and
Appendix M). These various techniques were investigated and tested. Those relevant
to the study were implemented individually or used in combination with the others.
The techniques were expanded upon periodically to ensure that they still provided
the best solution after the conducting of initial tests.
9.1.7 Communication of Research
Hevner et al. (2004) state that design science research must be presented eﬀectively
both to technology-oriented as well as management-oriented audiences. Although this
document constitutes a communication of the ﬁndings of the study, communication
of the results in an academic environment largely take the form of peer-reviewed
conference proceedings and journal articles. The work pertaining to this study has
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Figure 9.2: Research activities - demonstration
resulted in various publications, which have all been double-blind peer-reviewed and
published with an ISBN or ISSN number. An overview of these publications may
be found in Appendix O. Feedback on these publications, in the form of discussions
with other researchers at the conferences or from the insights gained from the review
process, has been instrumental in the relevance of the ﬁnal research outputs of this
study. These publications align with the demonstration activity of the validation
phase of the study, as discussed in Section 4.7.1 and highlighted in Figure 9.2.
Two of the conference papers have been published in the proceedings of the Annual
(South African) Conference on World Wide Web Applications. Both of the papers
were related to the rendering of mathematics in the browsers most widely used by
the South African public. The aim of the Annual Conference on World Wide Web
Applications is to provide academics, researchers and web developers with a platform
for the presentation of any work related to the Internet, intranet or similar devel-
opments. Attendance at these conferences gave the researcher the opportunity to
exchange ideas with other researchers using web-based technologies for educational
purposes.
The Annual Symposium of the Pattern Recognition Association of South Africa
is the main annual event of the Pattern Recognition Association of South Africa
(PRASA). PRASA is aﬃliated with the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engi-
neers (IEEE) and with the International Association for Pattern Recognition (IAPR).
The symposium addresses topics related to general pattern recognition, image, and
speech processing. Attendance at this conference gave the researcher new avenues to
explore with regard to the classiﬁcation of input queries to the instantiation artefact.
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The main goal of the Association for the Advancement of Artiﬁcial Intelligence
(AAAI)’s Spring Symposium on Analysing Microtext is to bring together researchers
from diﬀerent communities who have an interest in analysing microtext, speciﬁcally
related to topics such as topic detection and monitoring; topic-to-sub-topic decom-
position and topic stage evolution tracking and prediction, thread summarisation,
modelling of inﬂuence and attitude changes, corpus creation and language struc-
ture. With the explosion of microtext in on-line services, such as the Short Message
Service (SMS) and microblogs, research on microtext has become increasingly nec-
essary. Traditional NLP techniques, which deal with grammatical, properly spelled
and punctuated language, may not address microtext statements adequately. Thus,
the symposium presented the opportunity for researchers to present their perspec-
tives and methodologies and to learn the terminology and techniques of one another.
Attendance at this conference gave the researcher further avenues to explore with
regard to both classiﬁcation techniques and means of translation.
The International Conference on Computation Science and Technology is an inter-
national conference dedicated to promoting advances in Computational Science and
Technology. The conference oﬀers attendees a forum to exchange innovative research
ideas, recent results, and to share experiences related to artiﬁcial intelligence, pattern
recognition, natural language processing and several other ﬁelds. At the time of writ-
ing, the conference has not yet taken place, but a paper detailing a process for the
normalisation of Dr Math microtext has been accepted for presentation. The work
covered in this paper explores how the knowledge gathered during the creation of the
construct and instantiation of this study, may ﬁnd application in other facets related
to the Dr Math microtext variant.
Furthermore, the details of how to consume the translation web service, discussed
in Section 7.5, have been communicated to Dr Laurie Butgereit. Dr Butgereit serves
as the researcher’s liaison to the CSIR and is the initiating researcher on the Dr Math
service. At the time of writing, the service has not yet been integrated into the live
Dr Math service.
In order for a study to be successful, it has to address and attempt to satisfy its
initial research objectives. The seven design science guidelines were instrumental in
crafting this process.
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9.2 Research Objectives
To guide the study, three sub-objectives were established, in Section 1.6. The ﬁrst of
these sub-objectives was to
determine which types of mathematical equations are prevalent in Dr Math
queries.
This was addressed by the creation of the construct artefact. Speciﬁc insight
was gained as to the language associated with mathematics in the microtext-based
queries of the learners, as well as how these statements relate to the language used in
phrasing questions in the South African high school mathematics curriculum. This
knowledge was supplemented by the creation of a series of string-based patterns which
are representative of the forms (types) of equations prevalent in the South African
high school mathematics curriculum.
The second sub-objective was to
test and perform a critical analysis of selected natural language processing
techniques.
This was addressed by performing a literature study on the various topics associated
with machine translation and natural language processing. Various techniques, such
as rule-based decision making, decision trees, neural networks and clustering were
tested and implemented as part of the instantiation artefact of the study.
The third sub-objective was to
devise a means by which the translation process may be incorporated into
the Dr Math service.
This was addressed by ﬁrstly, developing the instantiation artefact of the study as
a series of redistributable libraries. The second facet was the incorporation of the
entire translation process into a publicly accessible web service. These features make
it possible for the translation process to be incorporated into the Dr Math service, and
possibly other similar services as well, at the discretion of the developers of the service.
This makes the incorporation minimally invasive and does not require unnecessary
intervention by the researcher, except for the provision of advice and guidelines to
the developers. The ﬁnal rendering format was selected based on contrasting various
technologies suitable for displaying mathematics on a web page (Appendix L and
Appendix M). All three of these secondary objectives were devised in support of the
primary research objective of the study, which was to
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compare the performance of an automated Dr Math microtext translator
to that of a human translator.
The translation model was devised by incorporating the theoretical and organisational
knowledge gained from the construction of the construct artefact of the study. This
led to the creation of the three-staged translation model, as illustrated in Figure 9.1.
In order to prove the validity of the model, when applied to the Dr Math domain,
it was necessary to create the instantiation artefact. Although the creation of the
instantiation artefact serves as a proof-of-concept of the model, it does not validate
the model. In order to validate the model, it was ﬁrst necessary to validate the
instantiation.
As the model was created with the intention to improve the on-line tutoring pro-
cess, which is conducted by human tutors, it was decided that, in order for the
instantiation to be valid, it needed to perform its translation task at a level which
provides similar results to a human performing the same task. The instantiation
was validated in three separate phases. These three validated stages correspond to
the three stages of the model and thus, through this correlation, also validates the
stages of the model. The validation of all three of the stages of the instantiation, in
Chapter 8, also, in eﬀect, validates the translation model itself.
The main purpose of developing an automated translation process is to provide
support to the tutors on the Dr Math service. The model does this by addressing
two facets of the tutoring process. Firstly, the overﬂow of learners in relation to the
human tutors results in a large number of learner queries, not all posing relevant
questions related to mathematics. Thus, the model provides a means of creating a
simple ﬁlter, acting as an indicator of queries containing mathematical statements.
This should support the tutors in that it will allow them to focus on those queries
relevant to the Dr Math service.
An important aspect of the Dr Math tutoring process is that the learner queries
are posed in microtext. This requires that relevant statements ﬁrst be scrutinised
and then converted (translated) to mathematical equations representing the query of
the learner. The model provides for the capability to translate these queries into an
interlingual form, before converting them into a form which could be displayed in an
electronic medium. This saves the tutor the process of performing the translation
manually. Even if the translation is not 100% accurate it should give the tutor in-
sight into the form or type of the mathematical question being posed by the learner.
As the ﬁltering and translation tasks are to be performed by a computing process,
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developed solely and speciﬁcally for the task, it should be able to perform the same
tasks much faster than a human tutor would. This improvement in speed may yield
an improvement in the overall eﬀectiveness of the tutors on the service.
Thus, all facets of the model have been developed to improve the tutoring process;
by increasing tutor throughput, by means of removing, streamlining or speeding up
tasks which would otherwise require manual scrutiny or intervention by the tutors.
The research objectives serve as the source and inspiration to enable the research
questions of the study to be answered, based upon grounded knowledge.
9.3 Research Questions
In order to investigate a problem and gather new knowledge scientiﬁcally, it is nec-
essary for the belief of a researcher to be stated in the form of questions. These
questions, phrased in Section 1.5, help to guide the study and provide a framework
by which to judge the progress of the study. To this eﬀect, three sub-questions were
posed. The ﬁrst asked
which forms of mathematics form part of the problem domain?
This question was addressed by meeting the ﬁrst sub-objective of the study, as dis-
cussed in Section 9.2. In answering this question, by means of the creation of a
construct artefact, new knowledge was gained regarding the link between the South
African high school mathematics curriculum and microtext. This knowledge was in-
strumental in the design of the translation model and could, on a more abstract level,
be a good indicator with regard to the types of equations frequented in questions
posed by South African high school learners. The string-based regular expressions,
representing the various forms of mathematics, found in the South African high school
mathematics curriculum, ultimately serve as an answer to this question.
The second sub-question inquired
which methods allow Dr Math microtext to be accurately translated into a
mathematical equation?
This question was addressed by meeting the ﬁrst and second sub-objectives of the
study, as discussed in Section 9.2. The development of the bilingual dictionary as
part of the construct artefact allowed a link to be established between relevant Dr
Math microtext words and their English counterparts. This, along with the various
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techniques implemented and tested during the creation of the instantiation artefact,
serves to answer this question.
The third sub-question asked
how can the automated translation of Dr Math queries, into a mathemat-
ical equation, be incorporated into Dr Math?
This question was addressed by meeting the third sub-objective of the study, as
discussed in Section 9.2. The development of an instantiation artefact, speciﬁcally
tailored to translating Dr Math input queries into well-formatted mathematical state-
ments, which may be displayed in an electronic format, is the ﬁrst facet to answering
this question. The second is the development of the translation process as a web
service, which provides a minimally invasive means of incorporating the process into
the existing Dr Math service.
The three sub-questions were posed in support of the main research question of
the study, which asked:
Could an automated process, for translating Dr. Math microtext queries
to mathematics, perform the task at a level similar to that of a human
translator?
By ﬁrst proving the validity of the instantiation, the translation model was, in ef-
fect, validated. This validation proved that the model could fundamentally achieve a
translation process similar to that of a human translator performing the same task.
As the translations would normally be performed by the tutors themselves, the appli-
cation of such a translation model could improve the throughput of the tutors with
regard to the selection of relevant learner queries and the translation of said queries
into mathematical equations. The model is able to support the tutors in the form of
an instantiation, integrated into a publicly accessible web service.
9.4 Thesis Statement
The thesis statement of the study, phrased in Section 1.4, states that
An automated process could be developed for converting microtext queries
into mathematical equations. Validating such a process, independent of
the live Dr Math service, using content analysis and translation evalua-
tion techniques, would provide an indication of how closely the automated
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process mirrors the results of a human performing the same task. This
correlation may serve as an indicator of the utility of such a process to
the tutors on the Dr Math service.
The successful creation and validation of the model and instantiation artefacts,
guided by the research questions and objectives of the study, wholly support the
initial thesis statement. The development and validation of the automated translation
process, independently of the live Dr Math service, serves as an indicator of its possible
utility to the tutors.
9.5 Future Work
The construct developed for this study is based on the current variant of microtext
contained in the logs of the Dr Math service, as well the current South African high
school mathematics curriculum. Although the nature of the mathematical concepts
is not likely to change in the foreseeable future, the microtext language is very ﬂuid
in nature. Any instantiation based on the translation model of this study would
require constant updates to its base dictionary, patterns and rules in order to re-
main relevant, with regard to the microtext language. Furthermore, the instantiation
currently requires manual intervention to perform these updates. As the instantia-
tion serves as a proof-of-concept, this is considered suﬃcient for this study. Future
work may entail the incorporation of natural language processing techniques to ad-
just these variables automatically, in order to keep the instantiation relevant without
human intervention.
By employing assistants or asking the tutors to submit their respective valid trans-
lations on received queries; a large enough corpus of example input to output-mapped
statements may eventually be compiled. This may allow the current translation pro-
cess, as included in the instantiation artefact of this study, to be augmented or re-
placed by a statistical natural language processing-based approach.
Another aspect which may be addressed in future is that of mathematical forms
which may be better addressed in the form of a diagram, than by means of a simple
linear equation. The translation process already takes into account various mathe-
matical terms related to geometry. It may be possible to use a technology such as
Scalable Vector Diagrams to illustrate these statements, as well.
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9.6 Reflecting on the Study
As the journey, that is, this study, reaches its conclusion, it draws to a close the ﬁrst
steps of a life-long expedition. The journey started with the simple belief that it was
possible to augment a tutoring process, which already provides a beneﬁcial service
to the South African youth, by the creation of new knowledge. Using the research
paradigm of design science as a guide, new knowledge regarding the organisational
structure and layout of the language involved, as well as how it relates to the mathe-
matics encountered by South African school learners, was uncovered. This knowledge
has not only broadened the horizons of the researcher, but has also contributed new
knowledge to the greater community, as this domain has not been previously explored
in this fashion.
By applying existing theoretical knowledge, it was possible to create new methods
and processes, speciﬁcally related to the processing of microtext. The application of
these existing and custom techniques has led to the veriﬁcation of a model for the
translation of microtext queries into well-formatted mathematical equations. No such
model currently exists for the problem domain, nor does it exist in the greater natural
language processing research domain.
The model developed in this study and its associated instantiation, were indepen-
dently validated and not by means directly related to the live Dr Math service. This
decision may not have impacted on the development of the model, as the underlying
content remained unchanged, but diﬀerent results may have been attained using the
volunteer Dr Math tutors as the coders and translators of the study. Although this
decision was made with noble intentions, in order not to disrupt the live Dr Math
service and further burden the already overloaded tutors, the validation of the instan-
tiation may have yielded diﬀerent results if this avenue was pursued. The integration
of the translation service may in future provide deeper insight, as feedback from the
tutors on the service is gathered, with regard to its continued utility.
Just as the traveller at the outset of this chapter realised at the end of his journey
that there are still so many pathways to traverse, so too does the researcher realise that
there are still many avenues to explore and to discover, with regard to the problem
domain. This study merely serves to prove the concept, but there are a myriad other
ways to approach this and other similar problems. No single study could ever hope
to encompass the entire scope of the problem domain. The few examples of possible
future work, as stated in Section 9.5, may yet prove to be the tip of the iceberg.
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9.7 Conclusion
The most tangible deliverable of the study is that of a web service, which allows
statements in the Dr Math microtext language to be translated into mathematical
equations. The public nature of the service means that it could easily be integrated
into the existing Dr Math service, but is not exclusively available to the service.
The study delivers new knowledge in the relationship between microtext state-
ments and the South African high school mathematics curriculum. The application
of this knowledge has led to the creation of a model speciﬁcally crafted for the trans-
lation of microtext queries into mathematical statements. Although the instantiation
(and as such, the web service) delivers a translation process which may only remain
valid for a limited period, owing to the transitive nature of microtext, the model
may be re-implemented in any situation, current or future, dealing with microtext
containing mathematical content.
The 2013 South African matriculation results suggest that the South African
education system is improving. Many naysayers suggest that this improvement is
the result of a lowering of standards and pass rates and an increase in the uptake of
subjects not requiring any mathematical skills. The large number of South African
school learners subscribing to services such as Dr Math, serve as proof to the contrary.
These services are indicative of the eﬀorts of volunteers to make a diﬀerence in the
education of South African children and also of children attempting to aﬃrm their
grasp on mathematics by consulting outside sources. These learners may yet represent
the future researchers of South Africa, striving to increase their knowledge of a subject
beyond the limited sources available to them. The continued growth of services such
as Dr Math and the deﬁcit in knowledgeable volunteers, make this researcher hopeful
that the small contribution of this study will allow more South African school learners
to quench their thirst for knowledge.
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Content Usage Agreement
In order for the researcher to have been granted access to the Dr Math service logs,
it was necessary to enter into a content usage agreement with the CSIR. A copy of
the agreement is contained in this appendix. The overall Dr Math project is also gov-
erned by a memorandum of understanding between the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan
University and the CSIR.
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Appendix C
Literature Sampling
This appendix contains the coding results, by concept and author as encountered
during the literature study in Chapter 3.
Table C.1: Concepts discovered by literature sampling; listed according to author
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Author(s) Adeel et al. (2008) 1 1 1 1 1 5
Asperti, Guidi, Coen, Tassi, and Zacchiroli (2006) 1 1 1 1 4
Aw et al. (2006) 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
Baker and McCallum (1998) 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
Bangalore, Murdock, and Riccardi (2002) 1 1 1 1 4
Bartlett et al. (2008) 1 1 1 1 4
Beaufort et al. (2010) 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
Brill and Moore (2000) 1 1 1 1 4
Butgereit and Botha (2011a) 1 1 2
Butgereit and Botha (2011b) 1 1 1 3
Cavnar and Trenkle (1994) 1 1 1 1 4
Choudhury et al. (2007) 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
Cohen and Singer (1999) 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
Contractor et al. (2010) 1 1 1 3
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Table C.1 – continued from the previous page
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Cook and Stevenson (2009) 1 1 1 1 4
Corvey, Vieweg, Rood, and Palmer (2010) 1 1 1 3
Dagan et al. (1993) 1 1 1 1 1 5
Dent and Paul (2011) 1 1 1 3
Eisenstein et al. (2010) 1 1 1 1 4
Finin et al. (2010) 1 1 1 3
Forsythand and Martell (2007) 1 1 1 3
Foster (2010) 1 1 1 3
Golding and Roth (1996) 1 1 1 3
Gouws et al. (2011) 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
Green (1999) 1 1 1 1 1 5
Grottke, Jeschke, Natho, and Seiler (2005) 1 1 1 1 4
Hull (1994) 1 1 1 1 1 5
Jeschke et al. (2008) 1 1 1 3
Jiampojamarn, Cherry, and Kondrak (2008) 1 1 1 1 4
Jing and Tzoukermann (1999) 1 1 1 1 1 5
Kan et al. (1998) 1 1 1 1 1 5
Karov and Edelman (1998) 1 1 1 1 4
Kaufmann and Kalita (2010) 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
Kešelj, Peng, Cercone, and Thomas (2003) 1 1
Khreisat (2006) 1 1 1 1 4
Kobus et al. (2008) 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
Koehn et al. (2007) 1 1 1 1 4
Kohlhase and Sucan (2006) 1 1 1 1 4
Kothari et al. (2009) 1 1 1 1 1 5
Leacock, Miller, and Chodorow (1998) 1 1 1 1 1 5
C. H. Lee et al. (2004) 1 1 1 1 4
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Y.-B. Lee and Myaeng (2002) 1 1 1 1 1 5
Lewis and Ringuette (1994) 1 1 1 1 4
Libbrecht and Melis (2006) 1 1 1 1 1 5
Lin (1998) 1 1 1 1 4
J. Liu and Chua (2001) 1 1 1 3
Medina (2008) 1 1
Gimpel et al. (2011) 1 1 1 1 1 5
Paul, Hong, and Chi (2011) 1 1 2
Rama, Singh, and Kolachina (2009) 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
Rosa and Ellen (2009) 1 1 1 1 4
Sproat et al. (2001) 1 1 1 1 4
Stolcke (2002) 1 1 2
Toutanova and Moore (2002) 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
van den Bosch and Canisius (2006) 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
Wang, Thrasher, Viegas, Li, and Hsu (2010) 1 1 1 3
Wang and Chua (2010) 1 1 1 1 1 5
Wiener, Pedersen, Weigend, and Others (1995) 1 1 1 1 1 5
Xue et al. (2011) 1 1 1 1 4
Yang and Pedersen (1997) 1 1 1 1 4
Youssef (2007) 1 1 1 3
Zhao et al. (2008) 1 1 1 1 4
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Table C.2: Alignment sub-concepts discovered by literature sampling, listed according to
author
Author(s)
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Aw et al. (2006) 1 1 1
Baker and McCallum (1998) 1
Bangalore et al. (2002) 1 1 1
Beaufort et al. (2010) 1 1
Brill and Moore (2000) 1 1
Choudhury et al. (2007) 1 1
Cohen and Singer (1999) 1 1
Contractor et al. (2010) 1 1
Cook and Stevenson (2009) 1 1
Dagan et al. (1993) 1
Golding and Roth (1996) 1
Gouws et al. (2011) 1
Green (1999) 1
Grottke et al. (2005) 1
Jing and Tzoukermann (1999) 1
Kan et al. (1998) 1
Karov and Edelman (1998) 1
Kaufmann and Kalita (2010) 1
Kobus et al. (2008) 1
Koehn et al. (2007) 1
Kothari et al. (2009) 1
Leacock et al. (1998) 1
C. H. Lee et al. (2004) 1
Y.-B. Lee and Myaeng (2002) 1
Libbrecht and Melis (2006) 1
Lin (1998) 1
Gimpel et al. (2011) 1
Rama et al. (2009) 1 1 1
Toutanova and Moore (2002) 1 1
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Table C.2 – continued from the previous page
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van den Bosch and Canisius (2006) 1
Table C.3: Classification sub-concepts discovered by literature sampling; listed according to
author
Author(s)
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Adeel et al. (2008) 1
Asperti et al. (2006) 1 1
Baker and McCallum (1998) 1 1
Bartlett et al. (2008) 1 1
Beaufort et al. (2010) 1 1
Butgereit and Botha (2011a) 1
Cavnar and Trenkle (1994) 1
Cohen and Singer (1999) 1
Dagan et al. (1993) 1 1
Eisenstein et al. (2010) 1 1 1
Forsythand and Martell (2007) 1 1 1 1 1
Gouws et al. (2011) 1
Green (1999) 1
Grottke et al. (2005) 1
Hull (1994) 1
Jeschke et al. (2008) 1
Jiampojamarn et al. (2008) 1 1
Jing and Tzoukermann (1999) 1
Karov and Edelman (1998) 1
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Table C.3 – continued from the previous page
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Kešelj et al. (2003) 1
Khreisat (2006) 1
Kobus et al. (2008) 1
Leacock et al. (1998) 1
Y.-B. Lee and Myaeng (2002) 1
Lewis and Ringuette (1994) 1 1 1
J. Liu and Chua (2001) 1
Rama et al. (2009) 1
Rosa and Ellen (2009) 1 1 1 1
Sproat et al. (2001) 1 1 1
Toutanova and Moore (2002) 1
van den Bosch and Canisius (2006) 1
Wang et al. (2010) 1
Wang and Chua (2010) 1 1 1
Wiener et al. (1995) 1 1
Yang and Pedersen (1997) 1 1
Zhao et al. (2008) 1 1 1
Table C.4: Data sub-concepts discovered by literature sampling; listed according to author
Author
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Adeel et al. (2008) 1 1
Asperti et al. (2006) 1 1 1
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Table C.4 – continued from the previous page
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Aw et al. (2006) 1 1 1
Baker and McCallum (1998) 1 1
Bangalore et al. (2002) 1 1 1
Bartlett et al. (2008) 1 1 1
Beaufort et al. (2010) 1 1 1 1 1
Brill and Moore (2000) 1 1 1
Butgereit and Botha (2011a) 1 1
Butgereit and Botha (2011b) 1 1
Cavnar and Trenkle (1994) 1 1 1
Choudhury et al. (2007) 1 1 1
Cohen and Singer (1999) 1 1 1
Contractor et al. (2010) 1
Cook and Stevenson (2009) 1 1 1 1
Corvey et al. (2010) 1 1 1
Dagan et al. (1993) 1 1 1
Dent and Paul (2011) 1 1 1 1 1
Eisenstein et al. (2010) 1 1 1
Finin et al. (2010) 1
Forsythand and Martell (2007) 1 1 1 1
Foster (2010) 1 1 1
Golding and Roth (1996) 1
Gouws et al. (2011) 1 1 1 1
Green (1999) 1 1
Grottke et al. (2005) 1 1
Hull (1994) 1 1
Jeschke et al. (2008) 1 1 1
Jiampojamarn et al. (2008) 1 1
Jing and Tzoukermann (1999) 1 1 1
Kan et al. (1998) 1 1 1
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Table C.4 – continued from the previous page
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Karov and Edelman (1998) 1 1
Kaufmann and Kalita (2010) 1 1 1 1
Kešelj et al. (2003) 1 1
Khreisat (2006) 1 1
Kobus et al. (2008) 1 1 1
Koehn et al. (2007) 1
Kohlhase and Sucan (2006) 1 1 1
Kothari et al. (2009) 1 1 1
Leacock et al. (1998) 1 1 1 1
C. H. Lee et al. (2004) 1 1 1
Y.-B. Lee and Myaeng (2002) 1 1
Lewis and Ringuette (1994) 1 1 1
Libbrecht and Melis (2006) 1 1 1
Lin (1998) 1 1
J. Liu and Chua (2001) 1
Medina (2008) 1
Gimpel et al. (2011) 1 1 1 1
Paul et al. (2011) 1
Rama et al. (2009) 1 1 1
Rosa and Ellen (2009) 1 1
Sproat et al. (2001) 1 1 1 1 1
Stolcke (2002) 1
Toutanova and Moore (2002) 1 1 1 1
van den Bosch and Canisius (2006) 1 1
Wang et al. (2010) 1
Wang and Chua (2010) 1 1 1 1
Wiener et al. (1995) 1 1
Xue et al. (2011) 1 1 1
Yang and Pedersen (1997) 1 1
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Table C.4 – continued from the previous page
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Youssef (2007) 1
Zhao et al. (2008) 1 1 1
Table C.5: Metrics sub-concepts discovered by literature sampling; listed according to author
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Adeel et al. (2008) 1 1 1 1
Aw et al. (2006) 1
Baker and McCallum (1998) 1 1
Bangalore et al. (2002) 1
Bartlett et al. (2008) 1
Beaufort et al. (2010) 1 1
Brill and Moore (2000) 1 1
Cavnar and Trenkle (1994) 1
Choudhury et al. (2007) 1
Cohen and Singer (1999) 1 1 1 1 1 1
Contractor et al. (2010) 1 1 1
Cook and Stevenson (2009) 1
Corvey et al. (2010) 1 1
Dagan et al. (1993) 1 1
Dent and Paul (2011) 1 1 1 1
Eisenstein et al. (2010) 1 1
Finin et al. (2010) 1
Forsythand and Martell (2007) 1 1 1 1
Foster (2010) 1 1 1 1
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Gouws et al. (2011) 1
Green (1999) 1 1
Hull (1994) 1 1 1
Jiampojamarn et al. (2008) 1 1
Jing and Tzoukermann (1999) 1 1 1
Kan et al. (1998) 1 1 1 1 1 1
Kaufmann and Kalita (2010) 1 1
Kešelj et al. (2003) 1
Khreisat (2006) 1 1
Kobus et al. (2008) 1 1
Koehn et al. (2007) 1
Kohlhase and Sucan (2006) 1
Kothari et al. (2009) 1 1
Leacock et al. (1998) 1 1 1 1
C. H. Lee et al. (2004) 1 1 1
Y.-B. Lee and Myaeng (2002) 1 1 1
Lewis and Ringuette (1994) 1 1
Libbrecht and Melis (2006) 1 1 1
Lin (1998) 1 1
J. Liu and Chua (2001) 1
Gimpel et al. (2011) 1 1
Paul et al. (2011) 1
Rama et al. (2009) 1 1
Rosa and Ellen (2009) 1 1 1
Sproat et al. (2001) 1 1
Toutanova and Moore (2002) 1 1 1
van den Bosch and Canisius
(2006)
1
Wang and Chua (2010) 1 1 1 1
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Wiener et al. (1995) 1 1
Xue et al. (2011) 1 1 1 1
Yang and Pedersen (1997) 1
Youssef (2007) 1
Zhao et al. (2008) 1 1 1 1
Table C.6: Modelling sub-concepts discovered by literature sampling; listed according to
author
Author
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Aw et al. (2006) 1
Baker and McCallum (1998) 1
Bartlett et al. (2008) 1
Beaufort et al. (2010) 1
Brill and Moore (2000) 1 1
Choudhury et al. (2007) 1 1
Cohen and Singer (1999) 1
Contractor et al. (2010) 1
Cook and Stevenson (2009) 1 1
Gouws et al. (2011) 1
Jiampojamarn et al. (2008) 1 1
Kaufmann and Kalita (2010) 1
Kobus et al. (2008) 1 1
Koehn et al. (2007) 1
Rama et al. (2009) 1 1
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Sproat et al. (2001) 1 1
Stolcke (2002) 1
Toutanova and Moore (2002) 1 1
Xue et al. (2011) 1
Table C.7: Normalisation sub-concepts discovered by literature sampling; listed according
to author
Author
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Adeel et al. (2008) 1 1
Asperti et al. (2006) 1
Aw et al. (2006) 1
Bangalore et al. (2002) 1
Beaufort et al. (2010) 1 1
Brill and Moore (2000) 1
Choudhury et al. (2007) 1 1 1
Cohen and Singer (1999) 1
Contractor et al. (2010) 1
Golding and Roth (1996) 1 1
Green (1999) 1
Grottke et al. (2005) 1
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Hull (1994) 1
Jeschke et al. (2008) 1
Kan et al. (1998) 1
Kaufmann and Kalita (2010) 1 1
Kobus et al. (2008) 1 1 1
Koehn et al. (2007) 1 1
Kohlhase and Sucan (2006) 1
Kothari et al. (2009) 1
Y.-B. Lee and Myaeng (2002) 1
Libbrecht and Melis (2006) 1
Rama et al. (2009) 1
Toutanova and Moore (2002) 1
van den Bosch and Canisius (2006) 1
Wiener et al. (1995) 1
Xue et al. (2011) 1 1
Youssef (2007) 1
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Table C.8: Pre- and post-processing sub-concepts discovered by literature sampling; listed
according to author
Author(s)
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Adeel et al. (2008) 1 1 1 1 1
Asperti et al. (2006) 1 1 1
Aw et al. (2006) 1 1
Baker and McCallum
(1998)
1 1 1 1
Beaufort et al. (2010) 1 1 1 1 1
Butgereit and Botha
(2011a)
1 1 1
Butgereit and Botha
(2011b)
1 1
Cavnar and Trenkle
(1994)
1
Choudhury et al. (2007) 1
Cohen and Singer
(1999)
1 1 1 1
Contractor et al. (2010) 1 1 1
Corvey et al. (2010) 1
Dagan et al. (1993) 1
Dent and Paul (2011) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Eisenstein et al. (2010) 1 1 1
Finin et al. (2010) 1
Forsythand and Martell
(2007)
1 1 1
Foster (2010) 1 1 1
Gouws et al. (2011) 1 1 1 1
Grottke et al. (2005) 1 1 1 1
Hull (1994) 1 1 1
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Jing and Tzoukermann
(1999)
1 1
Kan et al. (1998) 1 1 1
Karov and Edelman
(1998)
1 1 1 1 1
Kaufmann and Kalita
(2010)
1 1 1 1
Khreisat (2006) 1 1
Kohlhase and Sucan
(2006)
1 1
Kothari et al. (2009) 1 1 1
Leacock et al. (1998) 1 1 1
C. H. Lee et al. (2004) 1 1 1
Lewis and Ringuette
(1994)
1 1 1
Libbrecht and Melis
(2006)
1 1
Lin (1998) 1
Gimpel et al. (2011) 1
Rosa and Ellen (2009) 1 1 1 1 1
Sproat et al. (2001) 1 1
van den Bosch and Can-
isius (2006)
1 1
Wang et al. (2010) 1 1 1 1
Wang and Chua (2010) 1
Wiener et al. (1995) 1 1 1
Yang and Pedersen
(1997)
1
Youssef (2007) 1 1
Zhao et al. (2008) 1 1
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Appendix D
Sources of Mathematical Content
This appendix lists the mathematical textbooks and curriculum statements consulted
for the creation of the construct in Chapter 5.
Carter, P., Dunne, L., Morgan, H., and Smuts, C. (2010). Study and Master Mathe-
matics Grade 9. Cambridge University Press, 12th edition.
Goba, B., Morgan, H., Press, K., Smuts, C., and Van der Walt, M. (2011). Study
and Master Mathematics Grade 8. Cambridge University Press, 9th edition.
Goba, B. and Van der Lith, D. (2008). Study and Master Mathematics Grade 10.
Cambridge University Press, 2nd edition.
Van der Lith, D. (2008). Study and Master Mathematics Grade 11. Cambridge
University Press, 5th edition.
Van der Lith, D. (2010). Study and Master Mathematics Grade 12. Cambridge
University Press, 9th edition.
South African Department of Education (2003a). National Curriculum Statement
Grades 10-12 (General) Mathematical Literacy.
South African Department of Education (2003b). National Curriculum Statement
Grades 10-12 (General) Mathematics.
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Appendix E
List of English Tag Words and
Associated Dr Math Microtext
Counterparts
This appendix contains a list of all the mappings between English tag words and
microtext examples found in the logs of the Dr Math service. The creation of this list
of associations is described in Section 5.3.
Table E.1: English tag words and related Dr Math counterparts
English Tag Word Dr Math Microtext Counterparts
above abve, abva, abv, bve
adapt -
add addz, addt, adds, addtion, added, additiona, additiion, adding
algebra algebras, algebraic, algebratic, algebraise, algebraically, algebraicaly, al-
gebric, algebriac, algebr, algebricaly, algebrically, elgabraic, algibric, aleg-
bra, algbra, algbr, allegebric, alegabriac, algerbrk, algerbraic, algerbra,
algrebraic, algrebra
amount amountz, amounts, amoun, amuont, amnt, amaount, amoutsn, amoutns,
amoutn
amplitude amplitudes, amplitudi, amplitues
analyse analyses, analysed, analysis, analystic, analys, analyze
and -
angle angles, anglez, angled, anglz, angls, angl, angel
any -
arc arcs
arithmetic arithmetical, arithmetc, arithmetiec, qrithmetic, arithmet, arithmatic, airth-
metic, arithemtic, arithmtic, arthimetic, arthemetic, arithemetic, arithe-
matic, arithmdtic, arthemtic, arthmetic
Continued on the next page
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Table E.1 – continued from the previous page
English Tag Word Dr Math Microtext Counterpart
arrive arrived
asymptote asymptotes, asymptot, asymptte, asymptt, asympt, assymptote, assymp-
totes, asympotes, asumptote, asymtots, asymtotes, asymtote
at -
average averages, avarage, averge, avarege, avarge, averatges, avrg
between betweeen, betwene, betwee, betweem, betwen, bteween, betwn, betwin,
bitwin, btwwn, btween, btwn, btwin, btwen, betw, bewteen, beteen
binomial binomials, bionomials, bionomial
bisect bisects, bisector, bisecting, bisection, bisct
both boths, bth
by -
calculate calculates, calculated, recalculate, calculation, calculations, calculating,
calculat, calculatd, calculatns, calculatin, calculatng, calcult, calculatinz,
calculationz, calcultions, calculte, calcultd, calculas, calcula, calcul, cal-
culalus, culculate, cclculate, culculating, calcualted, calcualte, caluclate,
calcluate, calcualtion, calcualate, claculations
calculator calculators, calculater, calculatr, calcluator, calculors, calclautor, calucal-
tor, calucalator, calcukater, clcultor, clculator, caltulater
calculus calculu, culculus, calculis, calculas, calculsu, calculs, calculaus, calcu-
lalus, calcalus, calcluus, culculas, calcluas, calclulus, calcus
cartesian cartesean, cartisian, cartisien, cartisn, cartician
centre centres, centred, centr, centered, center
circle circles, circls, circl, circldes, cricle, sircle, ciricle, sircl, crcls, crcle, crcl,
cirlce
circumference circumferences, circumferance, circumferes, circumfere, curcumference,
circumferenbe, circumfarence, circumfarance, circumffernce, circum-
frence, circumfence, cirference, circomferecne, circumfrc, circumf, cird-
cumference, circum
classify classified, classification, clasification
coefficient coefficients, coeeficients, coeeficient, coeefficient, coefficeint, coefficent,
coeficients
common commons, comon, comn, commom, commo
commutative -
compare compares, compared, compard, comparing, compere, compuer
complementary complementarys, complimentary, complemmentary, complememtary
compound compounds, compounded, compounding, compouned, coumpound, com-
ponded, cmpound, coumpounded, compounts, compount, compoung,
compoun, compund, compnd, coumpnded
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English Tag Word Dr Math Microtext Counterpart
conclude concludes, conclusive, conclusion
congruent kongruente, congurent, congruency, congruence, kongrente
constant constants, constent, constnt, constance, constan
constructive constructed, constructd, construct, constructions, construction, konstruk-
tiewe, constrncts
contain contains, contained, containing
cosine cosines, cosinus, cosin, cosing
count counts
cube cub, cubc, cubc, cube, cubed, cubeing, cuberoot, cuberoot, cuberoote,
cubes, cubic, cubical, cubice, cubics, cubism, kubieke, qubic
cumulative accumulative, accumulated, cumaltive
curve curves, curved
decimal decimals, decimla, decimpal, dicimal, deciamals, decmial, decmal
decrease decreases, decreased, decreasd, decreasing, decreaases, decremented,
degresses
degree degrees, degreez, degreees, degreess, degrez, degresses, degress, de-
greaz, degres, degre, digree, degrz, degri, degrc, digress
denominator denominators, denominater, denominatr, denominaotrs, denominaotr, de-
nominoator, denomenator, deonminators, deonminator, denominaor, de-
nominalr, denominaltr, denomianotor, detominator, denonmenator, de-
nomimator, dinominato, denometator, dedonmiantor, deonominator, de-
oniminators, denomitaor, denomiator, denomtr, denom
descending -
describe describes, described, describing, descrb
determine determines, determined, determining, determind, determin, deter-
minined, determinin, determing, determn, determains, detremine, deter-
mime, determim, detrmine, deternine, determyn, determ, dtrmn, dtrmine,
dtrmin, detern, dertimine, dertemine, dertemining
diagonal diagonals, diagonale, diagnals, diagnal
differential differentials, differentiate, differentiable, defferential, differencial, difern-
tial, diferential, differ, diffirensiol
differentiation differentiating, differentiated, defferentiation, differentiate, differentiable,
differenciation, diffrntin, diffrentiation, defferentiate, difrentiant, diffirenti-
ate, differenciate, differenciat, differentla, differentt, differents, dfferentia-
tion, deferentiatin, differetiation, differientiate, differ
display displayed, displaying
distance distances, distanc, distnace, distnc, distnce, disstance, dstance, distace
distribution -
Continued on the next page
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English Tag Word Dr Math Microtext Counterpart
distributive -
divide divides, dividec, divided, dividd, divid, dividing, dividin, devides, devided,
devide, diveded, divede, divdd, devid, divded, divde, divd, devidng, divd-
ing, dvded
divisible divisble, divisi
do does
dot dots, dotted
down dwn, dow
draw drawn, drawen, drawing, drawng, drawings, drawrng, drow, drew, drwn,
drwan, drw, drwing, drwngz
eight -
enlargement enlargements, enlarge, enlarged, enlargd
equal equals, equalz, equaly, equall, equally, equalize, equalise, equaling, ee-
qual, equaals, equqal, equls, equl, equel, equeal, equle
equation equatins, equatiions, equationz, equationg, equatio, equati, equa-
tiosn, equatioon, equatiokn, equatin, equated, equat, equatipn, equatn,
equaitons, equatnz, qeuations, eqeations, equitions, equetions, equa-
sions, eqautions, equasion, equate, equaltions, equaition, equaiton,
equasi, equaxns, equaitios, equtions
equiangular -
equilateral eequilateral, equilaeral
estimate estimates, estimated, estmatimation
examine examined, examining
expand expands, expanded, expandin, expanding, exapand
factor factors, factorz, factored, factorse
factorial factorials
feasible feasibility, feasable
five fives, fiv, fv
for forr
formula formulaz, formulas, formulae, formulaes, formulars, formulation, formulat-
ing, eformula, formul, furmula, formuula, formuals, formuales, formuala,
formual, formala, fromula, formaula, formaul, formalized, forumla, vor-
mula, forumala, formujlas, formslas, frmulas, frmlas, frml, forjula
four -
fraction fractions, fractionz, fractional, efraction, fractin, fractino, fractns, fractn,
fracti
Continued on the next page
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frequency frequencey, frequencies, frequence, freaquency, freaquancy, frequcny,
frequ
get gets
grade gradez, grades
half hlf, halw, halves, halved, halve
has -
height heightz, ehight, hieght, heigh, heigth, highth, hight, hght
highest highs
horizontal horizontaly, horizontally, horizaontal, horisontal, horizonal, horzontal,
horzntl, horizotal, horiz, horinzontal
hundred hundreds, hundredths, hundredthz
hyperbolic hyperbole, hyperbolas, hyperbola, hyperblic, heperbola, hypabolic, hy-
perb, hiperbo, hyperpabola, hyperabola
hypotenuse hypotenuses, hypotenus, hypotenuese, hypotenues, hypotensues, hy-
potensue, hypotennese, hypoteneuse, hypoteneus, hypotinus, hypo-
tonues, hypotneus, hypotnus, hupotenuse, hypytenuse, hypotenys, hy-
potencuse, hypoteuse, hypotehsis, huypoteneus, hypotanur, hypotomas,
hypots, hypothenuse, hypothenusa, hypot, hyportunis, hypo
identify identifying, identified, identifing, identfy
illustrate illustrated, illustrations
in -
increase increases, increased, increasd, increasing, increas, incremented, incre-
ment
integer integers, integerz, integeres, integerse, integrs, integrers, intgrs, intgral,
intgeres, itnegers
interpret interprete, interpreting, interpretation, interpretati, interprt, interpriting, in-
terperate
intersect intersects, intersectn, intersecti, intersection, intersections, interesecting,
intersec, intersept, interset, intrsection, intrsect, intercectxn, intercects,
intercectn, intercect, intercept
interval intervals, intervales
invariant -
inverse inverses, inversely, inverst, invers, nverse, invert
investigate investigated, investigater, investigation, investigating, investigtation, in-
vistigation, investgate
irrational irration, irratnl, irrationa, irrati, irrats, irrat, irratn, irritational, irrtional, irre-
sional, iratnl, iratnal, irational
is iss
Continued on the next page
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isosceles isoscelese, iscoceles, isosclese, isoceles, isosc, iscosiles
length lengths, lenghth, lenght, lengh
linear lineary, linnear
logarithm logarithms, logarithmic, logarithims, logarithim, logaratihm, algorithms, al-
gorithm, logarthmes, logarithym, logarism
long -
make makez, makes
manipulate manipulating, maniuplate, manuipulate
mathematical mathematicaly, mathematically, methematical, mathematics, mathematic,
mathematis, matheamtical, mathematisc, mathematcs, methemetical,
mathmematical, mathemetics, mathamatics, mathamatic
maximum maximun, maximu, maxima, maxium, maiximum, mxm, mximum, mxim,
mxamum, maxi, max
median med
million millions, milion
minus minuse, eminus, minuz, minux, minuts, minu
mode -
modify modifying
monomial monomials, minomials
multiples multiple, multiplecation, multipls, multiplies, multipled, multiplying, multi-
plyed, multiply, multipling, multiplier, multiplied, multiplie, multiplicity, mul-
tiplications, multiplication, multipl, multiplyso, multiplyu, multiplyn, multi-
plyd, multipliying, multipliyes, multiplyin, multipliction, multiplyout, mul-
tipliplied, multiplicati, multiplicatun, multiplictaion, multiplicatoins, mulit-
plies, multipied, multipying, multipy, multipthe, multipoy, multipcty, mutli-
ples, multyple, multifly, multiopy, multioply, multily
multiply multiplyed, multiplying, multiplyu, multiplyn, multiplyd, multiplyso, multi-
plyin, multiplyout, multipliyes, multipliying, multiplies, multiplier, multiplied,
multiplie, multipliction, multipliplied, multioply, multiiply, mulitply, multplliy,
multipls, multipling, multiplicity, multiples, multipled, multiplecation, multi-
ple, multiplctv, multipl, multply, mulitplying, multipoy, mulitpply, multipying,
multipy, multipthe, multipied
negative negatives, negativeds, negativ, negatvs, negatve, negitive, negetive,
negatief, negated, negatiewe, negetiv, nagative, negtative, negtv, negtive,
nagetive, negavtive, negartive, neg
nine -
notation notations, notiation
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number numbers, numberz, numberr, numberes, numbrs, numbr, numbrz, num-
bres, numbes, numbe, numbez, numbetr, numbesz, namberz, namber,
numbz, numbver, numbs, numbas, numba, numb, numbaz, numeber,
mumber, nombr, nmbrz, nmbrs, nmbr, nunbers, numner
numerator numerators, numeratoir, numerato, numerat, numertaor, numertors, nu-
marator, numreator
numerical numeric, numerals, numeral, numer
of -
on -
one ones, onez
or -
original originaly, originally, origin, origonal, origanally, origanal, origionally, ori-
gional, orignial, orignally, orignal
outcome outcomes, outcmes
parabola parabolas, parabolar, parabolabut, aparabola, hyparabola, parabols,
parabolla, parabolic, parabol, porabola, parabobala, parobola, parabls,
parablo, parabla, parabl, paroboles, hperbola, parrabola, parbla, palabo-
lar, parapola, prorblem, probbly, probably, probablies, probable, eproblem,
aproblem, aprobabily, parab, karabo, hypabola, hipabola, probbilty, probly,
probls, probln, problme, problm, probleme, problem, probleem, proble,
probl, probelm, probabily, prblme, prblm, prblem
parallelogram parallellgram, paralellogram, parallellogram, paralelogram, parrllgrm, par-
rlellgogram
per -
percentage percentages, percentgs, percentge, percenatges, percantagz, percn-
tage, persentages, persentage, percents, percente, percent, persantage,
persentations, parcent, percetile, percetage
perimeter perimeters, perimiter, perimitr, perimieter, permimtr, permtr, permiter, per-
mimeter, perhmeter, perimita, perim
period periodz, periods, priod
permutation permutations, permitation, permutate
perpendicular perpendiculary, perpendicularly, perpendiculer, perpendiculr, perpundic-
ular, perpindicular, perpendic, prpnducluar, prpndicular, perpendular, per-
pendlr, perpend, perpencidu, perpen, perpedicular, perpndular, perpndlr,
perp
plot plott, plots, ploted, plotted, plotng, plotting, plottng, plut
plus pluses, pluz, plu, plas
polygon polygonz, polygons
Continued on the next page
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Table E.1 – continued from the previous page
English Tag Word Dr Math Microtext Counterpart
polynomial polynomials, polynomieals, polynomila, polynomia, polynomails, polyno-
mail, polynommials, polynmomial, polynmils, polynmials, polonomialz,
polynoms, polynomaisl, polynoma, polynom, polonomia, poolynomial,
polynoom, polynoial, plynomial, polynbomial, polyn, polyomials, poly-
omial, polymials
positive positives, positiv, positve, positie
power powers, powerws, powerof, powr, powe, powas, powa, pwr
predict predicted
prime primes, prims, prim, prm, preim
probability probabilities, probablity, probibility, probabilty, probabliby, probality,
probaility, probility, problty, probilty, probblty, probbilty, propability, prob-
abily, propabilities, properbility, prblty, possibility, proberbility
problem problemz, problems, probleme, probleem, broblem, prorblem, broblems,
problmz, problms, problme, problm, rpoblem, prblem, probelms, probelm,
problesm, proble, prblme, probls, probln, problaby, probl, prblmz, prblms,
prblm, proplem, poblem, probz, probs
produce produces, produced, product, producd, products, production, producing,
productz, prduce
proportionally proportionately, proportional, proportions, proportion, porportional, pro-
porti
pyramid pyramids, pyrimid, pyrmid
quadrant quadrants, quadrents, quadrandts, quadrand, quaddrants, quadrad,
qudrant, quad
quadratic quadratics, quadratically, quadratc, quadratric, quadrotic, quadret-
ics, quadrtc, quaddratic, quadradic, quatratic, quadractc, quadractics,
quadractic, kwadratiese, quiadratic, qudratic, qurtratic, quadtrc, quad-
tratic, quadtracti, quad
quadrilateral quadrilaterals, quadrilaterial, quadriliteral, quadraditeral
quantitative quantitive
question questions, questionz, questins, questin, questinos, questino, questns,
questn, questoins, questun, questons, queston, questnz, questng,
quesstion, quesetions, quesetion, quesitons, quesiton, quesiotn, ques-
tios, questio, quesitn, quesitoin, quesitnos, quesitno, questiosn, qiestion,
questi, quistion, quastion
radius radiuses, radias, radis, raduis, radus, raidus, radii
range ranges
rate rates, rated
ratio ratios
rational rationals, rationl, rationa, ration, ratinal, ratnal, ratnl
Continued on the next page
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real reals
reciprocal reciprocals, reciprocol, reciprucal, recipricol, resiprucal
rectangle rectangles, rectangls, rectangl, rectangel, rectngls, rectngle, rectngl, rect-
ange, rectang, rect
rectangular rectengular, rectanglur
redistribute -
reduction reducti, reducing, reduces, reduced, reduce, reducin
region regoin, rigin, rign, regi
repeating repeats, repeatn, repeated, repeat
reverse reversed, reversal
rhombus rohmbus, rhomb
right-angled -
root rootz, roots, roote, rooted, sqroot, squroot, squeroot, squaroot, cuberoot,
cuberoote, squreroot, squareroot, squareroots
round rounds, roundd, rounded, rounding, rnds, rnd
rule rulez, rules, rulle, rul
same samee, sam
series serieses, serie, seris, seirieses, srs
set sets
seven sevn
shape shapes, shaps, shapa, shap, shaep, sahpe, shpe, shp
shift shiftz, shifts, shifted
sigma sig
simplify simplifly, simplefy, simplfy, simplfify, simpplify, symplify, simiplefy, simplyfy,
similify, simplyfi, simplyf, simplyify, simplf
simply simpliy, simpley, simple, simpl
sin -
sine sines
six sixes
solution solutions, solutionz, solutin, solutn, soluti, solutiosn
solve solves, solved, solvd, solv, slve, slvd, slv
space spaces, spaced, spce, spc
spherical spheres, sphere
Continued on the next page
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square squares, squaree, squarez, squared, squar, squire, squeres, squere,
suqared, suqare, squerd, squer, squres
substitute substitutes, substituted, substitude, substituute, substituion, substitue,
substitud, substited, substite, subsittute, substi, susbstitute, substute,
substte, substd, subst, subsittue, subsitutute, subsitute, subsititute, sub-
sisute, sustitute, subtistute, subs
substitution substitutions, substituion, substatution
subtract subtracts, subtractd, subtracted, subtractin, subtracting, subtractng, sub-
tractiog, subtraction, subtrract, subtrctd, subtrct, subtracint, substract,
substractd, substractng, substracted, subtrtacted, subtrtact, sbtrctd
sum sums, summed
superscript super
surd surdz, surds, sards, suared, srds, saurds, surb
symbol symbols, symbolis, symbl, simbols, simbol, symb
symmetrical symmetrically, symmetric, symmetryical, symmetry, symmetryn, sympet-
rical, symetrical, symmtery
take takes, taken, taking, taks, takn, tak, takng
tan -
tangent tangents, tangnt, tangets, tanget, taugent, tang
ten tens
term termz, terms, terme
than -
the -
third thirds, thrd
thousand thousands, thousnda
three threes
to -
total totals, totoal, totla
translate translates, translated, translte
transversal transversa, transverse, tranversal
trapezium trapezm, trapizum, trpzim, trap
triangle triangles, trianglez, trianglz, triangls, triangl, tirangle, triangular, trian-
gels, triangel, traingle, trinagle, traingl, tringular, triangrlz, triange, tringles,
tringle, traingels, trngls, trngle, trngl, trialgles, triagnle, triagular, triagles,
triagle
Continued on the next page
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trigonometric trigonometrical, trigonometri, trigonometry, trigonometre, trigonoma-
tric, trigonometic, trigonomatri, triconometri, trigonomertry, trigono-
mentric, trigonoment, trygonometry, trigonomotry, trigonomitry, trigono-
matry, trigenometry, triganometry, trigonomtry, trigonomary, trigonotry,
trigonotric, trigono, trigonmetry, trigon, trigometry, trigoment, trigomatry,
trigo, trigs, trignometry, trignometrie, trignometri, trignmtry, triga, trig
trinomial trinomials, trinomail
two twos, twoo, twee
type types
up -
use uses, useing, used
value values, valuez, valus, valud, valu, vals
volume volumes, volumez, volum
width whith
with wit
write writes, writen, wwrite, writ, wrote, wrte, wrt
zero zeros, zeroe, zeroes, zer
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TEX and MathML Examples
This appendix contains examples of how various mathematical concepts may be rep-
resented in TEX or MathML. These examples are discussed in Section 5.6.
Table F.1: Examples of TEX and MathML statements
Concept Equation TEX MathML
Numbers: 0 – 9 and , 23 23 <mn>23</mn>
Letters: a – z and A –
Z
a a <mi>a</mi>
Comparison operators 5 > 2 5>2 <mn>5</mn><mo>&gt;</mo>
<mn>2</mn>
Basic mathematical
operators
10 + 20
2
10+\frac{20}{2} <mn>10</mn><mo>+</mo>
<mfrac><mn>20</mn>
<mn>2</mn></mfrac>
Brackets (5 + a)(10− b) (5+a)(10-b) <mo>(</mo><mn>5</mn>
<mo>+</mo><mi>a</mi>
<mo>)</mo><mo>(</mo>
<mn>10</mn><mo>-</mo>
<mi>b</mi><mo>)</mo>
Exponents 52 5^2 <msup><mn>5</mn>
<mn>2</mn></msup>
Subscripts 52 5_2 <msub><mn>5</mn>
<mn>2</mn></msub>
Percentages 50% 50% <mn>50</mn><mo>%</mo>
Roots 3
√
512 \sqrt[3]{512} <mroot><mn>512</mn>
<mn>3</mn></mroot>
Degrees 180◦ 180^{\circ} <msup><mn>180</mn>
<mrow><mo>&#xB0;</mo>
</mrow></msup>
Continued on the next page
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Table F.1 – continued from the previous page
Concept Equation TEX MathML
Perpendicular AB ⊥ CD AB \perp CD <mi>A</mi><mi>B</mi>
<mo>&#x22A5;</mo>
<mi>C</mi><mi>D</mi>
Angle ∠ABC \angle ABC <mrow><mo>&#x2220;</mo>
</mrow><mi>A</mi>
<mi>B</mi><mi>C</mi>
Triangle △ABC \triangle ABC <mo>&#x25B3;</mo>
<mi>A</mi><mi>B</mi>
<mi>C</mi>
Plus-minus 10± a 10 \pm a <mn>10</mn>
<mo>&#xB1;</mo>
<mi>a</mi>
PI 2 = πr 2\pir <mn>2</mn><mrow>
<mo>&#x3C0;</mo></mrow>
<mi>r</mi>
Arc ⌢ABC {\frown} ABC <mo>&#x2312;</mo>
<mi>A</mi><mi>B</mi>
<mi>C</mi>
Circle ©ABC {\bigcirc} ABC <mo>&#x25CB;</mo>
<mi>A</mi><mi>B</mi>
<mi>C</mi>
Trigonometric con-
cepts
sin90 sin 90 <mi>s</mi><mi>i</mi>
<mi>n</mi><mn>90</mn>
Logarithms log10 log_{10} <mi>l</mi><mi>o</mi>
<msub><mi>g</mi><mrow>
<mn>10</mn></mrow>
</msub>
Greek symbols α = 17 \alpha = 17 <mi>&#x03B1;</mi>
<mo>=</mo><mn>17</mn>
Factors and functions f(x) = 5x2 + 3 f(x)=5x^{2}+3 <mi>f</mi>
<mo>(</mo><mi>x</mi>
<mo>)</mo><mo>=</mo>
<mn>5</mn><msup>
<mi>x</mi><mrow>
<mn>2</mn></mrow>
</msup><mo>+</mo>
<mn>3</mn>
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Appendix G
Identifying Microtext Counterparts
This appendix discusses the various techniques used to automatically identify Dr Math
microtext counterparts, from the Dr Math system logs, for the English tag words
identiﬁed in Section 5.2.
G.1 Containment Checking
In this study, containment checking is referred to as the process of determining
whether the log word ﬁts inside the tag word in its entirety. This process yields
either a complete match of 100% or no match at all (0%). An example of this process
is illustrated in Figure G.1.
Testing the containment checking process, using the selected tag words, yielded
the results shown in Table G.1. This process returned very few results, not even
reaching the minimum expectation of 50 entries for any of the ten tag words. A
reason for this may be because of the variable nature of Dr Math microtext. In order
for containment checking to work, the one word must be a shortened form of the
other. The sequence of the letters in the shortened form should, however, remain the
same as those in the original word. For many short forms in the Dr Math microtext
variant, this is not the case.
Figure G.1: Containment checking process for the log word divid
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Table G.1: Containment checking results
Tag word Found Usable Precision %
degree 5 5 100.00
divide 8 7 87.50
equal 21 5 23.81
equation 4 2 50.00
minus 2 2 100.00
multiply 9 9 100.00
plus 5 1 20.00
power 6 4 66.67
produce 3 0 0.00
radius 1 1 100.00
Average 6 4 64.80
G.2 Stemming
A explanation of stemming may be found in Section 3.9.4. This study makes use of
a Visual C# variant of the Porter stemming algorithm.
For the tests, the Porter stemmer was used to reduce both the tag and log words
to their stems. Containment checking was then performed on the stemmed words.
This process is illustrated in Figure G.2.
Table G.2 shows the results of using the Porter stemmer to identify possible coun-
Figure G.2: Process flow for stemming and affix removal
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terparts for the chosen tag words. This technique returns diﬀerent results than simply
performing a containment check, because the stemming process removes superﬂuous
letters and aﬃxes which the learners, using Dr Math microtext, naturally remove as
well.
G.3 Affix Removal
Various stemmers employ aﬃx removal in conjunction with conditions and rules, to
create the stemmed form of the word. A variation of this practice was used in which
all aﬃxes in a predetermined list are removed, regardless of conditions and rules.
A list of 38 preﬁxes and 37 English suﬃxes, ranging in length from 1 to 5 letters,
were compiled. Both the tag and log words are processed to remove any occurrence of
these aﬃxes. The containment checking process was then used to determine a match.
This process is illustrated in Figure G.2. The results of this process are shown in
Table G.3.
G.4 Adjacency
Using adjacency, to determine word similarity, works on the premise that words serv-
ing a similar purpose or sharing a related concept should routinely be found in the
vicinity of shared word groupings. This may be measured by determining which words
Table G.2: Stemming results
Tag word Found Usable Precision %
degree 9 9 100.00
divide 18 13 72.22
equal 18 5 27.78
equation 22 15 68.18
minus 11 6 54.55
multiply 19 9 47.37
plus 17 3 17.65
power 5 3 60.00
produce 11 7 63.64
radius 2 2 100.00
Average 13 7 61.14
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Table G.3: Affix removal results
Tag word Found Usable Accuracy %
degree 5 5 100
divide 5 4 80
equal 50 0 0
equation 50 23 46
minus 11 4 36.36
multiply 9 8 88.89
plus 17 3 17.65
power 12 9 75
produce 8 2 25
radius 2 2 100
Average 17 6 56.89
are found directly adjacent to a given word, across a given input text and then com-
paring which other words in the text share the same adjacencies. Other algorithms
may extend adjacency to words which are an n-length away or contained in the same
sentence.
Adjacency was implemented as two separate techniques. The ﬁrst technique is a
comparison of directly adjacent words and the second is a comparison of words found
in the same sentence. The results of the former are shown in Table G.4. The latter
yielded no usable counterparts for the tag words, so the results were omitted from
this study. To enable these tests, the Dr Math logs were processed so that each word
is saved with a listing of words that it is directly adjacent to, as well as a list of words
with which it shares a sentence.
The tag word is compared with each word in the log in turn, to determine how
many words in their lists correspond. The log words are then listed according to the
number of adjacent words they have in common with the tag word. The top 50 results
were chosen and scrutinised to determine if they are valid counterparts for the tag
word.
The adjacency techniques yielded very few results in comparison with the other
techniques in this study. Yet adjacency is the only one of the techniques which
correctly matched up some of the tag words, such as minus, with their symbolic
representations. The main reason for the poor performance of the adjacency technique
may be that there are very few instances in the logs where learners make use of the
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Table G.4: Direct adjacency results
Tag word Found Usable Accuracy %
degree 50 2 4.00
divide 50 0 0.00
equal 50 1 2.00
equation 50 0 0.00
minus 50 1 2.00
multiply 50 1 2.00
plus 50 1 2.00
power 50 0 0.00
produce 0 0 N/A
radius 50 0 0.00
Average 45 1 1.33
full English version of the tested words. Thus, the technique had very little grounds
for comparison.
G.5 Word Decay
The theory behind decay is described in Section 3.9.2. Word decay has been im-
plemented as a three step process, as illustrated in Figure G.3. Each step ends in
a containment check. If the containment check is not successful, then the process
continues to the next step. The ﬁrst step in the process is to replace any double (or
more) occurrences of consonants with a single occurrence. The second phase replaces
any double occurrences of vowels with a single occurrence.
The beginnings and endings of words tend to be pronounced very distinctively, so
most spelling errors are made in the middle of words. Medial letters of a word have
more neighbours than letters at the periphery of a word, so they are more prone to
being misspelled (Schiller, Greenhall, Shelton, & Caramazza, 2001). To this end, the
ﬁnal phase removes any vowels from the interior of the word, i.e. not the ﬁrst or last
letter of the word. The process iterates back through the previous steps until the
word cannot be decayed any further. The results of applying word decay to identify
Dr Math microtext counterparts, for the tag words, are shown in Table G.5. Word
decay returned very promising results, this is believed to be because the process yields
words very similar in structure to those found in the logs of Dr Math.
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Figure G.3: Word decay process
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Table G.5: Word decay results
Tag word Found Usable Accuracy %
degree 13 13 100.00
divide 14 13 92.86
equal 39 17 43.59
equation 35 35 100.00
minus 50 7 14.00
multiply 25 19 76.00
plus 50 2 4.00
power 11 6 54.55
produce 4 3 75.00
radius 50 9 18.00
Average 29 12 57.80
G.6 n-grams
n-gram tokenisation may be an attractive alternative to stemming as some of the n-
grams will span only portions of the word which do not show any diﬀerentiation from
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Figure G.4: Number of counterparts found by the four n-gram processes
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Figure G.5: Precision of the results returned by the four n-gram processes
the word’s root form (Mayﬁeld & McNamee, 2003). This results in similar results to
stemming, without applying any knowledge of the target language.
The author implemented n-grams varying in length from 1 to 4 characters, each
is seen as a diﬀerent technique with its own results set. The number of counterparts
found by each of these tests are shown in Figure G.4. Figure G.5 indicates the
precision of the results returned by each test, as well as which technique is (on average)
the most precise. Of the four n-gram-based techniques, using bigrams returns the
most precise results.
G.7 Levenshtein Distance
Levenshtein proposed a method to measure the cost involved in transforming one
string into another (Levenshtein, 1966). This is also sometimes called the edit dis-
tance and is a measurement of the number of insertions, deletions and substitutions
necessary for the transformation to occur. Levenshtein distance is used in many
modern applications for such diverse purposes as keyword extraction from text data
(Runkler & Bezdek, 2000) and plagiarism detection (Su et al., 2008).
For this portion of the study, Levenshtein distance is measured using the simpliﬁed
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Table G.6: Levenshtein distance results
Tag word Found Usable Accuracy %
degree 50 19 38.00
divide 50 24 48.00
equal 50 17 34.00
equation 50 45 90.00
minus 50 8 16.00
multiply 50 47 94.00
plus 50 4 8.00
power 50 3 6.00
produce 50 7 14.00
radius 50 12 24.00
Average 50 19 37.20
process illustrated in Figure G.6. The more closely words are related, the lower the
Levenshtein distance will be. Table G.6 shows the results of using this process on
the tag words. Levenshtein distance did not have a very high overall accuracy rate.
The reason for this might be that the Dr Math logs contain many words of a similar
length and structure, which results in the edit distance for these words being similar.
Figure G.6: Levenshtein distance process
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Categorising Translation Candidates
This appendix contains general descriptions of several NLP techniques used in the
categorisation stage of the instantiation artefact. For each technique a description
is provided as to how it was implemented, trained and tested using the data sets
developed in Chapter 7.
H.1 Rule-based filters
Scrutiny of the Dr Math logs revealed that learners phrase their mathematical queries
using either numbers, symbols (non-alphanumeric characters), words or a combination
of all three concepts. In Chapter 5 several generalisations regarding the numeric and
symbolic content of individual queries were deﬁned, along with an English –Dr Math
microtext dictionary. The generalisations and the dictionary were used to deﬁne rules
tailored to a speciﬁc content-type.
The subsequent subsections discuss the implementation of these rules as three
separate ﬁlters, each targeting a speciﬁc content-type.
H.1.1 Numeric filtering
To create ﬁlters based on the numeric content, the generalisations regarding numbers
in queries, listed in Section 5.5 were followed and implemented as a series of program-
matic rules. Table H.1 displays the results of applying the rules to the training data
set.
The Manual column indicates how many entries were identiﬁed as being suitable
for translation under human scrutiny. The Filtered column indicates how many trans-
lation candidates the ﬁltering process discovered, without regard for whether they are
actual candidates or not. The Recall column indicates how large a percentage of the
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Table H.1: Training results for numeric filtering
Set Manual Filtered Recall (%) Precision (%)
Training set 1 81 3 2.47 66.67
Training set 2 53 3 5.66 100.00
Training set 3 33 0 0.00 100.00
Training set 4 45 3 2.22 33.34
Training set 5 21 2 0.00 0.00
Average: 47 2 2.07 60.00
Table H.2: Reprocessed training results for symbol-based filtering
Set Manual Filtered Recall (%) Precision (%)
Training set 1 81 75 81.48 88.0
Training set 2 53 46 66.04 76.09
Training set 3 33 30 66.67 73.33
Training set 4 45 47 82.22 78.72
Training set 5 21 64 80.95 26.56
Average: 47 38 75.47 68.54
manually identiﬁed candidates were identiﬁed by the ﬁltering process. The last col-
umn, Precision, speciﬁes the percentage of how many of the candidates identiﬁed by
the ﬁlter are valid candidates.
H.1.2 Filtering on symbols
To create ﬁlters based on symbols (non-alphanumeric content), the generalisations
regarding symbols in queries, listed in Section 5.5 were followed and implemented as
a series of programmatic rules. Table H.2 displays the results of applying the rules
to the training data set.
H.2 Filtering on tag words
The tag words identiﬁed in Chapter 5, serve as an indication of mathematical content
in a Dr Math query. The ﬁlter developed in this section is based on a series of rules,
designed to identify entries containing these tag words. The rules were set as follows:
1. A query must contain at least two of the tag words in order to be considered
a candidate for translation. Some of the tag words may appear in normal
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Table H.3: Training results for tag word-based filtering
Set Manual Filtered Recall (%) Precision (%)
Training set 1 81 9 7.41 66.67
Training set 2 53 4 5.66 75.00
Training set 3 33 19 27.27 47.37
Training set 4 45 18 11.11 27.78
Training set 5 21 6 14.29 50.00
Average: 47 2 13.15 53.36
conversation, but in a diﬀerent context. Thus, in an attempt to rule out general
conversational usage, a query has to contain at least two instances of these word.
2. Extra weight is added to a query if it contains predeﬁned word pairs, which
may be indicators of alternate means of specifying mathematical operations. A
list of these words were sourced from (Stapel, E, n.d.).
Table H.3 show the results of performing ﬁltering on the training set using tag
word ﬁltering.
H.2.1 Comparing and combining
Having selected and implemented the three diﬀerent ﬁltering techniques, the were
compared to help decide which of the techniques yields the best results. This com-
parison is shown in Figure H.1.
The results show a clear diﬀerence in both the number of results found and pre-
cision of the three ﬁltering techniques. Filtering on symbols yield the most results,
as well as the most precise results. A problem with comparing the three techniques
directly are that they should ﬁnd completely diﬀerent candidates, except if by chance
a query contains elements to trigger for more than one of the techniques.
Most queries from learners contain some combination of numbers, symbols and
words. In order to test whether combining the ﬁlters yielded diﬀerent results, the
training set was reprocessed using various combinations of the three ﬁlters. The
combination tests also measured the average length of time processing takes for each
query, to ensure that the processes are feasible in real-time. Even combining all three
ﬁlters only yielded an average processing time of 0.84 milliseconds. This processing
time will vary, depending on which hardware platform the processing is performed
on, but serves to indicate that the ﬁltering algorithms provide results in real-time.
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Figure H.1: Comparison of the Three Filtering Techniques
As Figure H.2 illustrates, a combination of ﬁltering on numbers, symbols and tag
words, returns the highest number of translation candidates, but does not return the
least false positives. The most accurate of the processes are a combination of ﬁltering
on numbers and symbols.
Although the rule-based approach is able to identify mathematical translation
candidates with some degree of precision, they are very rigid in approach as future
log entries may have to be studied to alter the rules. Classic machine learning ap-
proaches, such as neural networks, may provide a solution which adapts automatically
to diﬀerent entries contained in future Dr Math logs.
H.3 Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs)
For a description of ANNs, see Section 3.4.6. The construction of the artiﬁcial neural
network, used in this study, is discussed in the following section.
H.3.1 Preprocessing
For this study, a BP MLP artiﬁcial neural network was chosen. In order to perform
the necessary training, validation and testing of the network, supervised learning was
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Figure H.2: Results obtained from combining the filtering techniques
used. To facilitate the learning, the training data set was used.
This data could not be directly used as input to the proposed neural network,
so an algorithm was devised to turn each data set entry into a set of input and
output factors. Table H.6 contains a list of factors calculated from each data set
entry. The shorthand nature of the learner queries and the tutorial environment
causes some data entries to have superﬂuous symbols and words, such as emoticons,
environmental shortcuts and recurring instances of the word tutor. All of this text is
removed by preprocessing, before the factorisation process commences.
The neural network operates using input and output ﬂoating point values between
0 and 1. To train the network to output a translatable entry as a value close to 1
and a non-translatable entry as a value close to 0 the input and output factors have
been normalised. Any factor lower than the median has been normalised to a value
of 0.01. All factors with a value at the median or higher have been normalised to a
value of 0.99.
H.3.2 Implementation
To facilitate the training and validation, the training set was split into 2 ﬁles contain-
ing 200 entries each. Both these ﬁles contain an equal number of translatable and
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Table H.4: Neural network factors
Description Input or output
Percentage of characters which are mathematical symbols. Input
Percentage of characters which are letters. Input
Percentage of characters which are numbers. Input
Percentage of characters which are either numbers or mathematical symbols. Input
Closest proximity between numeric and alphabetic characters, expressed as
a percentage.
Input
Closest proximity between mathematical symbols and numeric characters,
expressed as a percentage.
Input
The number of words in the entry, related to mathematics, expressed as a
percentage.
Input
A low value indicating a non-translatable entry or a high value indicating a
translatable entry.
Output
non-translatable entries. In order to determine which number of hidden nodes would
optimally ﬁt this problem, an attempt was made to create the network with hidden
nodes, ranging in count from 1 to 14. In all cases the network was trained over a
series of epochs. During each epoch the network would undergo 10 iterations of ad-
justment, using the training data set, at a learning rate of 0.1. After the adjustments
the trained network is validated using the validation set. For each number of hidden
nodes, the network was trained and validated for a total of 1000 epochs. The epoch
during which each network variation reached its minimal local error rate and optimal
accuracy were recorded during the training and validation.
All networks eventually reached the same level of precision on the validation set,
accurately identifying whether an entry is translatable or not 88.5% of the time.
The only diﬀerences were the number of epochs it took before the network became
optimised and the networks’ lowest error rate. To determine if there is any diﬀerence
in the precision of the 14 diﬀerent network variations, when applied to the test data
set, each of the networks were retrained to their minimal local error rate. Table H.5
lists the accuracy of the various conﬁgurations of the neural network.
In order to determine which of the conﬁgurations to use as the ﬁnal version of the
neural network, the processing speed of the networks with a precision of 93.48% were
contrasted, as shown by the graph in Figure H.3. From this it became clear that the
fastest conﬁguration uses 4 hidden nodes.
Although the actual speed in milliseconds of each of these processes is irrelevant
as the tests were run on a test-bed system, they do serve to indicate the diﬀerence in
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Table H.5: Configuration precision
Number of hidden nodes Precision (%)
1 – 4,6,8 – 10 93.48
5,7,12 – 13 93.28
14 93.16
11 80.64
time required by the various conﬁgurations to reach the same conclusion. As shown
in Figure H.4, the local minima error rate for this network was set at −2.59015×10−8,
after 92 epochs.
To ensure that a diﬀerent output node conﬁguration shouldn’t have been chosen,
the same tests were performed on networks with hidden nodes varying from 1 to 14,
but with 2 output nodes, instead of 1. The ﬁrst output node was trained to output
a high value if an entry is translatable and the second node was trained to output a
high value if the entry is non-translatable. The highest tested precision was recorded
as 93.48%, matching the single output node network. The speed of the two output
node network was comparable to the single output node network. As such, with the
two networks achieving similar performance, the one with the simpler implementation
was chosen.
Thus, the ﬁnal BP MLP neural network conﬁguration for this study consists of
7 input, 4 hidden and 1 output nodes, as shown in Figure H.5. An alternate, but
closely related, machine learning technique called decision trees may provide similar
results, with the same characteristic of being able to adapt easily to future data sets.
Figure H.3: Neural network processing speed in relation to the number of hidden nodes
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Figure H.4: Changes in error rate for a network with 4 hidden nodes
Figure H.5: Final neural network configuration
H.4 Decision Trees
For a description of decision trees, see Section 3.4.4. In order to test the applicability
of decision trees to the problem domain an implementation of the C4.5 algorithm,
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Table H.6: Decision factors
Description Descriptive or result
Percentage of characters which are mathematical symbols. Descriptive
Percentage of characters which are letters. Descriptive
Percentage of characters which are numbers. Descriptive
Percentage of characters which are either numbers or mathematical
symbols.
Descriptive
Closest proximity between numeric and alphabetic characters, ex-
pressed as a percentage.
Descriptive
Closest proximity between mathematical symbols and numeric charac-
ters, expressed as a percentage.
Descriptive
The number of words in the entry, related to mathematics, expressed
as a percentage.
Descriptive
A low value indicating a non-translatable entry or a high value indicating
a translatable entry, expressed as a percentage.
Result
using the Aforge.NET and Accord.NET frameworks (Souza, 2012b), was created.
H.4.1 Preprocessing
In order to create the binary decision tree (BDT), for the completion of this study,
two labeled sets of data were necessary. The ﬁrst data set serves as the training set,
necessary for the creation of the BDT structure. The second set is used for testing
the precision of the created BDT.
For the intended BDT creation processes, the data could not be used directly.
For constructing the tree, the study requires quantiﬁable numeric values on which a
decision may be made. To this end, an algorithm was devised which converts every
entry into a set of 7 descriptive factors and a single result. Before factorisation, every
entry is normalised by a preprocessing step. The normalisation involves the removal
of superﬂuous symbols and words, as well as any built in environmental shortcuts.
The decision factors, created by this process, are listed in Table H.6. To ensure the
applicability of the factors in future studies, the factors are normalised to values in
the range of 0.0 to 1.0.
The following section describes the implementation of the C4.5 algorithm, as well
as an algorithm speciﬁcally devised for this study, named Grow Prune Modify (GPM).
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Figure H.6: The decision tree growth phase output
H.4.2 C4.5 tree
Using the Aforge.NET and Accord.NET frameworks in conjunction allow many ma-
chine learning tasks to be simpliﬁed with the built-in library tools. The frameworks
allow for the creation of decision trees, support vector machines and clusters by the
instantiation of C# objects (Souza, 2012b, 2012a). For this study, an implementation
of the C4.5 algorithm contained in the Accord.NET framework was used.
The tree was created from the 2500 entries in the training set. The algorithm
requires the input factors to be provided as double precision numbers, but the output
factors should be supplied as whole numbers. The process used to create the factors
for this study only generates double precision numbers, so the output factors had to
be rounded to the nearest whole number, before being fed to the algorithm. This
may have had an eﬀect on the accuracy of the created tree.
Because the implementation of the C4.5 algorithm is of a one size ﬁts all nature,
it may be possible to gain better results with a tree structure learning algorithm
speciﬁcally devised for this study. The following section discusses the construction of
this learning algorithm and the tree constructed as its output.
H.4.3 GPM tree
The GPM tree was implemented as a binary decision tree, which initially makes
decisions based on the median value of the overall data set. In the case of the input
data, this median value was 0.5.
The growth phase of the decision tree was performed by iteratively processing
each of the 2500 entries contained in the training logs. The nodes of the tree were
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Figure H.7: The decision tree growth phase process
created by following the branches from an initial root node. At every decision node,
one of the 7 input, comparison values was compared to the median of 0.5. If the
value was greater than or equal to or less than the median value, a new branch in the
tree was created (if no branch to this end already exists), and the following branch
node was set as the current node. This process is illustrated in Figure H.7. Every set
of comparison values are followed through to its conclusion as either a translatable
statement or not.
Figure H.6 demonstrates what this tree looks like after the growth phase. Solid
lines represent a greater than or equal to decision and a dashed line represents a
smaller than decision. The construction of the tree was conducted in an unbalanced
manner, so that only the ultimate decision paths contained in the data set were
mapped. No alternate branches were created to indicate decisions for which the
result could not be proven from the data set.
Once the tree has passed its growth phase, a recursive pruning algorithm removes
or trims any unnecessary or lengthy branches. The pruning continues until no further
changes can be made to the tree. The process functions by following every branch
node to its leaf node and collapsing any branches on themselves, if they only contain
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Figure H.8: The decision tree pruning phase process
a single outcome or by combining their outcomes, if both a positive and negative
comparison result in the same outcome. This process is demonstrated by the ﬂowchart
in Figure H.8. The balanced tree structure, after the pruning phase is shown in H.9.
The initial classiﬁcation accuracy of the tree was captured by processing all the
entries in the training data set and determining whether they were classiﬁed correctly.
An iterative process was then embarked upon whereby every in the training set is fed
to the decision tree. If the entry is incorrectly classiﬁed, the values of each of the
tree’s nodes are iteratively modiﬁed by individually varying them from a low value
of 0.01 to a high of 0.99, while keeping the values of all the other nodes constant.
After each variation, the overall accuracy of the tree is again tested against the entire
training data set. If the change in the node value increased the overall accuracy, the
change is kept. Otherwise it is discarded. These modiﬁcations continue until it is no
longer possible to increase the overall accuracy of the tree on the training data set.
This entire process is graphically demonstrated in Figure H.10. After this phase is
completed, the ﬁnal tree has the same structure as at the end of the pruning phase,
but with diﬀerent node values, as shown in Figure H.11.
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Figure H.9: The decision tree pruning phase output
Figure H.10: The decision tree modification phase process
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Figure H.11: The decision tree modification phase output
An algorithm was then run to convert the decision tree structure into a series
of branching selection statements (if - else). The creation of these statements avoid
having to retrain the tree before each use.
H.5 Bayesian classifier
The Bayes classiﬁer is based on Bayes’ theorem, which suggests how to combine
statistical evidence. The classiﬁers are also referred to as belief networks as they use
probabilities to determine an outcome or classiﬁcation. One of the simplest forms of
the Bayesian theorem is shown in Equation H.5.1. The equation is used to calculate
the probability of A given B.
P (A|B) = P (B|A)P (A)
P (B)
(H.5.1)
The contents of individual Dr Math learner queries may contain too much vari-
ance to adequately perform classiﬁcation according to probability. To this end, some
preprocessing needed to be performed in order to normalise the text before classiﬁ-
cation.
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H.5.1 Pre-processing
A pre-processing step was applied to every data set entry. This preprocessing step
removed various environmental commands and emoticons from the input text. The
preprocessor also removes the variance of numbers, mathematical symbols and vari-
ables found in the text, by converting all instances of each of the aforementioned to a
single occurrence of the word number, symbol or variable. Occurrences of any of the
tag words or their counterparts (Appendix E) are replaced with the word tag.
Graham (2004) devised a means for identifying spam in e-mail, by providing two
separate input lists. One representing possible spam emails and the other representing
valid emails. The two sets of emails were then separately processed to create two
hashing tables mapping individual words (tokens) in the sets to the number of times
they occur in the corpus of the given input set. A third hashing table was then created
from the two tables, mapping every entry to a probability that an e-mail containing
it is spam. For the purposes of this study, this same technique was used.
The training set was split into two separate lists, one containing only valid trans-
latable entries and the other non-translatable entries. These non-translatable entries
are akin to the spam entries in the email ﬁlter. Equation H.5.2, used by Graham
(2004), for mapping every entry to a probability that an e-mail containing it is spam,
was applied to the entries in the data sets.
rg = min(1, 2(
good(w)
G
))
rb = min(1,
bad(w)
B
)
Pnon|w = max(.01, min(.99,
rb
rg + rb
)
(H.5.2)
Equation H.5.2 was used as follows in this study. Pnon|w is the probability that
a query is not a valid translatable entry. w is the token (word) whose probability is
being calculated. good and bad refer to the previously calculated occurrence rate saved
in the hash tables and G an B are the total word counts in each table respectively.
This calculation was done for every word in the training corpus. This list of word
and probability associations were saved to serve as input data during the training and
testing phases of the study.
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H.5.2 Implementation
For the purposes of this study, the overall probability calculation as provided by
Graham (2004) in Equation H.5.3 was chosen. The equation used by Graham (2004),
proposed the use of 15 interesting tokens’ (words) probabilities to calculate the overall
probability. The study used a naïve Bayes implementation, using a default probability
of 0.5 (50%) that an email is spam or not. A naïve Bayes implementation does not
make any predetermined assumptions about the data being processed, thus a mid-
range value such as 50% is used as an initial probability. Interesting tokens are
those with their probabilities set the furthest from 0.5. Words that have not been
encountered before are assigned a default probability of 0.4.
Pnon =
∏
15
i=1 Pnon|wi∏
15
i=1 Pnon|wi +
∏
15
i=1(1− Pnon|wi)
(H.5.3)
For this study, the method was used as is. The average number of tokens in a
given Dr Mathlearner query was calculated as 10. An attempt was made to adjust
the calculation to use the probabilities of the 10 most interesting tokens, but this did
not provide a better result than using the original 15 tokens proposed by Graham
(2004).
This calculation returns a combined probability in the range of 0 to 1, with values
approaching 0 having a greater probability of being valid translation candidates and
values approaching 1 having a higher probability of not being translation candidates.
Graham (2004) considered an email as being spam if the combined probability is
higher than 0.9. This works well for the purpose of spam ﬁltering, as spam is supposed
to be the exception rather than the norm. The Dr Math learner queries seem to
suggest the opposite, with the actual entries containing translation candidates being
the exception.
In order to determine the optimal threshold for determining whether an entry is a
translation candidate, the training data set was iteratively processed. The threshold
was modiﬁed in increments of 0.0001 from 0 to 1, to determine the percentage of
translation candidates and invalid candidates correctly identiﬁed, using the speciﬁc
threshold value. For each threshold value, the average deviation, from the expected
results, was calculated as a percentage. A subset of this threshold search is shown in
the form of a line chart in Figure H.12. The lowest deviation of 0.47% was found at
a threshold of 0.0012.
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Figure H.12: Plot of deviation percentage and associated threshold value
A further technique, which may be applicable to the selection of translation can-
didates is that of clustering. The following section discusses the implementation of a
k -means clustering algorithm.
H.6 k -means clustering
Clustering algorithms group series of values into groups (clusters), so that series of
values with similar values end up in the same groups. k -means clustering performs
the grouping based on the mean values of individual clusters. Inputs to a k -means
clustering algorithm are a series of vectors, known as tuples. The optimal number
of groupings (clusters) for a given set of input data is commonly found by trial and
error.
The centroid value is seen as the most representative value of a group of values
(tuples). In this case, the group of tuples is a cluster. To determine this value a
mean, representative tuple is calculated. Equation H.6.1 may be used to calculate
this average tuple, where j is the current vector and m is the total number of data
set entries (McCaﬀrey, 2013).
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Cj =
∑m
x=1Aj,x
m
(H.6.1)
Once the average tuple has been calculated for the cluster, it may be used to
determine the centroid value of the cluster. This may be done by measuring the dis-
tance of each tuple (in the cluster) to the average tuple for the cluster. One approach
to this calculation, as proposed by Singh and Chauhan (2011), is by calculating the
Euclidean distance between the two tuples, using Equation H.6.2. In the equation M
is the mean tuple and A is the current tuple.
D(M,A) =
(
d∑
k=1
(Mk − Ak)2
) 1
2
(H.6.2)
k -means clustering iteratively proceeds through two phases. Firstly, each tuple is
assigned to the cluster whose centroid it is closest to. The initial assignment of tuples
to clusters may be done randomly, in which case the second phase would calculate
the initial centroid for each cluster. Another approach is to approximate a best-guess
centroid by randomly selecting a representative value from the series of input tuples
(Hamerly & Elkan, 2002). Secondly, once all moves have been made, it recalculates
the centroid of each cluster. The process is complete when no more moves are made.
H.6.1 Pre-processing
For creating and testing the k -means algorithm, the normalised training sets created
for the Bayesian ﬁlter were further processed. They were converted to series of input
vectors, by substituting each entry with a list consisting of the probabilities of each
token (word), contained in the entry. An output vector was added for conﬁrmation
purposes. This vector is set to 1 for a translatable entry and 0 for a non-translatable
entry.
H.6.2 Implementation
Initially a version of a standard k -means clustering algorithm was implemented. The
results were discouraging as it was, on average, only able to categorise entries with
a precision of 39.93%. The reason why the precision rating is an average, is that
because of the nature of the clustering algorithm there is no guarantee that the same
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clusters would be created on consecutive runs. This is problematic if the process has
to be employed in a real-world translation candidate identiﬁcation scenario.
An alternate version of k -means, with manual intervention, was then attempted.
The training data sets were grouped into 2 separate sets in preparation of this study,
providing two neat clusters of tuples. One cluster represents translatable entries and
the other represents non-translatable entries. For each of the entries in these clusters,
their mean squared value was calculated. From this an average value was calculated
to represent the mean square value of each cluster.
The two calculated mean values of 1.1245 and 1.2246 achieved a relatively high rate
of accuracy on the training data set. This approach was able to correctly categorise
82.20% of the training data. To determine if this result could be improved upon,
a algorithm was implemented which iteratively adjusted the mean value of the valid
cluster by 0.0001, from 0 to 3. At every iteration the precision of categorisation process
was recorded. This was a very lengthy process, but eventually the values of 0.9180
and 1.2246 were selected to represent the clusters of valid and invalid translation
candidates. These values resulted in a precision of 84.88% on the training data. The
two means are used as pre-calculated centroid values to perform Euclidean distance
calculations for each further input entry.
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Instructions to Validation Phase 1
Coders
Dear Participant
Thank you for your willingness to take part in this study. You have been selected
as a candidate for this project based on your knowledge of texting language and/or
mathematics.
I.1 Background
Figure I.1: The interface of the coding application.
Dr Math is a math tutoring service created by the CSIR Meraka Institute, which
runs on the mobile chat platform Mxit. The Dr Math service has been so successful
that it has attracted tens of thousands of South African school learners. The tutors
on the Dr Math service are all volunteers, using a web-based interface. Some of the
tutors have diﬃculty reading the questions posed by the learners and attempting to
decipher or restructure these questions, to ﬁnd meaningful mathematics, is wasting
time.
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Figure I.2: Decision-making guidelines.
Your role in this study is to read through a series of queries and determine whether
the entries contain content which may be translated into a mathematical equation.
Henceforth, this process will be referred to as coding.
I.2 Rules
The following rules apply to the study:
• You may not communicate with any other coders on the study, regarding the
study.
• You may not modify any of the data ﬁles, of the provided application, directly,
i.e. you may only enter your coded results through the provided application’s
interface.
I.3 The coding process
You will be provided with an application for capturing coded results. An example
of this application’s interface is shown in Figure I.2. The title bar of the application
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Table I.1: Coding examples
Input query Coded result
yes ok i understand thax NO
cn u pls find deficit in geographical term NO
i would like 2 knw wat 2 expct on p1 maths june examination NO
i luv u al as god said b4 he left=mara i say if i feel u i gt tl u b4 my hart
explode=lwazi out
NO
ok so you need to multiply out the (x-2) times (x-1) can you do that YES
k.let me give you asum 5xsquared-8xy-36ysquared then isay factorise and
check your answer by multiplying
YES
i saw in a book sumting like 3+4i wats dat mean YES
the variable is x(squared)/ x(to the power 2) YES
so divide 15 by 50 what do you get YES
Wat eqls 56 ovr 2? YES
32 eq 2 pwr of something YES
50% of 100 YES
gvn y=x-5 and y=5x-6 YES
will indicate how many entries you have completed and how many there are still left
to encode.
The large text area at the top of the application contains the text that should be
encoded. Every entry should be considered on its own merit and bears no relation
to preceding or following statements. When deciding whether or not an entry is
translatable, use the ﬂowchart in Figure I.2 to guide your decision-making process.
For the purposes of this study, an equation does not only relate to algebraic equations,
but to any general form of mathematics which may be encountered (at least partially)
in a mathematics textbook. This includes examples such as circle ABC (©ABC) or
even simple (partial) examples such as = x.
Once a decision is made, click on either the Yes or No buttons to record the result.
Alternatively the y key may be used as a shortcut for the Yes button and the n key
for the No button. The application will not allow you to return to a previously coded
entry, once submitted.
I.4 Examples
Table J.1 provides a few examples of queries and their associated, coded results.
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I.5 Delivery
Please return the entire application folder to me by 31 October 2013. You may either
zip the contents and e-mail it to me at bertram.haskins@nmmu.ac.za or hand deliver
it to:
Room R250
North Campus
Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University
Kind regards,
Bertram Haskins
PhD Candidate
Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University
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Instructions to Validation Phase 2
Translators
Dear Participant
Thank you for your willingness to take part in this study. You have been selected
as a candidate for this project based on your knowledge of texting language and/or
mathematics.
J.1 Background
Dr Math is a math tutoring service created by the CSIR Meraka Institute, which
runs on the mobile chat platform Mxit. The Dr Math service has been so successful
that it has attracted tens of thousands of South African school learners. The tutors
on the Dr Math service are all volunteers, using a web-based interface. Some of the
tutors have diﬃculty reading the questions posed by the learners and attempting to
decipher or restructure these questions, to ﬁnd meaningful mathematics, is wasting
time.
Your role in this study is to read through a series of queries and determine whether
the entries contain mathematical content and if they do, translate them into the
provided notation. This process will from hereon be referred to as translation.
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Figure J.1: The interface of the validation application.
J.2 Rules
The following rules apply to the study:
• You may not communicate with any other translators on the study, regarding
the study.
• You may not modify any of the data ﬁles, of the provided application, directly,
i.e. you may only enter your translated results through the provided applica-
tion’s interface.
• You must strictly adhere to the provided Notation Guidelines.
J.3 The translation process
You will be provided with an application for capturing translated results. An example
of this application’s interface is shown in Figure J.1. The title bar of the application
will indicate how many entries you have completed and how many you still have left.
For this study, you will be required to translate 250 entries.
The large text area at the top of the application contains the text that should be
translated. Not all entries will contain content which may be translated according to
the mathematical notation. Even though the entry contains no translatable content,
the application will not allow you to submit blank content. Whenever you wish to
submit a blank entry (i.e. no translated entry), click on the NONE button and then
on the Submit button.
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For all other entries, you need to make use of the included Notation Guidelines to
structure your translated results. The application includes buttons for the regularly
used capitalised operands found in the Notation Guidelines. You may enter these
operands manually (in capital letters) or using the provided buttons.
If an entry contains a character, symbol or keyword not contained in the Guide-
lines or on the application’s GUI, do not attempt to construct such a keyword using
numeric or alphabetic characters. Such entries should still be translated, but the
speciﬁc keyword or symbol should be ignored during the translation process. As the
translation process ignores white spaces, it is preferable that your translation be en-
tered without using the spacebar, tab or Enter key. Whenever the equation requires
a greek symbol and the required one is not included on the interface, replace it with
one of those provided.
The application will not allow you to return to a previously coded entry, once
submitted.
J.4 Examples
There are various language practices and quirks to look out for while performing
a translation. Table J.1 provides a few examples of entries and their associated,
translated results.
Table J.1: Translation examples
Input query Output translated tesults Note
i luv u al as god said b4 he
left=mara i say if i feel u i gt tl
u b4 my hart explode=lwazi out
NONE
ok so you need to multiply out
the (x-2) times (x-1) can you do
that
(x-2)*(x-1)
k.let me give you asum
5xsquared-8xy-36ysquared
then isay factorise and check
your answer by multiplying
5x^2-8xy-36y^2
i saw in a book sumting like 3+4i
wats dat mean
3+4i
the variable is x(squared)/ x(to
the power 2)
(x^2)/(x^2)
Continued on the next page
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Table J.1 – continued from the previous page
Input query Output translated results Note
so divide 15 by 50 what do you
get
(15)/(50)=x Some entries contain text such
as what do you get or equals
what. This portion of the entry
should be encoded as =x.
Wat eqls 56 ovr 2? x=(56)/(2) Some entries contain text such
as what equals. This portion of
the entry should be encoded as
x=.
32 eq 2 pwr of something 32=2^x Some entries contain text such
as power of something or
something to the power of 2.
Encode these entries as 2^x or
x^2.
50% of 100 (50)/(100) * 100 Whenever possible, change
simple percentages into frac-
tions, e.g. a third becomes
(1)/(30) and three quarters
becomes (3)/(4).
Solve 4 x (x)= Whenever an equation has to
be solved x or y, enclose the
x or y in brackets followed by
the equals symbol. The same
principle applies to factors and
functions, e.g factors of x be-
comes FACT(x)= and functions
of x becomes FUNC(x)=.
gvn y=x-5 and y=5x-6 y=x-5|y=5x-6 Some entries contain more that
one equation. Use the pipe (|)
character to separate lines in
equations or different equations
in the same query.
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J.5 Delivery
Please return the entire application folder to me by 9 December 2013. You may either
zip the contents and e-mail it to me at bertram.haskins@nmmu.ac.za or hand deliver
it to:
Room R250
North Campus
Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University
Kind regards,
Bertram Haskins
PhD Candidate
Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University
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Appendix K
Instructions to Validation Phase 3
Coders
Dear Participant
Thank you for your willingness to take part in this study. You have been selected
as a candidate for this project based on your knowledge of texting language and/or
mathematics.
K.1 Background
Dr Math is a math tutoring service created by the CSIR Meraka Institute, which
runs on the mobile chat platform Mxit. The Dr Math service has been so successful
that it has attracted tens of thousands of South African school learners. The tutors
on the Dr Math service are all volunteers, using a web-based interface. Some of the
tutors have diﬃculty reading the questions posed by the learners and attempting to
decipher or restructure these questions, to ﬁnd meaningful mathematics, is wasting
time.
Your role in this study is to view various equations rendered on a web page and
compare these renderings to a statement written in the provided Mathematical No-
tation. You will be expected to answer a simple yes or no question as to whether the
rendering is a true reﬂection of the provided equation. Henceforth, this process will
be referred to as coding.
K.2 Rules
The following rules apply to the study:
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• You may not communicate with any other coders on the study, regarding the
study.
K.3 The coding process
In order to participate in the coding process, you will be required to visit a web
page located at http://www.riptidecc.com/phase3. It is recommended that you
use FireFox or Internet Explorer for this coding task. Upon each visit, you will be
required to enter your sign in details, using the interface shown in Figure K.1. Your
student number is both your username and password.
Figure K.1: Sign in interface
Once logged in, you will be provided with a web page for performing the coding
task. An example of this page’s interface is shown in Figure K.2. The top portion of
the page will include your username, an indication of your progress with regards to
the number of equations processed and an equation to be translated.
Figure K.2: The interface of the coding web page
The middle area of the page displays the rendered equation and the bottom of the
page contains the Yes and No buttons used to perform the coding. The Yes or No
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decision should be guided by the the ﬂowchart in Figure K.3. The application will
not allow you to return to a previously coded entry, once submitted.
Figure K.3: Decision-making guidelines.
K.4 Delivery
When all entries have been completed, please notify me in person or send me an
e-mail at bertram.haskins@nmmu.ac.za, by 9 December 2013.
Kind regards,
Bertram Haskins
PhD Candidate
Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University
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Rendering Techniques
Displaying mathematics on a web page has always been problematic. Even though
mathematically oriented markup languages, such as MathML, have been created for
the purpose of neatly rendering or representing mathematics, they are not as widely
implemented as would be expected. One of the reasons for this might be that web
pages displaying mathematics are not as frequently encountered on the web.
There is currently no single standard for the display of mathematics on a web
page. Most web sites use images, plain HTML, an XML based approach, such as
MathML, or typesetting languages, such as LaTeX. Alternatives such as HTML5 and
SVG are becoming more standardised. This appendix discusses the various rendering
technologies as possible candidates for rendering the mathematics contained in the
Dr Math learner queries and serves to inform the process of selecting an appropriate
renderer in Section 7.3.2.
L.1 Images
Graphics are generally displayed on web sites using image ﬁles. Modern web sites
and browsers allow for a variety of diﬀerent image types, such as Bitmaps (BMP),
Graphics Interchange Format (GIF), Joint Photographics Experts Group (JPEG) and
Portable Network Graphics (PNG) or even Portable Document Format (PDF) ﬁles.
Images allow mathematical equations to be created to exacting quality and con-
sistency. The drawbacks however are that the images need to be created in a separate
graphics or layout program, before they can be included on a web site. This necessary
manual intervention removes them as an option for real-time mathematics rendering
and display, as is required by this study. There are however server processes which al-
low for the real-time rendering of mathematical requests as images. The development
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<font style="font-size:20pt">
<table cellpadding="1" cellspacing="10px">
<tr>
<td valign="middle" align="center">
<table cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0">
<tr>
<td>&radic;</td>
<td style="background:url(Line.png) repeat-x">25</td>
</tr>
</table>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
</font>
Snippet L.1: Example XHTML 1.1 markup to render the square root of 25
of such a service is not within the scope of this study, but for purposes of comparison
one such existing service has been included as a rendering option (Forkosh, 2012).
For most real-time applications, it is necessary to change mathematical equations
on the ﬂy and have them included in the layout of a current document. When using
images, any other content on the page would have to be structured around them.
By altering the layout structure of a document itself, it is possible to include math-
ematical equations in the structural ﬂow of sentences and paragraphs. To perform
these tasks, it is necessary to become proﬁcient in the diﬀerent families of markup
languages.
L.2 HTML 4.01 and XHTML 1.1
HTML and XHTML are used to build the web pages we view on the World Wide Web
(WWW). These languages are not actual programming languages, but more akin to
page layout software. Documents implementing HTML or XHTML use Document
Type Declarations (DTD) to declare which elements, attributes and values may ap-
pear in the document. Because of widespread implementation and browser support,
most websites are still built using HTML 4.01 and XHTML 1.1, although version
5.0 of both has become available. HTML 5 will be discussed in a section following.
Snippet L.1 is shows an example of XHTML 1.1 markup.
There is no set standard for rendering mathematics using plain HTML or XHTML.
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) are sometimes used to provide a central point of styling
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for the equations. Authors attempting to render mathematics using these technolo-
gies make use of a series of creative page breaks, tables, lines and combinations of
characters to attempt an approximation of a mathematical equation. Native math
notation was only added with the addition of the DTD for MathML.
L.3 MathML 3.0
Extensible Markup Language (XML) was developed by the World Wide Web Consor-
tium (W3C) to be straightforwardly usable over the internet and to support a wide
variety of applications (Bray et al., 2006). An XML document may contain both
markup and character data. An XML processor is used to gain access to the content
and structure of the document on behalf of an application.
One such application is MathML. MathML deﬁnes the grammar and rules for
implementing and nesting attributes and elements related to mathematical notation
(Ausbrooks et al., 2010). MathML may be included in XHTML documents by in-
cluding the MathML 3.0 DTD in the header of the document.
There are two types of MathML markup, namely presentation markup, which
is used to display mathematical equations, and content markup, which is used to
convey mathematical meaning. The diﬀerence between the two types of markup
is that content markup lends itself to mathematical analysis, by providing tags for
speciﬁc mathematical concepts such as <plus/> or <minus/>. Presentation markup is
only concerned with how the equation is displayed and therefore has a single opening
and closing tag set <mo></mo> which may be used to display diﬀerent operators, such
as <mo>+</mo> and <mo>-</mo>.
In order to compare how diﬀerent techniques render the same mathematical equa-
tion, it is not necessary to study the underlying mathematical concepts in depth.
Therefore, this study makes use of presentation MathML markup, as shown in Snip-
pet L.2.
MathML is not supported in all browsers, neither are its results consistent, because
of a reliance on underlying fonts. Another option for mathematical rendering would
be to use a digital typographical system.
L.4 TEX and LATEX
TEX (the x is pronounced similarly to the last sound in the Scottish word loch) is a
digital typesetting language devised by Donald Knuth in the late 1970s (TEX User
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<math xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1998/Math/MathML">
<mstyle mathbackground="white" mathcolor="black" mathsize="20pt" mathvariant="bold">
<mrow>
<msqrt>
<mn>25</mn>
</msqrt>
</mrow>
</mstyle>
</math>
Snippet L.2: Example MathML markup to render the square root of 25
Group, 2011). TeX and its derivatives, such as LATEX, were devised to provide uniform
results wherever it may be used. The idea is to have authors concentrate on their
document content rather than have to worry about the layout and representation of
the document.
LATEX enhances this functionality by providing a set of macros for commonly
used TEX tasks. LATEX documents may be typeset using preset document classes and
packages which contain all the formatting necessary for creating items such as articles
or books. Snippet L.3 shows an implementation of LATEX using MathJax.
One of the original motivations for the creation of TeX was for the delivery of
professional-looking mathematical equations. This functionality has later been ex-
panded by the inclusion of the amsmath and mathtools packages. Aside from type-
setting tools, there are also markup languages speciﬁcally created for designing and
displaying vector based content on a web page.
<script type=’text/x-mathjax-config’>
MathJax.Hub.Config({tex2jax:{inlineMath: [[’$’,’$’]]}});
</script>
<script type=’text/javascript’
src=’http://cdn.mathjax.org/mathjax/latest/MathJax.js?
config=TeX-AMS-MML_HTMLorMML’>
</script>
<div style="font-size: 200%;">$\sqrt{25}$</div>
Snippet L.3: Example LATEX markup (with supporting MathJax script) to render the square
root of 25
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<svg xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2000/svg"
width="500px" height="70px">
<text x="10" y="50" font-family="Verdana" font-size="20" fill="black"
stroke="black" stroke-width="0.5" text-anchor="middle">
<tspan x="217" y="48" font-style="normal">âĹŽ</tspan>
</text>
<text x="10" y="50" font-family="Verdana" font-size="20" fill="black"
stroke="black" stroke-width="0.5" text-anchor="middle">
<tspan x="247" y="50" font-style="normal">25</tspan>
</text>
<line x1="225" y1="30" x2="272" y2="30" style="stroke: black; stroke-width: 3;"/>
</svg>
Snippet L.4: Example SVG markup to render the square root of 25
L.5 Scalable Vector Graphics
Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) is an Extensible Markup Language (XML) grammar
that describes interactive two-dimensional graphics (Quint, 2003). The motivation
behind SVG is to create a solution that can be easily adapted and integrated into
modern media, such as web sites. It includes the basic vector primitives (shapes)
found in other drawing systems, such as lines, polylines, polygons, rectangles, circles
and ellipses. SVG also allows for the inclusion of raster images (PNG and JPEG)
and text as graphics objects.
Transformations may be shared between graphical objects by specifying addi-
tive transformation instructions, such as scale, translate, rotate or skew. Optionally,
transformations may also be applied via a global transformation matrix. Styling may
be applied through the use of CSS. Similarly to XML, SVG graphical objects may be
organised into a hierarchy. This lends itself to the usage of inheritance for applying
transformations and styling.
SVG content is rendered on a canvas, which has inﬁnite dimensions (within the
bounds of system memory). The rendering, however, occurs relative to a ﬁnite rect-
angular region of the canvas, called the viewport (Dahlstrom et al., 2011). The SVG
viewport is the area of the canvas which the user sees on screen. In order to display
rendered content to a user, the SVG user agent must ﬁrst determine the width and
height of the viewport. This information is then used to determine the initial view-
port, an initial viewport coordinate system and an initial user coordinate system.
The initial viewport coordinate system is active at the start of processing an SVG
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element. The initial user coordinate system is the system that is currently active and
used to deﬁne how coordinates and lengths are located and computed.
There are various ways of incorporating SVG into a web page; the simplest of which
is to create a stand-alone SVG web page or embed the SVG content in-line. SVG
may also be embedded into web pages using standard HTML or XHTML elements,
such as images, objects and Java applets. External linking allows SVG content to be
referenced, by means of a separate ﬁle, on a web page or in a CSS ﬁle, using a style
property such as background-image.
In this study, a combination of in-line SVG shapes and text is used to create
mathematical equations. An example of a mathematical statement in SVG format and
its rendered result is shown in Snippet L.4. In recent years, HTML has evolved into a
new version, capable of feats previously only possible using technologies such as Flash
and Silverlight. Some of these advances might enable the rendering of mathematics.
L.6 HTML 5
HTML 5 is the latest version of HTML. It is currently still a working version, with the
latest editorial update released on the 17th of December 2012 (Berjon et al., 2012).
HTML 5 has a variety of new features, such as the ability to integrate video and
audio directly into the page, by means of tags and the ability to render graphs, game
graphics and art directly onto the page, using a canvas element (Yan, Yang, Lan, &
Tong, 2012). For the purposes of this study, the canvas element is used to render
mathematical equations.
The canvas element allows a developer to specify the width and height of an area
on a page where dynamically created, embedded content may be placed. A canvas
may be created with fallback content, to be displayed whenever scripting has been
disabled on the page or the canvas element is not supported. The most frequently used
method of implementing the canvas is to use it in its two-dimensional context, which
represents the canvas as a ﬂat Cartesian surface. The top left corner of the canvas
serves as its origin, with a coordinate of (0,0) and a maximum x and y coordinate
speciﬁed by the predeﬁned width and height of the canvas.
Content is drawn to the canvas as a series of paths and sub paths, which allow for
various lines and shapes to be drawn in a connected fashion. The canvas also allows
for text and images to be drawn on its surface. Snippet L.5 demonstrates simple
markup and script statements for drawing mathematics to an HTML5 canvas, as well
as the rendered result.
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<canvas id="myCanvas" width="500" height="150">
Your browser does not support the HTML5 canvas tag.
</canvas>
<script>
var c = document.getElementById("myCanvas");
var ctx = c.getContext("2d");
ctx.font="20px Arial";
ctx.fillText("âĹŽ",227,50);
ctx.font="20px Arial";
ctx.fillText("25",247,50);
ctx.moveTo(237,30);
ctx.lineTo(272,30);
ctx.stroke();
</script>
Snippet L.5: Example HTML 5 markup to render the square root of 25
This concludes the discussion on the various rendering technologies used in this
study.
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Contrasting The Renderers
This appendix discusses and contrasts the various renderers developed for this study
and serves as motivation for choosing the ﬁnal renderer used in the study’s instanti-
ation (Section 7.3.2).
M.1 The Armeq web site
There are various implementations of the general rendering techniques discussed in
Appendix L. For the purposes of this study, a web site (Figure M.1) was created
to enable users to contrast the diﬀerence between 8 of these implementations. It is
currently hosted at http://www.riptidecc.com/armeq. The Armeq site allows a
user to enter a mathematical equation in a prescribed format and have it rendered
using one of the techniques speciﬁed in Table M.1.
The Armeq site was originally developed with only renderers 1 – 6. The site was
modiﬁed a year later to update the Armeq renderer and add the last two renderers,
namely HTML5 and SVG. The Armeq system is currently limited in the types of
queries that it has been optimised to render, as it implements a limited form of the
instantiation’s Transformation sub-phase. Mathematical equations must be entered
in a proprietary format, as indicated in Appendix N. A query may also be submitted
to the site using the following format: http://www.riptidecc.com/armeq/default
.aspx?Query=query&Technique=number.
When the querystring method is used, the query must be formulated according
to the notational guidelines and the technique number must be in the range 1 – 8,
corresponding to the renderers in Table M.1. Any received statement is processed
using the Tokenisation process developed for the study’s instantiation (Section 7.3.1.
The Armeq site was used to compare both the browser compatibility and rendering
accuracy of each of the initial 6 rendering techniques across the four browsers most
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Figure M.1: ARMEQ website
widely used in South Africa during May 2012, as shown in Figure M.2. These browsers
were, in order of most widely used, Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome and Safari
(StatCounter GlobalStats, 2012).
Figure M.3 represents the browser usage during December 2012 to January 2013,
which shows that for this time period these four are still the most widely used browsers
in South Africa (StatCounter GlobalStats, 2013). As these statistics, taken for two
separate time periods, remain relatively consistent, it is accepted that these four
browsers are representative of the main browsers used by South Africans in a desktop
environment.
The tests were repeated in these browsers, with the addition of the HTML 5 and
SVG renderers. An interesting change however is that during the second time period,
Chrome has taken over from Firefox as the second most widely used browser in South
Africa. Internet Explorer still remains ﬁrmly planted in the ﬁrst position. As mobile
computing has become very pervasive, the testing was expanded to include three
mobile browsers, namely the default Android browser (Android version 4.0.3), Safari
on the iPhone (for IOS version 6.1.2) and Opera Mini (version 6.5.28192).
The next section discusses how the diﬀerent renderers were tested, using the seven
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Table M.1: Rendering implementations
Number Name Description
1 MathML Presentation MathML rendered by the
browser.
2 MathJax with MathML Presentation MathML rendered by the open-
source JavaScript display engine MathJax
(MathJax, 2011).
3 MathJax with LaTeX LaTeX rendered by the open-source
JavaScript display engine MathJax (MathJax,
2011).
4 ASCIIMathML MathML rendered by the ASCIIMathML
JavaScript display engine (Jipsen, 2012).
5 MimeTeX External server-based software, which re-
turns a LaTeX equation as an image(Forkosh,
2012).
6 Armeq An HTML-based mathematics rendering en-
gine, specifically developed for this study.
7 HTML5 Canvas An HTML5-based mathematics rendering en-
gine, developed specifically for this study.
8 Scalable Vector Graphics An SVG-based mathematics rendering en-
gine, specifically developed for this study.
diﬀerent browsers.
Figure M.2: South African browser usage for May 2012
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Figure M.3: South African browser usage for December 2012 to January 2013
M.2 Evaluation
Designing content for the web may be a very frustrating endeavour, because of the
diﬀerences in how the layout engines of various browsers interpret page content. This
problem may be compounded when the content in question is dynamically generated.
The layout engine of a browser controls how it displays XHTML, JavaScript, SVG
and other on-page static and scripting technologies. The seven browsers used for
evaluating the renderers in this study employ four diﬀerent layout engines. Internet
Explorer makes use of the Trident layout engine, whereas Chrome, Safari and the
Android default browser makes use of WebKit. Firefox makes use of the Gecko layout
engine and Opera Mini uses Presto.
Because there are so many diﬀerent layout engines, a renderer may create a dif-
ferent result depending on which browser a tutor uses. The purpose of this section is
to evaluate the diﬀerent browser-renderer combinations in order to determine which
renderer would best serve the purposes of this study.
M.2.1 Browser support
To determine which renderers are supported by the browsers, the ARMEQ website
was loaded in each of the browsers and then every one of the renderers was tested
with the same test equation. If a browser does not support a speciﬁc renderer an
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investigation was done to determine which prerequisites may be installed (if any) to
enable the renderer.
Among the desktop browsers, Internet Explorer 9.0.8x supports all of the render-
ers, but requires MathPlayer (Design Science, 2012) to be installed in order to dis-
play MathML and ASCII MathML. Firefox 20.0.1 supports all the renderers. Chrome
26.0.1410.64 m supports all of the renderers except for MathML and ASCII MathML.
Safari 5.1.7x supports all of the renderers, but the default fonts are unable to display
the equations accurately, when using any renderer related to MathML. To remedy
this the STIX fonts must be installed on the device (The STI Pub Companies, 2012).
Among the mobile browsers, the default browser on Android version 4.0.3 supports
all the renderers, except for MathML and ASCII MathML. Safari on the iPhone (for
IOS version 6.1.2) supports all of the renderers. Opera Mini (version 6.5.28192)
supported all of the renderers, except for MathJax with Tex. Even though Opera
Mini did seem to support HTML 5; it did not render the text of our test equation.
Further investigation showed that it only rendered the lines of fractions and roots,
making it unsuitable for the purposes of our study.
From these results, it’s clear that the de facto mathematical markup language,
MathML, is still not as widely supported among modern browsers as it should be,
with it not being natively supported or problematic on 4 out of the 7 desktop and
mobile browsers tested. Having determined which browsers support the renderers,
the next subsection will determine how well the renderers render the various equation
types using the supported browsers.
M.2.2 Rendering accuracy
Not all renderers render the equations in the same manner. If an equation is rendered
in an inexact fashion or in such a manner as to make it diﬃcult to read, it may waste
the time of the tutors. A representative group of simple, test equations were chosen
from a South African grade 8 mathematics text book (Goba, Morgan, Press, Smuts,
& Van der Walt, 2011), in order to test how accurately the various renderers display
basic equations. These test equations are listed in Table M.2 and are intended to be
representative of the building blocks of basic algebraic concepts.
The tests were performed two times, a year apart. This was done to ensure that
the rendering techniques remained useful across possible updates of the browsers.
The equations were rendered using every renderer in each of the chosen browsers.
The rendered equations were compared to the pre-rendered equations and if there is
any deviation from the reference equation, the rendering was marked as inaccurate
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Table M.2: Test equations
Basic concept Example
Simple equation 13× (3 + 5)
Division of simple equations 4,87
0,3
× 10
10
Exponents (3 × 6)2
Exponents of exponents (m3)4(m2)2
Division of exponents 2a
2
c
4×6a3c
18a4c6
Square roots
√
49× 121
Cube roots 3
√
5× 5× 5× 6× 6× 6
Division of cube roots
3
√
125
3
√
216
and the nature of the inaccuracy recorded. Table M.3 shows which equations were
inaccurately rendered on which browsers, for the six initial renderers.
Some browser-renderer combinations render the multiplication symbol "x" as ".";
this was not regarded as a form of inaccuracy, but rather a diﬀerence in interpretation.
Figure M.4 illustrates how diﬀerent renderers render the same equation, using the
default settings on the ARMEQ web site.
Figure M.5 demonstrates the variance in how the four desktop and three mobile
browsers display the results of a single renderer (MathJax with MathML). All of the
results were captured at the renderer’s default display size. It is interesting to note
how the diﬀerent fonts inﬂuence the size of the rendered equation. In the case of the
Opera Mini browser, the font also results in the tops of every line in the equation
being cut oﬀ. Changing the size of the rendered equation did not improve this display
issue.
After the initial study on the six renderers across the four desktop browser, the
results from comparing the various renderer and browser combinations for compat-
ibility and accuracy have been combined into Figure M.4. The diagram has been
colour-coded to highlight problematic combinations.
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Table M.3: Rendering inaccuracies
Equation IE
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Simple equation 1 7 7,5
Division of simple equations 1 2 5 5 2 5 7,5 5
Exponents 1 3 6,7 3 7 7,6
Exponents of exponents 1 3 6,7 3 7 7,6
Division of exponents 1 2,3 2,3
Square roots 1 4 4
Cube roots 1 4 4
Division of cube roots 1 2,4 2,4 8 4 8
Legend
Number Description
1 The results are inconsistent, because the equation is not always rendered.
2 The fraction not created, i.e. all the content is rendered in a single line.
3 The exponent was not raised.
4 The root symbol was not rendered or rendered incorrectly.
5 Renders as a multi-line equation.
6 The exponent is rendered at the wrong location.
7 Brackets are not rendered correctly.
8 The fraction line is not long enough.
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Table M.4: Colour-coded usage recommendations
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Legend
Recommended Prerequisites Rendering Not supported
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Figure M.4: Comparison of different renderer results
In the follow-up study, the equations were rendered using every supported renderer
in the four desktop and three mobile browsers. Any deviation the rendered equation
showed, when compared to the reference equation, was recorded. Safari on IOS 6.1.2
has the same issues with rendering certain font characters, such as brackets, as those
encountered on the desktop version of Safari. It is interesting to note that the mobile
version of Safari renders the equations more accurately than the desktop version.
During testing, several forms of inaccuracies were encountered, ranging from lines
and root symbols not being rendered to exponents not being raised or characters
being printed in a cut-oﬀ fashion. It was decided that the chart should be simpliﬁed
to simply colour-code any browser-renderer combination which are problematic and
to be avoided. The results of testing the 7 browser variants were compiled into two
separate charts.
The ﬁrst chart is intended for desktop browsers (Table M.5). From the rate of
inaccuracies encountered, it is recommend that Firefox is the desktop browser to use
Figure M.5: Comparison of different browsers using the same renderer (MathJax with
MathML)
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Table M.5: Desktop browser rendering accuracy
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when rendering mathematics. It supports MathML natively and only had any issues
when used in conjunction with the MathJax using MathML renderer. These issues
were not encountered regularly and was limited to the renderer rendering an exponent
too close to a closing bracket, so that it overlaps. This did not make the equation any
less accurate and may be caused by underlying system fonts. Even though FireFox is
the best desktop browser to use for rendering mathematics, it is not the most widely
used in South Africa. Thus, to be more representative of the real-world situation, the
study will perform all future desktop rendering evaluations in Internet Explorer.
The second chart is for mobile browsers (Table M.6). In a mobile environment,
the default Android (4.0.3) and IOS (6.1.2) browsers both encountered problems with
only two of the renderers. Each of these browsers is recommended to an equal degree,
with the deciding factor being the user’s preference of mobile operating system. At
Table M.6: Mobile browser rendering accuracy
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this time, however, the Opera Mini browser cannot be recommended for mobile math
rendering as it encountered errors on all but two of the renderers.
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Appendix N
Mathematical Notation Guidelines
This document describes the guidelines to be followed when manually coding equa-
tions serving as input to the rendering process employed in this study. Statements
generated by the interlingual translation phase, of the instantiation of this study, are
generated using these same guidelines. The creation of the guidelines is discussed in
Section 5.6.
N.1 Characters, keywords and symbols
Any input to the rendering phases of this study is tokenised according to the iden-
tiﬁers listed in Table N. Although other characters may be recognised as variables,
only these statements and characters are oﬃcially supported. Statements containing
unsupported characters or keywords, as well as statements which are unbalanced,
may be ignored by the parsing engine.
Table N.1: Mathematical operators, operands and keywords
Operator, Operand or Keyword Description
Numbers: 0 – 9 and , Numerical constants
Letters: a – z and A – Z Variables (when not part of any other keyword)
= , >, < These symbols may be used to perform assignment or
comparison.
+ Addition symbol
- Subtraction symbol
* Multiplication symbol
/ Division or fraction symbol
( and ) Denotes the order of execution and portions of fractions,
exponents and roots.
Continued on the next page
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Table N.1 – continued from the previous page
Operator, Operand or Keyword Description
^ Exponent
_ Subscript
% Percentage
| New line
SQRT Square root
CBRT Cube root
FORT Fourth root
FIRT Fifth root
SIRT Sixth root
SERT Seventh root
DEG Degree
PERPEN Perpendicular lines
CIRCUM Circumference
ANGLE A specific angle
TRI Triangle
POS Plus-minus
PI Pi symbol
ARC Arc
CIRCLE Circle
SIN Sin
COS Cos
TAN Tan
LOG Logarithm
ALPHA, DELTA, THETA, OMEGA Greek symbols
FACT Factors
FUNC Function
N.2 Building equations
When designing equations, spacing does not aﬀect how the renderer interprets the
equation, thus 6a + 2 may be created by entering any of the following queries 6a+2,
6 a + 2, 6a+ 2, 6a +2 or 6a + 2. The following subsections will discuss, by means of
example, how to use the various operands, operators and keywords.
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N.2.1 Equals, greater than, less than
These symbols may be used to display an assignment or comparative statement.
There are three symbols in this class, namely =, > and <.
• The equals symbol may be used as follows A = B, which would render as A = B.
• The greater than symbol may be used as follows A > B, which would render as
A > B.
• The less than symbol may be used as follows A < B, which would render as
A < B.
These symbols may be combined to create forms such as greater than or equal to
(>=) or not equal to (<>).
N.2.2 Addition
This symbol is used to display the addition of two operands. The syntax for the
equation 6a+ 2 = 14 is 6a + 2 = 14.
N.2.3 Subtraction
This symbol is used to display how one operand is subtracted from another. The
syntax for the equation 6a− 2 = 14 is 6a - 2 = 14.
N.2.4 Multiplication
The multiplication symbol is used whenever two items should be multiplied. The
syntax for the equation 6a× 2 = 24 is 6a * 2 = 24.
N.2.5 Division
The / symbol is used to display both division and all forms of fractions. For the
purposes of explanation, in this guideline, all forms of division will be referred to
as fractions. The nominator and denominator of a fraction must always be enclosed
in their own brackets, even if it consists of a single character. The syntax for the
equation 6a
2
= 6 would be: (6a)/(2) = 6
Divisions and fractions may also be nested. The syntax for the equation 6a−
b
4
2
= 5
would be (6a - (b)/(4))/(2) = 5. Fractions may also be nested inside exponents,
subscripts, square, cube, fourth, ﬁfth, sixth and seventh roots.
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N.2.6 Exponents
The exponent symbol is used to raise one operand to the power of another. The
syntax for the equation 6a2 = 24 is 6a^2 = 24. If the exponent consists of more than
one term or is negative, the term(s) should be placed between round brackets, e.g.
6a^(x + 1) = 24. This would render as 6ax+1 = 24.
N.2.7 Subscripts
The subscript symbol is used to lower text as a subscript. The syntax for the equation
a2 is a_2. If the subcript consists of more than one term or is negative, the term(s)
should be placed between round brackets, e.g. 6a_(x + 1). This would render as
6ax+1.
N.2.8 Percentage
When discussing percentages, the percentage symbol may be used, as in 90%.
N.2.9 Square roots
The root keywords are used whenever a form of root should be displayed. They all use
a similar format, consisting of a keyword and a portion of equation directly following,
in brackets. The entire portion of the equation, which forms part of the square root,
must be enclosed in brackets and preceded by the SQRT keyword. The syntax for
the equation
√
16a2 = 4a would be: SQRT (16a^2) = 4a
Square roots may be nested inside any other form of root.
N.2.10 Cube roots
The entire portion of the equation, which forms part of the cube root, must be enclosed
in brackets and preceded by the CBRT keyword. The syntax for the equation 3
√
64a3
= 4a would be: CBRT (64a^3) = 4a
Cube roots may be nested inside any other form of root.
N.2.11 Fourth roots
The entire portion of the equation, which forms part of the fourth root, must be
enclosed in brackets and preceded by the FORT keyword. The syntax for the equation
4
√
256a4 = 4a would be: FORT (256a^4) = 4a
Fourth roots may be nested inside any other form of root
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N.2.12 Fifth roots
The entire portion of the equation, which forms part of the ﬁfth root, must be enclosed
in brackets and preceded by the FIRT keyword. The syntax for the equation 5
√
1024a5
= 4a would be: FIRT (1024a^5) = 4a
Fifth roots may be nested inside any other form of root.
N.2.13 Sixth roots
The entire portion of the equation, which forms part of the sixth root, must be
enclosed in brackets and preceded by the SIRT keyword. The syntax for the equation
6
√
4096a6 = 4a would be: SIRT (4096a^6) = 4a
Sixth roots may be nested inside any other form of root.
N.2.14 Seventh roots
The entire portion of the equation, which forms part of the seventh root, must be
enclosed in brackets and preceded by the SERT keyword. The syntax for the equation
7
√
16384a7 = 4a would be: SERT (16384a^7) = 4a
Seventh roots may be nested inside any other form of root.
N.2.15 Degrees
In various equations and statements it may be necessary to refer to an operand in
terms of degrees. In order to use the degree symbol, as in 37◦, make use of the DEG
keyword, as follows: 37DEG
N.2.16 Perpendicular lines
When discussing lines, the PERPEN keyword may be used to indicate perpendicular
lines, e.g. line AB is perpendicular to line CD may be written as ABPERPENBC.
This notation would be rendered as AB ⊥ BC.
N.2.17 Circumference
When shapes, the CIRCUM keyword may be used to represent a circumference,
e.g. Shape ABC has a circumference of 90. The notation for this would be CIR-
CUMABC=90.
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N.2.18 Angles
The ANGLE keyword is used to refer to a speciﬁc angle, i.e. ∠ABC. The notation
for this would be ANGLEABC.
N.2.19 Triangles
The TRI keyword is used to refer to a speciﬁc triangle i.e. △ABC. The notation for
this would be TRIABC.
N.2.20 Plus-minus
The POS keyword is used whenever the plus-minus symbol should be displayed, i.e.
7± a. The notation for this would be 7POSa.
N.2.21 Pi
The PI keyword is used whenever it is necessary to display the pi symbol, i.e 2πr2.
The notation for this would be 2PIr^2.
N.2.22 Arcs
The ARC keyword is used to refer to a speciﬁc arc, i.e. ⌢A. The notation for this
would be ARCA.
N.2.23 Circles
The CIRCLE keyword is used to refer to a speciﬁc circle, i.e. ©A. The notation for
this would be CIRCLEA.
N.2.24 Sin
In order to display the sin keyword, as in sin 60, make use of the SIN keyword, as
follows: SIN 60.
N.2.25 Cos
In order to display the cos keyword, as in cos 5, make use of the COS keyword, as
follows: COS5.
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N.2.26 Tan
In order to display the tan keyword, as in tan 10, make use of the TAN keyword, as
follows: TAN 10.
N.2.27 Logarithm
In order to display the log keyword, as in log10, make use of the LOG keyword, as
follows: LOG10.
N.2.28 Greek symbols
In order to display the greek symbols α, δ, θ or ω makes use of the keywords ALPHA,
DELTA, THETA or OMEGA, e.g. ANGLEALPHA would render as ∠α.
N.2.29 Factors
The FACT keyword is used to refer to the factors of a speciﬁc term, e.g. FACT (x).
N.2.30 Functions
The FUNC keyword is used to refer to a speciﬁc function, e.g. FUNC (x).
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Publications Resulting From The
Study
This appendix contains a list of all the publications resulting from the study. The
conferences associated with these publications are discussed in Section 9.1.7.
Haskins, B. and Botha, R. (2012a). A comparison of mathematical rendering tech-
niques to support Dr. Math tutors. In Proceedings of the 14th Annual (South
African) Conference On World Wide Web Applications, Durban, South Africa.
ZAWWW.
Dr. Math is a service, which allows South African school learners to be tutored
by means of Mxit. Displaying mathematical equations to the tutors on Dr.
Math is a challenge which needs to be overcome, in order to provide them with
better support. By displaying the student queries in a more concise fashion, the
throughput of the tutors may be increased.
Some tutors struggle with deciphering messages received in Mxit lingo. Since
the number of tutors on the system is limited, struggling with the comprehension
of student queries decreases the number of learners aided in a given session. This
study compares the strengths and weaknesses of outputs rendered by various
implementations of HTML, MathML and LaTeX. The outputs are rendered by
means of an ASP.NET website upon receipt of a string-based input query. The
diﬀerent methods are compared in terms of browser compatibility and accuracy
of rendering. The study’s results are gathered by means of observation. The
results are summarised as a colour-coded table and recommendations are made
on which method would be a best ﬁt for the problem domain.
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MimeTeX is identiﬁed as the most accurate renderer supported by all the
major browsers. It requires no prerequisites, but does not allow for any font-
scaling.
Haskins, B. and Botha, R. (2012b). Identifying suitable mathematical translation
candidates from the logs of Dr. Math. In Proceedings of the 23rd Annual Sym-
posium of the Pattern Recognition Association of South Africa, Pretoria, South
Africa. PRASA.
Dr. Math is a service, which connects high school students with math prob-
lems to volunteer human tutors. Some of the tutors on the Dr. Math service
have diﬃculty in servicing queries received in Mxit lingo. Identifying which of
these queries contain valid mathematical questions steals time which could be
better spent on the actual tutoring process. This paper develops and tests ﬁl-
tering algorithms based on numbers, symbols and tag words, in order to identify
queries containing suitable mathematical translation candidates. A combination
of numeric and symbolic ﬁltering yields the most accurate results, whereas ﬁlter-
ing using numbers, symbols and tag words returns the highest number of results.
On average, the algorithms return their ﬁltered results in under a millisecond.
Haskins, B. and Botha, R. (2013a). Identifying Tag Word Counterparts for Dr.
Math. In Proceedings of the 2013 AAAI Spring Symposium on Analysing Mi-
crotext, Stanford, California. AAAI.
Dr. Math is a South African mobile service which connects high school stu-
dents experiencing math problems to volunteer human tutors, using the mobile
chat platform Mxit. Mxit lingo is a shorthand language used by learners on the
platform. Some of the tutors on the Dr. Math service have diﬃculty in servicing
queries received in Mxit lingo. Identifying which of these queries contain valid
mathematical questions steals time which could be better spent on the actual
tutoring process. This paper develops and tests diﬀerent techniques for selecting
Mxit lingo counterparts for English mathematical tag words. The results of the
various techniques are combined according to optimal accuracy and number of
usable results. The combined results are used to deliver an XML-based bilingual
English / Mxit lingo dictionary for the Dr. Math domain.
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Haskins, B. and Botha, R. (2013b). Rendering Dr. Math learner queries with
HTML5 and SVG. In Proceedings of the 15th Annual (South African) Confer-
ence On World Wide Web Applications, Cape Town, South Africa. ZAWWW.
The Internet is seen as the great equalizer, providing people in previously dis-
advantaged areas with access to a wealth of information. Various recent reports
have shown that at least 70% of South African citizens own or have access to
cellular phones, enabling them to access the Internet. This has paved the way for
services, such as Dr. MathÂő, running on Mxit, to connect South African school
learners to human mathematics tutors, via their cellular phones. The tutoring
service is entirely voluntarily and the number of tutors available is limited. The
language used by the learners make it diﬃcult for the tutors to understand some
of the learner queries.
The tutors make use of a web-based interface to respond to the learner queries,
using a desktop PC or laptop. Currently, no formatting is done on the received
learner queries and they are displayed to the tutors in their raw format. Dis-
playing the learner queries in an understandable format, might aid the tutors
in making their sessions more productive. The variety of markup languages
and rendering technologies provide a wealth of options for displaying mathemat-
ics in a more understandable format. A prior study on this domain focused on
technologies such as MathML, Latex and XHTML 1.1 with CSS for displaying
the mathematics portion of learner queries. Recent markup language standards,
such as HTML5, and interactive vector image formats, such as Scalable Vector
Graphics (SVG), have yet to be tested in this domain.
To this end, the existing rendering engine was enhanced by the addition of
HTML5 and SVG rendering systems. The rendering engine takes the form of
a website, capable of rendering a pre-formatted mathematical input string in a
total of 8 diﬀerent renderers, which include MathML, MathJax with MathML,
MathJax with Latex, ASCIIMathML, MimeTex, Armeq (a XHTML 1.1 and CSS
renderer) and the two new additions, namely HTML5 and SVG.
The two new renderers were compared to the existing ones with regards to
their accuracy on rendering equations found in the South African high school
mathematics curriculum. All rendering discrepancies were recorded. The ren-
derers were also contrasted with regards to their support in the four major desk-
top browsers used in South Africa, namely Internet Explorer, Chrome, Firefox
and Safari. It was also recorded whether the browsers require any prerequisites
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to be installed, in order to enable the renderers. To facilitate possible future
mobile expansion of the tutoring process, a separate batch of combination tests
were run on 3 of the major mobile browsers, namely the default Android browser
(Android version 4.0.3), Safari on the iPhone (for IOS version 6.1.2) and Opera
Mini (version 6.5.28192).
The results were compiled into 2 separate weighted tables, highlighting the
strengths and weaknesses of all renderer / browser combinations, for both desk-
top and mobile browsers. These tables may be used by the tutors as a decision
support tool to determine which combination to use for their given system con-
ﬁguration.
Haskins, B. and Botha, R. (2014a). A Mixed-Method Approach to Normalising
Dr Math Microtext. In Proceedings of the International Conference on Compu-
tational Science and Technology., Kota Kinabalu, Malaysia.
Dr Math is a South African math tutoring service, which allows high school
learners to use a mobile phone-based chat application to contact volunteer tu-
tors. The learners structure their queries in a form of microtext, which the tutors
ﬁnd diﬃcult to interpret. This study presents an automated process as a means
to normalise a Dr Math microtext-based learner query, so that it more closely
resembles English. The process consists of a variety of replacements, based on
known short forms, pre-generated English-variants and phonetic similarity. In-
put queries are processed at a word-level, regardless of underlying grammar.
The normalisation process is validated in two steps. The ﬁrst step uses spell-
checking to determine that the process improves the overall spelling accuracy, of
the original microtext-based input queries, in both test and validation conditions.
Krippendorﬀ’s α is used in the second validation step to calculate the level of
agreement, with regards to the legibility of normalised text, between two human
coders. The α value of 0.681 is deemed suﬃcient for exploratory research. The
coders agree that the normalisation process yields an improvement in legibility.
Haskins, B. and Botha, R. (2014b). SVM Classiﬁcation of Dr Math Microtext.
In Proceedings of the 25th Annual Symposium of the Pattern Recognition As-
sociation of South Africa, Cape Town, South Africa. PRASA. (At the date of
publication this conference has not yet taken place.)
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Dr Math is a South African mathematics tutoring service, which allows school
learners to contact human tutors using their mobile phones. The lack of tutor
availability, the language used by the school learners and deviation from math-
ematical topics all contribute to the fact that there is a large tutor deﬁcit in
relation to the number of learners accessing the service.
This study proposes a support vector machine-based (SVM) classiﬁcation
method, which is able to discriminate between entries containing possible math-
ematical content and those which do not. Three SVMs are created, with features
generated from a rule set, phoneme frequency and a combination of the two.
All three of the SVM approaches yield classiﬁcation accuracy in excess of
90%, with high levels of precision and recall, when compared to the results of
human coders. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves are created for
all three of the SVMs, with the rule-based SVM showing the highest area under
the curve (AUC) value of 0.96.
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